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Prelude and Introduction:
Music to your ears is an overview of those features that touch upon the care and feeding of
musicians, or those, like me who are less talented and who just like to listen to music.
Contributions have been made by a group of dedicated people with the goal of improving
listenability and safe listening. This may be for hard of hearing children who are about to
select their first musical instruments, or about a 20s something rockers who need to
understand the more subtle points in choosing hearing protection or in-ear monitors.
This book has nine sections and can be read in any order, with as many items in each
section as the reader wants to use. It can be used as a supplement in any university or
college course on noise control, or even as part of a music program. Or it could be read
with a cup of tea while having one’s feet propped up against the cushions in front of a
roaring fire (or air conditioner in summer).
Each section of the book has a number of posts, all written with the reader in mind, and
balancing scientific fact, humor, and clinical gems making this a very readable and
smoothly flowing book.
The nine sections are:
1. Music and hearing loss
2. The acoustics of music
3. Room acoustics and reverberation effects
4. Hearing aids and music
5. In-ear monitors
6. Musicians’ hearing protection
7. Consumer issues
8. Some notable notables
9. Encore i Finale
Like most areas of study, the scientific principles can be used in other, seemingly unrelated
areas. While this is a book about music, musical instrument and its effects, the acoustic
principles can be applied to the human vocal tract, the acoustics of a classroom, and even
the design of a concert hall. And many of the technologies can extend beyond the musician
or listening to music, to populations such as the military, and those suffering from postconcussion syndrome.
Finally I would like to thank the other editors of HearingHealthMatters for their support
and encouragement during the writing and editing process.
Marshall Chasin, AuD
Editor
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Section I.
Music and Hearing Loss

Noise and music induced
hearing loss - Some history. Part
1
Marshall Chasin, 10th June 2015

From time to time, I am asked either by a referring physician, a union, or a local Workers
Compensation Board (sometimes referred to as the Worker’s Safety and Insurance Board)
whether a particular worker has a hearing loss that could have been caused by his or her
occupational noise (or music) exposure.
As a field of hearing health care professionals, clinically we make several assumptions
about the nature of what a noise (or music) induced hearing loss would look like. This
includes the “shape” or the slope of the audiogram (part 2 of this blog series), the degree
and type of hearing loss, and the “correction” if any, for age (part 3 of this blog series).
Because of the importance that “shape of the audiogram” seems to have in the acceptance
or rejection of a claim for NIHL, as well as the “correction factor” that is applied to account
for presbycusis, these two “assumptions” will be handled separately over the next several
weeks (in part 2 and part 3 respectively).
Unlike most other areas of the field of audiology, very little modern research has been
performed that underlies the auditory basis of noise exposure that leads to hearing loss.
Much of the “seminal” research is from the 1970s and one has to be concerned about
research that is more than 35 years old. Nevertheless a review of what our audiology
ancestors found may provide a glimpse into why things are the way they are now.
85 dBA fence:
We have all heard of the 85 dBA “fence”. The way that it is used with noise induced hearing
loss (and in many jurisdictions, music induced hearing loss) this fence or “threshold limit
value” (TLV) is the action point- exposure below 85 dBA and no action is taken; at, and
above 85 dBA and action is taken.
In 1966, the Committee on Hearing and Bioacoustics (CHABA) was the first North American
group to try to get a handle on how some aspects of noise could affect hearing. Because it
was among the first group of researchers to broach this complex topic, CHABA made some
assumptions- some were not very important such as the relationship between temporary
threshold shift (TTS) and permanent threshold shift (PTS), and other assumptions were of
greater importance, such as whether intermittent noise exposure can be used to calculate
an “equivalent” steady state type of noise exposure.
The CHABA recommendations were used by the United States Air Force to develop an

enforceable hearing conservation program and that was first instituted in 1956. For an
excellent overview of the history of this work, Dr. Alice Suter wrote a chapter in David
Lipscomb’s excellent textbook Hearing Conservation in Industry, Schools and the Military
(1994, Singular Publishing Group, ISBN 1-56593-380-X). This is the blue colored book that
many of us have sitting on our bookshelves. Despite the age of this book, it is a gem and
worthwhile getting if you can find it in a used book store.
In 1969, based on the earlier work of CHABA, in an attempt to develop a threshold limit
value or fence to the general, non-military workforce, several groups, but mainly the
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) developed a voluntary
standard that was later adopted by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) under the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act. This was initially only applicable to the
contracts from the American government but later was also applied to Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act. And in 1971 this was extended through OSHA to the general American
workforce (industry and construction). The Fence or threshold limit value was 90 dBA (over
an 8 hour work shift and using a 5 dB exchange rate- see part 2 of this blog series).
In 1983 OSHA, recognizing that long term exposure to levels slightly below 90 dBA can also
cause hearing loss, made an change called the Hearing Conservation Amendment which
requires most, but not all workers, to have a baseline audiogram, annual audiometric test,
and if the exposure is between 85 dBA and 90 dBA, be offered hearing protection.
Shortly after its creation in 1971, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), in an attempt to establish best practice exposure limits, came out with a 85 dBA
fence in 1972 (but still using the OSHA and CHABA 5 dB exchange rate). In 1998, NIOSH
revised its recommendations by using a 3 dB exchange rate, while still maintaining the 85
dBA threshold limit value fence.
Most countries outside of the United States follow the NIOSH 85 dBA threshold limit value
with a 3 dB exchange rate and this includes the European Union, and most provinces in
Canada (with the exception of Quebec). Of notable exceptions around the world are Brazil
and Israel that still use the more conservative OSHA recommendations.

Noise and music induced
hearing loss - The shape of the
audiogram. Part 2
Marshall Chasin 13th October 2015

The “shape” or configuration of the sensori-neural hearing loss, at least in worker’s
compensation board claims for noise exposure, is one of the base elements for deciding
whether a hearing loss is indeed a noise induced hearing loss.Yet, not all audiograms of
workers exposed to high levels of noise (or music) have a “notched” audiogram with the
greatest hearing loss being in the 3000-6000 Hz frequency region.
Dr. David Barrs, MD, who is now with the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN, did some interesting
work earlier in his career. Dr.Barrs and his colleagues found that only 37% of those workers
who were exposed to noise and had a sensori-neural hearing loss had an audiometric
notch in the 3000-6000 Hz frequency region.
They attributed this to a number of potential reasons such as presbycusis which over time
reduced the 6000 Hz and 8000 Hz acuity such that the upper frequency end of the notch
was flattened out.Nevertheless, not having an audiometric notch does noise prevent a
diagnosis of noise exposure, and conversely, having an audiometric notch does not mean
that the hearing loss was noise induced.
As we will see below, the studies about the various proposed reasons for why the greatest
hearing loss is in the 3000-6000 Hz region reads as an historical novel with contributions
from as far back as 1934. Here is a synopsis of the studies about the various potential
reasons about the NIHL notch.Several explanations have been proposed for this
audiometric notch over the past almost 80 years but to date, there is no one accepted
explanation- it is a frequently observed audiometric shape (but not the only noise induced
shape). In the following cases, the internet has not been gracious enough to provide us
with links, historical or otherwise:
Crow, Guild, and Polvagat, 1934 have shown that part of the explanation may be related to a
poorer blood supply in the cochlea that corresponds to the 3000-6000 Hz region;
Bohne, 1976 showedthat there is a greater susceptibility for damage of the supporting
structures of the cochlear hair cells in the 3000-6000 Hz region;
Hilding, 1953, and Schuknecht and Tonndorf, 1960 showed that the orientation of the stapes
footplate in the middle ear, into the inner ear is such that the primary force vector aims
towards those cochlear hair cells in the 3000-6000 Hz region, with the effect of eventual
failure because of the constant hydro-mechanical action; and

Tonndorf, 1976, and Caiazzo and Tonndorf, 1977, have shown that permanent noise exposure
has its greatest effect approximately one half octave above the peak frequency of the
noise spectrum, and since the “peak” is typically that of an adult’s ear canal resonance (at
2700 Hz), the greatest hearing loss will be the 4000-6000 Hz region.
Despite the age of these references, there are no more modern data that contradict these
findings or suppositions.

Noise and music induced
hearing loss - age corrections
Marshall Chasin 20th October 2015

In many state or provincial worker’s compensation boards there is a “correction factor” that
may be applied to a calculated noise induced hearing loss. In many cases, this is a
“presbycusic” correction and may amount to subtracting 0.5 dB off of the calculated
average hearing loss for each year over the age of 60. On the surface, this appears to be an
expeditious ”correction” factor; it is quick and easy to calculate and at least is in the ball
park of a correction for age.
OSHA in the United States uses rather scary looking tables F-1 (for males) and F-2 (for
females) that can be found in their optional appendix. This gives age corrections for ages
starting as early as 23 (with a 1 dB correction given at both 4000 Hz and 6000 Hz). The
corrections start to exceed 5 dB by age 32 with a slight correction also being given for 2000
Hz and 3000 Hz. It is slightly less dramatic for women in table F-2 with corrections on the
order of 5 dB beginning at age 35 or 36. It is not known why there is a difference between
men and women although there are many metabolic and hormonal theories being
proposed.
At least for men, there is a 30 dB age correction at 6000 Hz and about a 28 dB one at 4000
Hz for those over the age of 60. There are no additional age corrections above age 60. For
those who like numbers, part of table F-1 for men is given below. Unfortunately it’s still
given below for those who don’t like numbers. (The actual table has entries for every age in
1 year units).

Age

1000

2000

3000

4000

6000

20

5

3

4

5

8

25

5

3

5

7

10

30

6

4

6

9

12

35

7

5

8

11

15

40

7

6

10

14

19

45

8

7

13

18

23

50

9

9

16

22

27

55

10

11

19

27

32

60

11

13

23

33

38

It is interesting to note that a slight hearing loss is “expected” for even 20 year olds. It is
also important to recognize that OSHA is based on a 90 dBA fence and uses the 5 dB
exchange rate which significantly underestimates the effect of noise (and music). Most
jurisdictions in the world use criteria that are similar to those used by NIOSH (85 dBA
action point and a 3 dB exchange rate).
The “intent” of this table however was primarily to assist in determining there was actually
a real hearing change (a change exceeding the Standard Threshold Shift) or whether it can
be attributed to aging.
In the “subtract 0.5 dB for every year over the age of 60” scenario, this is something that
may be a bit over-zealous. In this scenario, hearing loss due to noise exposure would be
the average of several frequencies such as 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 3000 Hz,
depending on the jurisdiction. A 0.5 dB/year correction (subtracted from the above four
frequency average) would amount to a 2 dB change for each frequency for each year over
60, or equivalently, an 8 dB change for each year at 3000 Hz only. This is rather dramatic,
since changes at 3000 Hz typically amount to one decibel at most/year. This is partly
related to the fact that most hearing loss occurs in the higher frequency region such as
4000 Hz and 6000, and its progression experiences a toughening or slowing down of
hearing loss over time (see blog on asymptotic hearing loss).
Although the references are dated, like most areas of what we know about noise exposure,
Bies and Hansen, 1990, and Bies, 1994, criticized the 0.5 dB correction as being too overzealous. It is really just a “correction” that saves money for the various compensation
boards rather than having any clinical reality.
Another assumption behind this correction is that the effects of noise exposure and music
exposure are the same animal. Research in this area is very difficult to perform but a 2000
article in Hearing Research by Gates, Schmid, Kujawa, Nam, and D’Agostinosuggests that
even presbycusis and noise exposure are quite different in their progressions and
underlying structures. This doesn’t answer the question of music exposure versus noise
exposure but does bring up the point that sensori-neural hearing loss may be quite
different depending on the source, despite audiometrically appearing to be quite similar.

Critical levels of music and
noise
Marshall Chasin 12th November 2015

How can I ensure that the music will not damage my ears?
I get this question often, either on my blog, personal email, or from my musician clients
whom I see clinically. My answer is “If the music is less than 85 decibels you are not at risk,
and even if you are in a musical environment above 85 decibels, you can still be safely
exposed as long as it is for not too long a time”. I then go on to talk about a sound level
meter and tell people they can even download one as an app on their smart phone- and
that they should use the “A-weighting scale to get dBA measurements”. And if their eyes
have not glazed over by this point, I mention that every 3-decibel increase over 85 dBA
doubles their damage… 85 dBA is safe for 40 hours a week; 88 dBA is safe for only 20 hours
a week; 91 dBA is safe for only 10 hours a week… It’s not just the sound level in decibels, but
also how long one is exposed- it is the “dose”.
By this time, they are fighting to get out of my office and usually screaming “NO MORE
MATH!!!!!!!” I never dreamed that mathematics would be so useful in getting rid of clients
who have overstayed their welcome in my office. If they still haven’t left my office, I launch
into a wonderful discussion about critical levels- this usually does the job.
Music and noise have many similarities (and differences). One similarity is that many types
of music and noise have quiet and loud periods. In music, it may be the percussion and
horn section that contributes most of the music energy or, conversely, it may be the
woodwind section that provides the quieter, more mellow aspects to music. In noise, there
may be percussive elements such as in a stamping plant or a rivet gun that provide the
peaks to the noise level, and then perhaps there is a more “steady state” lower level din
that permeates the work space when the riveters take a break.
This caused researchers – mostly in the 1970s and early 1980s – to look at the highest level
in any particular frequency region that would just begin to cause some temporary
threshold shift (TTS). Specifically the “critical level” is the level at any one frequency that
would cause 5 dB of TTS. A closely related concept is “effective quiet,” which is the level
that causes no TTS.
We have all experienced TTS and lived to tell the tale. After we’ve attended a rock concert
or sometimes even after cutting our lawn, our ears appear to be numb or perhaps we have
some tinnitus. If I were to measure your hearing at that point, and compare it with your
hearing just before you went to the concert, that difference would be the TTS. As the name
suggests, TTS is temporary. And as discussed in previous blogs, there is no correlation
between TTS and eventual permanent hearing loss- at most one can say that before having
some permanent noise- or music-induced hearing, one has had to have experienced some

TTS, but other than that, there is no relationship. Nevertheless, short of doing an
experiment where researchers knowingly ruin someone’s hearing (for the benefit of
science), they are limited by doing TTS studies where the effect is temporary.
The estimation of “critical level” or “effective quiet” is an attempt to get a handle on how
safe any given environment is, on a frequency-by-frequency basis. This would have
ramifications for the use of hearing protection devices- one can simply subtract the
attenuation at any desired frequency from the measured environmental spectrum of the
noise or music, and determine whether it is below the critical or effective quiet level. In
most cases, when you do the math, less is typically better than more, especially when it
comes to music. Indeed, Mead Killion and his colleagues at Etymotic Research came out
with a uniform earplug called the ER-15 in 1988 which was then (and 25 years later still is)
ideal for many forms of music. It provided exactly 15 dB of attenuation, and only 15 dB of
attenuation. Hearing protection devices that provide attenuations of 30 dB are simply
unnecessary when it comes to music.
I cannot look into the mind of Mead Killion, but I am sure that he and his colleagues at
Etymotic (and Elmer Carlson from Knowles Electronics who invented the idea) knew a lot
about critical levels and a lot about music when they came out with the ER-15 musicians’
earplug.
The table below shows four sets of data- one is the average data from Mills, Gilbert, and
Adkins (1979) across the frequency region for “Effective Quiet” Levels- sound levels that
would just be on the verge of creating TTS. The other three curves are the actual measured
average sound levels for three musical instruments- the clarinet, violin, and the trumpet.
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The average frequency-by-frequency sound levels (dB SPL) measured for three instruments
in a classical domain as compared with estimates of Effective Quiet (in bold) and italicslevels that would create 5 dB of TTS. Except for the trumpet in the lower frequency region,
the average playing levels were below the Effective Quiet levels. The ranges of the musical
instruments were not shown, but some instruments did exceed the Effective Quiet levels by
8-10 dB, implying that hearing protection of 8-10 dB would be useful.
Several things are apparent in this chart. Other than the trumpet in the lower frequency
region, the average playing levels of the instruments do not exceed the Effective Quiet
level. Of course, these are average playing levels and there were some violins and trumpet
players who did indeed exceed these levels. The other thing is that if you examine the slope
of the Effective Quiet data, it falls off in the 2000-4000 Hz region. That is, it seems that it

takes less sound energy to create TTS in the higher frequency region. However- and this
almost seems too good to be true- the sound emanating from these musical instruments is
inherently of a lower level in these higher frequency regions- the spectra of these musical
instruments seem to parallel the Effective Quiet data, as if our auditory systems were
innately designed to accept music with minimal auditory damage. This, however, would not
be the case with all musical instruments, such as the drums that generate significant midand high-frequency energy that far exceeds the Effective Quiet levels at 2000 and 4000 Hz.

The simplistic nature of the
audiogram - asymptotic hearing
loss
Marshall Chasin 17th May 2016

I love seeing 15 year old kids for a musicians’ hearing assessment. These are generally
extremely talented and hard working young people who are doing everything they can to
assure themselves of a life long career in some aspect of music and the arts. Even at age 14
they are aware that the road ahead will not be smooth, with many bumps and turns, and
even if they do everything “correctly”, this does not guarantee even a modicum of success.
I also love seeing 50 year old kids for a musicians’ hearing assessment. These are generally
extremely talented and hard working musicians who are doing everything they can to
assure themselves of a livelihood in the music industry. And even at age 50, they are still
acutely aware of the road ahead and have already experienced their share of bumps and
turns in their careers, despite doing everything correctly.
Other than the obvious difference in their ages, there are also differences in what I say and
do during a musicians’ hearing assessment when I see them…. or at least there “were”
differences in what I said and did…
Below is a set of curves, from ISO 1999, one of several large data sets that are available,
that show an interesting, and well-studied, characteristic- the hearing change from year to
year in the first few years of musicians’ (or industrial workers’) careers can be large, but
this change gradually decreases to the point that larger audiometric changes are no longer
observed. It’s almost as if the hearing mechanism becomes calloused and more immune to
the effect of music or noise exposure. Some researchers have referred to this as an
“asymptotic” hearing loss, as if the degree of hearing loss approaches some asymptotic
value.

From ISO1999 the noise exposure and averaged at 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz, and 4000 Hz for
varying exposure levels from 85 dBA to 100 dBA. Note the “asymptotic” or “slowing down” of
the change after 5-10 years
Previous blogs have been based on the concept of auditory toughening where it appeared
as if the cochlear mechanism was toughened up against high sound level insults.
Researchers such as Henderson, Campo, Subramanian, and Spongr feature in this area of
study.
The bottom line is that we don’t really know what is happening in the cochlea. We do know
(mainly from the work of Sharon Kujawa, Charlie Liberman, and Jos Eggermont) that despite
there being a lessening in the cochlear susceptibility over time, including even TTS, that
there can be permanent and increasing neural pathologies, which when combined with
normal aging, can become quite significant years down the road.
So, as a clinical audiologist what is my responsibility?
At one point I would “read the riot act” to the younger musicians and counsel them about
hearing loss prevention strategies, moderation, and hearing protection, but be more
“relaxed” with those who have a few more years under their belts. After all, the ear does
seem to be less susceptible over time.
But the work of Kujawa, Liberman, and Eggermont clearly shows that while the cochlea may
remain relatively healthy as assessed with pure tones (such as on an audiogram), the
neural structures downstream are a different story.
Neural degradation is much more difficult to demonstrate in a clinical environmentespecially when the appointment is only 30-45 minutes long. Certainly changes in wave I
ABR can be assessed, but given the time constraints of a typical clinical environment, this
will typically not be done. One can argue that in a perfect world it should be done but at
some point a clinical decision needs to be made about what is important (at least for
educational and counseling concerns) and what has less importance.
The data in the figure from ISO 1999, and which has been replicated by others such as Ulf
Rosenhall, are important but no longer feature prominently in my clinic. At one point I
would have a laminated sheet showing this graph- actually the one I had was from
Rosenhall- but I have decided to “hide” this information from my clinical population.
I am not making a clinical “error of omission” but I do feel that these data are quite
misleading. Pure tone audiometric results are just overly simplistic, and while I once felt
that TTS was just a “benign” characteristics of music or noise exposure and not useful, I
also feel that showing a graph depicting asymptotic hearing loss is simplistic and not the
true story.

We can't always measure a
hearing loss
Patty Johnson 15th January 2013

he start of a new calendar year is often seen as an occasion for change. At this time of year
many people examine their lives, actions, and beliefs, and resolve to make a few changes.
Somehow, the flip of the calendar to a new year encourages us to get rid of the old and
embrace the new. Many people resolve to exercise, eat better, or make other healthy
lifestyle changes. What are your New Year’s resolutions? What old things do you want to get
rid of, and what new things do you want to embrace?
I’ve experienced a lot of change over the years. Those who’ve known me a long time first
knew me as Patty Tillman (no relation to the venerable Tom Tillman, unfortunately). Being
somewhat of a traditionalist, I became Patty Niquette when I married in 1995. After my
divorce I kept Niquette for the sake of my young children. But time marches on, and I’m
now embracing another change: in April I married the nicest guy on the planet (trust me, he
is, because I don’t believe in making the same mistake twice). From here on out you’ll know
me as Patty Johnson. I’ll try to ease the transition by using Patty Niquette Johnson, but only
because Patty Tillman Niquette Johnson is too many last names for anyone. Same person,
just better, healthier choices.
Speaking of better, healthier choices: how’s your hearing? Those of us in the hearing
healthcare industry aren’t immune to the ravages wrought by excessive noise exposure. You
don’t think you’re over-exposed? Really? Do you remember the last professional
convention you attended? Were there any social functions that were loud? Was your
hearing muffled afterwards? Did you have tinnitus? How many of you use power tools, lawn
mowers or snow blowers? Loud vacuum cleaners? Loud, whirring blenders for an extended
margarita party? How many of you attended your kids’ sporting events this past year?
Concerts? Live music? All of these have the potential to give you a noise overdose. The
ringing and muffled hearing? That’s a noise hangover. Sure, your ears seem to recover, but
at what cost?
It’s time to discard our old assumptions, beliefs and practices regarding noise exposure,
and adapt healthier beliefs and practices. We used to believe that Temporary Threshold
Shift (TTS) was, well…temporary. Sure, our ears would ring and our hearing would be
muffled after those big social events at professional conventions. But that was just
temporary. Or was it? Research on noise exposure by Kujawa and Liberman (2009)
challenges our old assumptions and begs us to rethink the concept of TTS. Kujawa and
Liberman found that while outer hair cells do recover from noise exposure after a period of
rest (with a corresponding recovery of hearing thresholds and otoacoustic emissions
[OAEs]), other changes in the basal region of the cochlea do not recover: they found
dramatic degeneration of both pre- and post-synaptic elements of the inner hair cells and

spiral ganglion cells. Not only is this damage undetectable using current test protocols
(pure tone thresholds, OAEs and auditory brainstem response [ABR] testing) but the loss of
spiral ganglion cells is not seen until weeks or months post-exposure. Kujawa and
Liberman suggest that noise-induced hearing damage has progressive consequences that
we cannot clinically measure, and that may not be evidenced until much later. This damage
is likely to be eventually expressed as difficulty hearing in noise and/or tinnitus or
hyperacusis.
Yikes! If that doesn’t motivate you to throw off the old nonchalance and embrace a
healthier hearing lifestyle, I don’t know what will. But how do you know if your ears are
receiving an overdose? After all, what seems too loud to one person may seem “just right”
to someone who likes things a bit loud. Well, there’s an app—and a product—for that.
A recent search for iPhone apps using “SPL meter” as the search term produced 47 apps,
ranging in price from “free” to $19.99. I like “SPL Meter” by Andrew Smith, which I’ve used
for the past several years. This free app is similar in appearance to the old analog Radio
Shack sound level meter (sadly, no longer available) and provides the same results when
I’ve compared the two side-by-side. It’s extremely handy and a wonderful tool to get a
quick reading on sound levels. But what to do when sound levels fluctuate, and you’re not
sure if you really need hearing protection? For that, you’ll need to use a dosimeter.
Noise dosimeters measure and integrate sound levels over time, and provide an estimate
of noise dose. For an explanation of noise standards and noise dosimetry, I recommend
you read an excellent paper written by someone named Patricia Niquette.
Many hearing professionals are unfamiliar with noise dosimeters, as their use has been
seemingly relegated to noise control engineers and those who work in industrial hearing
conservation. Also, dosimeters have traditionally been complicated to use and costly to
purchase. Etymotic Research developed the ER-200D, a small, lightweight, inexpensive
dosimeter that’s easy to use. Data stored on the device can be downloaded and printed,
and I’m sometimes amazed at the results.
You might think concerts are pretty loud, and you’re right. But do you have any idea how
loud? I do. One of my colleagues at Etymotic frequently attends live music events with his
twenty-something son, and he always wears a noise dosimeter (and earplugs). Results of
one of the quieter all-day music festivals he attended are shown in Figure 1.

While the level wasn’t high as far as concerts go, the amount of time spent in the noise
produced a final dose of 1,000%, which translates to two weeks’ worth of noise exposure in
a single day. Too much? I’d say so. But with earplugs, he and his son were just fine. We
might even call this a “lullaby” music festival. Another festival they attended wasn’t quite so
kind, auditorally speaking: this headbanger of an event, shown in Figure 2, had an
equivalent continuous level of 107 dB. Over the course of their day-long attendance, this
produced a noise dose of 13,000%. That’s 26 weeks’—or 6 months—worth of noise exposure
in a single day! With ER-25 Musicians Earplugs, however, their hearing wasn’t at risk.

This is an extreme example, so I’ll close with something far less innocuous, yet unexpected:
results of noise dosimetry at a small middle-school basketball game, where the referees’
whistles, scoreboard buzzer and crowd noise produced an equivalent continuous level of a
measly 91 dB (See Figure 3).

Does hearing loss continue to
decline when away from noise?
Marshall Chasin 27th October 2015

From time to time, certain articles come across my desk that make me sit up (typically
spilling my coffee in the process) and reread it to make sure that what I thought I was
reading, was indeed the case.
Well, this happened to me about 15 years ago (and many times since, but I didn’t always
spill my coffee). There is an interesting article by Gates, Schmid, Kujawa, Nam, and
D’Agostino published in 2000 in the journal Hearing Research. For those who are not aware
of Hearing Research, it is as difficult to get an article published in that journal as it is to get
something published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (JASA). Without
going in to too much detail, if an article is in Hearing Research or JASA, you can be darned
sure that it has been peer reviewed by the very best, and what it has to say is not just
sloppiness or opinion – the content is well packed with thoughtful and well-designed
experimental protocols.
The Gates et al. article has the rather benign name “Longitudinal threshold changes in
older men with audiometric notches”. This may seem rather insignificant, but the article is
anything but.
The two major items deriving from this article (at least for me) were that (1) progression
due to noise exposure in not necessarily the same as the progression observed from
“merely” aging, and (2) noise-related hearing loss may continue to be observed after the
worker has left the noisy environment.
Most regulatory agencies in the worker’s compensation area assume that once the worker
is no longer exposed to noise, then no more hearing loss that may be observed in the
future would be related to the previous exposure. This article suggests that that
assumption may be erroneous, or at least over-stated.
Gates and colleagues looked at 203 men from the Framingham Heart Study cohort over a 15
year period and examined progressions in their audiograms. Most of the men were retired
as the sample had a mean age of 64 (58-80 years old) so were not assumed to be affected
by significant occupational noise exposure.
In this study, they divided the 203 men into three groups – no audiometric notch (N0), a
small audiometric notch (N1) in the 3000-6000 Hz region of less than 35 dB HL, and a larger
audiometric notch (N2) greater than 35 dB HL. As expected, the N0 group (no notch)
correlated highly with the absence of noise exposure over their careers and the N2 group
had the greatest amount of noise exposure.

That is, for some reason, those with a significant noise notch in the 3000-6000 Hz region,
after retiring and being away from work, also continued to have a 2000 Hz hearing
threshold decrease that was in excess of what would have been suspected for just agerelated issues alone. Their conclusion that “… the noise-damaged ear does not ‘age’ at the
same rate as the non-noise damaged ear” is actually quite astounding.
And the finding that the 2000 Hz region of hearing continues to decrease in excess of any
age-correction, especially if the damage in the 3000-6000 Hz was significant enough (in
excess of 35 dB HL), is quite telling as well.
This article,and others, state that the mechanism(s) are unknown that evidence does point
towards the prior noise exposure to the cochlea.
As the conclusion, restating an above paragraph from this blog “Most regulatory agencies in
the worker’s compensation area assume that once the worker is no longer exposed to
noise, then no more hearing loss that may be observed in the future would be related to
the previous exposure. This article suggests that that assumption may be erroneous, or at
least over-stated.”

Temporary hearing loss test app
- part 1
Marshall Chasin 2nd May 2016

In 1995 Erik Borg and his colleagues published a comprehensive review of a number of
studies dealing with noise exposure and its effect on both temporary threshold shift (TTS)
and permanent threshold shift (PTS). In short, Borg found no relation between TTS, that
typically resolves in 16-18 hours, and PTS other than to conclude that one needs to have
some TTS before permanent hearing loss is noticed. In these studies, the measurement of
puretone acuity was assessed.
This review of the literature echoed the results of many previous studies (e.g.Ward et al.,
1976) and was a source of frustration for many in the hearing health prevention fields.
Industrial hygienists, physicians, and audiologists could not use the presence or absence of
TTS to predict whether an individual was more or less susceptible to future hearing loss.
TTS appeared to be just a benign quirk of noise exposure that would soon disappear.
Over the last 10-15 years, however, other researchers have begun to use tools that go
beyond the simplistic puretone audiogram. While cochlear deficit as a result of noise or
music exposure can be assessed with some modicum of validity with puretones, more
advanced and more objective testing such as otoacoustic emission testing and even wave I
in ABR, have been used. These tests, combined with modern scanning techniques show that
even after the measureable effects of puretone TTS have resolved, there is host of
permanent neural pathologies. These include:
1. rapid inner hair cell (afferent) synaptic loss
2. rapid inner hair cell dendritic loss
3. slow spiral ganglion cell loss, and
4. persistent reductions in suprathreshold neural responses (i.e., reduced wave I ABR).
These data mostly derive from the laboratory of Dr. Sharon Kujawa, and Dr. Charlie
Liberman at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, Harvard Medical School. (Kujawa and
Liberman, 2009; Kujawa and Liberman, 2006; Gates, Schmid, Kujawa, Nam, and D’Agostino,
2000). The findings in Table 1 are adapted from Kujawa and Liberman (2006, 2009) and
show that while hair cell pathology (i.e, puretones and optoacoustic emission results) does
resolve as TTS resolves over time, neural pathology (e.g., wave I ABR) including spiral
ganglion cell loss, and synaptic and dendritic loss, does not resolve.

Resolved after TTS
Puretone thresolds

X

Otoacoustic emissions

X

ABR wave I

Did not resolve after TTS

X

[Based on the data from Kujawa and Liberman (2006, 2009)]
Of special interest is that the Kujawa and Liberman (2006) study provides data that early
noise exposure may “render the inner ears significantly more vulnerable to aging” (p. 2115)
and the Gates et al, (2000) study indicates that noise induced hearing loss may continue to
increase after retiring from the occupational noise environments, especially if the noise
induced hearing loss is significant at the time of work retirement.
TTS may leave the cochlear hair cells intact but resolvable TTS, depending on the exposure,
can result in permanent neural damage in the auditory system.
Hearing loss prevention is the cornerstone to any intervention. This is true whether we are
dealing with industrial noise, music, sporting events, or recreational noise sources such as
hunting. TTS is no longer something that can be dismissed as a benign and interesting
artifact of noise or music exposure. It is an important measureable piece of data that in
some sense may be even just as important as the sound level (in dBA) or the duration of
exposure. Measurement of noise or music levels is important, as is the dose, but there will
be individual variations of the effect of the received dose. Ultimately the question arises
whether a certain exposure to noise or music did, or did not, create a pathological result in
an individual person. Individual assessment of TTS would provide information for each
person and will provide invaluable long-term prevention information for that person.
It seems that two different types of researchers and two different sets of tools have been
used. Before 2000, measures of pure tone acuity were used and researchers published in
journals relating to noise and noise control such as the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America. After 2000, more in depth tools were used that go beyond the cochlea and assess
the integrity of the VIIIth auditory nerve and other neural structures. These researchers
published in the Journal of Neurology, Hearing Research, and the Journal of Neuroscience.

Temporary hearing loss test app
- part 2
Marshall Chasin 9th May 2016

In part 1 of this two part blog series, the characteristics of temporary hearing loss, also
known as Temporary Threshold Shift (or TTS) were discussed. Using pure tone stimuli, TTS
typically resolved in 16-18 hours – it was thought to be nothing more than a benign
characteristic of noise or music exposure, with no predictive power. And while this was true
of the research done prior to 2000- namely that cochlear sensitivity resolved using pure
tones- research performed more recently examines the characteristics of the neural
hookups between the inner ear and the brain. It is these neural connections and structures
that suffer permanent degradation even after the pure tone thresholds due to noise or
music exposure have resolved.
In view of the newer research on TTS over the last 10-15 years an app has been developed
where TTS can be measured by anyone, using a Smartphone and any set of earphones
(available from the Apple Store for the iphone and from the Google Store for Androids).

Start up screen of the Temporary Hearing
Loss Test app
Using earphones a person can, within
several seconds, measure their hearing
threshold at 6000 Hz, and this number is
saved. Without changing the volume
setting on the Smartphone, the person
goes to work in a factory, listens or plays
music, or goes to a sporting event, and
then immediately after the event, the
hearing acuity is measured for a second
time, and saved. This difference is a
measure of TTS.
Because the app uses a “difference”
between two measurements, no
calibration is required. Measurements are
valid as long as the Smartphone volume
control has not been changed, and the
“before” and “after” measurements were
performed in similar environments.
Depending on the degree of TTS one of
three screens will be shown- green
colored for minimal TTS (<5 dB); orange
colored for some degree of TTS (6-15 dB);
and a red screen for TTS that is greater than 15 dB. Each screen has information about
hearing loss prevention as well as a link to the FAQ page at the www.MusiciansClinics.com
website. The data from the TTS measurement can be emailed along with the duration
between the first and second parts of the test.
Using the Temporary Hearing Loss Test app individuals can now quickly assess whether the
noise or music exposure resulted in a change in hearing acuity. And while repeated TTSs
may only last 16-18 hours, as shown by Kujawa and her colleagues, long term neural
damage may ensue. This app is not intended as a replacement for industrial assessment of
the noise or of the dose, but does provide one more important piece of the hearing loss
prevention puzzle. The Temporary Hearing Loss Test app simply addresses the important
issue of whether there is TTS or not and how much, and this is evaluated on an individual
basis.

Result screen (red) showing greater than
16 dB TTS along with hearing loss
prevention information
While it is true that changes in puretones
are a simplistic measure of the effects of
loud noise or music, they can be used to
assess TTS and can provide information
to minimize long-term neural changes,
and ultimately sensory changes in the
hearing mechanism. These changes may
result in tinnitus, hyperacusis, or
eventual permanent hearing loss. More
information can be found at
www.MusiciansClinics.com.

NOTE: The editorial board at
www.HearingHealthMatters.org have
graciously allowed me to talk about the
Temporary Hearing Loss Test app and I
do have to state that this app was
developed by myself at the Musicians’
Clinics of Canada. All proceeds go to
supporting hearing health care activities
through my Musicians’ Clinics. (Marshall
Chasin, AuD).

The 8000 Hz audiometric notch
due to music exposure
Marshall Chasin 18th March 2014

Last week I saw a violinist with an 8000-Hz audiometric notch in her hearing test. This is
not unheard of and I have observed this clinically before, especially with violin and also
some piccolo players.
Textbooks in audiology are fond of stating that any long-term damage from noise (and
music) exposure tends to be restricted to the 3000-6000 Hz region, which is around the top
note on a piano keyboard. The reasons for this are varied, but all are poorly understood.
Essentially there are five possible explanations, and more than one of these may
contribute to the finding of an audiometric notch in a certain frequency region.
1. There may be a relatively poor blood supply to the part of the cochlea that corresponds
to the region of 3000 to 6000 Hz.
2. There may be a greater susceptibility to damage to the hair cells and supporting
structures in this frequency region.
3. The orientation of the stapes footplate into the cochlea is such that its primary force
vector aims towards those hair cells in this region, with eventual failure due to
hyromechanical action (i.e., the 8000-Hz and above region is in the lee of the
hydromechanical “storm” that is set up in the cochlea).
4. The area of hearing loss is greatest depending on the energy content of the offending
noise/music spectrum.
5. Permanent hearing loss from long-term noise/music exposure has its greatest effect
approximately half an octave above the peak of the noise/music spectrum, which tends
to be in the 3000-6000 Hz region.
Each of these possible explanations has a wealth of literature supporting it, especially the
last three possibilities. It is not unusual to see a very large man with a 3000-Hz audiometric
noise notch where his ear canal is so long that it resonates at 2400 Hz. One half octave
above 2400 Hz is about 3500 Hz, and since only 3000 Hz and 4000 Hz are typically assessed,
it is possible to obtain an audiogram with the poorest acuity around 3000 Hz. In contrast, I
cannot remember ever seeing a relatively small person (with a shorter ear canal that
resonates at close to 3000 Hz) having an audiometric notch at such a low frequency. Most
musicians have a 6000-Hz audiometric notch rather than at 3000 Hz or at 4000 Hz. Many
musicians are simply not as large as NFL football players or long-distance truckers.
Of course, the correlation between apparent physical stature and frequency location of an
audiometric noise/music notch is nowhere close to 100%, yet there is some correlation.
What this may effectively mean is that those people with a shorter ear canal (and
associated higher resonant peak) would have greater “amplification” of the environmental

noise before it even reaches their cochlea, and this may result in a higher frequency
audiometric notch than if this natural outer ear resonant frequency was lower.
The nature of the energy distribution in the offending noise/music spectrum – the fourth
possible explanation stated above – has not been well investigated. In 1983 Mills and his
colleagues performed a study that showed that for very low frequency (below 500 Hz), highintensity stimuli, the greatest region of temporary threshold shift (TTS) would be in the
300-750 Hz region. While it can be argued that TTS is not the same as permanent hearing
loss (PTS), something is definitely happening in this low-frequency region that is
noise/stimulus related.
To date, there is little research to indicate treble musical instruments (or occupational
noise environments) cause a reduction in hearing acuity that is greatest in the region
above 6000 Hz, but given the Mills et al. (1983) data and the clinical occurrence of 8000-Hz
notches with some violinists and piccolo players, there is some reason to investigate this
“upper bound” of 6000 Hz for long-term noise/music exposure. This would make for an
interesting Capstone essay for some intrepid AuD student.
One possible reason why this has not been widely reported in the literature is that a typical
audiometric assessment only extends up to 8000 Hz, and unless 10,000- or 12,000-Hz
hearing acuity is assessed, any dip in the 8000-Hz region may not be recognized as a notch,
and may incorrectly be attributed to earphone placement, presbycusis, or the presence of
cerumen in the ear canal.
Clinically I do test up to 12,000 Hz, especially with musicians. As shown by the work of
Michael Stinson and his colleagues a test frequency of 12,000 Hz is just at the edge of
suffering from calibration problems which are well-understood with high-frequency
audiometry, but the variability is still good up to 12,000 Hz; the problems typically arise
above 12,000 Hz.
One can argue (and I would tend to do so) that testing at 10,000 Hz and 12,000 Hz is a waste
of clinical time. It may help define an 8000-Hz audiometric notch, but other than being of
academic interest, I see no clinical value in it. I must admit that I do test these frequencies
out of my personal academic curiosity, but I acknowledge that it will not alter what I will be
able to offer the musician who has an audiometric notch at 8000 Hz as opposed to the
more “conventional” 3000-6000-Hz region.

Audiometric notches at different
frequencies
Marshall Chasin 30th July 2013

Have you ever noticed when testing a musician or even a teenager who walked into your
office that the patient has a slight 4000 Hz notch in one ear and a 6000 Hz notch in the
other ear. From a strictly “asymmetrical hearing loss” perspective, this may fulfill the
requirements for a retrocochlear investigation, which should be pursued. But I wonder if
there are some acoustical reasons for this finding.
The use of earphones in music is one of the salient differences between hearing loss
among musicians and hearing loss among their industrial colleagues. Workers in a factory
primarily wear earplugs to attenuate the sound. Musicians wear earplugs as a conduit to
hear amplified sounds (via an insert earphone). Industrial workers are subject to long-term
hearing loss from sound that still gets past (and around) their hearing protection, as well as
from not wearing hearing protection properly. Musicians and also us mere mortals who just
like to listen to music are anything but accepting of earplugs that do not fit well.
A poorly fit earplug allows the lower frequency sounds to get into the ear (in an industrial
environment) and to leak out of the ear (in a musical environment) and, despite our best
efforts (as well as those of our industrial friends), earplugs are not ideal.
The human ear canal is a dynamic structure whose anterior (‘front’ for those musicians
reading this) portion moves forward and backwards as we open and close our mouths. CT
and MRI studies have shown that as we open our mouths, there is no significant change in
the rear (posterior) or upper and lower (superior and inferior) dimensions. It is only the
front direction that changes.
When a teenager is walking down the street, chewing gum or sipping a latte (if they live in a
large urban center), his jaw slides forward and backward. Despite the fact that their
earplugs holding their MP3 player earphones are soft and malleable, acoustic slit leaks can
occur between the earplugs and the front of their ear canals. When this happens an entire
host of other things can happen as well.
With a slit leak, the low-frequency end of their music may be lost to them; they may need
to turn up the volume on their MP3 to compensate for this lost “low end”; and the spectral
shape of the music may be different.
To make it even more difficult to study, one ear may be receiving different levels and
spectral shapes of music than the other ear. Any dentist will tell us that our jaws (and
temporalmandibular joints- TMJs) are not symmetrical. If we have a TMJ dysfunction, it
typically is worse on one side than the other.

This, as well as the specific shape of our ear canals, may be reasons why the sound level of
the music that we are subject to may differ from one ear to our other ear. It may be that
due to the twists and turns of our ear canals we are able to insert an earbud or earplug
only so far and the distance may differ between our ears.
When there is a different insertion depth and different amounts of loss of the lower
frequency sound energy, the ultimate spectral level and spectral shape of music may differ
from ear to ear.
Clinically I tell my patients who like to listen to MP3 players and other forms of portable
music to open their mouths when they insert their earbuds. This allows the jaw to slide
forward, thereby allowing them to insert the earplug deeper into the ear canal.
(Incidentally this is a great clinical trick for audiologists who are having difficulty obtaining
a proper hermetic seal during the admittance testing portion of a hearing test. Having
patients open their mouth allows the probe tip to be inserted deeper with an improved
chance of an adequate hermetic seal. It also stops them from talking during the
tympanogram!… better, and more professional than having to say, “Please shut up! Your
talking is screwing with this test!”)
We are not actually sure why we have an audiometric notch at the frequency that we do.
There are many theories about why it is at 3000 Hz, or 4000 Hz, or 6000 Hz, and this may be
related to the location of the peak in the ear canal; permanent hearing loss tends to show
up about ½ an octave above the peak. In the unoccluded ear canal, the natural resonance
is around 2600-3000 Hz, so it stands to reason that 4000-5000 Hz (being about half an
octave higher in frequency) is where the permanent damage occurs.
The situation becomes more complex in the occluded (or semi-occluded) ear canal.
Acoustically we are not sure what typically happens with MP3 type earbuds on an individual
basis. (HOWEVER THIS IS EMPIRICAL AND WOULD MAKE A FASCINATING CAPSTONE PROJECT
FOR A STUDENT). Understanding more about the acoustics of the occluded ear may bring us
closer to understanding why there may be slight differences in damage between a person’s
two ears and why the maximum audiometric loss may be at different audiometric test
frequencies.

Audiometric asymmetries with
some musicians- part 1
Marshall Chasin 10th March 2015

In audiology it is almost a “Mom and apple pie” statement that hearing loss as a result of
noise exposure (noise induced hearing loss or NIHL), and also hearing loss associated with
aging (presbycusis), are symmetrical- the same in both ears. Therefore, an audiogram that
shows significant differences between the right and left ear is usually a warning sign that
there may be something more sinister going on. These clients are typically investigated by
means of MRI or some form of evoked potentials (such as ABRs) to ensure that there isn’t
something growing on the VIIIth auditory nerve.
Yet, in the clinic, we see differences between the right ear and the left ear all the time. If
the difference is significant (or recent) and is not attributable to ear wax or to a middle ear
problem, an MRI or other appropriate test is scheduled. Even in such cases where an MRI is
called for, tumors of the VIIIth auditory nerve are rarely found. Some people just have
hearing that is worse on one side. It may be related to a virus, or perhaps a disruption of
blood flow to the affected ear that has starved the nerve cells of the oxygen that is so
important for the cell’s normal metabolism.
More often than not, the case history will provide clues. “When I was 12 my best friend let
off a firecracker beside my right ear” or “I am a right-handed hunter”. In the case of rifles
and shot guns, the blast emanates from the end of the barrel, so a right-handed shooter
will have the left ear nearer the blast, and a left-sided audiometric asymmetry may be
observed. (I am taking this last point from the literature and not personal experience- we
don’t use guns in Canada- we just throw rose petals at our enemies in hopes they will
change their ways. Capital punishment in Canada is forcing someone to watch a Toronto
Maple Leafs hockey game.)
Robert Dobie wrote an article in the September 2014 issue of Ear and Hearing . In it Dr.
Dobie reported the results of a review of 2044 industrial workers in a data base (Lempert
and Henderson, 1973) from 40 years ago, that has only recently become available. He found
that occupational noise exposure does not usually cause or exacerbate audiometric
asymmetry. And, barring some exceptions, I suspect that this finding is true, at least for
indoor noise exposure.
Of course, there are any number of non-occupational sources of noise exposure such as
portable music, shooting, and sporting events (though not Maple Leafs games, where the
loudest cheers were measured around 32 dBA).
Two acoustic principles explain why indoor industrial noise exposure is symmetricalwavelength phenomena and room reverberation. In an outdoor workplace, there are no
walls for sound to reflect off, so “room reverberation” is not an issue. These two

phenomena will be expanded on in parts 2 and 3 of this blog series.
Music as a source of hearing loss is a slightly different animal from most occupational
noise exposure. There are many similarities between industrial noise and music- both are
vibrations in the air, both can easily exceed 85 dBA, and both are broadband, meaning that
there can be music and noise energy across the piano keyboard from the very low
frequency sounds to the very high, above the top end of the piano keyboard. There are also
some differences- the intense energy of music seems to be concentrated more on the right
side of the piano keyboard, whereas that of industrial noise exposure is in the left side. The
biggest difference, however, is that music is played and listened to in a relatively nonreverberant, non-echoey venue, whereas industrial noise is found in a highly echoey,
reverberant location.
With industrial noise, the sound levels reaching both of the ears of the worker may be
similar despite the offending machine being off to one side. In contrast, musical noise
exposure is like Las Vegas- what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas! Music that is generated
on the left side of the head stays there and is reduced in sound level by the time it reaches
the right side of the head; exposures can therefore be asymmetrical.

Audiometric asymmetries with
some musicians - wavelength
phenomena - part 2
Marshall Chasin 17th March 2015

Part 1 in of this series of blog posts gave an overview of why musicians may have different
degrees of hearing loss in their right and left ears. Typically, hearing loss is thought to be
equal in both ears, or symmetrical, unless there is a reason for a difference. Clinically the
reasons may be a growth or schwanoma on the VIIIth auditory nerve, or perhaps something
less significant such as a virus or a previous acoustic trauma near one ear, such as a
firecracker or blast occurring off to one side.
Music is an entirely different animal from noise. Well, perhaps I should say that music is a
different species from noise but in the same genus. Music and noise are both vibrations in
the air that people can hear and can easily measure using instrumentation, but that is
where the similarities end.
In many industrial workplaces, noise emanates from machinery, where metal is in contact
with metal. The noise tends to be lower frequency in nature with most of its energy on the
left side of the piano keyboard.
In music, the sound emanates from contact between horse hair strings or plastic picks, and
wire (stringed instruments such as violins and guitars), thin wood reeds and plastic or
wood (woodwinds), sudden bursts of energy (percussion), and resonances of hollow, or
semi-occluded tubes (flutes and brass). Not only is the production of music much more
variable than the noise of industrial machinery, but the resultant sound tends to have
significant energy on the right hand side of the piano keyboard. Music has more significant
treble energy content than noise.
So what does this have to do with asymmetrical hearing loss? The answer lies in the realm
of the properties of different wavelengths of sound. Audiologists typically speak in terms of
frequency (α 1/wavelength) and not in terms of wavelength. The higher frequency sounds
have shorter wavelengths than the lower frequency sounds; they are inversely related to
each other.
There is a rule of thumb in physics that is relevant here: all sounds whose one half
wavelength is less than the obstruction width are attenuated by that obstruction. In English,
this means that the shorter wavelength, higher frequencies sounds are more obstructed
than the lower frequency sounds that have longer wavelengths.
In the case of a violinist (playing the violin off to the left side), the human head is 20 cm
wide (or 8” in American). All sounds will be obstructed by the head if their wavelength is

less than 10 cm (or 4”). Low-frequency sounds that are commonly seen in industry do not
see the head as an obstruction. Low-frequency sounds that emanate from machinery near
the left ear are almost the same sound level by the time they reach the right ear. The 20-cm
wide head is invisible to these low-frequency sounds.
In contrast, much of the harmonic (and some of the fundamental) energy of a violin, being
in excess of 1000 Hz, does see the human head as an obstruction, and therefore music that
is generated near the left ear can be significantly reduced in energy by the time it reaches
the right ear. Music exposure can be asymmetrical.
We occasionally come across industrial environments that have significant mid- and highfrequency noise energy. When we do, the same reasoning that applies to music also applies
in these industrial situations, but this is relatively rare. Stamping plants and riveting come
to mind. In the case of riveting, a right-handed person would hold the riveter in their right
hand with their left ear nearer the noise source (the rivet hitting the metal structure that is
being secured). Riveting, like stamping plants, are characterized by sudden noise pulses
and calling a sound “sudden” is a less-fancy way of saying “high frequency”. ABR clicks are
sudden, and indeed have most of their energy in the higher frequency region.
Music, being characterized by a rich higher frequency harmonic structure, does see the
human head and body as a baffle that attenuates the sound as it traverses from the left
ear to the right ear. Audiometric asymmetries are therefore common among musicians, but
relatively rare in industrial workers.
Musical instruments that can yield audiometric asymmetries consist mainly of violin, viola,
and percussion drum kits. Drum kits typically have their high hat cymbals on the left side
and the exposure, because of wavelength phenomena discussed here, is greater on the left
hand side. Audiometric asymmetries are routinely observed with the left ear being worse
than the right.

BUT these asymmetries are on the order of 10-15 dB and not 30 dB or more. If there are
larger asymmetries between ears, other causes should be investigated with the appropriate
retro-cochlear audiologic and otologic tests.

The ear gets tough - part 1
Marshall Chasin 22nd September 2015

At the last National Hearing Conservation Association (NHCA) meeting in New Orleans I had
the opportunity to run in to Ulf Rosenhall in the elevator. Having never met him, I
recognized him by his name tag, and immediately started to tell him about his excellent
1990 study, in perhaps more detail than I should have. Unfortunately for Dr. Rosenhall, his
floor was the top one so he had to put up with me for quite some time. After the security
staff left and it was determined that I was harmless, we did sit down in the lobby for a chat.
Lobbies are great since there are many ways for him to escape from me.
This only happened to me once before, where I was so completely uncool that it was
embarrassing. The last time was with Ray Dolby, the guy who solved the noise problem on
tape media, and I am sure that the restraining order has long expired.
What I found most exciting about meeting Dr. Rosenhall was that his work was so
applicable to every day clinical work that I, and most of my colleagues, were involved in.
This is what he found in 1990.
Dr. Rosenhall and his colleagues (Kai Petersen and Alvar Svanborg) found that hearing loss
from noise exposure (and presumably music exposure) is “asymptotic”. That is, the hearing
loss change from year 1 to year 5 of exposure may be great, but the hearing loss change
from year 6 to year 10 was even less. Hearing loss continued to deteriorate as long as the
worker was exposed to loud noise but the greatest measured change seemed to have
occurred in the first several years. After 10 or more years of progressing hearing loss the
changes were less and less. It’s almost as if the cochlea was becoming immune to further
hearing loss; as if it was “toughening” (but see part 2 of this blog series for those
experiments).
Essentially it says that we must be very diligent in the early years to educate about the
potential of hearing loss, but that we can sit back and be less stringent when we see
someone who already has been around for a decade or so.
Of course this is an exaggeration- pure tone audiometry is one of the weakest indicators of
sensory and neural damage. There are a multitude of pathological changes that are
occurring neutrally in the processing, and also bio-mechanically in the cochlea, ranging
from hair cell dysfunction to a change in the function of the stria vascularis.
However, something is definitely happening that the acuity ceases to continue to decrease,
or at least to decrease at the same rate. It’s almost as if the cochlea is becoming
“toughened”, at least metaphorically. And speaking of toughening, I ran into Dr. Campo
when I was at the World Congress of Audiology in 2014 in Brisbane, Australia, but that is
part 2 of this blog series! (Australian security staff isn’t as nice as those in New Orleans…)

The ear gets tough - part 2
Marshall Chasin 29th September 2015

This is a continuation of something that is possibly similar to the phenomenon mentioned
in part 1 of this blog but I am not sure. In part 1 of this blog series it was shown that
hearing loss over time was asymptotic, meaning that over the years, even though hearing
loss continued to increase, the increase was less and less. Special care was urged to
educate the musician as early as possible in their careers in order to prevent hearing loss
from occurring. Alternatively, if a musician is seen for the first time and they have been at it
for 20 years, one can calmly state that this same amount of measured hearing decrease
will probably not occur in the next 20 years.
I suspect that this is part of a larger phenomenon called “auditory toughening”. I think that
it’s worth reviewing what little we do know about this phenomenon.
Auditory toughening, as the name suggests, is that the measured temporary threshold shift
(TTS) or permanent threshold shift (PTS) can be less than expected if the test animals are
subjected to a non-damaging noise prior to the higher level, potentially damaging
exposure. That is, if an animal is exposed to low level stimuli (below the damaging level),
then this, in some sense toughens the cochlea, such that higher levels that are known to
create measureable threshold changes, do not result in as great a PTS or TTS, as would be
found if the low level “toughening” had not occurred first.
The phrase “auditory toughening” is indeed just a metaphor- it’s not as if callouses have
been formed in the cochlea but it’s interesting to see retired workers who say, “At first it
was bad, but I got used to it and toughed it out”. Between what is known about asymptotic
hearing loss and auditory toughening, perhaps workers do “get used to it”.
There are three seminal studies in this area- all about 25 years old now. Although this was
first noted in 1963 by Miller and his colleagues working with cats, the work in the early
1990s delineates the features of auditory toughening.
Miyakita, Hellstrom, Frimansson, and Axelsson, in 1992, noted that auditory toughening
created PTS in a wide range of mammals and also TTS in teenagers.
The SUNY-at Buffalo folks, under the direction of Dr. Donald Henderson, got in to high gear.
Pierre Campo came to Buffalo, New York to work with Dr. Henderson from France. ( A bit of
trivia here- Dr. Henderson played professional football in Canada. Good thing for us that he
was cut by the British Columbia Lions and traded, or perhaps he would never have earned
his PhD).
I met Pierre Campo at the World Congress of Audiology in Brisbane, Australia in 2014 and at
first didn’t put two-and-two together. Pierre Campo is known primarily for his excellent
work on noise/chemical interaction. Because of this I was more “cool” that when I met Ulf

Rosenhall (see part 1 of this blog series), so the security guards did not need to be called.
Besides, Pierre Campo is bigger than I am.
Campo, Subramaniam, and Henderson (1991), exposed chinchillas to a non-damaging level
of narrow band noise centered at 500 Hz for 10 days. And even after 5 days of complete
silence, a smaller PTS was found in chinchillas that were not toughened (by as much as 15
dB). It should be pointed out that the higher level exposure that caused the PTS was also a
narrow band of noise centered at 500 Hz. That is, “pre-toughening” of the cochlea was
established by exposing the chinchillas to the SAME stimulus that was later used to create
a PTS.
A bit later, in the same laboratory,Subramaniam, Henderson, and Spongr (1991) then
examined what would happen to chinchillas who were pre-exposed or “toughened” to a
narrow band of noise centered at 500 Hz, and then exposed to a (different frequency)
higher level of narrow band noise centered at 4000 Hz. In this case, the reverse was foundthe toughening actually INCREASED the PTS over that of the non-toughened, or control
group. That is, “pre-toughening” of the cochlea worked in the opposite direction by
exposing the chinchillas to a DIFFERENT (higher frequency) stimulus that was later used to
create a PTS. The chinchillas would have been better off if they were never “pre-exposed”
to the 500 Hz stimulus in this experiment.
Two things are obvious here:
1. the group of researchers at SUNY-at Buffalo were either amazing researchers, or they
were very lucky in running these two experiments side by side. It would have been
erroneously “obvious” to many of us that auditory toughening would have the same
properties if pre-toughened, and who would have thought that using different stimuli
would give such opposing results. I suspect that the SUNY- at Buffalo group were just
amazing researchers who didn’t make false “assumptions”.
2. Auditory toughening is not something that we can use in our toolbox of strategies to
counsel a client about future hearing loss prevention.
There has not been much research in this area in the last 25 years, but auditory toughening
is yet one more element that makes prediction of hearing loss from noise (or music)
exposure very difficult. This may or may not be the same phenomenon that results in
asymptotic hearing loss, although I am leaning towards making that “assumption”… I think…

Emotional effects on music
exposure - part 1
Marshall Chasin 30th December 2014

This is a great video clip. Even the bassoonist downwind jerks his head, and I feel badly for
the horn player, and I even have some feelings for the percussionist.
While not typical, this is fairly representative of the environment that many professional
musicians find themselves in. Sometimes they are confronted by a blast from their rear;
sometimes it is a conductor who is being supremely unreasonable; and sometimes their
musician colleagues just take a disliking to them. It is not unheard of for a trumpet player
to intentionally move his seat to be directly behind an “innocent” woodwind player who
has complained about excessive levels from the brass. I have even heard of an orchestra
that intentionally played 1/8 beat off just to drive the conductor crazy.
In short, although it seems that an orchestra or symphony (or even members of a rock
band) are best of friends and are passionate about their music… people are people.
I recall reading an article in 1983 in the journal Ear and Hearing by Lindgren and Axelsson )
where they exposed subjects to noise and music of “equal energy.” They then measured
the temporary threshold shift (known as TTS) that can occur after a prolonged exposure to
noise or music and they found that while the TTS was the same in 6 of the 10 subjects for
the noise and the music exposure, 4 out of the 10 subjects experienced a greater TTS for
the noise than for the music.
After reading this article I recall doubting the veracity of its findings. After all, we are all
taught in school that the two factors that affect hearing loss are the sound level (in dBA)
and the duration. I don’t recall reading anything about whether the stimulus was noise or
music. After all, music is noise but in a more pleasing pattern- they are both merely
vibrations in the air. In the Ear and Hearing article, there was a reference to Hormann’s
work.
And this brings us to Hormann and his colleagues G. Mainka and H. Gummlich who
published an article in 1971 with the exciting title Psychische und physisiche Reaktionen auf
Gerausch verschiedener subjektiver Wertigkeit. The article appeared only in German so it
took some time to get it translated- with thanks to my parents and some well educated
friends.
Essentially Hormann took some first year (and easily frightened) students and asked them
to do a simple task- some could do it and others could not. This task had no bearing on
anything and certainly was not an indicator of their future academic success. For those who
could do this task, he was positive and rewarding- he told them that they would ace this
course and are wonderful human beings. He then sent them into a room that was brightly

lit, with smiling grad students who “applied” some noise to measure its effect (essentially a
TTS test)- they were going to go out for a beer together afterwards with the professor (I’m
making this part up but it sounds good). In short, this was a reward. For those who could
not do this task, he was mean and sent them into a dark, smelly room, where mean
graduate students said that they would blow their ears out, because they were so stupid
and incompetent. In short, a punishment.
Unbeknownst to the two groups, the noise exposure was identical- one was positively
viewed as a reward, and the other negatively viewed as a punishment.
The “reward” group had statistically significantly less TTS (12.5 dB) than the “punishment”
group (18 dB). There appears to be an emotional component to experiencing temporary
hearing loss (and perhaps although not yet definitely shown, for permanent hearing loss).
The difference was not great, but it did reach statistical significance. There now appear to
be three factors affecting the hearing mechanism from loud noise and music- sound level
(in dBA), duration, and the emotional perspective.
Other work (see part 2 of this blog series) since then has shown that it isbeing emotionally
negative that is more damaging, and not being emotionally positive that is “less” damaging.
This may be a factor in the numerous “less-than-healthy” work environments that many
musicians may find themselves in. Being negatively pre-disposed to the music may
increase the susceptibility to exposure.

Emotional effects on music
exposure - part 2
Marshall Chasin 5th January 2016

In part 1, the work of Hormann and his colleagues was discussed showing that if a person
disliked or was negatively predisposed to music, then their temporary threshold shift (TTS)
was greater than if they were neutral or positive towards it. This “third” factor that may
contribute to noise or music exposure- with the sound level (in dBA) and the duration of
exposure being the first two- appears to be an element (albeit a tertiary one) in noise or
music exposure. Hormann, along with his colleagues, found that disliking something was
the issue that made them more susceptible to auditory damage and not that liking the
music made it less damaging. Liking of the offending stimuli resulted in a TTS that was
similar to that obtained when the stimulus was considered to be neutral.
Swanson, Dengerink, Kendrick, and Miller (1987): Swanson and his colleagues knew that a
certain pop musical group was coming to town and they also knew (suspected?) that some
would love this music and others would not. (Apparently professors know everything about
their students!) Tickets for the show were given to the students- some who hated this
music, and others who loved/liked it. The students were arrayed randomly throughout the
concert hall (actually the University of Washington stadium) and all wore dosimeters. The
students’ hearing was tested before the concert, and again immediately after the concert,
in order to obtain a measure of their temporary hearing loss (or TTS). All students wore
noise/music dosimeters in order to ensure that the sound level that the students were
exposed to was a controlled factor.
And similar to the study by Hormann and his colleagues cited in part 1 of this blog series,
the students who hated the music had statistically greater TTS than those who loved or
“merely” liked the music. Again, it seems that having a negative emotional perspective
made these students more susceptible to temporary hearing loss.
Stated another way, musicians who have a negative predisposition to their chosen craft are
more likely to have greater TTS (and even perhaps greater permanent hearing loss
eventually, although this last point is still quite controversial) than their happier musical
colleagues. Axelsson and Lindgren (1981) compared an age- and experience-matched group
of rock musicians to classical musicians and found that given a certain pass/fail criterian,
13% of rockers had permanent hearing loss whereas 43% of classical musicians had a
permanent hearing loss. Axelsson and Lindgren suggested that this may be related to a
rather negative work environment that many classical musicians may find themselves in as
compared with a pop or rock group that presumably may find their music more enjoyable.
In a classical environment, the music is selected by someone else for them and this may
not be as enjoyable as the rock or pop music that a (friendlier?) group may be playing,
especially if they actually wrote the music themselves.

So why is this happening? The reasons are not clear. There is some research suggesting that
the disliking of music may cause increased levels of catecholamines to be generated in the
cochlea, which would reduce the blood supply and thereby reduce the amount of available
oxygen for its optimal metabolic function. This suggestion comes from the study of
“stressed” guinea pigs and not from humans- I am not sure how they stressed out the
guinea pigs, but I imagine that a mean-looking ferret was involved.
Other research indicates that other biochemical processes- perhaps higher levels of the
neurotransmitter substance glutamate – that may be created as a result of stress-related
changes and hormones.
At this point, we are unsure of the biochemical reasons, but it does seem that as an
additional factor to sound level (in dBA) and duration, having a negative view of the
offending stimulus may be another tertiary culprit, at least for TTS.
In part 3 of this blog series, we will touch on some of the caveats or study limitations
inherent with these types of studies.

Emotional effects on music
exposure - part 3
Marshall Chasin 13th January 2015

Parts 1 and 2 of this blog series discussed some research about the negative emotional
effects of music (or noise versus music). The studies touched on two real-life scenarios: 1.
the effects of music as opposed to noise; and 2. the effects of liking one type of music and
hating another type. This part of the blog series will look at some “procedural” issues and
point out some possibly incorrect “assumptions.”
In both situations, measures of temporary hearing loss (also known as temporary threshold
shift or its acronym, TTS) were discussed. In TTS studies, one measurement is taken before
exposure to noise or music, and then another is taken after the exposure. The difference in
decibels is the degree of temporary hearing loss. For obvious humanitarian and ethical
reasons, there are very few studies of permanent hearing loss (or PTS) after exposure in
well-controlled laboratory settings. The literature does contain many case reports following
human tragedies such as motor vehicle accidents and bombings of buildings. However,
understandably the results are more difficult to quantify and only very rough estimates of
the noise exposures are obtained.
This brings up the first issue… how temporary is temporary threshold shift? For these types
of studies, ideally one would assess some aspect of a subject’s hearing just before and
immediately after the exposure. But in reality, even with well-controlled studies, hearing
may not be re-assessed until minutes, or even an hour, after the exposure.
In these noise studies, it is well known that sometimes there is a rapid resolution of the
TTS, and in other cases resolution is more gradual and prolonged. Measureable TTSs can
resolve in minutes or hours.
Some researchers have posited that the rate of resolution of the TTS may be a predictor of
hearing loss, but to date there is no evidence to support this view. It is quite possible that
subject #1 may have post-exposure hearing tested within one to two minutes and subject
#10 would have to wait 50-60 minutes before being tested. There may have been a
significant amount of spontaneous resolution for subject #10 that might not have been
observed for subject #1. Can subject #10’s results be compared directly with those of
subject #1? This tends to create a rather larger standard deviation or spread in the
measured results that may obscure a phenomenon from being observed, if indeed it does
exist.
Is TTS a predictor of anything important? We have all experienced TTS in our everyday lives;
after going to a rock concert, we may notice that our ears feel “numb” or dull. There may be
reduced clarity or even tinnitus. This typically resolves in 16 to 18 hours, although it may
take the tinnitus several days to abate.

Eventually if TTS occurs frequently enough, it may become permanent. This, at least
intuitively, suggests a relationship between permanent hearing loss and temporary
threshold shift. However, a blunt statement that “prior to having a permanent hearing loss
from noise, one must have had some episodes of TTS” is about all we can say.
It turns out that there is very little relationship between TTS and permanent hearing loss. A
person who reports a very significant TTS after a rock concert (and perhaps even tinnitus)
is no more or no less likely to suffer an eventual permanent hearing loss than a person
who suffers no, or very little TTS, after the concert. TTS cannot be used as a predictor of
permanent hearing loss.
This has clinical ramifications. If a panic-stricken concert goer calls my office because of
tinnitus and a feeling of dullness after last evening’s concert, it is not that important to see
them immediately. I may want to do this to allay their concerns, but in reality there is not
much that can be done other than hand holding. This patient is no more in need of
audiological services than a friend who also attended the concert and experienced no, or
little, TTS.
Research that uses TTS as a measure may be expedient, but it should not be extended to
predict permanent hearing loss. To date, we have no predictor of permanent hearing loss
other than some very general large-scale models such as the ISO1999. Even models like this
may be useful for making general comments about large populations, but they should not
be used for predicting hearing loss for individuals.
Having said this, measures of TTS can be used for counselling purposes and to probe our
auditory systems. TTS can reflect noise or music exposures that are in excess of some
exposure fences (such as 85 dBA), but it really should be a measure of the “dose” of
exposure that we concern ourselves with.
A level of 85 dBA for a 5-hour gig may not be damaging, but perhaps an exposure of 100
dBA for 2 hours would be. Dose measurement is typically based on the sound level (in dBA)
and the duration. Exceeding 100% of the dose may not be as problematic as exceeding
100% of the radiation dose for an X-ray technician, but it can be used as a guide for
counselling, hearing protection, noise control at the source, and environmental changes.
Dosimeters do not weight the exposure according to its emotional content. Perhaps
multiplying the measured dose by a factor of 1.5 or 2 for those “negative” or stressful
exposures would provide a better estimate of potential damage.

Coffee and noise exposure
Marshall Chasin 27th September 2016

I love my morning coffee. And my afternoon coffee. Also, my evening coffee. I am not sure
how much I drink every day because I usually buy a cup of coffee, take several sips, and
then get busy. I may come back to a half full cup of cold coffee several hours later, or not.
Although I am not a coffee fanatic, I admit to having one of those gold colored,
personalized coffee cards from Starbucks.
An April 2016 article published in the the American Medical Association’s Otolaryngology
journal had the telling title, “Association of Caffeine and Hearing Recovery After Acoustic
Overstimulation Events in a Guinea Pig Model”.
In this article, guinea pigs were divided into three groups. Group 1 was allowed to just have
their coffee; group 2 didn’t get to have their morning coffee but were exposed to high levels
of noise; and group 3 got their coffee and were also exposed to high levels of noise. Of
course, the caffeine levels were well controlled as were the noise exposures.
The bottom line is that threshold shifts as measured with ABR were greater for the group
that had their caffeine and the noise exposure, than the group with just the noise
exposure. Scanning light and electron microscopy were performed on the cochlea after the
experiment and hair cell degeneration was consistent with the ABR shifts that were
observed.
This study is only scratching the surface; we don’t really understand why caffeine impaired
the recovery of hearing thresholds after intense noise exposure, but it is one more part of
the puzzle. We do know that the cochlea and associated structures are complex organs
with biochemical routes and processes that we are just now starting to understand. And I
suppose that although the guinea pig model is quite good, it is only a model, and in the
study, female albino guinea pigs were used, and not male, so could this be one more
complicating factor?
Until we know more, it would be prudent to not to visit your local coffee shop before going
to a concert. It may be fine to drink coffee after the concert but even then we are not sure
what is happening.

Section II.
The Acoustics of Music

Musical acoustics - part 1
Marshall Chasin 20th May 2014

Standing waves and ¼ wavelength resonators. Part 1 of 5:
I have always found it interesting that the various acoustic principles that are at play with
hearing aids, are the same principles that rear their sometimes ugly heads in the realm of
speech acoustics and in musical acoustics. For those readers whose background is
audiology or speech sciences, you won’t learn anything new – merely a restatement and a
reorientation of what we already know, but applied to a different area of study. After all, a
trumpet is merely a vocal tract that is 134 cm long (if it’s a C tuned trumpet) and not 17 cm
for the vocal tract of an adult, or 7.5 cm for the tubing of a conventional behind the ear
hearing aid. The principles are the same – it’s just a matter of scale.
So, what are the principles that explain to us why a trumpet is a trumpet and a violin is a
violin? These can be summarized as:
1. Standing waves and quarter wavelength resonators

2. Standing waves and half wavelength resonators
3. Impedance and damping
4. Amplification and flaring of a tube
5. Pinna effect and stage setting at a venue

And it should come as no surprise that these five principles constitute the five parts of this
musical acoustics blog.
So, onwards with Part 1 – Standing waves and quarter wavelength resonators:
Standing waves are everywhere – in a tube, in a chamber, in a room, but not in a tree…
sounds like the Dr. Seuss book – Green Eggs and Ham. Whenever there is a surface or edge
of a tube that obstructs or reflects some of the sound energy, we will get interference in
the form of a standing wave. A standing wave is the result of an incident wave going in one
direction, with a reflected wave going in the opposite direction. There are parts like two
water waves going in opposite directions where they add up constructively and become
very large waves, and parts where they interact destructively and cancel each other out. For
those who like physics, we call the first type constructive interference and the latter type
destructive interference. Unfortunately, for those who don’t like physics, it’s still called
constructive and destructive interference.
So why am I talking about interference? Well, when signals (such as the incident signal and
its reflection) interact, they set up sound levels that can be very high (when they add up
constructively) and sound levels that are almost silent (when they add up destructively).
These are called nodes (destructive interference) and anti-nodes or loops (constructive
interference). Next time you are in a theatre, and this is true of almost all theatres, when

listening to the music, tilt your head and see if the sound changes. Now do this experiment
– during the performance, jump over the seat and push the person in front of you out of
the way – they won’t mind – just tell them this is for “science”. See if the sound has
changed. The odds are that the sound will change and you are moving from a nodal to an
anti-nodal position or the other way around. If sound waves were visible, we would not be
able to see anything except for wavy lines.
There are three locations where we would not see standing waves – sky diving, being in an
anechoic chamber, and custom hearing aids. In sky diving there is simply nothing to reflect
your screams so there cannot be any constructive or destructive interference. (Well, that’s
not exactly true – in the brief moment before you hit the ground, there will be some
reflection of your screams, but only for a moment). In an anechoic chamber, as the name
suggests, there is no echo – no reflection. Actually there is, but depending on the size and
density of the absorptive wedges in the walls, floor, and ceiling, the standing waves may
only exist for the very low frequency sounds. And what about custom hearing aids? Well
there are standing waves but typically above the frequency range of interest for modern
hearing aids and this has to do with the short length of the hearing aid tubing from the
hearing aid receiver to the edge of the custom hearing aid shell.
I have actually made a small jump from standing waves caused by incident and reflected
sound to frequency. The standing wave in a custom hearing aid is so short because the
receiver tubing is so short that the standing waves are above 8000 Hz, and many modern
hearing aids only transduce up to 6000-7000 Hz. There are formulae for converting
standing waves and the associated length of the tube that creates them and this is where
frequency comes in, but the choice of the formula depends on which flavor of standing
waves were are dealing with.
There are two commonly found “resonators” in musical acoustics – quarter wavelength
resonators and half wavelength resonators. Scientists would say that there is a resonance,
or series of resonant frequencies, associated with the standing waves.
Examples of quarter wavelength resonators are all brass instruments, the lower register of
a clarinet, and our vocal tracts when uttering many sonorants such as the vowel [a] as in
‘father’. Typically a quarter wavelength resonance occurs if the “tube” is open at one end
and closed at the other end. This structure helps to define whether a reflected sound will
add up constructively or destructively with the incident sound- it all has to do with phaseif its in-phase, the sound adds up constructively like two water waves adding up to create a
gigantic wave; if it’s out of phase, the sound adds up destructively and there is minimal
energy (or node).
The formula for a quarter wavelength resonator is F = (2k-1)v/4L. Don’t panic! The frequency
of the resonance (F) is equal to the speed of sound (v) divided by 4 times the length (L) of
the tube. So, in the adult human vocal tract, the length L is 17 cm. If we assume that the
speed of sound (v) is 34,000 cm/sec, then F is 34,000/4 x 17 which is 500 Hz. And oh yes, the
(2k-1) part is simply a fancy way of saying odd numbered multiples. If k is 1, then (2k-1) is 1;
if k is 2, then (2k-1) is 3 …,then 5, 7, 9, and so on. For the vowel [a], the resonances are 500
Hz, 1500 Hz, 2500 Hz, and so on. In the vocal tract we call these resonances formants and
frequently you will see speech scientists referring to F1 = 500 Hz, F2 = 1500 Hz, and so on,
meaning the first formant is at 500 Hz, the second formant is at 1500 Hz.

The trumpet and its brass cousins are all “closed” at the mouth piece end and “open” at
the end of the bell. It is a tube that is 137 cm long so its associated resonances from the
quarter wavelength formula mentioned above are: 34,000/4 x 137 = 62 Hz. The trumpet,
being a quarter wavelength resonator also has resonances at 3 x 62 Hz, 5 x 62 Hz, and so on.
Quarter wavelength resonators have resonant peaks at odd numbered multiples of 62 Hz.
In brass instruments, the “length” L can be changed by the judicious use of valves (e.g.,
trumpets, tuba, French horn) or by actually increasing the length with additional tubing
such as with the trombone.
In the case of woodwinds, the “length” is the distance between the reed or mouthpiece and
the first open hole. If there is an opening somewhere in the tube, it behaves as if it is much
shorter, with an associated higher fundamental frequency.
When I play my clarinet, I have a “register key” and not an “octave key”- we’ll talk about
octave keys next week in part 2 of this blog when we talk about half wavelength resonators.
My register key multiplies the playing frequency by a factor of 3, or one and a half octaves.
When I play a C at 262 Hz, and hit the register key, using the very same fingering, I am now
playing a G which is three times the frequency of 262 Hz – namely 786 Hz. This is a hallmark
of quarter wavelength resonators. Instruments with “octave keys’ that double (not triple)
the playing frequency are a different animal- see part 2!
A behind-the-ear hearing aid is also a quarter wavelength resonator. The earhook/tubing
combination for an adult is roughly 75 mm (= 7.5 cm). Using the quarter wavelength
resonator formula, the first resonance is at 34,000/4 x 7.5 = 1133 Hz. This is sometimes
referred to as the “1000 Hz resonance” and is the large first resonance found in behind the
ear hearing aids. The second resonance is at 3 x 1133 Hz (3400 Hz) and the third resonance
is at 5 x 1133 Hz (5665 Hz). These resonances are evident is all behind the ear hearing aids.
However there are more of them- typically five resonances in behind the ear hearing aidstwo additional ones at about 3000 Hz and 6000 Hz. These are mechanical and Helmholtz
resonances associated with the hearing aid receiver. Modern “class D” receivers have a
resonance of about 3000 Hz- hearing aids of the 1970s and 1980s had a class A or B output
stage and had receiver related resonances that were closer to 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz.
Before we finish up, let’s do a quick calculation of the first (quarter) wavelength resonance
in a custom canal hearing aid. Let’s assume that the length of tubing between the receiver
and the end of the shell is 1 cm or 10 mm (L). Using the formula F = (2k-1)v/4L we get
34,000/4 x 1 = 8500 Hz. For all practical purposes then a custom hearing aid has no
wavelength associated resonances (assuming that hearing aids do not generate sufficient
gain above 8000 Hz). Any resonances seen in a custom product are related to the
mechanical characteristics of the receiver.
Had enough of quarter wavelength resonators? What about the wonderful world of half
wavelength resonators? Well that would be part 2 of this blog. Stay tuned!

Musical acoustics - part 2:
wavelength resonators
Marshall Chasin 27th May 2014

Last time we discussed the characteristics of the quarter wavelength resonator and its role
in musical acoustics (as well as in behind the ear hearing aids and our vocal tracts for
those speech scientists out there). Quarter wavelength resonances are found in tubes that
are “open” at one end and “closed” at the other end. A feature of a quarter wavelength
resonator is that there are odd numbered multiples of the lowest frequency resonance. An
example that was given was the articulation of the vowel [a] as in ‘father’ where the first
resonance (also called formant) was at 500 Hz, the second was at three times that (1500
Hz), the third at five times that (2500 Hz), and so on. Most brass instruments function as
quarter wavelength resonators and this includes the trumpet (but not the coronet), the
trombone, the tuba, French horn, and so on. We’ll come back to the coronet shortly.
Trumpets are “closed” at the mouth piece end and “open” at the bell end. Our vocal tract,
during the articulation of the vowel [a] is “closed” at the vocal cord end “open” at the lips.
Well, what about musical instruments that are “closed” at both ends (or equivalently
“open” at both ends? The guitar strings are held tightly at both ends and as such would
function as a half wave length resonator. The same is true of the piano – strings are held
tightly at both ends. And the same is true of all stringed instruments (e.g., the violin, viola,
cello, and bass).
Unlike quarter wavelength resonators that have odd numbered multiples of its first
resonance, half wave length resonators have integer multiples (1, 2, 3, 4, …) of its first
resonance. The formula looks similar to the quarter wavelength resonator formula from last
week but has a few differences. Here is its formula: F = kv/2L. The speed of sound is still
given by “v” and for our purposes is 34,000 cm/sec. The length of the tube is still given by L,
just as it was for quarter wavelength resonators, but we now only divide by 2 (not 4) so the
resonances will be twice as high as if the instrument of the same length were a quarter
wavelength resonator – that is, they would all be one octave higher in pitch. And the other
difference is that the multiplier is not (2k-1) as it was last week, but only k, so that the
resonances are much more tightly packed than a quarter wavelength resonator.
Woodwind musical instruments that are half wavelength resonators have an “octave key”
that doubles the frequency and essentially moves the note to the next resonance. Oboes,
saxophones, and bassoons all have octave keys, as do recorders but not clarinets. A clarinet
has a “register key” that increases the note by one and a half octaves (or a 12th). That is, a
register key doesn’t just increase by a factor of 2 (an octave) but increases the note by a
factor of 3 which is exactly what would be expected from a quarter wavelength resonatorresonances are 1x, 3x, 5x, and so on, the frequency of the lowest resonance. When I play the
note C on a saxophone, by pressing my octave key, I get to the C an octave higher. When I

play the note C on a clarinet, when I press the register key, I get a G (one and a half octaves
higher). If we used numbers rather than musical notes, a one half wavelength resonator
such as an oboe would generate C at 262 Hz and then with the octave key generate C at 512
Hz- one octave higher. On my clarinet, if I played C at 262 Hz, and I hit the “register key”, the
note would be G at 3 x 262 Hz or 786 Hz.
So what’s going on? Both the clarinet and the saxophone seem to be “closed” at the mouth
piece end, and “open” at the other end, yet one is a half wavelength resonator and the
other is a quarter wavelength resonator. Actually to really confuse you, the clarinet actually
functions as a half wavelength resonator in the upper register- it is a quarter wavelength
resonator in the lower register. That’s why I love it so much. Actually I love it for its sound; I
hate it for its weird acoustics. And why can’t the clarinet by a C instrument like the piano or
violin? I hate having to transpose, but that’s another blog!
But back to resonators. Well, I sort of lied to you. It is true that quarter wavelength
resonators are open at one end and closed at the other end, and half wavelength
resonators are either closed at both ends or open at both ends, but that is assuming that
the tube has a relatively uniform inner diameter, like that of a behind the ear hearing aid
(and a clarinet). The width of my clarinet near my mouth piece is roughly the same as the
width near the bottom- let’s forget about the small flare of the clarinet near the bottomthat’s just for ornamentation and is not a real flare… more about that later in Part 4 of this
blog in two weeks.
The inner diameter of the oboe, saxophone, and bassoon, all change but change in a
uniform manner- they are “conical”. When this happens they function as half wavelength
resonators despite being open at one end and closed at the other. If my clarinet were to be
made of pliable rubber and if I were to gradually flared out of the bore into a conical form,
then it too would start to behave as a half wavelength resonator.
There is one other structure that has properties of a quarter wavelength resonator but also
may be more complex than we first thought- our outer ear canals.
Our ear canals are about 3 cm long- actually they are a bit shorter but let’s assume that
their length is roughly 3 cm (30 mm) long. Ear canals are “open” at the medial side and
“closed” by the tympanic membrane at the lateral side, so they should function as quarter
wavelength resonators. Using the quarter wavelength resonator formula from last week’s
blog F = (2k-1)v/4L, the lowest resonant frequency (set k = 1) is 34,000/4 x 3 = 2833 Hz and
indeed this is not too far off the measured real ear unoccluded resonance (REUR) of 2700
Hz. So far so good. However, the ear canal is conical- larger on the lateral side and
narrower on the medial side- kind of like a side-ways oboe. If the outer ear canal was
functioning as a half wavelength resonator (like an oboe) then using the formula F = kv/2L,
we would get a resonance of 34,000/2 x 3 = 5666 Hz. We do have a resonance in the 5600 Hz
region which researchers have attributed to the volume of air in the concha. However, it is
quite possible that this resonance is not purely a concha-related resonance, but the ear
canal functioning somewhat as a half wavelength oboe-like resonance.
If indeed we were to remove the outer ear from KEMAR or just placed a large wad of gum or
putty in KEMAR’s ear, indeed the 5600 Hz “concha-related resonance” would indeed
disappear. Now, using a probe tube microphone, try this experiment on yourselves. Don’t
surgically remove your pinna, but just place a large wad of putty obscuring the concha

bowl- it doesn’t always disappear- it certainly doesn’t with me. I have written an article
about this and you can find it here. If I was ever criticized by acoustic researchers, this is
one article where I received countless emails, but try it for yourselves- in some people it
disappears (supporting the concha related volume resonance) and in others it remains
(supporting the half wavelength character).
This is an area where musical acoustics informs human acoustics.
Next week in Part 3 of this blog series, we will dive into the wonderful world of impedance
and damping!

Musical acoustics - part 3:
impedance and damping
Marshall Chasin 3rd June 2014

In part 1 and part 2 of this 5-part blog series, we discussed the features of quarter
wavelength resonators (brass instruments) and half wavelength resonators (stringed
instruments and most woodwind instruments). This part has to do, not with what the
frequencies of the resonances are, but the magnitude or amplitude of the resonances.
We have all learned about impedance when it came to learning about tympanometry. We
learned that impedance is a complex (actually that’s not a joke from a mathematical point
of view!) mixture of the reactance component and the resistive components. Specifically,
impedance equals the square root of the reactance2 + resistance2. If our eyes have not yet
glazed over, reactance (being the mathematically complex term) is actually a function of
frequency and is made up of the mass and stiffness components. And for those of us with
great memories, reactance is made up of the difference between the mass and stiffness
components such that when these two components are equal, they add up to 0. And when
reactance is 0, we are merely left with resistance which has nothing to do with frequency.
So when is reactance equal to 0? And the answer is, at the resonant frequency. Now we can
significantly simplify things. At the resonant peaks that we talked about in parts 1 and 2 of
this blog, which are so important for making a violin sound like a violin, and a trumpet
sound like a trumpet, we see that we are dealing with pure resistance. And if it is pure
resistance, then the effect of damping or resistance at 200 Hz should be identical to the
effect of damping at 2000 Hz or 20,000 Hz. Damping is an equal-opportunity employer- it is
the same for every frequency region.
Now it’s not that simple because in next week’s blog we get to learn about the acoustic
transformer effect which alters the amplitude of the higher frequency resonances, but as
far as simple damping is concerned, it is the same for all frequencies. Any frequency
dependence is due to a different principle of acoustics (but see the next blog entry!)
Virtually all musical instruments that I know about are hard walled and do not contain
gooey, soft substances that should alter the damping (pun intended) characteristics.
Subsequently, the height of the various resonances of musical instruments is fairly similarthere may be subtle differences because of some tubing dimensions, but these are
secondary. Therefore, we can talk about the difference between the average (or root mean
square, RMS) of the musical signal and the peak amplitude. This difference in decibels is
called the crest factor. For most musical instruments the crest factor is roughly 18-20 dB.
That is, the peaks are roughly 18-20 dB greater magnitude than the average playing level.
Musical instruments tend to be quite peaky.

This is certainly something that can be assessed clinically. And actually whether a musical
instrument is quarter or a half wavelength resonator, can also be assessed clinically. Using
a real ear measurement system, disable the reference microphone and turn off the
loudspeaker. In the Audioscan device set the stimulus level to 0 dB and in the Frye system,
set the device to “off”. Once this is done, your real ear measurement system is a spectral
analyzer and it can be used to measure the output of musical instruments. You can
perform the measurements at 1 meter from the player, or in their own ear canals.
But back to crest factors. Musical instruments are hard walled instruments with minimal
damping- hence a large crest factor of 18-20 dB. In contrast, humans articulate speech
through a highly damped structure called the vocal tract. Because of the soft tongue,
cheeks, lips, soft palate, nasal cavity, nostrils, and … various fluids, the vocal tract is a
highly damped structure. Our formant resonances of our own vowels, nasals, and liquids
(i.e, the sonorant sounds) are squatter and lower amplitude than those of a musical
instrument. Subsequently the crest factor for human speech is on the order of only 12 dBabout 6-8 dB lower than those of musical instruments. This has ramifications for fitting
hearing aids for speech and music- a topic that is indeed dear to my heart. If you check my
website and go to the articles section, there will be many articles there about the effect of
crest factor and the fitting of hearing aids for music.
Music tends to be played (and listened to) at a much higher level than speech, and then
add in the crest factor, the peak levels of the resonances are even higher. Music can easily
overdrive the front end of modern hearing aids and cause unresolvable distortion… but
that’s a different blog as well.
Suffice to say that because of the lower level of internal damping of musical instruments,
the crest factor is higher than that of speech and this has ramifications for setting the
OSPL90 output levels in modern hearing aids for music, as well as for ensuring that a nondistorted signal can be processed by modern hearing aid technology.

Musical acoustics - part 4:
amplification and flaring of a
tube
Marshall Chasin 10th June 2014

In the previous parts of this 5-part blog, we discussedquarter, half wavelength resonators,
and impedance and damping. In this part, we will describe why some musical instruments
have a flare or horn.
The formal name of this acoustic principle is called the acoustic transformer effect, but
many just call it the “horn effect”. The horn not only makes some musical instruments look
really neat, but also allows some neat things to occur in the output spectrum. Horns are no
stranger to audiologists. For years, acoustic horns were used in behind the ear hearing aids
to enhance the gain and output in the higher frequency region. This tends to improve the
clarity of speech for those clients with a high-frequency hearing loss. Of late, because
digital hearing aids can be programmed to generate more high frequency using the fitting
software, the acoustic horn has fallen from grace.
Thomas Edison knew about the horn effect- he used it in his Victrolas at the turn of the last
century- what he could not generate in the higher frequency region electronically, he was
able to generate by using a gradually flared loudspeaker in the shape of a horn. Indeed, all
commercially available loudspeakers use a horn configuration to enhance the level of the
higher frequencies that are generated.
The horn effect refers to an enhancement in the amplitude in the higher frequencies, but
what are “higher frequencies”? Let’s turn to an important equation- so important that it will
guarantee to make you the life of your next party…. F = v/2L where, like the previous blogs, F
is frequency, v is the speed of sound (34,000 cm/sec) and L is the length of the tube that is
flared. For those who read part 2 of this series of blogs, you may recall that this looks
suspiciously like the half wavelength resonator equation. For the purposes of this blog,
let’s just call this a “coincidence”.
But what is L? The length of what? And why should the horn effect depend on any length?
Well, it does, so unlike damping (see last blog part 3), the horn effect is discriminatory
towards certain frequency regions.
In the formula, F = v/2L, the length L is a necessary element to see at which frequency the
horn effect first begins to have an effect. In the adult vocal tract, the length is 17 cm and
when we open our mouth further for the vowel [a] as in ‘father’ the formula tells us that
opening our mouths wide enhances the magnitude of all frequencies above F = 34,000/2 x
17 = 1000 Hz. If an adult opens their mouth wider when they articulate these low vowels,
there is an increase in output above 1000 Hz. The output at 4000 Hz is greater than the

increase at 2000 Hz, and this in turn, is greater than the increase at 1500 Hz. The horn effect
continues to grow (but not indefinitely).
However if a young child with a vocal tract length of only 10 cm opens their mouth wide,
the effect will only start to have an enhancement above F = 34,000/2 x 10 = 1700 Hz. That is,
with a shorter vocal tract length, the horn effect will start at a higher frequency and have
less of an overall effect.
The C trumpet has an overall length of 137 cm. Using the formula we find that the horn
effect will be evident for all frequencies over F = 34,000/2 x 137 = 124 Hz which is an octave
below middle C. For the trumpet, because the tubing is so long, the gradual flaring of the
tubing serves to enhance the amplitude of almost all of the sounds of the trumpet.
Thomas Edison was very thankful that he knew about the horn effect. Assuming the length
of the early Victrola was 1 meter (100 cm) the horn effect would begin to occur at F =
34,000/2 x 100 = 170 Hz, again a great boost for a large portion of the transduced frequency
range. Next time you go to an antique store and are able to get a close up view of a
Victrola, look down the neck of the flared horn. You will see what looks like a black tennis
ball that is connected to a cable. The cable runs down the neck of the flare and disappears
into the box of the Victrola. This was Thomas Edison’s attempt at a volume control. As a
slider was adjusted, this caused the cable to be pulled back and forth into the neck of the
flare. When the tennis ball was very close to the narrowing of the neck, the horn effect was
destroyed. This had the effect of reducing the overall volume- actually it was a low pass
filter that gradually cut the higher frequency amplitudes. The volume wasn’t reduced
equally for all frequencies as it would be with today’s technology, but this was actually
quite clever for over 100 years ago.
French horn players are pulling a “Thomas Edison” when they place their hands into the
flare of their instrument. Trumpet and other brass players do this as well when they use a
mute. These things reduce the effect of the horn effect thereby cutting the higher
frequency energy from their playing.
Oh, and one more thing. The flare has to be at least 25-30% of the total tube length for any
real effect to occur. In hearing aid acoustics, a flared tube, such as a Libby horn, is 22 mm
of flare for a 75 mm earhook/earmold length. Anything shorter would have minimal effect.
An earmold that has a short 10 mm flare at the end may be useful to avoid wax
accumulation, but will have no acoustic effect. Another example is the clarinet. It has a very
nice, but very short flare at the end- it is useful to allow it to stand up when placed on the
ground, but has no acoustic value- it is purely ornamental.
In the fifth (and final) portion of this blog series on musical acoustics, we will be discussing
what the pinna effect has to do with room acoustics in a musical venue. Stay tuned!

Musical acoustics - part 5: pinna
effects and stage set-up
Marshall Chasin 17th June 2014

In previous portions of this five-part series, we discussed the acoustics of musical
instruments and in most cases we saw these same general acoustic principles applied to
the realm of hearing aids and speech acoustics. This week, I would like to turn to the
performance venue and how the lowly pinna effect can be of assistance.
Close your eyes and imagine that you are sitting on a beach with your back to a large rock
with the water to your rear… actually don’t close your eyes because you won’t be able to
read this. But imagine that you are sitting on this beach leaning up against a large boulder,
with the water to the rear. It’s getting a bit windy and the water is getting choppy. Some
waves crash up against the shore and hit the water-side of the large boulder. Not to worry,
the waves hit the boulder and bounce off back toward the ocean. You are still dry and still
enjoying an exciting book about vestibular rehabilitation,while sipping a rather large
Margarita.
Suddenly, a long rolling wave is blown up on shore, and, unlike the previous choppy waves,
this one soaks you completely. The boulder was no help at all!
After chugging back the last Margarita in the pitcher, it all becomes clear. Choppy, short
wavelengths are obstructed more easily than long wavelengths and with this revelation
comes another pitcher of Margaritas! Once you sober up, you realize that this is just
another manifestation of the pinna effect. Short wavelength, higher frequency (sound)
waves see obstructions; longer wavelength, lower frequency (sound) waves do not see the
obstruction.
When you cup your hand behind your ear, or just happen to have a pinna on the side of
your head, the lower frequency, long wavelength sounds go right through the pinna and
hand as if they were not even there – for lower frequency sounds, the pinna effect is zero.
The pinna and hand are acoustically transparent.
However, for higher frequency sounds that have shorter wavelengths, not only is there an
incident sound coming to your ear, but the reflection of this sound off the pinna or hand
constructively combines with the incident sound to provide a net high-frequency boost. We
know this from the study of hearing aids; placing the hearing aid microphone in a location
that will benefit from the pinna effect means that the hearing aid does not have to
generate as much high-frequency sound since the sound has been pre-emphasized by the
pinna (and hand).
As a general acoustical rule of thumb, the way to best remember this is if an obstruction is
on the order of half the wavelength or greater, then the sound will be obstructed (and in

the case of the pinna effect, reflected). Low-frequency sounds have wavelengths that are
just too long to have any significant attenuation or reflection due to an obstruction. The
diameter of such an obstruction would have to be gigantic.
This is why sound-treated enclosures attenuate the higher frequency sounds more than the
lower frequency sounds. An excellent sound booth may have 40 dB of attenuation at 125 Hz,
but maybe 70 dB at 4000 Hz. Hearing protection is another example. Even the best hearing
protection will provide attenuations of 25 dB in the lower frequency region, but can provide
up to 40 dB in the mid- and higher frequency region. It is almost impossible to isolate
oneself from long wavelength, low-frequency sounds.
Acoustical engineers understand this as well. A frequent complaint from clients may be that
they are bothered by their next-door neighbors talking at night. It is an easy task to get rid
of the higher frequency vocal energy, but quite a different and much more difficult task to
rid their client of the lower frequency sounds from their neighbors.
A strategy that is frequently used in musical venues is to create a pinna effect on stage.
This is something that can easily be implemented even in a high school music class. If the
orchestra or band is moved back 2 meters (about 6-7 feet) from the lip of the stage, not
only is much of its energy directed to the audience, but the sound is also reflected off the
unoccupied section of the stage. This adds up constructively to yield a greater sound level
(but still lets the band get away with playing at a softer, arguably safer level). That is, the
stage functions as an acoustic mirror (or pinna reflector). The sound at the back of the
audience is sufficiently loud despite the musicians playing more softly.

Two important numbers in
audiology - part 1
Marshall Chasin 24th June 2014

You guessed it! … 1.414 and 1.059…
These are both irrational numbers like π, and like π are both quite important. I recall my
mother telling me bedtime stories about 1.414 and 1.059, although 1.059 understandably
would cause nightmares.
If you haven’t guessed, this is about geometric means (and arithmetic means), and this is
important for both the audiogram and for the calculation of the frequencies of musical
notes.
If there is ever a reason to look back at your grade 11 (or in the United States “11th grade”)
math textbook, you should look at the definition of an irrational number. An irrational
number is one that cannot be expressed as a fraction a/b. There are many irrational
numbers in audiology and music such as π and , and even the twelfth root of 2 (see part 2
of this blog next week) but today’s blog will concentrate on the ubiquitous square root of 2.
For musicians, the number 1.414 can help to answer the question, “What is the exact
frequency of a half octave above a musical note such as C?” For audiologists, the number
1.414 can help us answer the question, “What is the exact frequency of a puretone that is
one half of an octave higher?”
Audiologists specifically may want the answer to “What is the inter-octave frequency
between 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz?” If you said 1500 Hz, you have mistakenly used the
arithmetic mean: (1000 + 2000)/2 = 1500 Hz. Actually the inter-octave frequency between
1000 Hz and 2000 Hz is actually 1000 Hz x 1.414 = 1414 Hz. The inter-octave frequency
between 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz is 1414 Hz, which is slightly lower than the arithmatic mean of
1500 Hz. And the inter-octave frequency between 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz is 2000 Hz x 1.414 =
2828 Hz (and not 3000 Hz).
This really won’t make much difference unless the audiogram slopes at more than 40 dB
between octaves, in which case the difference between the geometric (true) mean and the
arithmetic (false) mean can exceed 5 dB. That is, measuring the geometric mean between
1000 Hz and 2000 Hz means that we should be measuring the hearing threshold at 1414 Hz
and not the higher 1500 Hz. After all, the cochlea is laid out in a geometric (and not
arithmatic) pattern.
I recall in the “olden days,” when I first entered the field of audiology, that the inter-octave
mean was written on the audiogram as 1414 Hz and not 1500 Hz. (I also recall audiograms
where the lowest test frequency was the musical note C and audiometers were calibrated

to test a tone at 262 Hz (and not 250 Hz), but that is truly ancient history).
In the lower frequency region, the difference between the geometric and the arithmetic
means are minimal (e.g., 1414 Hz vs. 1500 Hz,… less than 100 Hz), but in the upper frequency
regions (e.g. 5656 Hz vs. 6000 Hz) can be much greater. This 350-Hz difference between the
two types of means between 4000 Hz and 8000 Hz can, depending on the severity of the
hearing loss, be clinically significant. In cases of severe presbycusis or noise exposure,
there may be measurable responses at 4000 Hz but not 6000 Hz, and understandably we
would not want to “chase” after making any 6000-Hz sounds audible for this client. It may
be, however, that their hearing sensitivity at 5600 Hz is relatively good, and perhaps
specifying hearing aid gain in this frequency region may result in improved hearing
communication.
Part 2 of this blog will further divide the octave into 12 parts (geometrically speaking) and
this is how we can calculate the exact frequency of those notes that are off-octave… stay
tuned!

Two important numbers in
audiology - part 2
Marshall Chasin 4th July 2014

… 1.414 and 1.059…
Part 2 of this blog is about 1.059
We saw (in part 1) that 1.414 and 1.059 are approximations of irrational numbers like π, and,
like π, are both quite important. If you haven’t guessed, this is about geometric means (and
arithmetic means), which are important for both the audiogram and for the calculation of
the frequency of musical notes.
Part 1 of this series dealt with the square root of 2, which is roughly equal to 1.414 and is
important in calculating the exact inter-octave frequency- the geometric mean between
1000 and 2000 Hz is 1000 x 1.414 = 1414 Hz and not 1500 Hz.
In music, this is where it becomes really important- the calculation of the 12 notes in an
octave on a piano or any other musical instrument. Short of using a table (which is actually
not a bad solution), if a musician comes in and says “I have tinnitus and it’s at C# just
above the center of the piano keyboard” you can quickly say “… well, that would be the
twelfth root of 2 higher than C.” And everyone knows that the twelfth root of 2 is 1.059. If
middle C is 262 Hz, then C# is 262 x 1.059 = 277 Hz. The next note D, is 277 Hz x 1.059 = 293 Hz,
and so on.
That is, we can chop up the octave into its 12 “equal” parts. Recall that an octave is made
up of not only the white notes on the piano, but the black notes as well. Adding all of the
sharps and flats to the white notes in an octave, we get 12. The notes are: C, C#, D, D#, E, F,
F#, G, G#, A, A#, and B. And if you prefer to write this out with flats instead of sharps, this
can be equivalently done. (Its just easier for my computer to write # instead of the flat
symbol, which I am sure that I can find given an infinite amount of time).
The number 1.059 is just an estimate to three decimal places of the twelfth root of 2, just as
1.414 was just an estimate of the square root of 2, but for all intents and purposes, it’s close
enough.
Following is a listing of the frequencies from 1000 Hz going up in semi-tones to the next
octave higher. Recall, however, that 1000 Hz is “close” to C (1048 Hz), but our audiometers
are always calibrated to be a bit flatter than the musical notes for ease of discussion.
1000 Hz
1059 Hz

1121 Hz
1187 Hz
1257 Hz
1331 Hz
1409 Hz
1492 Hz
1580 Hz
1673 Hz
1772 Hz
1877 Hz
1987 Hz (about 2000 Hz)
Obviously, 1987 Hz is not 2000 Hz (an octave above 1000 Hz) because the twelfth root of 2 is
slightly larger than 1.059. The number 1.059 goes on for quite some time, but to three
decimal places, it’s pretty accurate. And if you want to be really lazy, you can remember
1.06.
Given that middle C is 262 Hz, try doing this yourselves with the 1.059 multiplier to find all of
the semi tone frequencies between C 262 Hz and the octave above it.

I just bought a didgeridoo - part
1
Marshall Chasin 18th August 2015

I just returned from a speaking engagement in Australia and learned quite a few things
about down-under. Koalas are not bears; they are marsupials, so it’s wrong to call them
Koala bears even though everyone I know, does. In certain, less populated areas it’s a smart
idea to shake out your shoes before putting them on in the morning in case some eightlegged Australian citizen has crawled in there during the night. And I learned some things
about the acoustics of the didgeridoo (also spelled didjeridu, and I wouldn’t be surprised
to see it spelled didgeridoo as well).
The didgeridoo is an Australian aborigine musical instrument dating back to between 1000
to 1500 year ago. We’ve all heard it even though we didn’t know it was a didgeridoo- it’s
that constant buzzing sound instrument that sounds a bit like a cicada heard on a warm
summer evening.
Didgeridoos are made from either large branches of trees or the main trunk of smaller
trees where the dead inner pulp has been eaten away by termites and other small insects.
Interestingly enough, the tree can remain alive despite being hollowed out since the resin
from the healthy part of the tree acts as a deterrent for termites- only the dead inner core
is hollow. The result is a tube of roughly circular diameter or even a conical shape and
numerous “side branch” resonators- small tunnels into the wood carved out by the
termites. The rough interior, coupled with the numerous side-branch tunnels creates a
tube that when blown, gives the didgeridoo its unique sound.
Having said all that- I still can’t get a single sound out of my didgeridoo. Maybe the battery
needs changing. And yes, I bought a didgeridoo for my son- I sent it Fedex since I had no
intention of bringing it with me on the plane over 14 time zones and an international date
line.
The didgeridoo, in its simplest form is a quarter wavelength resonator. It is “open” at the
bottom end and “closed” at the other end where the mouth and vibrating lips blow in to
the tube. In this condition, its resonant frequency is given by the formula F = (2k-1)v/4L or
more simply as v/4L where v is the speed of sound (340 meters/second) and L is the length
of the tube in meters. The one that I bought is about 1.25 meters long so its resonant
frequency can be calculated as F= 340/(4 x 1.25) = 68 Hz. This roughly is the key of C (well,
actually about half way between C and C#). There were other didgeridoos for sale that had
keys of E# and some other non-Western frequencies. This is both a function of the
aboriginal peoples not being restricted to the western European 12-note system, as well as
the reality that hollow branches and trunks were used and they had the variable lengths
that nature had ascribed to them.

With current digital recording techniques it would not have mattered in any event- an E#
tuned didgeridoo can easily be transposed into any key using a couple of key strokes on a
laptop, but it would be nice to have a ”conventional” key for live music so that it would not
clash with other western musical instruments such as a guitar or piano. The advantage of
having an instrument play in the key of C is that we don’t need to worry about sharps and
flats. (The same would be true of A minor, but that would be another blog).
In addition to my didgeridoo being a quarter wavelength musical instrument with the
fundamental being 68 Hz, there are other odd numbered multiples at 3 x 68, 5 x 68, 7 x 68,
and so on. This harmonic structure is common to all quarter wavelength musical
instruments such as the trumpet, and the clarinet (in the lower register), but interestingly
not the tuba.
The tuba looks like a very large trumpet- open at the bell end and closed at the mouth
piece end, but that’s where the similarity ends. Unlike the trumpet, the tuba has a uniformly
increasing cross sectional area; one can even place a ruler on the outer side of the tuba to
verify this. The tuba is “conical” whereas the trumpet has an “exponential” horn. Although
this may seem to be a minor bit of trivia, the acoustics change quite a bit. The saxophone
and the oboe look like a clarinet, with a reed on the “closed” end and “open” on the other
end but that’s where the similarities end. The saxophone and the oboe, like the tuba, are
conical with a uniformly flaring sound bore. Despite the fact that they are both “closed” at
one end and “open” at the other end, conical instruments function as one half wavelength
resonators.
Some didgeridoos are conical and have a uniform flare from the mouth end to the open
end. And these instruments function as half wavelength resonators with the relevant
formula being F = kv/2L or more simply just F = v/2L. Since the bottom of the formula only
has a “2” rather than a “4” (as in the quarter wavelength model), the fundamental
resonance is double that of a uniform diameter cylinder such as a clarinet. That same 1.25
meter long didgeridoo now has a resonant frequency of 2 x 68 Hz or 136 Hz. And because it
is a one half wavelength resonator, it would have integer (as opposed to odd numbered)
harmonics at 2 x 136 Hz, 3 x 136 Hz, 4 x 136 Hz, and so on.
To easily demonstrate the difference between a half wavelength and a quarter wavelength
resonator, get a drinking straw. With both ends open blow across the top- then do the
same thing with the bottom pinched off. In this second pinched case, the straw is a quarter
wavelength resonator and its resonant frequency will be one half, or an octave lower, than
the straw when blown with both ends open (a one half wavelength resonator). It’s more
difficult to demonstrate the reasons why a conical tube can function as a one half
wavelength resonator but it’s worthwhile thinking about our unoccluded ear canal which is
conical and closed at the ear drum and open at the lateral meatus- the literature states
that this is a quarter wavelength resonator, but there is evidence that it also resonates as a
one half wavelength resonance with a natural frequency, not of just 2700 Hz, but of 2 x 2700
Hz or 5400 Hz. Perhaps what we have ascribed to the “concha resonance” at 5400 Hz is
merely the first resonance of the ear canal functioning in its conical mode?
In part 2 of this blog series, the effects of the termite induced side branch resonators will
be discussed along with other “side branch resonators” we see in everyday life, ranging
from the articulation of nasal sounds in speech to how Dyson fans are made quieter. Also,
does it matter if there is a curve in the Didgeridoo?

I just bought a didgeridoo - part
2
Marshall Chasin 25th August 2015

In part 1 of this series, the acoustics of the Didgeridoo were discussed showing that like a
trumpet or clarinet, the Digeridoo functions as a quarter wavelength resonator with odd
numbered harmonics of the equation F = v/4L where v is the speed of sound and L is the
length of the tube. The Didgeridoo that I recently purchased is 1.25 meters long (about 4
feet) and resonates at about 68 Hz (with harmonics at 3 x 68, 5 x 68, 7 x 68, and so on).
Some Didgeridoos are more conical in shape, like a tuba or saxophone and despite the fact
that they are “open” at one end and “closed” at the other end, function more as one half
wavelength resonators which in this case has a resonant frequency one octave higher at 2 x
68 Hz or 136 Hz (and with harmonics that are integer multiples of 136 Hz, namely, 136 x 2,
136 x 3, 136 x 4, and so on).
In addition to the wavelength characteristics governed by its length (L), the Didgeridoo has
“side branch” resonators that are small channels cut out by termites in its previous treeincarnation. Since the termites never made it to the outside (and hopefully are not still in
there), these side branch channels are also functioning (to a first order) as quarter
wavelength resonators.
Even though the diameters of each of these side branch resonators are narrow, there are
many of them since the traditional Didgeridoos came from the northern territories of
Australia where termites and other crawly bugs are quite common. Their effect may be
modelled as the sum of these side branch resonators so the overall effect may be quite
significant.
And to add further complication… actually simplification, some of these side branch tunnels
carved out by hungry termites can be simple tubes or perhaps volumes where maybe baby
termites will emerge when least expected. Acoustically one can say that these side branch
resonators are either quarter wavelength resonators (simple tubes as shown below) or
Helmholtz resonators (volumes with narrow constrictions such as those heard when one
blows across the top of a pop bottle as shown above). It’s really a simplification in the
sense that in both cases, energy is removed from the sound that emanates from the
Didgeridoo and thereby lost to the listening public.
We can see side branch resonators everywhere, even in our own hearing health care
industry. For example, there is a wonderfully sounding earphone from Etymotic Research
called the MC-series of earphones. Unlike many other earphones that are based on
balanced armature technology, these use a dynamic technology (similar to in-ear monitors
from Future Sonics). Many would argue that dynamic earphones are “warmer” and
performing artists such as Bono with U2 and Shania Twain, prefer the sound of dynamic

earphones. Well, back to the MC-series… when they were first manufactured, there was a
small undesirable resonance at 4500 Hz. Etymotic Research engineers, created a small side
branch resonator in the earphone that would “suck out” the rogue 4500 Hz resonance,
yielding a smooth frequency response. That is why the MC-series of earphones are slightly
wider than other products such as Hf5- they have a small side-branch resonator.
Another example of a side branch resonator comes from speech acoustics and how nasal
sounds are made. Nasals, such as /m/ and /n/ are found in all languages of the world and
have everything to do with our nose. But just as importantly, nasals have much to do with
our mouths as well. During the articulation of nasals, the main air flow is through the nose
(unless you have a bad cold), but the closed mouth during the articulation of an /m/ or an
/n/ acts as a side-branch resonator. The resonance of the oral cavity in the mouth removes
some of the nasal energy and an “anti-resonance” or “anti-formant” is created. For those
who like to study speech acoustics, the anti-resonance for the /m/ is at 1000 Hz, and that
of /n/ is 1700 Hz. This loss of energy at these frequencies helps to characterize an /m/ as
an /m/ and an /n/ as an /n/. Unfortunately for those who do not like to study speech
acoustics, its still the same thing!
Yet another example of side branch resonators is from Dyson fans and vacuum cleaners.
These are the people who create quiet fans and also eerily quiet vacuum cleaners. Dyson
engineers noticed that their devices were a bit noisy and upon spectral analysis of the
noise spectrum, a large resonance was noted. Well, the engineers (who presumably knew
all about Didgeridoos) constructed a side branch resonator that “sucked” the rogue
resonance out of the noise spectrum. Dyson has an excellent video of this that I actually
use in my speech acoustics class that I teach at the University of Toronto.
And of course, side branch resonators have been around for almost as long as cars- the
muffler system on cars uses a side branch resonator to remove some of the unwanted
noise emanating from the car engine.
I suspect that since Didgeridoos have been around for at least 1000 years, that the correct
sequence of the use of side branch resonators would be: (1) humans and their vocal tracts,
(2) Didgeridoos, (3) car mufflers, (4) MC earphones, and (5) Dyson noise control systems.
In part 3 of this blog series, the effects (if any… that’s a hint…) or curves in the Didgeridoo
(and that of our own vocal tracts) will be discussed.

Why do clarinets sound
different from a saxophone?
Marshall Chasin 16th August 2016

Why does the clarinet sound different than the soprano saxophone? This is an interesting
comparison and has implications for hearing, speech acoustics and, oh yes, musical
instruments.
It is also one of the most misunderstood comparisons in acoustics.
Both the soprano saxophone and the clarinet have identical lengths; both are “closed” at
the mouth piece end, and “open” at the bottom flared end. So, both should be viewed as
quarter wavelength resonators that generate resonances according to the formula we all
learned in high school:
F = (2k-1)v/4L
In this familiar formula, v is the speed of sound (close to 34,000 cm/sec or 340 m/sec), L is
the length of the resonating tube (in cm), and the (2k-1) part is a multiplier that gives odd
numbered multiples of v/4L.
In 2k-1, if k=1, then 2k-1 is 1; if k=2, then 2k-1 is 3; if k=3, then 2k-1 is 5. This gives odd
numbered multiples of 1, 3, 5, and so on. All quarter wavelength resonators (“closed” at one
end and “open” at the other end) have odd numbered multiples of the first resonance.
In speech acoustics the mid, unstressed vowel shwa, has odd numbered multiples of its
formant structure with formants at F1=500 Hz, F2=1500 Hz, F3=2500 Hz. And the resonances
of a clarinet are also at odd numbered multiples of the first mode (where the length L
depends on the fingering).
In hearing aid acoustics, a conventional behind the ear hearing aid is “closed” at the
receiver end and “open” at the end of the earmold in the earcanal. For adult-sized hard of
hearing people, we know to expect a primary resonance at 1000 Hz, with subsequent ones
at 3000 Hz and 5000 Hz (and 7000 Hz). The intermediary resonances are receiver related
and depend on the mechanical characteristics of the hearing aid receivers themselves.
Every audiologist has learned about this in their speech sciences training and in their very
first hearing aid course. And every linguistic student (assuming that they have taken my
course on acoustic phonetics) knows this as well.
The soprano saxophone is like this as well: closed at one end and open at the other end,
and given the same length as the clarinet, we would expect it to be identical sounding. But
that is not the case.

While it is true that the soprano saxophone looks a lot like the clarinet (except that it is
usually a pretty gold color), the saxophone (like its oboe and bassoon cousins) has an
octave key. The clarinet has a “register” key. When an octave key is pressed in on the
saxophone, the note becomes twice as high in frequency. When the clarinet register key is
pressed, the note becomes three times as high in frequency.
So, what is going on?
Well, it’s not the gold color! The saxophone is a “conical” instrument whereas the clarinet is
merely a “cylindrical” one.
This seems to be a rather trivial difference but for those who really like math (and physics)
the pressure variations (or as we audiologists like to say, the volume velocity variations)
vary as a function of sin(x)/x where “x” is the distance along the cone. For a cylinder like a
clarinet or behind the ear hearing aid tubing, there is no change in diameter of the
resonating tube so all “x” perturbations are the same. Unfortunately this is also the case
for those who do not like math (and physics)!
This seemingly trivial difference is the basis for the difference in the generation of sound:
“open” and “closed” cylinders function as quarter wavelength resonators with register keys;
“open” and “closed” cones function as half wavelength resonators with octave keys.
So, is the human ear canal a cylinder or a cone? Stay tuned for part 2.

Is the ear a cone or a cylinder?
Marshall Chasin 23rd August 2016

In part 1 of this blog series, we looked at why a clarinet sounded different than a soprano
saxophone. Both are “closed” at the mouth piece end and “open” at the end of the bore.
Both are identical lengths, yet one functions as a quarter wavelength resonator and has
odd numbered multiples of its resonances (clarinet) and the other functions as a one half
wavelength resonator (saxophone, and its conical cousins, the oboe and bassoon) with
integer multiples of its resonances.
The difference is that the clarinet is a constant diameter cylinder and the saxophone is a
conical instrument that gradually gets wider as one gets closer to the bore. The physics is
based on the pressure wave, or equivalently, if you want to shift phase, the volume velocity,
and it varies according to sin(x) for a cylinder such as a clarinet, but varies according to
sin(x)/x for a cone shaped resonator.
Physicists typically talk in terms of “pressure” and audiologists (and speech scientists) talk
in terms of “volume velocity”. They are the same thing, but 180 degrees out of phase with
each other.
Despite the apparent physical similarity, the clarinet and the soprano saxophone are
dramatically different animals and indeed sound quite different: one is a cone and the
other is a cylinder. A cone functions as a one half wavelength resonator (F = kv/2L) and a
cylinder functions as a one quarter wavelength resonator (F = (2k-1)v/4L).
So,… is the human ear canal a cylinder or a cone?
In audiology textbooks and many pretty pictures we have in our clinics, the ear canal is
usually drawn as a cylinder with the ear canal, being “open” at one end and “closed” at the
tympanic membrane end. It has its first mode of resonance at 2700 Hz in the adult
unoccluded condition. And for those who have real ear measurement systems that can
assess up to 10,000 Hz (or for those who have standard clinical real ear measurement
systems, and whose patients have a low 2500 Hz resonance), the second mode of
resonance is at three times the first one…. So far so good.
This odd numbered multiple is what would be expected from a quarter wavelength
resonator cylinder.
But anatomically the ear canal is not a uniform diameter cylinder. There are parts where it
is conical and other parts where it is indeed uniform.
It is not unusual for a resonator to have characteristics of all three types of resonators: a
quarter wavelength resonator, a half wave length resonator, AND a Helmholtz resonatorone does not obviate the other.

It is also quite possible that the so called “concha related resonance” at about 4500-5500
Hz is not totally a concha or volume related issue, but actually the first mode of resonance
of a half wave length resonator (which would be at exactly 2 x 2700 Hz or 5400 Hz). I have
touched on this possibility in previous blogs and have written a more complete article on
this .
Anyone can perform this simple experiment- take a wad of putty or slightly chewed
chewing gum and use it to fill up the concha of a person, then perform a real ear
measurement of their unoccluded ear (REUR). Indeed for some people, there will be a high
frequency loss of energy (because you deleted the concha resonance) but for others (such
as myself), there is no measurable change. If indeed, there is no measurable change and
the concha is indeed obstructed, then we are measuring the first mode of resonance of the
ear canal where it is functioning as a one half wave length resonator.
If one were to perform this experiment on KEMAR (or simply remove KEMAR’s pinna), there
would be a significant high frequency loss. KEMAR uses a cylindrical (Zwislocki coupler) and
not one whose shape mimics that of the human ear.
This is not a trivial issue. Many manufacturers have come out with products over the years
where either the concha was not occluded in hopes of maintaining the 4500-5500 Hz
“unoccluded concha resonance” or placing the hearing aid microphone in that portion of
the outer ear in order to pick up some pre-amplified high frequency sound energy.
If indeed this second bump we see on the real ear unaided response (REUR) is related to
the earcanal and not the concha, this free pre-amplification may not even be there if the
ear canal is occluded in any way.
And as a trivia question- what other FFT spectrum, other than a quarter wavelength
resonator, has odd numbered multiples of the primary? (Hint- the magnitude of the higher
frequency elements decrease by a factor of 1/f).

Musical roads - part 1
Marshall Chasin 25th February 2014

Recently I have been reading The Sound Book by Trevor Cox and came across something I
had never heard of before- musical roads. Musical roads, as the name suggests, are roads
that can “play” a song while you are driving on them. The first report of a musical road was
in 1995 in Denmark. Called the Asphaltophone, it was an artistic installation piece that used
raised (mini-speed) bumps in the road to play a song.
In 2007, a Japanese construction worker noted that after scraping up a part of the road with
his bulldozer and then driving over the scraps, he was able to hear an almost musical
sound. Since 2007, Japan has created three “melody roads” which were designed to attract
tourists and keep drivers from speeding. They were designed to be heard optimally at
exactly the speed limit. Unlike the Danish road, these roads had grooves cut into the
asphalt at precise distances from each other and of appropriate depths. The distance
spacing defined the pitch and the depth defined the sound level.
South Korea followed suit and created a “singing road” using the same groovey technology.
However, the intent in South Korea was for safety. Statistics show that about 68% of traffic
accidents occur because of driver inattentiveness or falling asleep at the wheel. At the
proper speed, the song was “Mary had a little lamb”. There is some foreshadowing to this
song, and as will be seen in Part 2 of this blogs, lambs again rear their cute heads.
In 2008, Lancaster, California built its first musical road. Lancaster is about a one-hour
drive north of downtown LA. The town selected the finale from the William Tell Overture,
best known as the theme music from the old Lone Ranger radio and TV program. That was
an unfortunate choice of song since the faster you drive, the better it sounds. At least it’s
not as bad as the Brahms Lullaby which would put drivers to sleep. Initially there were
complaints from local residents, so the portion of the road that was musical was moved
away from residential areas. This road is named after the Honda Civic and was used in a
Honda commercial. Here is a YouTube video of someone driving on the road. Personally I
could not identify it as the William Tell Overture… I suspect that the road engineers made
some calculation errors.
It is interesting to think about what songs and melodies would be a good choice for the
highway. Some melodies may sound odd if played off tempo; others, like the William Tell
Overture, might be the subject of a legal battle if someone ticketed for speeding
complained that he was entrapped into going too fast by the local municipality and that
the musical road was a trick to encourage people to speed in order to fill the city coffers.
My personal favorite piece of music is the Gavotte by Francois-Joseph Gossec, and this
would make a wonderful piece of road music. It’s lively enough to keep the driver awake
but not encouraging them to speed. Although my daughter would disagree I am sure that
she decided to take up the clarinet after she heard me practicing this piece of music.

It is also interesting to calculate the exact distances necessary for any particular tune, and
since it only involves multiplication and division, even a high school student should be able
to do the calculations.
Let’s start with middle C, which is at 262 Hz and let us assume that we are traveling along
the highway at 60 mph (or 100 km/h in the rest of the world). How far apart should the
grooves be in the road so that 262 of them were hit each second by a car going 100 km/h?
First we need to change the units to common units; we can’t compare hours and seconds,
nor can we compare kilometers to meters. We start with the equations f = v/wavelength
where f is frequency (262 Hz or 262/second) and v is the rate that the car passes by each
groove (100 km/hour). Since there are 3600 seconds in each hour, 100 km/hour is the same
as saying 100 Km/3600 seconds or 0.0277 km/second. Now changing km to meters, 0.0277
km/second = 27.7 m/second.
Using this new “normalized” velocity in the formula, we have 262/sec = 27.7 m/sec/
wavelength. Solving for “wavelength” we have 27.7/262 = 0.1057 meters or about 10 cm
(that’s 4 inches for our American friends).
So, for a middle C (262 Hz) to be heard, each groove needs to be about 4 inches or 10 cm
apart if the car is travelling at 60 mph or 100 km/hr.
Now, here comes the interesting part and this is where you come in.
Given that middle C will be heard with grooves that are 4 inches apart, calculate the groove
spacing for the entire scale (including sharps) from middle C right up to the octave above it
(524 Hz). HINT: Each note (and there are 12 of them in each octave) is the 12th root of 2
higher than the note just below it…. which is about 1.059.
The answer (and all of your correct answers and names if desired) will be printed in next
week’s blog. And if you are really interested, perhaps you can do the groove spacing for
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow,” which fits nicely into one octave.

Musical roads - part 2
Marshall Chasin 4th March 2014

In part 1 of musical roads, we reviewed the subject of where grooves could be cut into
roads such that vehicles traveling 0n them at a certain speed would generate musical notes
and tunes. In Japan, South Korea, and the United States a few such musical roads exist,
albeit for different reasons- in Japan and the United States as a tourist attraction (and
perhaps speed control), and in South Korea to keep drivers awake.
The greater the distance between the grooves in the road, the lower the frequency that’s
heard as the vehicle tires roll over them. Part 1 of this post challenged readers to calculate
the exact distances between grooves necessary to generate every possible note from
middle C (262 Hz) to an octave above (524 Hz), including all sharps. This was for a vehicle
traveling at 100 km/h or about 62 mph. The distances would, of course, be doubled if the
vehicle was traveling only 50 km/h or 31 mph.
The chart to the left shows the 12 musical notes (in each octave) in
column 1, the frequency of its fundamental or tonic in column 2, and
the calculated groove spacing (in inches) in column 3. These were
derived by dividing the necessary spacing by 1.059 from the note just
below it on the piano. The figure of 1.059 is something that everyone
should know and can be especially fun at parties. It’s like knowing pi
to 10 decimal places- this will make you the life of the party. The
figure 1.059 is the 12th root of 2. An example of its usage is as follows:
If middle C is 262 Hz, then C# is 262 x 1.059 = 277 Hz. And the note
above C# which is D is 277 Hz x 1.059 = 294 Hz.
One thing becomes apparent from this chart. The road workers who
will actually need to create these grooves (presumably with a groove
machine) will need to be very accurate. A difference of even 2 tenths
of an inch in groove spacing would create a note that was either a bit
sharp or a bit flat.
One strategy to make this easier for the road workers who use this
groove machine is to have this song played an octave or two below
middle C. For an octave below middle C, the distances between
grooves would double (ranging from 8” up to 4”) instead of from 4” to
2”. Another strategy would be for the posted speed limit to be 50
km/h and this in itself would allow the grooves to be placed twice as
far apart compared with a 100 km/h speed limit.
Given that these two strategies are quite workable, and quite possibly
these groove maker machines can be programmed, I would like to
suggest that it is now time for all roads to be made musical (except in residential areas

where there might be noise complaints).
I am hereby announcing MAAAAA (to be pronounced as “maaaaa” as in the sound of a lamb
(as in Mary had a little lamb). This stands for Musicians And Audiologists And Acousticians
Association. It is this organization that will advocate the grooving of all roads in order to
bring back music, and ensure that drivers do not speed.
Consider traveling along a major highway of your choice and without warning, you start
hearing Happy Birthday to You (which, by the way, is from page 262 of my favorite
songbook- coincidence??). Assuming that the speed limit is 100 km/h and assuming that
the song will be played in the octave below middle C, here is what the (notes and the)
groove spacings (in inches) should look like…

Acoustic levitation
Marshall Chasin 28th January 2014

Now, this is a great title. It sounds like something out of the Twilight Zone or a 1950’s
Japanese Science Fiction monster movie where Godzilla meets Von Helmholtz. Well, that’s
partially correct- it is something from the University of Tokyo in Japan, and the history is
well known. It has to do with everything that has associations with wavelength resonances.
This includes all musical instruments, except for percussion.
Acoustic levitation, as the name suggests, is the use of standing waves- specifically nodesto lift something up. This “something” needs to be small- on the order of less than 8 mm in
length and less dense than 1000 kg/m3. But this “something” can include small electronic
components, medicines, and other light materials that should not come in contact with the
greasy palms of humans. It would be ideal for space experiments in microgravity or in
medical research.
Unfortunately, it won’t be of much use at parties to get rid of unwanted guests, especially
fat ones.
Acoustic levitation works in a similar fashion to many musical instruments. Musical
instruments generate a series of tones (called harmonics). As long as there is a “boundary”
at the end of the musical instrument, or as long as there is a reflective source like a wall or
a ceiling, the sound is bounced back to the source, going in the opposite direction. When
two sound waves of similar frequency pass each other going in opposite directions, like
waves at sea, there will be peaks where the sound waves add up (constructive interference)
and locations of no net movement, where the sound waves cancel themselves, called
nodes. In the case of musical instruments, these sound waves cause peaks and nodes
inside the instruments themselves because the outputs of these instruments are acoustic
boundaries.
A cork (left over from your favorite wine bottle) floating at sea will move up when the waves
collide and add up constructively (in phase). The cork will bob up and down between peaks
and troughs with nodes in between the troughs and the peaks.
In a laboratory, the nature of the interaction of the incident or initial sound waves, with the
reflected sound waves that are now moving backward towards their source (the
loudspeaker), can be precisely controlled by adjusting the phase, or start point of the
sound. With enough control, one can create a node – a location of no air particle
movement – in a place so that something light, such as a cork or a small electrical
component, can be moved frontwards and backwards, and from side to side, while it rests
comfortably on a standing wave node.
Researchers at the University of Tokyo have accomplished this feat in three dimensions,
and now the cord or small particles can be moved backwards, forwards, sideways, and up

and down.
It would be a neat experiment to see if an actual symphonic orchestra can be manipulated
sufficiently with the correct amount of sound energy to be able to move very light particles
around in front of them. This is not a Capstone essay waiting to happen for any intrepid
researchers out there since this experiment would be ruined if someone moved slightly in
the audience or if a door was opened.
Standing waves (used with permission from Wikipedia) are not just found in rooms or
specially designed laboratories, but in all musical instruments and in our own vocal tracts.
Standing waves have resonances associated with them and these resonances define the
properties of the musical instrument or the vowel or nasal being articulated.
The length of my own vocal tract is about 17 cm, and given the average temperature and
pressures where I live, the speed of sound is about 34,000 cm/sec. That means the first
resonance associated with a quarter wavelength standing wave in my mouth as I utter the
low back vowel [a] as in father’ is 500 Hz. And for those who like to do calculations, it is
34,000/(4 x 17) = 500 Hz.
Another standing wave in my vocal tract, also when articulating the vowel [a] is at three
times 500 Hz = 1500 Hz. These two resonances (at 500 Hz and 1500 Hz) define the vowel [a]
as indeed [a] for all to hear and understand.
So, standing waves are everywhere. They can be used for speech production, musical
instruments, outer ear resonances (also a quarter wavelength standing wave generator),
and, in the proper hands and condition, even for acoustic levitation.
In case you were wondering, von Helmholtz would whip Godzilla any day of the week,
probably using acoustic principles and other neat stuff.

Acoustic tractor beams
Marshall Chasin 26th January 2016

What consumes only 9 watts of power and is at 40 kHz?
Well, I think we would all agree that this sounds just like an acoustic tractor beam.
Unfortunately it can’t grab onto Romulan battle cruisers or interstellar Ferengi cargo ships
because it is acoustic, and other than Battle Star Galactica, there is no sound in space. (The
producers of BattleStar Galactica felt that the “whoosh” of a space ship as it passed by
added to the effect. Star Trek producers also made this same decision, but I have it on
good authority from Howard Walowitz, astronaut, that there is no sound in space).
I have written on a similar technology in the past (January 2014) but in that case small
objects were lifted and moved around by situating them in the nodes of standing wave
patterns. This approach appears to be much more versatile with more potential
applications.
A group of British university researchers, led by PhD graduate student Asier Marzo, from
Universities in Bristol and in Sussex, used high frequency (40 kHz) and high amplitude
sound waves to grab hold of, and manipulate, polystyrene (e.g. Styrofoam) spheres as large
as 4 mm in diameter. Their work was published in Nature Communications in October 2015.
And like the acoustic levitation work report above, they used a large number of miniature
loudspeakers- 64 to be specific to generate what they called an “acoustic hologram”. This is
a metaphor comparison since technically a hologram is a photonic or light based
phenomenon, but with the correct acoustic control, similar results can be obtained…we do
live in exciting times!
But unlike the previous acoustic levitation work cited above, this acoustic hologram, or
acoustic tractor beam, can manipulate and control the objects with very fine detail. To date,
acoustic holograms have been developed that can have a tweezer-like shape, an acoustic
vortex that can trap and manipulate an object at the base, and a high-intensity acoustic
cage that can precisely move an object around.
Future work is being planned on being able to manipulate objects as large as beachballs
from 10 meters away, but Asier Marzo and his colleagues are more interested in
manipulating very small objects such as miniature capsules of medicine and, perhaps
nano-technological, medical devices. Marzo and his colleagues see this as a potential
technology to assist astronauts in space, experiments that occur under the water, and most
importantly, in the human body- surgery will sound controlled devices that can be moved
inside the body during surgery without surgical incisions.
And 40kHz at high sound levels may sound to be dangerous, but ultrasonics- sounds above
20 kHz- have been well-studied over the years. The potential danger of ultrasonics will be
the subject of part 2 of this blog series.

Ultrasonics
Marshall Chasin 2nd February 2016

Last week’s blog was about acoustic tractor beams and even though only a measly 9 watts
was required, it did use a 40,000 Hz signal at very high sound levels.
A stimulus such as 40,000 Hz (40 kHz) is considered an ultrasonic sound because it exceeds
the hearing threshold of normal hearing young people. Unfortunately I can only hear up to
15,500 Hz but I am still quite young… age 61 is the new 31! So I guess for me, an ultrasonic
sound is anything above 16,000 Hz.
Ultrasound emitters can be found in many shopping malls and at convenience stores. A
device called a Mosquito is a small box that emits a high pitched sound at about 18,000 Hz.
I can’t hear it when I go in to buy potato chips (I mean bread and carrots), but the 15 year
old teenager hanging around outside the door is quite uncomfortable. Presumably a 61 year
old is more welcome at a convenience store than a 15 year old. Whether this is fair or not, it
is used commonly.
What, if any, are the effects on the human body of ultrasonic sound? Can high sound level
ultrasound affect our hearing? What about the effect on our body tissues?
The most common use of ultrasound in today’s world is for medical imaging. When it
comes to ultrasound and imaging, I always think of the old question- what is the
circumference of the British Isles? While these two subject areas may appear to be quite
unrelated, as we will see, they are intimately connected.
If one were to measure the circumference of the British Isles with a yard stick (or a meter
stick in Canada) one would start early in the morning on a sunny day in April at Dover on
the south coast, and perhaps by the end of the summer, you, and your friends would have
a figure, in yards. Next summer you do it again, only this time use a foot ruler instead of a
yard stick. After working all summer and perhaps well into the fall, you would have another
figure- a figure that is much greater. With the foot ruler you were able to get into all of the
nooks and crannies up and down the coast and measure those with greater precision than
with the yard stick.
If you were to continue that with one inch longer ruler, the circumference would be even
greater- the smaller the measuring stick, the more accurate and greater the measured
circumference would be.
The same is true of ultrasound or using any sound (or light) to measure something. Low
frequency sound has a long wavelength and it simply does not see obstructions that are
much smaller than ½ of their total wavelength. Higher frequencies acoustically “see” these
obstructions that were previously missed; and even higher frequencies “see” even more.
When it comes to pathologies or objects that are on the millimeter or even micrometer

scale, the frequency needs to be very, very high; perhaps on the order of MHz or GHz.
Acoustically anything over 20,000 Hz can be considered ultrasound, but inmedical imaging,
the probe frequency needs to be at least 2 MHz, and for very fine resolution can be on the
order of 2-3 GHz.
Although there have been many studies over the years, each more modern study uses the
latest assessment tools. In an article by Claude Harbarger, Paul Weinberger, Jack Borders,
and Charles Hughes, in the Journal of Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2013, the authors
retroactively examined the files of 100 neonates who had undergone various prenatal
ultrasound screenings, and correlated this with a number of physiological measures, such
as otoacoustic emission (OAE) testing.
The short answer is that they found no correlation. The medical imaging ultrasounds that
were performed were not found to be damaging in any way. The authors do admit that
there are some limitations to their study, one of which is that there can be a mild sensorineural hearing loss and still have normal OAE test results.
However, a new Swedish study found that all is not peachy-keen. While it is probably true
that ultrasound is perfectly safe on the hearing, especially while still in utero, a new study
based on over 1.4 million children born in Sweden between 1986 and 2008 had an “80%
increased risk in noisy occupational environments”.
This noise however is not ultrasound- it is the “routine” occupational noise that every
worker is exposed to in industry.
In a comparison of two groups (those working in environments with <75 dBA exposure and
those working in environments with >85 dBA) there was a significant increase in hazard.
When interviewed about the study by Audiology World News: “The Swedish Work
Environment Authority recommendation is that pregnant women should avoid noise levels
of over 80 dBA, but unfortunately this recommendation is not always followed,” says Jenny
Selander, lead author for the study. “Our study shows how imperative it is for employers to
observe this recommendation. Even if pregnant women themselves use ear protectors in
noisy environments, the babies they’re carrying remain unprotected.”

Which is the best musical
instrument for my hard of
hearing child?
Marshall Chasin 6th September 2011

From time to time, I receive telephone calls and emails from the parents of hard of hearing
children asking about which musical instrument their children should play. Actually I
receive this type of communication almost weekly!
This is really two questions in one- (1) which is the best instrument that would allow them
to play, monitor, and gain some proficiency in, given a high frequency hearing loss and (2)
which instrument would not further damage my child’s hearing status.
I usually try to answer the second question first. It’s an implicit question and usually is not
explicitly asked but is at the back of the mind of most parents. And the answer is that your
child is no more, nor less, susceptible to further hearing loss from music than someone
with normal hearing. The same precautions should be considered for your child as any
person playing music. At this point I generally talk about the series of flat attenuation
hearing protectors such as the ER-15 Musicians’ Earplugs.
But back to the first question…. Let’s assume that the child has a “typical” bilateral high
frequency hearing loss. The choice then is a musical instrument that has all of it’s
fundamental, and most of its harmonic range below 1000 Hz. Recall that harmonics will fall
in a higher frequency range than the fundamental (the actual note name), and depending
on the instrument, this may be at integer multiples of the fundamental (e.g. stringed
instruments, saxophone, bassoon, oboe) or at odd numbered multiples of the fundamental
(e.g. clarinets, trumpets, and other brass).
If the harmonics fall in a region that is at 3x, 5x, 7x,.., the fundamental then we call this a
quarter wavelength resonator instrument- brass instruments are notorious examples. And
if the harmonics fall in a region that are integers of the fundamental, (2x, 3x, 4x,…) then
these instruments are called half wavelength resonator instruments- stringed instruments
are typical examples of this.
Well, why the physics lesson? If the instrument functions as a half wavelength resonator
the harmonics are more tightly packed together and there are more energy cues within a
given range. If a trumpet and a viola both play C (262 Hz fundamental) then the trumpet
essentially generates 1/2 to 1/3 of the harmonic energy that the violin does. The following
chart shows this phenomenon for a 250 Hz fundamental (I’ve rounded numbers down for
convenience):

Viola (one half wavelength resonator)
f0 250 Hz

Trumpet (one quarter wavelength resonator)
f0 250 Hz

f1 500 Hz

f1 750 Hz

f2 750 Hz

f2 1250 Hz

f3 1000 Hz

f3 1750 Hz

For a viola, the playing of a 250 Hz fundamental would generate three harmonic (cues) in
the region of 1000 Hz or below (500 Hz, 750 Hz, and 1000 Hz). In contrast, a trumpet playing
the same 250 Hz fundamental note would only generate one harmonic below 1000 Hznamely 750 Hz. The one half wavelength resonator viola would generate three times the
harmonic cues which are more tightly packed into the hard of hearing child’s near normal
auditory range.
So…
Question: What is the best instrument for a hard of hearing child?
Answer: An instrument that generates sufficient bass music and which is a one half
wavelength generator. This includes the cello and bass stringed instruments, the
saxophone and bassoon woodwind instruments, and believe it or not, the clarinet.
It turns out that the clarinet functions as a quarter wavelength resonator instrument for
only the lower register but functions more like a stringed instrument in its upper register.
And a clarinet is a lot easier to carry home from school that a saxophone, cello, or bass!
This can be easily verified using your real ear measurement system when someone is
playing the clarinet.
I must admit to a bit of bias since I am a clarinet player, but it does share the two
important properties- tightly packed harmonics where it counts (higher register) and its
highest note (high C) is around 1000 Hz. And perhaps of greatest importance, it’s easy to
carry home!

Selecting a musical instrument
for a child with a hearing loss
Jane Madell 1st October 2013

In an earlier post I wrote about the value of having a child with hearing loss learn a
musical instrument. Lots of research has demonstrated that music helps develop the
auditory brain. But, is every musical instrument appropriate for every child?
A Parent’s Question
A few days ago when I was doing a school visit for a third grader, her mom asked me if it
was okay for her to play the French horn, which was the instrument she chose to learn. My
first reaction was mixed – if a child has an interest in an instrument we should encourage
it, but the French horn is a pretty loud instrument. Mom had the same concern.
Research
As it turned out, today I came across an article inScience Daily which reported that
professional French horn players run the risk of developing noise-induced hearing loss. In
fact, French horn players are one of the most at risk groups of professional musicians for
developing noise-induced hearing loss. Of 144 musicians surveyed, only 18% said they used
any kind of ear protection. To be fair, lots of musicians are uncomfortable using ear
protection because they feel that it interferes with accurately hearing the music which
makes it difficult to perform at the top of their abilities. How does that stand up to
developing a hearing loss? We know that hearing loss also interferes with the ability to
perform well. I personally know of two professional violinists who had to give up work in a
symphony orchestra because of tinnitus caused by noise exposure.
Implications for kids with hearing loss
If a person starts off with normal hearing and later develops a mild hearing loss from
playing a musical instrument that is one thing. But what about a child (or an adult, for that
matter) who already has a hearing loss? Does playing a musical instrument increase the
risk? We do not really know, but we do know with absolute certainty that anyone who has a
hearing loss needs to be careful about additional noise exposure. So what do we do?
First, if a child is going to be studying a musical instrument, it is important to have a premusic audiogram so we know what her hearing was like before she started to play. Hearing
needs to be re-tested on a regular basis to monitor it and to be sure it is not getting worse.
Second, an audiologist should check the loudness of the instrument at the child’s ear using
a sound level meter. If the child is playing in an orchestra, testing should be repeated when
the child is in orchestra.

Third, if the sound is loud, use ear protection. And that does not mean over-the-counter
foam plugs. It means using personal musicians plugs, which should allow the student to be
able to hear the music but also to protect hearing.
Are some instruments better than others?
Some instruments are quieter (guitar), some are farther away from the ear (piano), but
almost all instruments have the potential to be too loud. Help the child find an instrument
she likes, but help her understand that noise is a potential problem.
Helping kids accept ear protection
It is not easy to get kids to accept the need for ear protection. They all feel invincible and
just do not want to use it. It is important that we educate kids starting when they are very
little to understand that they need to take care of themselves. I got my granddaughter ear
muffs (bright pink) when she was an infant because her parents who were in the music
business wanted to take her with them to concerts. My son had learned as a young child
that if he wanted to play the drums he had to use ear protection and he knew he had to do
it for his daughter. His friends also learned it while they were growing up and having to
deal with me. It helps to consider noise protection in the same was as we consider other
safety issues. Kids are not allowed to ride bikes without helmets, they need to wash their
hands before eating, brush teeth after eating and use ear protection when they are in a
noisy place. If we are clear about it, they will understand.

Section III.
Room Acoustics and Reverberation
Effects

Echo has the last word
Wayne Staab 8th December 2015

An Echo is a Sound Reflection
In acoustics, an echo is a sound reflection, arriving at the listener some time after the direct
sound. And, it is said that echo has the last word.
We often see a cartoon with a person overlooking a canyon, with a word or phrase yelled
and the reflections being returned from the distant canyon walls, with each successive
reflection reduced in loudness. One is often disappointed in that often the conditions for
an echo do not exist. However, there are certain locals/structures that are famous for their
echoes, with one of the most famous being the Hamilton Mausoleum in Scotland, where an
echo record of 15 seconds was recorded.

The Mythology of Echo
In Greek mythology, Echo was the fairest of the nymphs. Hera, suspected that her husband
Zeus was frolicking with one of the nymphs, and when investigating them, could not
discover which. Instead, not finding which nymph, but diverted by Echo’s gay chatter, in her
vindictive and usual injustice, turned against Echo. So Echo became another unhappy girl
punished by Hera, even though she had eyes and desires only for a beautiful lad named
Narcissus, not Zeus. Unfortunately, as his name describes, Narcissus loved only himself.
Hera condemned Echo never to use her tongue again except to repeat what was said to her.
“You will always have the last word,” Hera said, “but no power to speak first.”[1]. So, this
unhappy girl could only follow Narcissus, but could not speak to him.
The above story of the curse of Echo (by the Roman poet Ovid) is only one version. Another
version written by Longus, a Greek author, was based around Echo’s rejection of the love of
the god Pan, which ends with her body being torn into little pieces by shepherds, until all
that remained was her voice echoing through the forest. Other stories exist as well, but I
prefer the first story because it ties into the title of this post better, and coming from a
house of women……

The Science of Echo
A true echo is a single reflection of a sound source by a discontinuity in the propagating
medium, and returns with sufficient magnitude and delay to be perceived. For example, as
a sound wave reaches the end of its medium, it undergoes certain behaviors and
depending on the boundary (wall, canyon cliff, water, etc.), some transmission/refraction,
or diffraction can occur. In the case of a sound wave in air hitting a solid wall, most of the
sound is reflected. If the wall is relatively flat, perpendicular to the sound source, and far

enough away (but not too far), the reflected waveform can be heard as an echo.

How much delay? The delay to distinguish an echo from the original sound must be greater
than 1/15 of a second, or about 66 msec. after the original sound dies off.
How far away should the reflecting surface be?If the speed of sound is 1100 ft/sec (343
m/sec) at normal room temperature (25 Celsius or 77 Fahrenheit), the reflecting object
must be no less than about 66 feet (17.2 m) from the sound source for an echo to be heard
by a person at the source. The time it takes for the reflected sound to be returned (delay),
is the extra distance divided by the speed of sound. Different temperatures will affect the
speed of sound.
With sound traveling at 1100 f/sec, an echo that returns in 2 seconds, is precisely that
distance away (the sound takes half the time (1 second) to get there and half the time (1
second) to return, or 1100 feet distant).
In summary, for an echo to exist, the following conditions could be listed for theformation
of an echo:
The size of the obstacle/reflector must be large compared to the wavelength of the
incident sound (for reflection of sound to take place).
The distance between the source of sound and the reflector should be at least 17 m (so
that the echo is heard distinctly after the original sound is over).
The intensity or loudness of the sound should be sufficient for the reflected sound
reaching the ear to be audible. The original sound should be of short duration.
Echo or Reverberation?
Ordinarily, echo is not heard as the reflected sound gets merged with the original sound.
When so many reflections arrive at a listener that they are not able to distinguish between
them, the proper term is reverberation.
Singing in a shower often produces a reverberation. Your Pavarotti-like sound is the result
of reflections of sounds combined with the original sounds. And, because the shower walls
are typically less than 17 meters away, the combined sound waves create a prolonged
sound – a reverberation.

Uses of Echo
Besides the novelty of hearing your words repeated, echoes can be used for many other
purposes. As examples, distance to, size, and shape of objects can be estimated. The
velocity of the sound itself can be determined. Special effects can be created with echoes
reflecting off certain surfaces and used in sonar and medicine (ultrasound). Bats produce a
sharp click or chirping sound and then listen for and processes any echoes off objects in
the area to avoid or find, including gourmet moths. Some bats have very large ears that are
very sensitive to sounds in certain wavelengths. Dolphins also use echo for locating objects.
When used for finding a way around or to find prey, this is called echo location.
Echoes may be desirable (as in sonar), or undesirable (as in telephone systems), or even in
hearing aids. In a concert hall, echoes can ruin a performance if the walls and ceiling are

not properly designed. If the walls are too hard, or too flat, they make good reflecting
surfaces for the sound waves. Special effects can be created with echoes reflecting off
certain types of surfaces.
Music has used electric echo effects since the 1950s, both for vocals and instruments. Early
approaches used a tape delay effect (Echoplex system) and were used heavily by guitar
players, but gained favor also with recording studios. Today, most echo effect units use
electronic or digital circuitry to recreate the echo effect.
Footnotes
1. Hamilton, E. Mythology: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes, 1940, p.87, A Mentor Book

Reverberation time and Wallace
Sabine - part 1
Marshall Chasin 13th September 2016

The Tragically Hip recently gave their last performance (ever) on Saturday August 20, 2016 in
their home town of Kingston, Ontario, just a few hours drive east of Toronto.
The event was broadcasted through the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and the
concert was viewed by a third of all Canadians; many had bed sheets strung up in their
backyards with the concert projected from their laptops using power point projectors.
There wasn’t an amp or a set of loudspeakers left on the shelves of any music store or AV
rental facility in Canada. Public parks in Canada were packed with people of all ages where
local municipalities footed the bill to rebroadcast the performance. The last time a concert
was so well viewed and applauded in Canada was in 1966 for the fourth and final
performance (in Toronto) by a group called the Beatles. And like the Beatles, every
Canadian knows the names of the members of the Tragically Hip.
The really interesting thing about all of this, is that the Tragically Hip (known to us as
simply “the Hip”) rarely played in their home town of Kingston. And the reason given is
related to the lousy acoustics of the local performance venue/arena. Come to think of it, I
don’t think that the Beatles ever played there either.
In any event, why would Canada’s leading band not want to play music that was a stone’s
throw from their front doors?
Or more specifically, why was the local performance venue in Kingston less than stellar?
And what even constitutes a great sounding hall?
For this we need to go back to Dr. Wallace Clement Sabine and Dr. Leo Beranek – arguably
the two most famous names in architectural acoustics. Dr. Sabine even has a unit of
measurement named after him (but I can’t recall what it is), and Cincinnati, Ohio has a
major hall named after him.

Dr. Wallace Clement Sabine. Picture courtesy of www.en.wikipedia.org

I caught up with Wallace Sabine at a recent séance…
MC: Good day Dr. Sabine. How are things going?
WS: Is it day time?
MC: Well, actually it’s evening, but I just wanted to say hello.
WS: I think that you are easily confused and I am not sure that I want to waste my time
talking to someone who is obviously so out-to-lunch!
…… AFTER A PERIOD OF TIME WHEN EVERYONE HAD CALMED DOWN….
MC: Dr. Sabine- I understand that there are four essential elements that constitute a good
sound hall: 1. an adequate sound level for both the performer and the listener; 2. an early
first sound reflection; 3. sound that is evenly distributed; and 4. reverberation
characteristics that are appropriate for the type of music being played.
WS: Yes.
MC: And I understand that one of the most important of all of these is the reverberation
time?
WS: Yes.
MC: Is it possible that the actual definition and measure of Reverberation Time (RT) is an
issue?
WS: Yes.
MC: I know that we can measure both the early reflection of the RT and the later ones and
even create a ratio such as RT80/RTlong where RT80 is the Reverberation Time at 80 msec,
and perhaps this can be a better measure?
WS: Yes.

MC: Well, perhaps we can just return to the normal RT then. Is it true that too long an RT
can cause clarity to degrade?
WS: Yes.
MC: And the same thing can be said about too short of an RT? It would cause a feeling of
deadness; something that I suspect that you are feeling particularly aware of today?
WS: Yes.
MC: I am not sure that you are the most talkative today. Perhaps we can continue this next
time and discuss two topics related to RT- the ratio of early and late RTs, and perhaps the
best RTs for a number of different music types?
WS: Yes.
MC: Well, er, thank you and I will catch up with you shortly….

Reverberation time and Wallace
Sabine - part 2
Marshall Chasin 20th September 2016

After trying to contact Dr. Wallace Clement Sabine’s spirit for several nights, we were able to
re-establish communication with him by way of a séance. Our discussion about
reverberation time (RT) continues from part 1 of this blog series…
MC: Hello Dr. Sabine. May I call you Wallace?
WS: No.
MC: May I call you Wally?
WS: No.
MC: Well, like last time, I think that we have gotten off to a great start. Last time we were
discussing RT and how this may be a significant factor in the acoustics of performance
halls. Do you recall that?
WS: No.
MC: Well, we were, so please go back and read your notes that can be found here in part 1.
Essentially we talked about the various parameters that together constitute optimal
acoustics in a performance venue and we focused on RT as one of those factors. One thing
that came out in our discussion was that the ratio of early reflections (perhaps at 80 msec)
to longer reflections can be used to convey some information about the quality of a
performance hall.
WS: Yes.
MC: Well, was it related to the finding that this ratio (known as C80) correlates highly with
clarity (temporal definition) and that a high ratio implies good clarity with the direct sound
and the early reflections arriving earlier than 80 msec to the remainder of the energy
arriving later than 80 msec?
WS: Yes.
MC: And also that a low ratio indicates a lack of early reflections and excessive
reverberation. One reason for the success and lasting usefulness of rectangular music halls
is that strong early reflections are provided by the side walls as well as the ceiling, thereby
enhancing clarity.
WS: Yes.

MC: Hmm. Let’s turn to another aspect of RT. Is it true that the sound quality of certain
types of music are optimized with certain RTs and indeed, that is why they came to be? For
example, organ music has a lot of sustained notes that echo around and are best heard in
larger venues with longer RTs such as 1.5 – 2.5 seconds. Or perhaps, organ music became
well-loved because the halls of the time had RTs between 1.5 and 2.5 seconds?
WS: Yes.
MC: I guess that we are not getting a lot out of you today. Let me try a different tack. I will
give you a type of music and you tell me the desired RT for each type….
WS: Yes.
MC: Excellent….let’s go! Opera.
WS: 1.3-1.6 seconds.
MC: Wow! Chamber music.
WS: 1.0-1.5 seconds.
MC: Concert halls…
WS: 1.7-2.0 seconds.
MC: Romantic music.
WS: 2.0-2.3 seconds.
MC: Live theatre.
WS: 1.0 seconds.
MC: Speech in conference rooms.
WS: 0.4-0.9 seconds.
MC: Well thank you for all of that information. Am I correct in assuming that the reason for
optimal speech in conference rooms (and presumably class rooms) is that the less the
reverberation, the better?
WS: Yes.
MC: Oh dear, I guess we’re back to shorter answers!
WS: Not at all! In any space it’s always a balance between being too live, and too dead, if
you’ll excuse the pun! RTs of 0.1 seconds would make the room sound stale and dead and
in that same room, if the RT was 5 seconds, nobody would be able to understand anything.
And you are correct, that for much of history, the music that was played was a direct
reflection of the architecture that was available at that time. I don’t think that organ music
would be (or is) as appreciated as much today in a multi-purpose room as it was with the
large cathedrals of yesteryear.

But even RT has its limitations. For example, the Boston Symphony Hall, the San Francisco
Davies Hall, and the London Barbican Large Hall all have similar RTs at about 1.7-1.85
seconds. Yet, the first two halls sound great but the Barbican hall only has been rated as
fair-to-good sound quality.
MC: Well, can I talk now. You seem to want to grab the podium! I think that we are done and
I will let you get back to whatever you were doing. Goodby!
WS: Well, I wasn’t finished, I wanted to talk abo…

Audiometric asymmetries with
some musicians - part 3
Marshall Chasin 24th March 2015

In part 1 and part 2 of this series of blog posts, we described the acoustics that explain why
audiometric asymmetries are found in some musicians (and rarely found in industrial
workers). In the last blog, the physics of wavelength phenomena were discussed, and now
we turn our attention to the exciting world of reverberation.
Reverberation is one of those phenomena where too little can be as bad as too much.
Examples of this are distortion, potato chips, and water; too much of any of these can be
bad for you, but the same can be said for too little. It is a physiological fact that the human
body requires potato chips (and also some occasional water). And too little distortion
would cause music and speech to be thin and, in most cases, unintelligible.
Having a room that is acoustically “dead” may be useful for some very specific tasks, but it
would result in odd sounding speech and odd sounding music. Echoes that contribute to
the overall sound of speech and music add a certain level of liveness and naturalness to
all sounds.
The topic of reverberation can be thought of as the “opposite of wavelength phenomena,”
discussed in part 2 of this series. Long wavelength (or low frequency) sounds do not
acoustically “see” a wall, head, or other obstruction, and may go right through them. The
last thing that low- frequency sounds would want to do is reflect. The same cannot be said
of higher frequency, shorter wavelength sounds.
Higher frequencies do see an obstruction such as a head or a wall and are reflected back
like a mirror. Walls are “acoustic mirrors” for higher frequency sounds. And it is this
reflection that we call reverberation. There is no such thing as low-frequency reverberation
unless the obstruction or wall is very, very thick and dense. Perhaps the only time we would
see reverberation (reflections) in the very low-frequency region is in underground car
garages- the walls are made of concrete and are a million feet thick.
However, in most real-life environments where walls are 6-8 inches wide and made of
normal sheetrock building materials, the sounds that do have enough energy left in them to
be noticeable as significant reflections are in the upper frequency regions- the mid and
high frequency harmonics of many musical instruments.
In an industrial setting, walls and floors are frequently made of concrete and, like those of
an underground car garage, can be quite thick. Echoes off of machinery can be quite
significant and will include energy throughout the spectrum (with the exception of the very
low-frequency sounds). This reverberation means that a machinery off to the left side will
be of a similar sound level when measured at both the left ear and the right ear of a

worker.
Musical venues are typically less reverberant. There has been a tremendous amount of
research into what is the optimal amount of reverberation for different types of music. As it
turns out, the amount of reverberation for one type of music (e.g., liturgical music of the
middle ages) may be quite different from that for modern forms of pop music.
One problem concerns the issue of how we actually quantify reverberation. And what about
the first reflection? Should we be looking at the second and third (and fourth) reflections of
a sound as well? This is seen in the literature as “early” vs. “late” reflections. Early
reflections (less than 50 msec) can be constructive and can serve to enhance the sound,
whereas later reflections (greater than 80 msec) can significantly degrade the sound
quality.
One such measure is called the “Reverberation Time 60” or RT60. This is the amount of time
(in seconds) for a sound to fall off in energy by 60 dB. The following figure shows a
measure of RT60 and shows the expected falloff of sound energy over time. Some musical
venues have RT60 values around 0.9 seconds and others have RT60s that approach 2
seconds.
The following chart from the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America shows some RT60
values for various musical venues. It shows that while RT60 is a commonly used measure, it
doesn’t tell us the whole story. Similar RT60 values can be associated with great and lousy
concert halls. Industrial RT60s can be on the order of 3 or 4 seconds.
Different quality concert halls but similar Reverberation Times (RT).
Concert Hall

Quality

RT

Symphony Hall, Boston

Superior

1.85

Davies Hall, San Francisco

Good

1.85

Barbican Large Hall, London

Fair to good

1.7

So what does this have to do with audiometric asymmetries found with some musicians
such as drummers, violinists, and viola players? I suppose that by now it’s pretty obvious.
If many musical venues have low reverberation times, then sound that is generated on one
side of the head just does not have enough energy left over to be of any potential danger
to the other ear even after one reflection, never mind two or three reflections. The RT60s in
musical venues are just too short.
Between the acoustic properties of different sized wavelengths (part 2) and reverberation
times that are inherently shorter in musical venues, music that emanates from one side of
the head will be much lower level by the time it reaches the other ear. Audiometric
asymmetries are therefore commonplace with music whereas quite rare with industrial
settings.
… and one more thing…. what are the two locations where reverberation does not exist… at
least above 100 Hz?…

….1. anechoic chambers and 2. sky diving

Ambient noise and its effect on
hearing
Wayne Staab June 10th 2012

The Effect of Ambient Noise on the Speech Reproduction of Hearing Aids
For the hearing impaired, ambient noise is a greater hindrance to the intelligibility of
speech than for those of normal hearing. Fortunately, contemporary hearing aids
incorporate a number of designs and algorithms to reduce the disturbing effects of noise.
Still, in the fitting of hearing aids, the impact of noise must be understood so that
appropriate patient counseling can take place because no hearing aid up until now has
been able to manage noise problems with complete satisfaction. It is the purpose of this
blog to review a few basic issues related to the reception of speech in the presence of
noise, especially as it relates to indoor listening.

(Note: This blog is not for the advanced reader, but instead serves as a primer for those less
familiar with this issue).
The Nature of the Noise

Noise Sources
A common source includes other people speaking at the same time as the primary talker,
traffic, machines, etc. The strength, nature, and also the direction of these noise sources
determine the degree of disturbance. For those with normal hearing, direction plays a role
because the organs of hearing have a selective working relationship (directional hearing)
that permits a listener, as it were, to choose from simultaneous signals coming from
different directions.

Reflected Sounds
When a sound wave strikes a surface such as a wall, floor, or ceiling, the direction of travel
is changed by reflection. These structures, especially when they have hard, smooth
surfaces, can create an echo. For example, a listener sitting at the rear of a large room
having these features, hears two signals: a direct signal (A) and an indirect signal (C)
reflected by the rear wall.
Between A and C there is a delay equal to the propagation time of the sound over twice the
distance between the listener and the rear wall (C). It has been established that the
intelligibility of speech is not impaired if the echo is heard with a delay of less than 0.1
seconds, which implies a maximum distance of about 56 feet between the listener and the
rear wall (the velocity of sound is about 1100 ft/sec. Thus, in 0.1 seconds the sound travels

112 feet, which is twice the above distance).
For a shorter distance the two signals merge so that the echo has a favorable effect in
giving a higher signal strength at the location of the listener.
At greater distances the listener hears two distinct signals (echo), one after the other, and
this contributes to a worsening of intelligibility.
Reverberation
In real life, not just a single reflection occurs, but multiple reflections are presented to the
listener, meaning that the original sound is reflecting from all of the surfaces of the room
again and again. As a result, the original signal acquires the character of noise instead of
speech. (However, if there are only a few separate reflections, this would constitute an
intermediate form in which the signal, though distorted, still has the character of speech).
A reverberation is perceived when the reflected sound wave reaches your ear in less than
0.1 second after the original sound wave. Since the original sound wave is still held in
memory, so to speak, there is no time delay between the perception of the reflected sound
wave and the original sound wave. The two sound waves tend to combine as one very
prolonged sound wave. If you have ever sung in the shower (and I know that you have),
then you have probably experienced a reverberation. The Pavarotti-like sound that you
hear is the result of the reflection of the sounds you create combining with the original
sounds. Because the shower walls are typically less than 56 feet away, these reflected
sound waves combine with your original sound waves to create a prolonged sound – a
reverberation.
Reverberation has somewhat less effect on the intelligibility of speech than an echo, but
will still mask the speech if its intensity is high. Reverberation has no particular direction –
it is, as it were, diffuse, meaning that it comes from all directions with about the same
intensity.
Reverberation occurs in rooms with walls, floor, and ceiling of high reflectivity. If we
produce a sharp click in such a room we hear directly after a first reflection (from the
nearest wall) a number of reflections that immediately degenerate into a noise that then
slowly decreases. The time that elapses between the original signal and the moment that
the reverberation has dropped to a sound level 60 dB lower than the signal is called the
reverberation time (RT). RT varies from fractions of a second (living room), considered to be
a “dead” room, to 5 or even 20 seconds (cathedral) – considered a “live” or highly
reverberant room.
Speech gives rise to a continuous noise that makes normal conversation in a reverberant
room almost impossible. It is obvious that the louder the disturbing signal is compared
with the direct signal, the greater the effect on the intelligibility of the speech. As the
distance between the speaker and the listener becomes greater, the direct signal becomes
weaker (6 dB for each doubling of the distance). However, as the reflected waves continue
to ricochet between room surfaces, especially in a highly reverberant room, they lose only a
fraction of power by absorption at each reflection. In other words, reverberated sound
remains roughly constant because it is as if the sounds were uniformly distributed in space.

The loudness of reflected sound is less than direct sound because (1) reflected sound
travels farther, and loudness diminishes with distance, and (2) reflected sound loses some
energy by absorption at each reflection.
However, when the direct signal becomes weaker than the indirect sound the intelligibility
drops rapidly. In rooms having strong reverberation, the greatest distance at which a
conversation is possible may well be very small (perhaps 5 to 6 feet). In this situation there
is no point in speaking louder because this only causes the reverberation to also becomes
stronger. Figure 3 summarizes the effect of reverberation on hearing [1].

Figure 3. The effect of reverberation on hearing.
In general, the maximum reverberation time for clear speech is about 2 seconds. When
reverberation time exceeds 2 seconds and even longer, speech becomes increasingly more
difficult to understand. Speech finally becomes unintelligible at reverberation times of 4-10
seconds.
The optimum reverberation time for orchestral, choral, and church music generally ranges
from 1.5 to 2 seconds; large organs 2 seconds or more, and chamber music about 1 to 1.5
seconds.
It is, of course, necessary to make a sharp distinction about noises that originate in other
steady-state sources. In these cases, speaking louder does have an advantage because the
ambient noise remains at the same level.
Noise from other sources may also give rise to echoes and reverberation, whereby the
disturbing effect may be greater. The direction from which noise comes may again be not
well-defined – it assumes a diffuse character so that the selective properties of the ear are
of little help.
Take Away
When counseling hearing aid patients about problems they have when listening in noisy
environments, keep some of these thoughts in mind so that you can help them have
realistic expectations.

Footnotes
1. Room Acoustics, 1992, MBI Products, Elyria, OH

The acoustics of the most
desireable classroom
Joseph Smaldino 21st August 2012

The Goal is Desirable Classroom Acoustics
The classroom is an environment in which accurate transmission and reception of speech
between teachers and students are essential for effective listening and learning to occur.
Undesirable room acoustics can degrade the quality of the speech signal, making education
more difficult for many children.
We know that several acoustic elements of classrooms determine the adequacy of the
speech signal received by the student. One of these elements is the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the teacher’s speech (the signal) received by the student and the other is the longduration reverberation time (RT) of the room. The SNR refers to the relative intensity of the
teacher’s speech compared with the level of any background noise in the classroom as
measured at the location of the student. Reverberation time (RT) refers to the length of
time a signal persists in a room after the original signal has ended.
Research has demonstrated that inappropriate levels of classroom noise and/or
reverberation can compromise not only speech perception, but also reading scores,
spelling ability, behavior, attention, and concentration in children with normal hearing. It is
even more deleterious to children with hearing loss or children who are at risk for listening
and learning problems. Professionals have been aware of the impact of acoustics on
speech perception for some time (see Smaldino and Flexer, 2012 and Crandell, Smaldino, &
Flexer, 2005 for a review of these studies). It was not until 2002, however, when the ANSI
S12.60 document entitled “Acoustical Performance Criteria, Design Requirements and
Guidelines for Schools,” established the first voluntary targets for acceptable classroom
acoustics. These targets were set at 35 dBA for background noise and 0.6 seconds for
reverberation time for a typical sized classroom. These targets were generally upheld in the
revision of the standard (ANSI/ASA, 2010). Compliance with the standard remains voluntary.
What Responsibilities Do Audiologists Have?
In order for desirable classroom acoustics to become a universal reality for children in the
schools, it is imperative that audiologists recognize the important roles they have to play:

Advocate and Educate
Generally, the impact of acoustics on classroom education is unappreciated or ignored by
administrators during classroom construction and renovation. Anderson (2004) gives four
reasons for this situation: (1) Adults with mature auditory-linguistic systems do not
experience the same difficulty listening in a degraded environment as children with

immature systems; (2) unfamiliarity with database of information regarding the impact of
acoustics on learning; (3) belief that only children with hearing loss require good acoustic
environments; and (4) ignorance of health consequences to teachers and costs to the
school.
Audiologists who work in schools, have a responsibility to actively educate administrators
and to advocate for classroom environments in which students can learn. Audiologists can
bring the importance of classroom acoustics to the forefront by: (1) developing primers on
the impact of acoustics on education, (2) identifying themselves as experts and resources
concerning room acoustics, (3) actively disseminating information about room acoustics to
school administrators, the public, and policymakers.

Conduct a Classroom Acoustic Survey
Audiologists are typically the first professionals to identify at-risk populations or situations.
Educational audiologists have long assessed classroom acoustics and student performance
within their learning environments. The publication of the ANSI standard specifies specific
acoustic measurement procedures to determine background noise and reverberation, and
audiologists are uniquely positioned to take these acoustical measurements in the
classroom and compare them to the standard.
Nowadays, estimates of physical acoustic conditions can be conveniently and inexpensively
performed using smartphones and appropriate measurement software. See Smaldino and
Ostergren (2012) for a description of this technology.

Modify the Acoustic Conditions
A clear and complete speech signal greatly facilitates the development of oral expressive
language and reading skills, so improvement in the speech-to-noise ratio and
reverberation must be made across all of a child’s learning domains that do not comply
with the ANSI criteria (Anderson, 2004). Audiologists can identify undesirable acoustical
conditions and recommend improvements. Consultations with a room acoustics expert can
provide recommendations for physical modification of the classroom environment. Such a
consultation is wise, because all possible physical acoustic modifications should be
employed in order to maximize the advantages offered by other technologies frequently
recommended by audiologists.

Hearing Aids and Classroom Audio Distribution Devices
For children with hearing loss, proper fitting of hearing aids is often a first step. However,
hearing aids are not designed to deal with all listening needs. The biggest limitation of
hearing aids is their inability to make the details of spoken communication audible when
there is competing noise, when the listener cannot be close to the speaker, or when both
conditions coexist. Hearing Assistive Technology (HAT) is a term used to describe a range of
products designed to solve the problems of noise, distance from the speaker, and room
reverberation or echo that cannot be solved with a hearing aid alone (Boothroyd, 2004;
Boothroyd, 2012). These products include a personal FM unit or installation of technology,
such as classroom audio distribution (CAD) systems, that enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.
CAD technology allows control of the acoustic environment in many classrooms, thereby

facilitating acoustic accessibility of teacher instruction for all children in the room (John,
Kreisman and Smaldino, 2012; Crandell, Smaldino, & Flexer, 2005). A CAD system can be FM
radio signal based or infrared signal based and looks like a wireless public address system,
but is designed specifically to ensure that the entire speech signal—including the weak
high-frequency consonants—reaches every child in the room.

Response to Intervention
More and more schools systems are incorporating principles of inclusion and response-tointervention (RTI). Inclusion refers to the practice of placing children who previously would
have been educated in self-contained classrooms into mainstream classrooms, where they
require a good acoustical environment. RTI modifies instruction for struggling students to
help them improve performance and achieve academic progress.
To meet the needs of all students, the educational system must use its collective resources
to intervene early and provide appropriate interventions and supports to prevent learning
and behavioral problems from becoming larger issues (Butler & Nelson, 2005). CAD systems
offer a way of enhancing the classroom learning environment to facilitate inclusion and
response-to-intervention.

Establish Efficacy of Improvements
Classroom modifications to improve listening and learning must be validated. Validation
can be accomplished with pre- and post-modification physical acoustic measurements,
behavioral report inventories, speech recognition tests, or other classroom performance
measures. Any acoustical improvement undertaken must be documented to demonstrate
that improvements persist over time.
Audiologists also have a number of behavioral inventories, such as the SIFTER (Anderson,
1989), the LIFE and the LIFE-R (Anderson & Smaldino, 1998; Anderson, Smaldino and
Spangler, 2012 ), or the CHILD (Anderson & Smaldino, 2001); speech recognition inventories
(spondaic words and sentences); and classroom performance measures (on-task behavior
measures, achievement test scores) that can be used to demonstrate the link between
acoustic conditions and actual behavioral performance of students in the classroom. A
review of studies using behavioral measures can be found in Smaldino and Flexer (2012).

Provide Interventions
The behavioral and psychological effects of trying to listen and learn in a poor acoustic
environment may linger on even after the physical acoustic inadequacies have been
addressed. Physical and/or technological acoustic improvements alone may not be enough,
and additional intervention is often necessary to implement a comprehensive approach to
removing all of the listening and learning barriers produced by poor room acoustics. Some
(re)habilitation interventions include listening training in the classroom and/or home, use
of clear speech, phonological awareness training, visual communication training,
communication repair strategy training, or auditory training.

Educating Stakeholders about Classroom Acoustics
A useful educational tool for teachers, parents, and administrators was developed by
Smaldino in 2006 as part of a Teacher Quality Enhancement Grant through the College of

Education at Northern Illinois University. The self-instructional, multi-media module,
“Classroom Acoustics: Importance to Successful Listening and Learning,” covers the basic
principles of room acoustics, the impact of acoustics on children and teachers, and
acoustics standards, and provides suggestions for classroom improvements, from least to
most expensive. The module, available online, has proven to be a very effective means for
audiologists to educate stakeholders about classroom acoustics.
Summary
The importance of providing a high-quality speech signal for classroom listening and
learning for all children is well-documented. Recent standards and guidelines have
provided acoustic criteria and offer suggestions for how audiologists and can promote
implementation of the standards. We must all work to make good classroom acoustics a
norm in our schools—it is an acoustic impetrative!
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Beyonce is obviously a closet
audiologist
Marshall Chasin 12th February 2013

The big news item in the United States recently is that it was found that Beyonce didn’t
really sing live during the presidential inauguration, but just mouthed the words. This news
only hit Canada and the rest of the world now since it’s so cold outside that news (and the
speed of sound which is a function of temperature) is so slow up here.
Well, I don’t blame Beyonce one bit. I would also probably lip synch if I was invited to sing
the anthem in an outdoor venue, which would never really happen since I can’t carry a tune
at all. I can’t even sing Happy Birthday- I may (or may not) find the key that the group is
singing in by the very last line. And let’s not forget, to try to make amends, she sang live at
the Super Bowl … or did she?
Anyone who sings outside without reflective surfaces will immediately notice that there is
well… no reflection. It’s amazing how important reflection off walls, ceilings, and floors is to
the monitoring of our own voice. In addition, the crowd noise can be a very effective
masker of what little you can hear of your own voice.
Beyonce had probably learned in her first year acoustics class about the optimal ratio of
early and late reflections—both of which would be missing in a large reflectionless
(anechoic) stadium. This is actually important evidence that she took a first year audiology
class in acoustics. How else would she know that it was safer to lip sync the words?
Reverberation is a really neat topic and is full of pitfalls- more is good, but not too much
more; less can also be good, but not too little. It is really a topic of balance. One measure
that is commonly used is the “Reverberation Time” or RT. This is the time in seconds that a
signal takes to drop off in sound level to a certain specified level. A commonly used
measure is RT60, which is the time it takes for a sound to be reduced to a level that is 60
decibels lower than the initial sound. An underground car garage has an RT60 of about 4-5
seconds- if you yell in an underground car garage, you will still clearly hear your echo
several seconds later.
A library has a reverberation time of about half av second- the carpeted floor and row
upon row of sound-absorbing books minimize the reflections and echoes to a point that it
almost sounds “acoustically dead”. An ideal time for speech clarity is just short of 1 second
(0.9 seconds), but different types of music may require different RT60s, and even different
types of rooms with differing acoustical treatments may require different RT60s.
Organ music requires an RT60 of 2.5-5.0 seconds and this is related to the longer lasting
notes of organ music- blurring some sounds together can be a good thing. I am not sure,
however, which came first- the beautiful Baroque cathedrals with the arching high ceilings

or the music that was meant to be played in these cavernous rooms. If medieval or
romance architecture were more like the modern day architecture I suspect that the organ
would never have found a foothold in music (except, of course, for the 1960s rock sound).
It’s amazing to realize that Beyonce knew all of this when she agreed to sing at the
Inauguration, but since Beyonce is a probably a closet audiologist, maybe it’s not so
surprising after all. How else would she have known about RT60 and the need to lip synch?

An orchestral setup that Mozart
would have been proud of
Marshall Chasin 25th March 2014

Although I have not seen Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart clinically for a couple of years, I know
him well enough to know that he was ahead of his time, hated old conventions, and was
always pushing the envelope to expand the music, especially when it came to the masses.
So, if Mozart were here today, how would he have changed the orchestral setup to be
optimal for music, optimal for the musicians, and optimal for hearing loss prevention?
Actually, most of the changes to the orchestral setup would be for hearing loss prevention
rather than music appreciation. And I should mention a caveat- Mozart’s orchestras were
actually quite small compared to those of today, so perhaps he is not the best one to chat
with, but Johann Strauss was not available for a phone call. A phone conversation with
Mozart would probably go something like this….
Me: Ring, ring,….
Mozart: What’s that ringing? Am I hearing things?
Me: It’s called a telephone- answer it! … hold that black thing to your ear… it’s upside
down…. that’s better….
Mozart: This is neat! So, what do you want? I’m working on a symphony.
Me: Oh, hi, Herr Mozart. I want to ask you about how you would change the modern-day
orchestra and how this would be different from when you were hanging around with your
friend and mentor Joseph Haydn.
Mozart: You can call me Wolfy. And what a good question. You must be a very smart person
to come up with such a question.
Me: Thank you…. errrr…. I would rather call you Herr Mozart, but it’s not just me that asks
this question. Many people are wondering why the orchestra was set up the way it was in
the classical and romantic eras. People have spent their entire careers trying to figure that
out.
Mozart: Well, the first thing I would do is to stick the trumpet players out front. They are
pretty macho in any event so they would be happy to be seen by everyone. And their
annoying loud noise wouldn’t be aimed at anyone’s head. They also wouldn’t have to play
as loudly to be heard at the back of the audience so their lip muscles – I think you call it
the orbicularis oris – wouldn’t be overly strained so they could still play in their 60s. Hey… I
have a joke: “Why do you instantly dislike trumpet players?…. It saves time!”….

Me: Mmmmm. We have some readers of this blog who play the trumpet so I wouldn’t be too
mean to them…. I am sure that there are also some funny percussion jokes such as “what
do you call a drummer without a girlfriend?… homeless.” So, what about putting the
trumpet players on risers and leaving them at the back of the orchestra.
Mozart: That would work too, but who is being interviewed here? I’m supposed to be the
funny one here, not you!
Me: My apologies for being so funny Herr Mozart. What other suggestions would you make?
Let’s start with woodwinds.
Mozart: Ahhh, the mellow and beautiful clarinet! My favorite instrument. I hear that you
play the clarinet as well, but that you are really quite lousy at it!
Me: Grunt…. Well, I do have a Selmer 10 clarinet and a Vandorin mouthpiece!
Mozart: You are still a crappy player! I would place the clarinets in a circle facing inwards
and would place them nearer to the back. I would then use a series of microphones to
amplify the clarinet sounds. I would also have them wearing in-ear monitors. I think that
these new-fangled microphones that you have are wonderful and would have loved them
back in the olden days.
Me: I can understand why you may want to use microphones- they would allow the people
at the back of the audience to hear your favorite instruments (and allow the clarinet
players to be in a relatively quiet location up on stage), but why would you place them in a
circle?
Mozart: Well, for the same reason that I would place the oboe, bassoon, and this wonderful
new instrument called the saxophone, in a circle.
Me: Well, you still haven’t answered my question- why a circle, rather than in a straight line
the way they now play in a modern orchestra?
Mozart: Since you play the clarinet, even though you are really a lousy musician, you will
know that all you really need to know to play the instrument is to pay attention to the
sound energy below 1000 Hz- that’s a couple of octaves above middle C. When you play a
reeded woodwind like a clarinet, bassoon, oboe, or saxophone, you really only need to hear
the lower frequency inter-resonant breathiness and not the higher frequency harmonics
that are so important for the stringed instruments. Placing them in a circle would allow
them to hear each other better and placing them in the back with microphones means that
they can be well heard.
Me: I didn’t know this. Do you mean that people who have a high-frequency sensory-neural
hearing loss such as that due to aging (presbycusis) will have minimal effect on reeded
woodwind players?
Mozart: Duh! Clearly that is the case, so that if anyone wants to take up a musical
instrument in their 40s or 50s to play during their retirement years, they should take up a
reeded woodwind like the clarinet. Also, this also would be great for kids who are born with
a high-frequency sensory-neural hearing loss. Having them play in a circle will allow them
to see the notes being played as well as being relatively close enough to hear whether they

are on or off key. My friend Ludwig Beethoven, had some trouble hearing and his life would
have been better if he had composed on a clarinet rather than a piano. Or better still,
Beethoven would have had many more symphonies to his name if he had composed on a
MIDI system.
Me: That is all very interesting. You briefly referred to the stringed instruments a few
moments ago as being different from reeded woodwinds. How are they different and where
should they be situated in an orchestra?
Mozart: I would place the stringed instruments right behind the trumpet players and in
front of the circle of woodwinds. I would also make sure that the stringed instrument
players were away from any orchestral overhang such as a performance pit.
Me: Why would you want to ensure that stringed players don’t have an orchestra pit (or low
hanging ceiling) above them?
Mozart: Actually my comments are more related to violins than to those other, more-bass
stringed instruments. It is true that all stringed instrument players need to hear the relative
balance between the lower frequency fundamental (note name) energy and the higher
frequency harmonic structure. The difference between an inexpensive student model violin
and a wonderful Stradivarius violin is the optimal balance between the fundamental and
harmonic structure. If a violinist was seated under a poorly constructed musical pit
overhang (and they are all poorly constructed), then the higher frequency harmonic
components of the violin sound would be lost. A great violin would sound like a student
model. The violinist would most likely start playing harder to re-establish the higher
frequency harmonic energy, but then they would start playing at too loud of a level. Hearing
loss would undoubtedly ensue and they might start coming into a performing arts medical
clinic (such as the Musicians’ Clinics of Canada) with wrist and arm problems. You should
also have them contact the Performing Arts Medicine Association for more information on
this. So, move the violinists out from under the overhang, and stick them behind the
trumpet players.
Me: Well thank you for all of this. If I may summarize: (1) trumpet players should be at the
front so that nobody needs to be downwind of their loud sounds; (2) clarinet and other
reeded woodwind players can be shoved to the back but placed in a circle, with each
instrument having their own microphones: and (3) violin players would be seated right
behind the trumpet players with no orchestral performance pit ceiling above their heads. Is
this correct?
Mozart: I couldn’t have said it better myself. Well, I need to go to my yo-yo lessons. I love
living in the 21st century. Now go away, but first tell me how to I hang up this telephone
contraption?
Me: Thank you for your time Herr Mozart.

Section IV.
Hearing Aids and Music

Sound levels of speech and
music - part 1: speech
Marshall Chasin 12th October 2013

This is part 1 of a four-part series that touches on some of the problems associated with
selecting the programming features for a “music program”. This part talks about the
features of speech and how these may differ from those of music. Parts 2, 3, and 4 will talk
about the various characteristics of reeded musical instruments, stringed instruments, and
brass instruments respectively.
Modern hearing aids can now offer the capability to be responsive to varying levels of
inputs. While most of the work on how it does this is related to speech, perhaps what we
have learned from speech can teach us a few things about music. Part 1 of this blog is
primarily about speech, and part 2 (next week) is about music.
A hearing aid will generate significant amplification for soft level inputs, less amplification
for medium level inputs, and sometimes no amplification for louder level inputs. Many
people simply do not need a lot of hearing aid amplification for the louder components of
speech (and music).
Many hard of hearing people may say “I can hear fine if people would only speak up a bit”
and they are quite correct. So it is understandable why there has been a significant amount
of research in this area for speech, but very little for music. Previous blogs have suggested
that for some people with quite significant hearing losses, little or no amplification may be
required for loud (live) music, and removing the hearing aid may actually be the best
strategy.
But what are the “targets” for music when it comes to fitting hearing aids? There are two
primary target-based techniques for fitting hearing aids for speech. These are based on the
long-term average speech spectrum- the “average” speech if measured over a period of
time that serves as a “typical” input to a hearing aid. One of these approaches is based on
the work of the National Acoustics Laboratories (NAL) in Australia and the other is based on
a Desired Sensation Level (DSL) based on the work of Richard Seewald, Susan Scollie, and
their colleagues at Western University in Canada.
Both these approaches use in-depth knowledge of the statistical nature of speech- values
of the peaks and the valleys of speech, as well as crest factors (differences between the
instantaneous peaks and the long-term, wide-band RMS average of the speech).
Interestingly both of these approaches (NAL and DSL) result in similar prescriptive targets,
despite having differing approaches and underlying assumptions.
One reason for this is that the long-term average speech spectrum is quite similar from
person to person and from language to language. People are, well, people. We all have

similar vocal tract lengths and characteristics, so it is understandable that that the longterm average speech spectrum is similar among people and can be used as a generalized
input to a hearing aid in order to establish prescriptive outputs for people.
Music is an entirely different type of input to hearing aids. Where speech can be soft (55 dB
SPL), medium (65 dB SPL), or loud (80 dB SPL), music can be soft (65 dB SPL), medium (80
dB SPL), or loud (95 dB SPL). Music tends to be shifted up one “loudness” category as
compared with speech. There are other statistical differences between speech and music
that involve the crest factor and other temporal features; however, a major difference is
that music is louder than speech.
So far, this seems rather straightforward. For a music program, adjust “quiet” music to be
like medium speech; adjust “medium” music to be like loud speech; and adjust “loud”
music to be like very loud speech- perhaps subtract 5-10 dB from the amplification for a
music program for loud music compared to what would be programmed for loud speech.
Now it gets a little bit tricky. Can we definitively say that music has well-defined features
for soft, medium, and loud levels? Speech is rather straightforward. In speech, the lowerfrequency vowels and nasals (called “sonorants”) carry the loudness of speech. There are
higher-frequency consonants such as ‘s’ and ‘sh’ but these sounds (called “obstruents”)
don’t change much in speaking level. A quiet ‘s’ and a shouted ‘s’ are rather similar in level.
The difference between soft and loud speech is then primarily in the lower-frequency
region where the sonorants are. If you compared the shape of the quiet and loud speech
spectra, you would see that there is more low-frequency emphasis (where the sonorants
are) for loud speech relative to the higher-frequency obstruent consonants, than for quiet
speech. For loud speech, the spectrum may fall off at about 8 dB/octave whereas for quiet
speech it may fall off at only 5-6 dB/octave. You simply cannot utter a loud ‘s’ in the same
way that you can utter a loud ‘a’. As the speech gets louder, the lower-frequency vowel
sound energy grows faster than the higher-frequency consonant energy.
This is complex, but it is straightforward and has been implemented in modern hearing aid
technology. The figure shows the relative shapes of the various speech spectra for quiet,
medium and loud speech. Next week’s blog will delve into how this differs with music
instead of speech.

Sound levels of speech and
music - part 2: reeded
instruments
Marshall Chasin 17th December 2013

This is the second post in a four-part series that touches on some of the problems
associated with selecting the programming features for a “music program”. Last week’s post
talked about the features of speech and how they may differ from those of music. Part 2
(this week) and Parts 3 and 4 (to be published after a one-week break for the holidays) will
talk about the various characteristics of reeded musical instruments, stringed instruments,
and brass instruments, respectively.
Last week’s post (“Soft, Medium, Loud for Speech and Music- Part 1… for speech) examined
how the spectral shapes differ for soft, medium, and loud speech. Specifically, as speech
gets louder, the lower-frequency vowel sound energy grows faster than the higherfrequency consonant energy. While this is complex, it is well understood and has been
incorporated in the technology of modern hearing aids. In contrast, for music, it depends
on the type of music being played- specifically whether the musical instrument has a reed
such as a clarinet or saxophone, or whether it is a string or brass instrument.
The acoustics and mechanical characteristics of musical instruments have also been well
studied, but by scientists who don’t normally go to audiology conferences or publish in
audiology journals. And audiology researchers don’t normally go to music conferences.
Only a few straddle the two fields of music and speech sciences.
Unlike the monolithic face of speech with a single, well-defined, long-term average speech
spectrum, musical instruments have several spectral faces; one of these (reeded musical
instruments) is shown below.

Reeded instruments:
When I play my clarinet and measure the spectral output at a soft level and again at a very
loud level, I am constantly amazed that the level of the fundamental frequency (the lowfrequency note name) doesn’t change more than a decibel or two, but the higher-frequency
harmonics diverge significantly. As I play my clarinet louder, only the higher-frequency
(harmonic) levels increase- not the lower-frequency fundamentals. This high-frequency
increase is related to the non-linear distortion characteristics of the reed, and it is this part
of the musical instrument that imparts its unique “woodwind” sound. Reeded instruments
include the clarinet, saxophone, oboe, bassoon, and English horn.
As a clarinet or saxophone is played louder, a person with a hearing aid would require less
amplification (as is true of speech as well), but only in the higher frequency region. The
difference, then, between a soft, medium, and loud playing level is restricted to the higher
frequencies- almost the opposite of speech as the three different speaking levels.
This may pose a fitting problem for the hearing healthcare professional if the music
contains other non-reeded instruments. Do we optimize the response for reeded
woodwinds (level-dependent, high-frequency changes) or do we also pay homage to the
strings and brass instruments? In a quiet jazz band where the clarinet may be the lead, this
high-frequency level dependency would be optimal, but how often does that happen?
Perhaps, this “reeded strategy” would only be useful (and probably very useful) when
reeded woodwind players are practicing and rehearsing solo?
This, like many topics that sit on the boundary edge between speech and music, would
make a wonderful Capstone essay for any intrepid AuD student in their final year of
study…..

Sound levels of speech and
music - part 3: stringed
instruments
Marshall Chasin 31st December 2013

This is Part 3 in a four-part series that touches on some of the problems associated with
selecting the programming features for a “music program”. Two weeks ago, I talked about
the features of speech and how they may differ from those of music, as well as the various
characteristics of reeded musical instruments.
Examining the differences between soft, medium, and loud playing levels for string musical
instruments, a different scenario rears its head. As can be seen in the figure below, stringed
instruments have a different pattern for soft, medium, and loud speech and also for soft,
medium, and loud reeded woodwinds.
In short, as the speaking level increases, there is a relative increase in the lower-frequency
region (the vowels and nasals) compared to that for the higher frequency consonants (the
siblants, fricatives, and affricates). One simply cannot shout an ‘s’ as loudly as one can
shout the vowel ‘a’. Speech therefore has a “low-frequency ballooning” effect as the
speaking level increases.
And, in short (or is it too late?) for reeded woodwinds, the only change as a clarinet or sax
is played at a louder level is in the higher frequency regions. The lower frequency
fundamental energy doesn’t change at all when playing a soft note or a loud note. Reeded
instruments therefore have a “high-frequency ballooning” effect as the playing level
increases.
Stringed instruments are, again, an entirely different animal. They are acoustically grouped
together and called “half wave length resonators,” meaning that they have evenly spaced
integer multiples of the fundamental (note name) frequency. Our vocal chords also
function as half wave length resonators and therefore speech has evenly spaced integer
multiples of the fundamental. However, this is where the similarity ends.
When you play a violin (guitar, viola, cello, bass, or even piano) at a soft level, there is a
well-defined spectrum. And when you play these instruments at a very loud level, this
spectral shape is maintained. If the low-frequency fundamental energy increases by 10 dB,
the high-frequency harmonic energy also increases by exactly 10 dB. In stringed
instruments, the level of the spectrum defines the playing level and this can be seen by
changes at 250 Hz as easily as at 4000 Hz. The figure below shows this spectral similarity for
all playing levels. There is no “low-frequency ballooning” as seen in speech (part 1 of this
blog) or “high-frequency ballooning” as seen with reeded instruments (part 2 of this blog).

In this sense, when a stringed musical instrument is played louder, it is identical to
listening on a radio, or MP3 player, but with the volume turned up. This does not alter the
spectral content. Turning up the volume will be similar to listening to a violin played at a
louder level, and turning down the volume will be similar to listening to a violin played at a
softer level.
For people with a high-frequency hearing loss such as from presbycusis or noise exposure
– the two most common types of hearing loss – if they are not wearing hearing aids, the
following observations may be made:
1. If speech is sufficiently loud, they may have little or no difficulty.
2. If reeded instruments are sufficiently loud, they may have difficulty appreciating the
“balance” of the music.
If stringed instruments are sufficiently loud, they may present no difficulty for a mild
hearing loss, but with a more significant hearing loss, they would lose the “high-frequency
harmonic structure and loudness balance” for the music.
If a hard-of-hearing person attends a classical or pop concert where there may be a
“string-heavy” environment, they should sit as close to the front as possible. I am not
convinced that hearing aids with a single level-dependent program will be sufficient to
allow the wearer to appreciate the subtlety of all musical instruments. The same goes for
an assistive listening device- again, any amplification that is designed for simple
amplification (e.g., an FM or infra-red theater listening system) would not be sufficient… I
think…
I, and other smarter people than me, have written in the past that the compression
characteristics of the hearing aid are related to the sensorineural damage in the cochlea,
and given primarily outer hair cell damage (damage less than about 60 dB HL), compression
should be set according to the pathological loudness growth curves and NOT the nature of
the input spectrum. That is, the compression features of a “music program” should be
identical to that of a “speech in quiet” program.
So…. I could see an experiment where listeners can use a “music program” that is not level
dependent- gives the same amplification regardless of input (i.e., linear), and one that has
the same level-dependent compression characteristics of speech (i.e., more gain for soft

level inputs and gradually less for louder inputs). This would be testable and would make
for an excellent Capstone study for any interested AuD student.
If in a string-heavy (e.g., classical) music environment, I would recommend simply spending
the extra money for a close seat, and removing the hearing aids, or if hearing aids are
used, a “low tech” linear program may be optimal. I would not suggest this in other “nonheavy stringed” environments such as jazz or blues. But until the experiment is performed
to test this (linear vs. same compression characteristics in a speech in quiet program), I am
not sure…. How’s that for sitting on the fence!

Sound levels of speech and
music - part 4: brass
instruments
Marshall Chasin 7th January 2014

This is the last in a four-part series touching on some of the problems associated with
selecting the right programming features for a “music program”. Over the last three weeks
(actually four since we took a break for the holidays, and I hope you all had a pleasant and
relaxing time), I talked about the features of speech and how these may differ from those
of music,as well as the various characteristics of reeded and stringed musical instruments.
This week our subject is the brass section of the orchestra. As can be seen in the figure
below, brass musical instruments have a different pattern than for soft, medium, and loud
speech and also for soft, medium, and loud reeded woodwinds. It is, however, identical to
that of stringed instruments, which is why the figure says “Stringed Instruments”. Just take
some White Out™ and delete the words “Stringed Instruments” on your computer screen
and write in “Brass Instruments” instead.
As with stringed instruments, when the playing level of brass instruments increases, the
relative spectral shape of the low-frequency region to the higher-frequency region
increases uniformly. If there is a 10-dB increase in playing level in the lower-frequency
region, there is also exactly a 10-dB increase in playing level in the higher-frequency region.
In this sense, listening to any brass instrument such as a trumpet (or trombone, or tuba, or
cornet …) up close in a live playing situation is like turning up the volume control on your
hearing aid, radio, or MP3 player. Volume has no effect for stringed or brass instruments
other than to increase the volume. It will not affect the spectral balance.
As with stringed instruments (see part 3), a linear program may be the best algorithm to
use for brass instruments as well. But as I mentioned in Part 3, this is an empirical study
and it can be determined objectively whether a linear or a level-dependent compression
characteristic (i.e., same as for speech in quiet) is optimal.
Below, are the spectral curves for soft playing, medium playing, and loud playing for the
stringed instruments from part 3 of this blog. This is identical to what would be expected
for brass instruments as well. There are, however, some interesting differences between
stringed and brass instruments.

Brass instruments do sound different from stringed instruments and one major reason is
that brass (and the clarinet in the lower register) function as quarter-wavelength
resonators- like the acoustic output of a behind-the-ear hearing aid. With quarterwavelength resonators (“closed” at one end and “open” at the other), we have oddnumbered multiples of the fundamental (note name). If a violin is playing 250 Hz (roughly
middle C), then there will be be integer harmonics at 500 Hz, 750Hz, 1000 Hz, and so on. In
contrast, if a trumpet is playing 250 Hz, the harmonics will be at 750 Hz ( 3 x 250 Hz), 1250 Hz
(5 x 250 Hz), 1750 Hz (7 x 250 Hz), and so on.
With brass instruments, the harmonic structure is far less dense than that of speech or
stringed instruments. For a 250-Hz fundamental, from 250 Hz to 4000 Hz, a violin would
generate 14 harmonics, whereas a trumpet would generate only about 7 harmonics. Each
harmonic can be thought of as an energy cue, so one could argue that there are roughly
twice the energy cues in stringed instruments (and speech) than for brass instruments.
This harmonic sparseness has been studied in the past and is an issue in perception. But,
as in the case of the missing fundamental, our brains have an amazing ability to put back
missing elements of sound (and vision). Our brains fill in things that we don’t hear and it is
possible that, despite the spectral sparseness of brass instruments (and clarinet in the
lower register), this has implications for fitting hearing aids, but I am not sure about this.

Digital, analog, and acoustic
amplification: three generations
of approaches to the same
problem
Marshall Chasin 22nd January 2013

Several weeks ago a friend of mine came over. He is about 15 years younger than I and is a
drummer for a rather famous rock band. My son had just come home, having recently
graduated from the Berklee School of Music in Boston. And for Christmas, I had just
received an ironically low-tech acoustic amplifier for my iPad.
Here we have three generations of people all discussing music recording and playback
issues from a digital perspective (my son), an analog one (my friend), and, as always, I took
the acoustical perspective. What could only have been imagined 50 years ago in the realm
of recording and playback became a partial analog reality 40 years ago, and today, anything
can be done. Current digital recording devices use post-16 bit architecture, and run on 120
volts and a couple of amps. Current digital hearing aids, at the best of times, function as 1415 bit systems, and need to be stable down to 1 volt.
Nevertheless there are some neat parallels between the history of hearing aids and the
history of recording and playback systems- both have gone through an acoustical period;
followed by an analog one; and now a digital one.
But maybe because I am an old guy (age 58), and maybe because I grew up audiologically
at a time when acoustic modifications were still necessary given the limitations of analog
hearing aid processing, I feel that there are still some things that we (and musicians) can
learn from basic acoustics.

This is a picture of my nerdy, but neat, Christmas present. If I were in my teaching mode, I
would describe this as an acoustic transformer with length L, which possesses an
amplification factor equal to the log of the ratio of the cross-sectional areas of the narrow
part of the tube divided by that of the larger part of the flare, and that the enhancement of
sound would begin at the frequency F=v/2L where v is the speed of sound and L is the
length of the tube. I would also say that there is a Helmholtz resonator (the box that the
horn is sitting on) with volume V, and with a well-defined neck length and cross sectional
area.
The wooden box would resonate at about 150 Hz and there would be a gradual high
frequency enhancement above about 150 Hz- the net effect yielding an amplification of
about 10-12 dB with a slight high frequency bias.
If I was not in my teaching mode, I would just say that it was funky and neat. It is also ironic
that we have a digital iPad playing music being made louder through some old style
acoustical plumbing.
We can even use what the early sound recording engineers knew in modern day hearing
aids. Thomas Edison would have used an acoustic flare in his Victrola to enhance the
loudness, but the tube length L was about 1000 mm (1 meter). Edison knew that F= v/2L was
the frequency where the higher frequency amplification would begin. Using L=1000 mm and
v=340,000 mm/sec (speed of sound) then F=170 Hz. That is, all sounds above 170 Hz are
enhanced by the flare in his Victrola. This would tend to sound a bit tinny, which is why my

modern day Christmas present uses a wooden stand with an internal volume that
resonates at about 150 Hz- this low frequency shelf provides a warmth to the sound that
would otherwise not be there.
Well, of course Cy Libby was the modern day Thomas Edison and in the 1980s, he came out
with a single piece of flared hearing aid tubing that flared from 2 mm to about 4 mm. This
doubling of the internal diameter resulted in 6 dB of free amplification above F=v/2L.
So let’s do some math… including the part of the acoustical tubing that is within the
hearing aid that joins the receiver to the shell of the aid, plus the ear hook for behind the
ear style hearing aids, and the length of the tubing that joins the hearing aid to the ear
mold, we have a total length of 75 mm. The start frequency of the high frequency
enhancement would be F=340,000mm/sec/2 x 75 mm = 2266 Hz. So, the gain of all
frequencies above 2266 Hz is enhanced by the Libby horn. What about the amplification
factor… how much free gain do we get? This is 10log(π(4)/ π(1)) = 10log4 = 20log2 = 6 dB.
So an acoustic horn that is 75 mm long enhances the amplification of all sounds over 2266
Hz by up to 6 dB. The dimensions of my Edison-inspired Christmas gift has an amplification
factor of 12 dB! My fiancée and I spent a lovely evening in front of a romantic fireplace with
a glass of wine calculating this.
Well other than romance, what are some other benefits of acoustical amplification for
today’s thin-tube hearing aids? Doing the math again, we see that a thin tube with an
internal diameter of 1 mm, if we flared it slightly to 2 mm (placing a small piece of #13
tubing over the end of the thin tube that protrudes into the ear canal), we also calculate a
6 dB high frequency advantage!
That is, any doubling of the internal diameter will provide 6 dB of free amplification- it
doesn’t matter whether it flares from 2 mm to 4 mm or from 1 mm to 2 mm.
I say “free amplification” because for this 6 dB of high frequency amplification, this does
not affect battery life (it occurs after the hearing aid circuitry) and maintains the headroom
between the OSPL90 curve and the gain curve. Even in modern day fittings of behind the
ear style hearing aids (non-occluding or not), there are some clear advantages in making
acoustical modifications rather than some electrical ones.
Acoustic modifications and calculations can have some great benefits, and these include
romance in front of fireplaces, free high frequency amplification, better battery life, and
maintenance of head room.
I may be 58, but let’s not forget the advantages of acoustics in today’s modern music
recordings and hearing aid fittings. And don’t even get me started on the advantages of
analog circuitry over digital when it comes to amplified music!

Hearing aids and music - part 1:
the problem
Marshall Chasin 21st April 2015

This is the first of a seven-part blog series about music and hearing aids. Part 1 of this
series defines the problem. This is not a new topic and has been covered at least a dozen
times over the last several years in this blog. Part 2 in this series describes some clinical
strategies that can be used while the client is sitting there, perhaps wearing a less-thanoptimal hearing aid for music. Parts 3, 4, 5, and 6, are about technologies and how the
hearing aid industry has responded to this problem. Parts 3 to 6 are in roughly the same
order as the innovations they discuss were introduced into the marketplace to improve
things for listening to and playing music. And part 7 of this series is about all of the other
elements that make up a music hearing aid program.
Speech as an input to hearing aids is not a problem. Even in the olden days of analog
hearing aids the microphones were quite capable of transducing all elements of speech.
The sudden bursts of plosives such as stops (e.g., t,d, and k) or those of afficates (e.g., ch, j)
could all be handled by hearing aids (and have been since the invention of the electret
capacitor microphone). And the sound levels of speech have always been pretty much
within the operating range of even the most rudimentary hearing aids of the past.
But music is different.
The sudden transients of music such as a loud percussive blast from a cymbal can be easily
handled, but the sound levels that are typical of music had posed a problem.
The past several months have seen a significant improvement, and hence this blog series.
In the next almost 2 months, there will be reviews of some of the technologies that can
handle the higher sound levels that are characteristic of music: some are newer
technologies, and others have been around for nearly a decade.
And, as with any new technologies, there are some unforeseen benefits that can help with
speech. The primary example of this is to improve the sound quality of a hard of hearing
person’s own voice. Speech at 1 meter is around 65 dB SPL with peaks on the order of 12-18
dB higher. Hearing aids that can handle inputs around 90 dB SPL are therefore quite good
at handling input peaks of 83 dB SPL (65 dB + 18 dB peak). But what about a hard of hearing
person’s own voice? Because of the close proximity of a person’s mouth to their hearing
aid, typical sound levels tend to hover around 85 dB SPL with peaks that are 12-18 dB
higher still, sound levels of over 100 dB SPL can reach the hearing aid input stage.
Simply stated, a hard of hearing person’s own voice is distorted with hearing aid
technology.

This is one area where work on improving a hard of hearing person’s ability to hear music
better has ramifications for a person’s own voice.
Think of a hearing aid as a doorway into the programming. Imagine the doorway being
quite low so people have to bend down to get under it, or, if possible, to jack up the
doorway so they don’t have to stoop too low. Hitting one’s head on the top of the doorway
is akin to the peaks of music hitting the top and being prevented from getting through (at
least without significant distortion). The technologies that will be discussed in parts #3 to
#6 of this blog series is all about ducking under the doorway, or jacking it up in some way.
Part #2 of this blog series will be about clinical strategies- things we can do with currently
existing hearing aids.
More on this can be found at www.Chasin.ca/distorted_music . At this site, three audio files
will be shown demonstrating this phenomenon. And the next 2 months will be spent on
fixing this problem.

Hearing aids and music - part 2:
clinical strategies
Marshall Chasin 28th April 2015

Last week, in the first of a seven-part series, the problems associated with listening to and
playing music with many modern digital hearing aids were discussed. This week’s post
discusses some clinical strategies that can improve a hearing aid’s usability with music. It is
a common clinical complaint that a person loves their hearing aids for speech (especially
in quiet), but have a less-than-stellar view of the sound quality of music.
Here are four things that can be tried or suggested clinically to improve a hearing aid’s
function for music. None of these four things are issues of software manipulation- once a
music signal is distorted by the front end and A/D technology, nothing, including software
manipulation, can improve things. But these four strategies have been shown themselves
to be useful.
1. Turn down the volume and increase the hearing aid volume, if necessary :
This strategy derives directly from part 1 of the blog series- simply duck under the doorway.
Lower level inputs from a reduced volume on the car radio, an MP3 player attached through
the hearing aid, or a home stereo will present the A/D converter with a signal that is within
its optimal operating characteristic. Once digitized, the volume (which occurs after the A/D
conversion process) may be increased if required. The opposite- turn up the stereo
volume- will result in unresolvable distortion.
2. Use (Scotch) tape over the hearing aid microphone(s):
This low-tech approach works wonderfully well. Simply place several layers of tape over the
hearing aid microphones and this will reduce the microphone sensitivity to a point where
the higher sound level components of music will be within the limited capability of the A/D
converter. It’s as if the hearing aid thinks that the input is 10-12 dB lower sound level. If the
volume needs to be increased as a result of these layers of tape, this can easily be done, as
the volume control is after the A/D conversion process. Some experimentation may be
required, as this depends on the gauge of the tape. I find that three to five layers are
typically sufficient. The hearing aid user places the tape over their microphone when using
it for music and then removes it when listening to speech.
3. Use an assistive listening device (ALD) with its own volume control :
The use of an ALD, such as a microphone plugged into the direct audio input port or
coupled inductively, an FM, or an infra-red system can be quite useful, as long as there is a
volume control on these devices. In the easiest scenario, plug in an external microphone
that disables the hearing aid microphone. Turn down the volume of the ALD microphone

(and, if necessary, increase the hearing aid volume to compensate). This, like the above two
other strategies, “fools” the hearing aid’s A/D conversion process into thinking that the
input is 10-12 dB lower level than the source really is.
4. Remove the hearing aids:
Loud speech can be on the order of 80 dB SPL, but music is inherently higher in sound level
than speech. Even quiet music can be on the order of 80-90 dB SPL, with peaks in excess of
110 dB SPL. Because of equal loudness contours, a person with a moderate sensorineural
hearing loss may require only several decibels of amplification (if that) even while needing
20-25 dB for speech. Removing the hearing aids will have no deleterious effect for people
who have only a mild to moderate sensori-neural hearing loss. And there is no A/D
converter to be overdriven!
In next week’s post, we will discuss the first of four hearing aid technologies that the
hearing aid industry has provided to resolve this front-end A/D converter-related problem.

Hearing aids and music - part 3:
the first of many technical
innovations
Marshall Chasin 5th May 2015

Live Music Plus from Bernafon and the Dream/Unique circuits from Widex:
As discussed in part 1 of this blog series, there is a “front end” problem with digital hearing aids that limits their
usefulness with the higher sound level inputs that are characteristic of music. In part 2, some clinical strategies
were discussed to improve a hearing aid for music- that is, how can you make a hearing aid that someone
already has slightly better for listening to and playing music. In this third part, the first technical innovation to
resolve this problem, from Bernafon, and later by Widex, is discussed.
These approaches that Bernafon and Widex take to accomplish this are slightly different, and I apologize if I
haven’t got all the technical details quite right. However, since these technologies are now several years old,
readers can contact your audiologist for a more complete explanation, or the manufacturer representative if you
are a hearing health care professional.
The front-end problem can be thought of as a low-hanging bridge. One either needs to duck under the bridge or
raise up the river to the level of the bridge, or, in the case of Bernafon, go around the bridge. First the technology
of Bernafon will be discussed, then Widex’s technology. Both work quite well with music (and speech) and have
both essentially the problem quite well.
Bernafon Live Music Plus circuit:
Now available on both Bernafon’s 7-series and its 9-series hearing aids, the concept of Live Music Plus is based
on the definition of “dynamic range”. The dynamic range is the range in decibels between the quietest sound
level that can be transduced and the highest sound level that can be transduced. The limit on the high end is the
analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, and the limit on the low end is the microphone noise (as well as the
individual’s hearing thresholds in the lower frequencies–below 1000 Hz).
With typical 16-bit architecture of modern hearing aids, there is at best a 96-dB dynamic range. Sounds outside of
that range simply cannot be transduced through the A/D converter and no amount of software programming
(that occurs later in the system) can resolve this front-end distortion. More often than not, the effective dynamic
range is on the order of 90-92 dB because of engineering design issues that need to be met. In any event, the
dynamic range is a function of the number of bits (16 bits).
Note, I was not being sloppy in the last paragraph by not specifying dB SPL- I merely said 96 dB. The dynamic
range is indeed, just a range, and it can be 96 dB going from 0 dB SPL to 96 dB SPL, or, 50 dB SPL to 144 dB SPLstill a 96-dB range.
In the case of the Live Music Plus program from Bernafon, the range is shifted to 15 dB SPL to 111 dB SPL. That is,

the entire range has been shifted up by 15 dB, since there really isn’t much music (or speech) energy below 15 dB
SPL. This does (nominally) increase the noise floor of the hearing aid, but as a clinician with near-normal hearing,
I have never heard it and none of my clients has ever reported hearing this slightly elevated noise floor.
The advantage of this higher 96-dB range (15 dB SPL to 111 dB SPL) is that the A/D converter is more optimally set
to handle the higher sound level (and peaks) that are characteristic of music.
I have used this circuit setting on hundreds of musician clients over the last 7-8 years and it works very well.
More on the technology about Live Music Plus can be found on Bernafon’s website.
Widex Dream circuit:
This is a newer approach that seeks to use a clever technology to allow the higher sound level inputs of music to
be transduced with minimum amounts of distortion. This technology is available on all Widex levels ranging from
the 110 up to the Widex Dream 440 circuit.
This approach uses a transformer approach that has the ability to increase the high end of the dynamic range to
113 dB SPL as opposed to their older approach (Clear circuitry), which had a 102 dB SPL limit. A stated advantage
of the transformer approach is that the noise floor does not increase- the upper end is merely elevated.
I am not sure if this difference in noise floor between the Bernafon and the Widex approaches is clinically
significant, since microphone and other noise floor issues do not appear to be audible to my musician clients.
The following figure is from a study that I performed in my clinic (for which my clinic received funding from
Widex). In this study the older Widex Clear circuit was compared with the newer Widex Dream circuit, but all other
differences were maintained; the only difference was that the Clear circuit could only handle up to 102-dB SPL
level inputs without distortion whereas the Dream circuit could handle input levels up to 113 dB SPL
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Hearing aids and music - part 4:
the second of many technical
innovations
Marshall Chasin 12th May 2015

The -6 dB/octave microphone for music:
This post is the latest in a series about the ways that the hearing aid industry has
responded to improve the quality of music for hard-of-hearing people. And like the other
methods, this one has the desirable side effect of improving the quality of the hard-ofhearing person’s own voice.
The previous entries in this series included a definition of the problem (part 1), which can
also be found here; four clinical strategies to improve an existing hearing aid for music
(part 2); and something based on the definition of “dynamic range”-i.e., it’s a range and not
a static number (part 3).
This week’s post is about an approach, which to date only Unitron Industries has had the
foresight to implement, that uses a microphone that is less sensitive to the lower-frequency
sounds (of music and of speech).
This is a relatively low-tech innovation that any manufacturer can use, and, as we will see,
it has no downside.
Modern hearing aids have a broadband microphone- that is, the microphone has almost
the same sensitivity for the low-frequency sounds as for higher-frequency sounds. As a rule
of thumb, this helps ensure that the microphone noise (internal noise floor) is kept as low
as possible.
Consider a common hard-of-hearing client who has relatively good low-frequency hearing
thresholds, but poorer high-frequency hearing. This is a common configuration for people
with presbycusis, noise-induced hearing loss, and music-induced hearing loss. These
clients may require little or no low-frequency amplification, and in many cases can be
fitted with a non-occluding fitting where the lower frequencies actually enter the
unoccluded ear canal, bypassing the hearing aid. In my clinical practice, the majority of my
clients fall into this group.
If these people are fitted with a non-occluding hearing aid, which allows the intense,
lower-frequency components of music to bypass the hearing aid and enter the ear canal
directly, then we may think that we have an optimal hearing aid fitting. After all, the lowerfrequency intense sound energy of the music can no longer overdrive the front end A/D
converter of the hearing aid.

The problem is that the low-frequency, intense sound energy of music is also going through
the hearing aid route. It is true that the lower-frequency components of music will not
make it through to the client’s ear; the low-frequency sound energy will go backwards out
through the non-occluding ear canal and be lost to the person. But it is also true that the
higher-frequency distortion products of this intense low-frequency energy will stay in the
amplification chain and be heard by the hard-of-hearing person.
We need a method to reduce this possibility, which is where the -6 dB/octave microphone
comes in.
There is a commercially available hearing aid microphone that is designed to be 6 dB less
sensitive at 500 Hz, and 12 dB less sensitive at 250 Hz, as compared with a flat or broadband
hearing aid microphone. At 1000 Hz and above, this microphone behaves identically to a
broadband hearing aid microphone. This is sometimes referred to as a low-cut
microphone.
Instead of using a broadband microphone, the hearing aid designer just pops one of these
less sensitive microphones into the hearing aid. In this scenario, the intense, low-frequency
components of music have been turned down before anything gets to the A/D converter at
the front end of the hearing aid. Since many people don’t require much gain at 500 Hz (or
250 Hz), this is typically a difference that makes no difference.
But (and I love “buts”), the internal noise level of the hearing aid will increase significantly
in the lower frequencies. This is one reason that some manufacturers are hesitant to
incorporate this low-tech innovation.
And here comes another “but”…. But, modern hearing aids have expansion, and increasing
the action of the expansion circuitry reduces this low-frequency internal noise to a level
that is identical to that of a broadband microphone.
Below are three curves. The first shows the internal noise level spectrum for a broadband
microphone (red), the internal noise level spectrum for the -6 dB/octave microphone
(purple or magenta color), and the internal noise spectrum for the -6 dB/octave
microphone with expansion implemented (black). Note that with expansion, there is no
deleterious effect on this less sensitive microphone. The red and black curves are virtually
identical. (Special thanks goes to Mark Schmidt of Unitron Industries for performing the
internal noise spectrum measurements.)

Internal noise of a broadband microphone and that of a – 6 dB/octave one with and
without expansion implemented.

Hearing aids and music - part 5:
the third of many technical
innovations
Marshall Chasin 19th May 2015

Analog compression before the A/D and digital expansion afterwards:
The ducking-under-the-bridge metaphor discussed in part 1 of this blog series is apropos
for this blog entry. For those who may not remember the first blog entry in this series,
either go to that blog entry or go here. I know ReSound uses this approach, and other
hearing aid manufacturers may as well.
Of the many technical innovations that have been designed to improve the listening to and
playing of music with hearing aids on, this technology is somewhere in the middle of the
pack. The last blog dealt with a microphone that was less sensitive to the lower frequency,
perhaps high sound levels, such that the low frequency volume was turned down prior to
the A/D converter front-end bridge. One could argue that this is a low-tech approach
because it is just swapping out one commercially available microphone for another. An
almost equivalent approach would have been to use a microphone that had 10-12 dB less
overall sensitivity, but still with an optimal setting of the expansion circuitry to minimize
the noise floor.
This approach can come in many flavors, but is based on the idea that the output of the
hearing aid microphone is still an analog signal, so why not use an “old fashioned” analog
compressor to reduce the sound level to a point that it is within the optimal operating
characteristic of the A/D converter and other front end components. Once the signal is
reduced (ducking under a bridge), it is digitized, and then once in a digital format, it is
digitally expanded to match the features of the original signal.
I am sure that different manufacturers may do it differently, but one strategy would be to
attach an analog compressor to the pre-amp of the hearing aid microphone and then
“undo” this volume reduction once in a digital domain. How it is exactly done is beyond this
blog (and me), but I am sure that we can buy an engineer a beer (or two) at the next large
convention and find out. And this may make for an interesting discussion- be sure to bring
a digital recorder. But then again, perhaps an old-fashioned analog recorder would work
just as well, or even a pen.
Clearly this approach would encounter some difficulty with the internal noise of the
hearing aid. After all, the reason hearing aid microphones have pre-amps in the first place
is to reduce the microphone noise floor, but since at least one company is using this
approach, I am sure that the engineers have figured out how to do it without too many
drawbacks.

Hearing aids and music - part 6:
the fourth of many technical
innovations
Marshall Chasin 26th May 2015

Post 16 bit architectures
There is a great formula for the calculation of the dynamic range based on bits. It is
20nlog2. You can use this to impress your friends, and even (if done properly), to make you
the hit of the party. Where else can you hear “log2” and “please pass the shrimp” in the
same sentence?
The hearing aid industry had selected a 16 bit architecture for their hearing aids way back
in the infancy of digital hearing aids almost 25 years ago. This made a lot of sense because
the quantization error (the difference between the original analog signal and the digitized
one) was so low that people with normal hearing would not be able to hear the noise.
Decreasing this low end of the dynamic range even further (say with a 17 or 18 bit system)
would be a waste of time- once something is not audible, making it less audible still, is silly.
But, the other side of the dynamic range that is predicated on the selection of the number
of bits is the highest sound level that can be digitized with an analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter. In theory, with a 16 bit system (20 x 16 x log2), it is 96 dB. And of course this 96 dB
has no suffix after the dB. It is a difference measure between the quietest and highest level
that can be digitized.
In reality, because of any number of engineering and design decisions and issues, the
effective dynamic range is on the order of 80-90 dB. This limitation for the upper end of
the dynamic range has been the subject of this 7-part series. Recently a number of hearing
aid manufacturers and third party IC manufacturers (such as ON Semiconductor and
Motorola) have come out with post-16 bit chips that have allowed a larger dynamic range to
be obtained.
There is nothing magic about a 24 bit system, but for a number of reasons (some of them
marketing) the hearing aid industry appears to be settling into a 24 bit architecture. Again,
depending on the engineering and design decisions, the effective dynamic range may limit
the highest level that can be digitized to somewhere in the mid-100 dB range. Also in the
past while a new series of hearing aid microphones have become available. In the distant
past (last year), the limit of modern hearing aid microphones was 115 dB SPL with about
3%-4% distortion.
Newer hearing aid microphones can reliably transduce 119 dB SPL with about 3%-4%
distortion. In the near future we may see marketing ads reflecting this by stating that a
certain hearing aid can handle inputs of 119 dB SPL, and, barring any design decisions that

would need to be made, ads such as these would probably be fairly accurate. So, let’s do
some math- Dynamic Range = 20nlog2 = 20 x 24 x 0.3 = 144 dB.
Given that modern hearing aid microphones can even now transduce only 119 dB SPL, 144
dB may not sound as if it’s really required, but it does give the hearing aid design engineer
a bit more flexibility to play with various design formats and algorithms that may
effectively reduce the maximum sound level that can be digitized to somewhere in the mid100 or even mid-110 dB SPL range. So even a 24 bit system may really only function as if it
were an 18-20 bit system. But this is better than starting out with a 16 bit architecture and
ending up with the equivalent of only 12 or 13 bits.
Some examples of post-16 bit architecture are the North platform from Unitron, the
Venture Platform from Phonak (actually these two are the same platforms), and the Inium
Sense from Oticon. As stated in earlier parts of this series, Bernafon, Resound, and Widex
have their own technologies to handle the higher levels of music. As always, it’s best to
contact your manufacturer’s local representative (or in-house audiologist or engineer) to
get the most up-to-date information. Any absence of manufacturer name or product here is
due to my lack of knowledge, and in some cases the manufacturers have simply not
returned my calls … yet.

Hearing aids and music - part 7:
the rest of the stuff
Marshall Chasin 2nd June 2015

The music program is similar to the speech-in-quiet program
In previous entries of this 7 part blog series, the problem and some clinical and technical
solutions were discussed. ASSUMING that we now have a hearing aid that can handle the
higher sound level elements of music without distortion, what constitutes an optimal
music program?
In previous blog entries the benefits of a single channel system, especially for string heavy
music was discussed. In this blog entry, I would like to talk about frequency response,
OSPL90 properties, and compression.
This sounds like a large task for a single blog entry but everything below can be
summarized as “the same as the speech-in-quiet program” or “less is more”.
Tackling the “trivial problem” of frequency response and compression first, the reason why
the programming should be similar to a speech-in-quiet program has to do with the fact
that this is a cochlear issue and not an environmental stimulus issue. Both frequency
response and compression has to do with hair cell damage, and perhaps only secondarily
(if at all) with the differing spectral and temporal natures of music and speech.
Frequency response:
The work of Brian Moore and of Todd Ricketts really is all that is required- open a bottle of
pinot noir wine and sit down by your computer or bookshelf and read everything you can
get your hands on by these two authors. Many of their publications have nothing to do with
music, but by the second glass of wine, some of the connections will become apparent.
(Beware- by the fourth glass of wine, you may not be able to even read the text of the
articles so hopefully any important information will already have been gleaned by the
second glass.)
Here is what can be derived from their research:
1. If a hearing loss is mild to moderate, the widest possible frequency response would be
the best.
2. If a hearing loss is greater than a moderate level, then a narrower frequency response
would be the best.
3. If a hearing loss configuration is steeply sloping, then a narrower frequency response
would be the best.

For more precipitous hearing loss configurations, the possibility of cochlear dead regions
may rear its ugly head, so avoiding these regions would be the best strategy. This also goes
for more severe hearing losses where there may be significant inner hair cell damage- less
may be more. This is true of both speech and music.
For milder hearing losses, there is no reason why there should be any restriction in
frequency response. If more high frequency gain can be provided, this should be for both
any speech program and a music program. One may hear from a manufacturer that a
“music program should have an extended bandwidth”. This is silly- if an extended
bandwidth is possible for music, it should also be possible for a speech program.
Compression:
Assuming we are not on our fifth glass of wine by now, the optimal settings of compression
for a music program should also be similar to that of a speech program. Again, like
frequency response, the setting of compression is a cochlear issue and only secondarily
related to the temporal and spectral characteristics of the input stimulus.
Whatever the compression setting was in the speech-in-quiet program was, this should be
similar to the compression setting for the music program. There are sound theoretical
reasons for this and this has been born out both clinically and in the research
environment.
And like frequency response settings, if changes need to be made on follow up visits, go
ahead and make them. This “less change is more” philosophy just points us in the right
direction.
Output and OSPL90:
Assuming that compression is similar to a speech-in-quiet program, then the OSPL90 for a
music program should be 6 dB lower than that of a speech-in-quiet program.
This 6 dB difference derives from the difference in crest factor between a speech signal and
a music signal. Speech emanates from a highly damped vocal tract, replete with soft
tongue, cheeks, lips, nasal mucosa, and saliva. There is a lot of acoustic damping in the
human vocal tract. The same cannot be said about a guitar, drum, violin, or clarinet- these
are instruments that have hard walls and very few, if any soft surfaces- musical
instruments have inherently less damping that speech sounds. Subsequently the peaks of
musical instrument spectra are peakier (by about 6 dB) than those of speech.
If our goal is not to exceed a client’s loudness discomfort level, we need to ensure that
even the peaks of the input stimulus do not exceed the loudness discomfort level. If the
peaks of music are 6 dB higher than speech of the same sound level, then the OSPL90 for
music should be 6 dB lower than that of the speech-in-quiet program. This assumes that
the OSPL90 level is determined by the RMS or average of a signal and not the peak. With
modern hearing aids, this is typically the case.
A music program and a speech-in-quiet program:
1. Same frequency response
2. Same compression characteristics

3. 6 dB lower OSPL90 setting for the music program vs. the speech-in-quiet program

Three myths about hearing aids
and music
Marshall Chasin 7th April 2015

Most of our training regarding hearing aids for hard-of-hearing people is based on the
characteristics of speech. This makes sense because most of our clients are primarily
concerned with hearing speech in quiet, and in noise. But what about those people who
need amplification to help them play music, or clients who just want to be able to listen to
music on occasion? Does the “music program” need to be that different from a “speech in
quiet program”?
Surprisingly, the answer is no.
Of the many differences between speech as an input to a hearing aid and music as an input
to a hearing aid, the two primary ones, at least for fitting hearing aids, are: 1. higher sound
levels of music, and 2. the crest factor. Even quiet music can exceed 100 dB SPL, whereas
the highest sound levels of speech are in the mid-80 dB SPL region. The crest factor is just
the difference between the average level of the sound and its peaks. This is on the order of
12 dB for speech, but for music it can be 18-20 dB. Because musical instruments are not as
“damped” as the soft-walled, saliva- and mucous-filled human mouth, the peaks for music
tend to be 6 to 8 dB higher than for speech; music is less damped than is speech. Both
these factors contribute to the higher sound levels of music.
The primary difference- the greater sound level of music (and its higher level peaks)means that the hearing aids should be able to handle this higher level input without
distortion. This is where most hearing aids fall short.
Many modern digital hearing aids (primarily because of the analog-to-digital [A/D]
converter and other “front end” characteristics), simply cannot handle these higher level
inputs that are characteristic of music. This is a “front-end hardware” issue and has nothing
to do with the software programming settings that occur later in the hearing aid circuitry. If
the input is distorted at this early input stage, then no amount of software manipulation
later on will improve things. So-called “music programs” have limited usefulness unless the
front-end issue is taken care of first. However, let us assume that we are dealing with those
several hearing aids that have been designed with hardware that can handle the louder
inputs of music without distortion.
What are some software programming issues that we need to be aware of:

1. “Compression should be greater for music.” Although there may be slight differences, the
selection of compression has more to do with the sensory/neural damage to the hard-ofhearing person’s cochlea and only secondarily to the properties of the input stimulus. With
modern hearing aids (all using a form of average or RMS-based compression), the

compression parameters that are used in the speech-in-quiet program should be similar to
those used in a music program.

2. “A broader bandwidth is better.” Many manufacturers suggest that their music programs
should have a wider bandwidth than those for speech. This is based on erroneous logic.
The widest possible bandwidth of the amplified signal should always be sought unless
there is some cochlear limitation such as cochlear dead regions. The bandwidth of a
speech-in-quiet program should be similar to a music program. Rarely is there enough
amplification in the higher frequency region for even a speech-in-quiet program, so, if at
all possible, the extra-high-frequency amplification should be applied across the board.
Bandwidth, like compression, is an individual issue and is based primarily on cochlear
function and not the nature of the input stimulus.

3. Extended low-frequency amplification. While it is true that the entire left hand side of the
piano keyboard (essentially the notes on the bass clef) are typically below the lowest note
that is generally amplified for speech, it is not true that these low-frequency notes would
need to be amplified. There are three reasons for this: a. most hearing aid fittings are nonor semi-occluding and, as such, these low-frequency fundamental notes enter through the
vent and are not amplified, but are audible; b. While the fundamental energy of the note
may not be amplified, its higher frequency harmonics are amplified adding to the
appreciation of the music; and c. it is incorrect to assume that hearing of a specific note
defines that pitch; it is the difference between any two adjacent harmonics that define the
pitch, not the note per se. One does not need to hear the note C with a fundamental at 131
Hz, just the 131 Hz difference that can even occur between 1000 and 1131 Hz. This is called
the missing fundamental. For these reasons, extended low-frequency amplification for
music is not required. Extended low-frequency sounds may be great for elephants and
whales, but not for music…

The final element
Marshall Chasin 14th April 2015

This may sound like the title of a science fiction novel or a movie with Bruce Willis (or was
that the “Fifth Element”?), but this is all about that one last piece of the puzzle to optimize
a hearing aid for music. The last several years have seen a remarkable improvement in a
hearing aid’s ability to handle the higher level inputs associated with music.
Whereas speech has sound levels on the order of 60-80 dB SPL, even quiet music can have
levels on the order of 100-110 dB. Until recently, modern digital hearing aids have been
playing “catch up” to the analog technology of the late 1980s and early 1990s. These oldstyle hearing aids were analog and, as such, did not have analog-to-digital (A/D) converters.
Modern A/D converters were typically restricted to transduce inputs of only 90 dB – 95 dB
SPL, which resulted in poor fidelity when it came to playing and listening to music. More on
this can be found at.
In the last several years, technologies have become available that have shifted up the
maximum input that can be digitized through an A/D converter to over 110 dB SPL. These
include, among others, the Live Music Plus technology from Bernafon, the Dream circuitry
from Widex, and, most recently, the North Platform from Unitron and Venture Platforms
from Phonak. In these last two cases, the manufacturer has changed from 16-bit
architecture to 24-bit, thereby allowing a greater dynamic range and a lower noise floor.
Yet one thing remains- the final element, and surprisingly, it is very “low tech”. So low tech,
in fact, that it was previously available, but was withdrawn from the marketplace- a singlechannel hearing aid.
Single-channel hearing aids have been shown to be less than optimal for speech, especially
in noisy environments. The resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be rather poor with
single-channel broadband amplification. Multi-band compression has been the mainstay of
hearing aids since the late 1980s with the advent of the K-AMP.
However, speech is not music.
While typical SNRs for speech can be on the order of 0 or 5 dB, typical SNRs for music can
be greater than +30 dB. The advantages of SNR improvement for multi-band compression
with speech are not necessary when it comes to the higher sound levels that are typical.
Let’s examine what would happen with a typical multi-band compression hearing aid. A
violin would be played generating lower frequency fundamental energy (e.g., at the G, just
above the middle of the piano keyboard G[392 Hz]), but also with evenly spaced harmonics
at integer multiples of 392 Hz- 784 Hz, 1176 Hz, 1568 Hz, 1960 Hz, and so on. The relative
magnitudes of the harmonics of G are crucial, especially with stringed instruments such as
the violin, viola, cello, and bass.

Imagine a multi-band compression hearing aid amplifying the fundamental G [392 Hz] by,
say, 20 dB, and then amplifying the harmonics by any amount. The resulting amplified
spectrum would look like any other instrument, except a violin.
With stringed instruments, the amplification needs to be applied equally across the
frequency band in order to sound like the instrument that it is. Multiband compression can
make a violin sound like a flute by differentially applying more or less gain to any number
of the harmonics.
Perceptively when listening to or playing stringed music, the magnitude of the
fundamental/harmonic ratio is crucial and must be maintained. Only a true single-band
hearing aid will be able to accomplish this.
Woodwinds are a slightly different animal. When I play my clarinet, it is the lower frequency
inter-harmonic noise that I am listening to, that defines a high-fidelity sound. Despite my
clarinet and a violin being able to generate a wide band spectrum, the perceptive
requirements of a woodwind sound is restricted to the lower frequency region, and in many
cases, below 1000 Hz.
For string-heavy music such as classical music, a single-channel hearing aid is indeed the
missing element. This is probably less so for hearing and playing woodwind music, but
given the impressively higher SNRs that are characteristic of music, a true single-channel
hearing aid is a necessary requirement, which will have no downside for listening and/or
playing music.

The mysterious case of the
missing C#
Marshall Chasin 14th February 2014

It was a dark and stormy Thursday when suddenly the telephone rang. I heard a voice that I
didn’t recognize but something about it was familiar. He said that he had lost something
that was very important to him and he had to see me right away. I gave him an
appointment for later that evening. He said his name was Smith,… John Smith.
I put on a tie and my best pair of detective sun glasses. I suspected that this would be a
very difficult case that needed my very best pair of sun glasses.
He showed up a little after midnight wearing a hat and looking rather mysterious. He was
also smoking- not a good sign for a dark and stormy night. I sent my secretary Betsy home,
took out a fresh pad and began by taking a case history.
It seemed that he has lost the C# on his piano. Something about this was familiar and I
searched for more clues. But first I needed some more information. “When did you first
notice that the C# was missing” skipping over the pleasantries and getting down to
business. “For about 5 years now. It’s just become more of a problem now that I am retired
and am playing more music… and it’s all C#s up to the one above the treble clef ”, he
almost whispered.
Just when I was about to ask another question, he volunteered more information. I thought
it was strange that he did this. People like him rarely volunteer free information, unless
they want something. I proceeded with caution. He said “… but one thing is really odd. I
have no problem if I am listening to music that is being played in another room”.
Ahhh,…, maybe I can use the course I took in room acoustics during my detective training
many years ago? I recalled that high frequencies don’t like to go through walls. I had
actually learned this as the acoustic impedance is proportional to frequency, but that was
only for test purposes. Low frequencies have long wavelengths and as a rule of thumb, an
obstruction needs to be at least one half of the wavelength before it is obstructed. That’s
why low frequencies (long wavelengths) go right through thin walls with barely any
attenuation while higher frequencies with shorter wavelengths lose much of their energy
when going through walls.
If he has less difficulty when listening to music played in another room, perhaps it is
because the offending sound(s) are not as intense- they must be a mid or high frequency
sound. Perhaps the culprit is not a low frequency fundamental but a higher one, or even a
harmonic of a lower fundamental? But I was getting ahead of myself.
All this time, Mr. Smith was just staring at me, with a slight smile, albeit a sad one, on his

face. I pulled myself from my reverie and explained what I was thinking. “It’s actually the
same law of physics as seen when we cup our hands behind the ears to enhance the pinna
effect- higher frequencies see the hand as an obstruction and reflect back to the ear.”
Having felt proud of myself for my great ability to explain things, Mr. Smith said, “Law! Who
said anything about the law?” I quickly changed the subject.
“Let’s talk about this C# that you are complaining about. There are many C#s on the piano
keyboard- the one near the very middle at 277 Hz, the one above it at 554 Hz, or even the
one an octave higher, at 1108 Hz?” He said “I have no idea what you are talking about. What
is this Hz stuff?”. He was starting to get angry and he started to reach for something in his
pocket when I suddenly remembered that musicians don’t usually talk about Hz. They just
talk about C and C#. I quickly rephrased my question. “Come on over to my piano and show
me which C# notes are missing”. He slowly withdrew his hand from his pocket and being
surprised that I happen to have a grand piano in my office, smiled slightly and we went
over to the Steinway. I usually keep both of my Steinways in my office but one was out for
tuning. I won them both in a game of craps over in the east end. With the finesse of a
street-smart punk, he sat down and showed me…. They were indeed, the three C#s I had
just mentioned (277 Hz, 554 Hz, and 1108 Hz).
When he seemed to calm down a bit I took this as a chance to educate him on the use of
Hz instead of just piano notes. I explained that one only needed to multiply the note below
it by the twelfth root of 2 in order to get the exact frequency of the next semi-tone. If
middle C is 262 Hz then C# is 262 Hz x 1.0595 = 277 Hz. He was not impressed and his hand
slowly started reaching for whatever was in his pocket. I better change the subject again.
So,…, a quick recap: C# had been missing for quite some time. It is not a problem when
listening to music from another room. This may mean that the problem is in the mid to
high frequency region. He hates any discussion of Hz.
Something about this was familiar- something distant, but familiar none-the-less.
I looked through my detective files and found a yellowed article with coffee stains on it. It
was the classic Hallowell Davis 1950 article.[1] That was it! Davis studied American
servicemen who had volunteered to sacrifice their hearing in one ear. He blasted them with
loud noise in one ear while protecting the other one and created a unilateral hearing loss.
He then gave them two knobs- one which controlled frequency and the other which
controlled intensity. While listening to a tone in the normal hearing ear, the volunteers
adjusted the knob to the matched frequency and intensity that they perceived in the
damaged ear.
For the region of hearing that was still normal, there was a good one-to-one
correspondence… as the frequency increased in the good ear, the volunteers heard a
similar increase in the damaged ear. However, when the test tone approached the area of
sensori-neural damage in the bad ear, as the test frequency increased, the volunteers
noted that it was only an increase in intensity, and not frequency. That is, the tone in the
good ear was heard as being slightly louder, but flat, in the damaged ear. Davis called this
diplacusis and it is very rare (about 3% of the hard of hearing population have this).
As I perused this well -thumbed article reprint I noticed that Mr. Smith was starting to get
antsy (ANSI?) so before he even started to move his hand towards his pocket, I piped up

and said “Let me do an audiogram”. His hand shot towards his pocket and he stood up and
said “nobody ain’t gonna do an audiogram to me”. I explained that I meant a hearing testhis hand remained in his pocket holding something. I didn’t think that it was wise to
correct his grammar.
I walked over to my audiometric sound booth hoping that he would follow. He did. A while
later, after a bit of “discussion” that included a black eye and a possibly dislocated
shoulder, I had a complete audiogram. He had a moderate sensori-neural hearing loss,
most likely related to presbycusis, but possibly to his incessant Walkman playing since the
early 1980s. He also volunteered that he knew how to shoot a Colt .45 gun and then smiled
and said “I never wear hearing protection. I need to hear what’s around me”. I thought that
I would save my hearing protection speech for another day.
Diplacusis is typically related to inner hair cell damage so having a moderate hearing loss
supported this contention. If he only had a mild loss, the odds are that it would have been
mostly outer hair cell damage so the diplacusis hypothesis would not have fit.
I told him that I thought that he had diplacusis. His hand immediately went to his pocket,
grabbed something deadly, but before he could withdraw it, I told him that he was hearing
things flat. He did not appreciate being called flat, but eventually he calmed down.
I made myself a mental note to never see strange patients after midnight, especially if it
was a dark and stormy night.
So, was it C# at 277 Hz, C# at 554 Hz, or C# at 1108 Hz? I tried him with a pair of broadband
WDRC hearing aids but they had the capability of allowing me to use high pass and notch
filtering. A notch filter (as well as a high pass filter) would chop out entire regions.
Reducing the gain in these regions may resolve the problem.
I first tried high pass filtering all sounds below 300 Hz… no improvement.
I next tried notch filtering in the 550-600 Hz region (as well as high pass filtering the
sounds below 600 Hz)… no improvement.
I finally tried notch filtering the 1000-1200 Hz region… a big improvement. He smiled.
So it seemed that the C# (1108 Hz) just above the treble clef was the culprit after all. Earlier
vague comments about C# being flat, were actually related to hearing the second or third
harmonics of the lower frequency C# notes, that occurred in the 1108 Hz region. It was not
the lower frequency fundamentals after all. Just the fundamental at 1108 Hz
It wasn’t a perfect solution, but program #1 was set to a broadband configuration for
speech. Program #2 was set with a notch filter at 1000-1200 Hz for music.
Mr. Smith left my office shortly after 2 AM with a smile on his face. I nursed my shoulder
and put an icepack on my eye.
Case closed.
Footnotes

1. Davis, H., Morgan, C.T., Hawkins, J.T., Galambos, R., and Smith, F.W. (1950). Temporary
deafness following exposure to loud tones and noise. Acta Otolaryngologica, 88 (Suppl.
195), 1-57].

Maybe taking the hearing aids
off is not a good idea?
Marshall Chasin 22nd October 2013

In several previous blogs I wrote about a strategy where a musician, or a person listening
to music, should simply remove their hearing aids.Well – maybe I was wrong.
Here is the story- at least up to now.Most modern digital hearing aids are limited when it
comes to being able to handle the louder inputs associated with music.They can be
wonderful for speech, but speech is a relatively quiet signal, averaging around 65-70
decibels (dB).Even quiet music can get up around 90 dB with peaks being almost 110 dB.The
analog-to-digital (A/D) converters found in all digital hearing aids – it’s the thing that
translates normal analog sound to digital numbers – can typically only handle inputs up to
about 95 dB. This is great for speech but can be problematical for music.
My first article about this issue appeared in 2003 and here it is ten years later, and quite
frankly it’s gratifying to see how well the hearing aid industry has responded to this issue.
There are now four commercially available technologies out there that any musician can
use to hear and play their music without appreciable distortion.As a rule of thumb, it
generally takes 8-10 years for a manufacturer to bring an innovation to the marketplace.If
it’s done sooner, it may only be an “invention” and not a useful “innovation”.So, expect
some interesting things to be coming down the pipeline from the hearing aid industry over
the next 2 or 3 years.
And if you are planning to respond to this blog and ask me the hearing aid names, I will not
respond!There is more to a hearing aid than just technology- the best hearing aid should
be chosen in consultation with your local hearing health care professional.They would
know infinitely more about you and your hearing requirements than I do.And, (although I
shouldn’t use “and” to start a sentence twice in a paragraph), I can assure you that they
know about these technologies as well as I do.
I performed an independent double blinded study for one of these hearing aid
manufacturers recently and in addition to demonstrating that indeed the technology does
work, we also examined a condition where the hard of hearing subjects removed their
hearing aids.Specifically, we asked the subjects to rate on a “Listening at Loudness
Difficulty Scale” (where the lower the number, the better was the listening situation) for
speech understanding, distortion, and comfort.The subjects were asked to perform a rating
in their real life listening environments with their own hearing aids, and with two
experimental hearing aids (X and Y).
However, when the subjects were asked to compare their difficulties for speech
understanding, and distortion, there were significantly more difficulties when using their
older hearing aids and most importantly, for using no hearing aids at all.That is, there was

the greatest difficulty when they removed their hearing aids.This is contrary to the strategy
of “remove the hearing aids while listening to music”. (There were no statistical differences
for a judgment of comfort.)
My reasoning for the strategy of “simply remove your hearing aids” came from several
sources. One was a simple calculation of how much amplification someone actually needs
when the input to the hearing aid is so intense (as in the case of music).Another source
came from my musician clients who told me that they remove their hearing aids and music
sounds better.
Like so many things in life, the bottom line may not be so clear.Not to make more work for
up and coming students, but this is an area that would make a really neat Capstone essay
for an AuD student in their final years of study.

How should hearing aids be set
for classical music?
Marshall Chasin 29th Octobe 2013

What a good question! I am actually asked this question often during a presentation I give,
and it is usually raised after I talk about the unique requirements of string instrument
players.
My own clarinet and a violin can generate rather similar looking spectra- they both have
much of their energy in the lower frequency region and, like the long-term average speech
spectrum, the spectra fall off at about 6-8 dB/octave. Nevertheless, it seems that a violinist,
or someone who likes to listen to string instruments, has a substantially different
perceptive requirement from someone listening to woodwinds (e.g., clarinet, saxophone).
When I play my clarinet, or equivalently when someone listens to a clarinet and they
comment that it sounds great (quite rare for my clarinet playing, by the way), they are
referring to the lower frequency inter-resonant breathiness. That is, I can chop off all
sound energy above around 1500-2000 Hz and it still sounds great- there is an emphasis in
the lower frequency region.
In contrast, when a violinist, or equivalently when someone listens to a violin and they
comment that it sounds great, they are referring to the balance between the lower
frequency fundamental energy (the name of the note being played) and the relative sound
level of the higher frequency harmonic energy. That is, unlike a woodwind, what is
important to play and hear with a stringed instrument is a broad-band signal that includes
the lower frequency fundamental energy AND the higher frequency harmonic energy.
My clarinet and someone else’s violin may generate similar sound energy spectra, but what
is important to hear is an entirely different ball game. A clarinet may have as much high
frequency spectral sound energy as a violin; it’s just that nobody really needs to hear it.
One can therefore argue that the “best” hearing aid for a string player, or someone who
likes to listen to string music, should be a single-channel device where the lower frequency
fundamental energy and the higher frequency harmonic energy are treated similarly in the
same channel of a hearing aid. String music is ubiquitous in the classical domain but less
common in other music types such as jazz and rock.
For woodwinds, brass, and percussion, and, I suspect (but am not sure), for amplified
guitars, hearing aids that can handle the lower frequency fundamental energy and the
higher frequency harmonic energy in different bands (e.g., a multi-band compression
hearing aid) would be fine.
In classical music where there is a strong emphasis on string music (perhaps not a

Wagnerian opera?), less may be more; a single-channel hearing aid would be the way to go.
Unfortunately, there are no single-channel hearing aids on the market (other than the KAMP, which I understand is still available from www.GeneralHearing.com), so perhaps hard
of hearing string players are stuck with less than optimal amplification.
There are ways to simulate some aspects of a single-channel hearing aid, and although
these techniques are not perfect, they may be able to improve the situation for playing and
listening to string-heavy classical music. The easiest way is to set all compression elements
in all of the channels identically: same compression ratios, same attack and release times,
and same threshold kneepoints. This is not the same as a single-channel system, but given
that the lower frequency fundamental energy is occurring at the same time as the higher
frequency harmonic energy, the “one-channel simulation” would not be bad. This would not
work for speech where one phoneme (such as /a/) would occur “before” the next phoneme
(such as /s/), but for music, which is a much more “simultaneous” signal, this simple
programming strategy may be useful.
I don’t really see a downside of this programming strategy for other forms of music- it may
not be as important for non-string heavy music but, like chicken soup, it can’t hurt.
And like some of my previous blogs, this is based more on my clinical experience than on a
well-defined research project. This would make an excellent Capstone essay for any
graduate student to study in more depth.

How to set the compression for
music
Marshall Chasin 13th August 2013

Like many of my colleagues, I have worked with musicians since the old days of linear Class
A hearing aids- what some would call “crummy peak clippers”. Reading through many of
my old blogs it won’t take time to realize that one thing that was good about the 1980s was
the lack of analog-to-digital converters in hearing aids, which is the weak point when it
comes to modern hearing aids and music. But at least back then we didn’t really need to
worry about setting the compression for music listening.
Many of the rudimentary compression strategies in the 1980s and early 1990s were
designed to prevent a hearing aid from entering compression prematurely. We had
adaptive compression, frequency-dependent compression, and even high level
compression. With today’s compression strategies it may be slightly more daunting, but not
significantly so.
My gut feeling (and I think that I am right on this) is that the compression for a music
program should be set similarly to how the compression would be fit for a speech program.
Compression has more to do with compensating for the pathology of the sensori-neural
hearing loss rather than the nature of the input stimulus, so it shouldn’t really matter
whether the input is speech or music.
If the input is very intense (such as with many forms of music), then the hearing aid would
be functioning in a different region of the non-linear input/output curve than if the input
was quieter, such as for music.
I receive phone calls and emails almost every week from colleagues and consumers
seeking advice on how to set a hearing aid for music. Many have spent hours “tweaking”
the settings on the compressor of the hearing aid, to no avail. On the few occasions where
this tweaking resulted in an improvement, these same new settings should be applied to
the speech program as well, since the person would now have a better overall fitting. Again,
the bottom line is that the compression for both speech and music are similar.
Surveying many of the hearing aid manufacturers will result in some rather bizarre
suggestions for fitting music. Many specify frequency response changes and others suggest
compression changes. In the vast majority of cases, there is no science behind these
suggestions.
Some manufacturers suggest a wider frequency response for a music program than for a
speech program; others suggest an enhanced mid-frequency and others suggest an
enhanced low-frequency end. These suggestions are silly and for the most part should be
ignored. If a wider frequency response is at all possible in a hearing aid this should be

equally applied to both speech and music programs.
In the case of compression, it is no less silly. Some manufacturers suggest a more linear
response while others tend to recommend that we compress the heck out of music. Again, I
can see no rationale for altering the compression characteristics specifically for a music
program versus a speech program.
The only exception is that I can see a different music program for live music versus
recorded or radio based music. Recorded media such as CDs and MP3s, as well as almost
all “jazz” radio stations, compress the music as much as they can. Many people, including
me, don’t notice this, but many other audiophiles, musicians, and those with sensori-neural
hearing losses, tend to notice this a great deal. In these cases, having a linear (or even
slightly expanded) non-linear type of processing may be quite useful
In contrast, for live music, the settings should be similar to speech.
The (almost) bottom line-“a music program is a waste of a program”. The settings should
be identical to that of speech in quiet and any advertising about the usefulness of a music
program is merely advertising.
Now, here’s the real bottom line…. If the manufacturer has taken steps to ensure that the
analog-to-digital converter has not distorted the music (e.g., Widex Dream; Bernafon Live
Music Plus; Unitron -6 dB/oct microphone), then the compression and frequency response
for speech should be the same as the compression and frequency response for music.

Why frequency transposition (of
any type) can't work for music
Marshall Chasin 29th March 2016

Frequency compression can be useful for speech but never for music. Simply stated, with
music frequency compressed harmonics can be too close together and it will sound
discordant, or at least fuzzy.
Frequency compression of any form can be quite useful to avoid dead regions in the
cochlea for speech but this does not follow for music. The difference is that in damaged
regions- typically in the higher frequencies- speech has a “continuous” spectrum, whereas
music is always a “discrete” spectrum regardless of frequency.
While this sounds more like an obscure lesson in acoustics, it is actually central to why
frequency compression in hearing aids simply should not be used for music stimuli.
Here is the story why frequency compression can’t work with music:
A discrete spectrum, also known as a line spectrum, has energy at multiples of the
fundamental frequency (f0) also know in music, as the tonic. If the fundamental frequency
of a man’s voice (such as mine) is 125 Hz, there is energy at 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 375 Hz, 500 Hz,
625 Hz, and so on. There is no energy at all at 130 Hz or 140 Hz- just at multiples of the 125
Hz fundamental. In speech acoustics we frequently see very pretty looking spectra for the
vowel [a] or [i] (and they are pretty) but are erroneous. For the vowels and nasals of speech
there is only energy at well-defined integer multiples of F0 but nothing in between those
harmonics. Speech is an “all-or-nothing” spectrum- energy is there or isn’t.
With the exception of percussion, all music also has a discrete or line spectrum. For middle
C (262 Hz) there is energy at 262 Hz, 2 x 262 Hz, 3 x 262 Hz, and so on. These harmonics are
well-defined where the amplitude of the harmonics defines the timbre and help to identify
which musical instrument we are hearing. This is as much the case for low frequency
sounds as it is for very high frequency sounds (or harmonics).
The reason why frequency compression can be so useful for speech is that speech is not
only made up of discrete line spectra for voiced sonorants (i.e., vowels, nasals, and the
liquids, [l] and [r]) but also higher frequency continuous spectra. The higher frequency
continuous spectra are for the obstruents and voiceless sounds such as [s] and [š] as in
‘see’ and ‘she’ respectively. And these high frequency continuous spectra that do not rely
on the well-defined properties of harmonic spacing, are usually the ones that are near
cochlea dead regions. Transposing away from this region for sounds that have continuous
spectra will have minimal effect on speech intelligibility, but this should not be
extrapolated to the music.

Any frequency compression for a discrete or line spectrum (such as music) would have
disastrous effects. Figures such as that to the right is misleading for music- continuous
spectra do not exist for music; just line spectra with well-defined energy at the harmonics
and absolutely nothing in between.
Assuming that because frequency compression may work for speech, it should be useful for
music, is an erroneous assumption and has nothing to do with how the brain encodes
speech and music. Changing harmonic relationships for music will never improve the
quality of the sound.
In cases of cochear dead regions while listening to music, less may be more- simply
reducing the gain in these damaged frequency regions, rather than shifting or transposing
away would have greater clinical success.

Hearing aids and frequency
transposition revisited
Marshall Chasin 26th April 2016

Recently I wrote a blog about why frequency transposition (compression or shifting) should
never be used with music. Although the reasoning was quite technical, it was based on the
fact that in the higher frequency region, speech mostly has a “continuous spectrum” such
as a band of noise or friction, much like what one would see with the consonants [s] or [f].
Transposing this band to a lower, presumably healthier frequency region, can be very
helpful for speech intelligibility. The same cannot be said of music however. Music, being a
“line spectrum”, is made up of a fundamental (or tonic) and then a series of well-defined
harmonics that extend into the higher frequency region. Changing the exact location of
each of these harmonics (which define the instrument and the musical note) would have
drastic effects on the quality of the music. If a harmonic was at 4196 Hz (the top note on
the piano keyboard), moving it down to 3000 Hz would destroy the musical quality.
But a client of mine (who reads this blog) pointed out that that was not entirely true: if the
transposition was exactly an octave lower (by a factor of 2) then all of the harmonics would
line up. Initially I thought that this was a great idea. In a violin, if a 4000 Hz harmonic was
transposed downwards by exactly a factor of 2, then a 2000 Hz signal would be created.
This would line up with an already existing harmonic at 2000 Hz and, perhaps with some
auditory training, the hard of hearing person would learn to recognize that as a fuller
harmonic range?
But let’s do some math to be sure…. I know that we are all excited to get started!
Let’s start with half wavelength instruments. These have integer multiples of the
fundamental (or tonic) frequency. Typically these include instruments where the vibrating
column or body forces the standing waves to have nulls at either end. The violin, piano,
guitar, and voice immediately come to mind. In each of these cases, the string is held
tightly at either end of the instrument and can only vibrate in the center between these
two end points. The voice is like this as well; our larynx has a rather elastic set of vocal
chords that are held tightly in place at the front of our larynx and at the back (where the
arytenoids allow us to change our vocal quality). If one were to examine the vibration of
the vocal chords, or that of any stringed instrument, the vibration would be exactly ½ the
length of a full wavelength. Hence the name of this type of resonator. Half wavelength
resonators are also found with “conical” musical instruments even though they are not
“held tightly at either end of the instrument” like a violin or a guitar. For reasons that are
beyond this blog, conical instruments such as the oboe, bassoon, saxophone, tuba (and
even the clarinet in the top register only), function as 1/2 wavelength resonators as well.
To make the math a bit easier, let’s stick with the standard audiometric frequencies- 250

Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, instead of the real musical notes, 262 Hz, 524 Hz, 1048 Hz … If a stringed
instrument was played an octave above middle C or 500 Hz, there would be harmonics at 2
x 500 Hz, 3 x 500Hz, and so on. The harmonics of 500 Hz, would be 1000 Hz, 1500 Hz, 2000 Hz,
2500 Hz, 3000 Hz, 3500 Hz, 4000 Hz, and so on.
If a 2:1 frequency transposition or frequency shifting was imposed, the 4000 Hz harmonic
would be at 2000 Hz which would line up nicely with an already existing harmonic in that
note. With sufficient auditory training, or perhaps with the benefit of time, a listener may
be able to learn that there was a richer harmonic structure. But what would happen to the
harmonic just above or below 4000 Hz? Applying this same transposition 2:1 ratio, 3500 Hz
would now become 1750 Hz. There is no harmonic for this note at 1750 Hz and as such
would be an “inharmonic”- with the resultant degradation of the musical quality.
So even a frequency compression ratio that reduces everything by one octave would not
bring the listener into a “sweet spot” for music listening. Musical instruments that are ½
wavelength resonators such as all strings, vocal music, oboe, bassoon, flute, saxophone,
tuba, and even the coronet (but not the trumpet) would not have their quality improved by
any form of frequency transposition or shifting.
Well, what about the other category of musical instruments, the ¼ wavelength resonators?
This comprises the clarinet (on the low register only), trumpet, trombone, and French horn.
Despite the flares of the ends of these brass instruments, they are not conical because the
flare is an “exponential” horn- the diameter increase is not consistently greater as it would
be with a cone instrument such as an oboe or tuba. (If you don’t believe me trying placing a
straight edge along-side the flare of the oboe or tuba- it is a linear constant flare. This
would not be the case with a trumpet or a trombone.)
Instruments that are quarter wavelength resonators have odd numbered multiples of the
fundamental frequency or tonic. Using the same audiometric round number frequencies as
above let’s do the calculations.
A 500 Hz fundamental frequency would have harmonics at 3 x 500 Hz, 5 x 500 Hz, 7 x 500 Hz,
and so on for a harmonic series made up of 1500 Hz, 2500 Hz, 3500 Hz, 4500 Hz, and so on.
(Incidentally this is the formant structure for the reduced vowel shwa that we have all
learned about in speech sciences).
Imposing a 2:1 ratio frequency transposition or shifting of 4500 Hz, would bring it down to
2250 Hz which is not in the harmonic series. It is an “inharmonic” and like the ½ wavelength
resonator instruments, would result in a degradation of the musical quality.
Well, what about a frequency compression of 3:1 for these instrument? While this would
work for the first harmonic (like a 2:1 ratio would work for the first harmonic of ½
wavelength resonator instruments), this would also not work for ¼ wavelength resonator
instruments either. The 4500 Hz harmonic would now be 4500/3 = 1500 Hz…. WAIT A
MINUTE… 1500 Hz is an harmonic for this note. Let’s try it with 3500 Hz…. 3500/3 = 1166 Hz
which is not in the harmonic structure of a 500 Hz fundamental.
So, other than that one blip that perhaps a 3:1 frequency transposition ratio can work, this
does not apply to all harmonics within this note.

So, further to my conclusion from the previous blog that frequency transposition or shifting
cannot work for music and should never be used in a music program: the clinical approach
should be just gain reduction in that offending damaged frequency region. Frequency
transposition or shifting of any degree will mathematically result in harmonics that are
created where they are not supposed to be. While this is not a rigorous mathematical proof,
I doubt that there are any frequency transposition ratios that will not result in undesirable
harmonics. I am sure that my old math professors would have given me only a C- for this,
but that’s still pretty good – nobody gets an A in Canadian educational systems!

Why are audiologists afraid of
working with musicians? - part 1
Marshall Chasin 20th August 2013

Actually audiologists are macho and not afraid of anything. They wear super-audiologist
capes when not in the office and fly around unaided like Superman. (Audiologists do not
wear their capes in the office since they may snag on expensive pieces of equipment or trip
up clients who inadvertently step on them). Audiologists are not afraid of anything or
anyone…. except musicians (and engineers, and lawyers, jello, and…)
Why would a macho audiologist be afraid of a musician? There are many reasons for this –
jargon, clinical orientation, extreme requirements of a musician, because musicians are
inherently scary people…
The one thing that is not on this list, however, is “lack of training”.
Audiologists study acoustics and electroacoustics. Audiologists name a frequency as 440 Hz;
musicians call it A (but not just any A – it’s the A with the fundamental near the middle of
the treble clef). Audiologists say that something is 90 dBA; musicians call this mezzo-forte,
or for those who do not like to speak Italian (except at restaurants), mf. Audiologists like to
talk about pure tones; musicians like to talk about a rich harmonic structure.
In short, Audiologists and musicians speak a different language. But they are talking about
the same thing. Audiologists learn all about harmonic distortion. Musicians call these same
things overtones.
The next few blogs will deal with making Audiologists less afraid of musicians. Audiologists
have all the training they need (and more), but possibly they need to have a different
orientation.
I give a number of talks about musicians and the prevention of hearing loss and I usually
preface the talks with a statement such as “today you will not learn anything new”. This
causes some to stand up and leave the room, but being a super audiologist, I fly over and
block their path. Indeed, by the end of the talk, the participants whom I have been able to
bully into staying have a better understanding of things that they already know. Audiology
training is quite thorough, but it would be nice to have audiology students re-think much of
what they have been taught, with a different orientation or perspective in mind.
The number one area of “mismatch” between the audiologist and the musician is jargon.
Let’s start with frequency.
Audiologists talk about frequency in terms of Hz, broad band, narrow band, high frequency,
low frequency, and everything in between. Musicians just say “A” (and if they are Canadian

musicians, they will say “eh”). If they really want to be technical, they may say A (440). This
is just a short hand for what audiologists would say. Musicians mean that the fundamental
energy is at 440 Hz (or an octave or so below (220 Hz, 110 Hz) or an octave or so above (880
Hz, 1760 Hz).
Knowing their instrument is a one half wavelength resonator (for example), their violin
would play the fundamental at 440 Hz, and then have harmonic (or overtone) energy at
even-numbered (two times) multiples of 440 Hz- just like our vocal chords function as a
one-half wavelength resonator. Musicians may have studied the properties of their own
instrument but Audiologists would have studied some speech sciences along the way- our
vocal chords function similarly to stringed instruments (and some woodwinds- oboe,
bassoon, and saxophone).
Brass and clarinet musicians play one-quarter wavelength resonator instruments where
each harmonic is (three times or) odd-numbered times the fundamental. If a trumpet
player plays A (440), then the first harmonic would be at 3 x 440 Hz = 1320 Hz. Sounds a lot
like the first (third and fifth) resonant peaks of behind-the-ear hearing aids, doesn’t it?
Behind-the-ear hearing aids are quarter-wavelength resonators, much like our brass
instruments. And, like our brass instruments that have a flare in their bell, those
audiologists who work with hearing aids know about flared bores or Libby horns.
The jargon is different, but the technology is the same. And audiologists have a much better
understanding of the technologies- their speech sciences instructor perhaps should have
given them an example using a violin or guitar, and perhaps their hearing aid acoustics
instructor should have pointed out that the 1000-Hz resonance in a behind-the-ear hearing
aid functions just like brass instruments do.
Understanding the two languages involved- musician and audiologist- should be one factor
at getting over audiologists’ fear of working with musicians.
Next week’s blog will cover some other areas of commonality between audiologists and
musicians, such as sound level – I mean, loudness…I think…

Why are audiologists afraid of
working with musicians? - part 2
Marshall Chasin 27th August 2013

This is the second in a series of blogs about why audiologists are terrified of musicians.
Actually, we are not terrified of musicians- merely working with musicians!
This is a continuation of last week’s blog about using different jargon. Let’s turn our
attention to intensity and loudness. Actually, for those purists out there, I am misusing
“intensity”. Technically we audiologists should be using “sound level”. Intensity is a strange
beast that has different units than sound level and is a vector quantity implying direction.
But that’s another issue. Since the vast majority of my colleagues use “intensity” to mean
“sound level”, we will use the two terms interchangeably here…
A musician reports that during practice the music is played at a mezzo forte level but that it
can range from pianissimo (pp) to forte (f) and even louder (fff). Audiologists really only like
to deal with intensity and not loudness, while musicians only care about loudness.
This may not seem like an important issue, but depending on the instrument there may be
a loudness/intensity mismatch, especially for the bass instruments. This may lead to some
counseling issues. Bass instruments such as the tympani, bass, and cello can have very
low-frequency fundamental energy. Because the bass and the cello are half-wavelength
resonators, the first (and sometimes second) harmonics are within the same critical
bandwidth such that an increase in bandwidth does not necessarily correspond to an
increase in the perception of loudness.
Audiologists love to talk about dBA weighted sound levels (or intensities), and while as a
rule of thumb an increase in intensity implies an increase in loudness, the two phenomena
are not the same animal. This is further complicated by the fact that some musical
instruments have a formant (or inherent frequency range that is near resonance regardless
of the fingering or note played). A flute has this “fat part” around A(880 Hz)- one simply
cannot play this note (just above the treble clef) softly, yet if the music calls for it to be
played piano (p or pp), then arguments can ensue.
This is a relatively minor area, but one that may rear its ugly head when you are counseling
musicians.
We of course want to educate musicians about sound levels in dBA, since this has a high
correlation with permanent hearing loss. Yet it’s amazing how quiet 85 dBA sounds. It’s a
dial tone on a telephone or the sound level of flushing the toilet with your head in the
toilet bowl. No musician in the world would consider 85 dBA (or even 90 dBA) to be all that
loud. Symphonies frequently in exceed 100 dBA and rock concerts can come in around 110115 dBA. So, there is an inherent mismatch between the audiologist and the musician about

what constitutes “loud”.
Much of what audiologists do with musicians is counsel and provide information. Fear of
not having the same playing fields is one of many reasons why an audiologist may be
afraid or at least will think twice about working with musicians.

Why are audiologists afraid of
working with musicians? - part 3
Marshall Chasin 3rd September 2013

This series of blogs covers a number of areas about why audiologists would rather not work
with musicians (or engineers, or lawyers, or …).
Another reason, other than jargon, why audiologists may not want to work with musicians
lies in the realm of temporary and permanent hearing loss. This acronym of choice for
temporary hearing loss is TTS which stands for Temporary Threshold Shift. The other
commonly seen acronym is PTS or Permanent Threshold Shift and, as the name, suggests is
… “permanent”.
Following is a typical conversation between an audiologist and a musician:
Musician: “I am so glad you could see me today. Last week I sat in front of a loudspeaker
while playing and my ears rang for three days. I had some ringing in my ears for a couple
of days. They also felt numb or dead, but they are cool now.”
Audiologist: “You mean that your hearing felt numb or dead- not your ears. Right?
Musician: “Don’t be a smart-ass. You know what I meant!”
Audiologist: “Let me take a look at your ears and then I will check your hearing.”
AFTER A WHILE…
Audiologist: “Your hearing is fine. Go away!”
Musician: “But, I read on the internet that I probably had some TTS. Shouldn’t I be
concerned?”
Audiologist: “Yes you probably had TTS; No, you shouldn’t be concerned. You are being silly.
Go away!”
Musician: “##$&%*&))*^!!!!!!!!! You!!”
AND FOR SOME UNEXPLAINED REASON THE MUSICIAN STORMS OUT OF THE OFFICE.
It’s no wonder that audiologists don’t like to work with musicians, despite the musicians’
colorful and creative language.
This is a case of a mismatch between what an audiologist considers to be important and
what a musician considers to be important. The musician’s hearing may have been affected

by the loud music, albeit temporarily; the musician suffered from some tinnitus, and had a
feeling of deadness in their ears… I mean hearing. A musician’s livelihood depends on their
hearing, so why are audiologists so cavalier about it?
Well, the audiologist was not cavalier about the musician’s hearing or the protection of
hearing, but TTS is simply not an indicator of PTS. Way back in the olden days of the 1960s
and 1970s there were a lot of TTS studies being performed (and actually there still are). It
was “hoped” that a person who experiences a large TTS would be a person who was the
most susceptible to PTS, but there is no evidence to support this contention.
It would be great to have a predictor of individual future PTS but so far we have nothing.
Even the proposed mechanisms of TTS are different than those of PTS.
The musician who seeks counsel and information regarding his TTS probably hasn’t read
the literature. So, a person who comes in to our office complaining of TTS is just being silly,
right?
Well, not really, but I can understand this view. TTS is as correlated to PTS as driving a red
car is correlated to speeding tickets. They may be related but it’s not a cause and effect
relationship. One can say that prior to having a PTS from long-term music (or noise)
exposure, one must have first had TTS, but that’s about all one can say.
This is not just an issue for musicians. Many of our clients come into the office having read
in depth many of the comments and articles appearing on the internet, but musicians are
typically the ones who come in to see us. This is merely an information issue and will just
take patience to work through. It can be difficult- something that is so “intuitively true”
must be true, but in this case it is not.
Or is it? The data from the 1970s-1990s does seem to show that TTS is a benign artifact of
experiences higher levels of noise or music, but more recent data that examines the
neurological structures of the hearing mechanism (eg. a delayed wave I in ABR) indicates
that TTS may not be as benign as the audiologist in the above conversation thinks…

Why are audiologists afraid of
working with musicians? - part 4
Marshall Chasin 10th September 2013

This is the fourth in a series of blogs about why audiologists are hesitant to see musicians
or others in the performing arts. The blogs are actually quite tongue in cheek but have
some truth in them. I routinely receive phone calls from musicians who have been referred
to me for a “second opinion” when the issue is really that the other referring audiologist
didn’t really understand what they had already learned in school. Audiologists do learn
everything, and more, about working with even the most demanding person, but for some
strange reason, we don’t always recognize this.
Today’s topic is about perfect pitch. This can be a nightmare for audiologists. It is the single
one thing that causes all audiologists to run away and pull their hair out – see my picture
at top of blog.
These are the musicians that can quickly (and correctly) identify a note, a chord, the “pitch”
of a rogue noise, or even a made-up mishmash of notes on the piano. In psycholinguistics
we might say that this person has categorical perception of music rather than continuous
perception. For the rest of us, we just cringe as the musicians tell us that our audiometers
are tuned slightly flat and that 250 Hz is not even near middle C and that we should get it
fixed.
If you type “perfect pitch” or “absolute pitch” into any search engine, it will give you a nice
over-view of this phenomenon along with a rather long list of musicians and other famous
people (I am not on the list) of people who have, or claim to have had, perfect pitch. My
interest is how a hearing health care professional can clinically provide service to such a
person.
Of course I am blowing this all out of proportion. Musicians are wonderfully accomplished
people who, like all of our other clients, expect the same level of dedication to our field as
they have given to their field.
Let’s look at it from their perspective. Musicians with perfect pitch may not be as enviable
as you might think. I recently attended a Baroque concert with one of my business partners
and he has perfect pitch. I enjoyed it thoroughly while he sat there and cringed. Baroque
musical instruments tend to be old and therefore, as a rule, are tuned slightly lower in
pitch than what would normally be the case. The second space in the treble clef (A at 440
Hz) may be played at 420 Hz- what sounded flat to my partner, sounded quite nice to my
(relatively) untrained ears. And of course, when musicians with perfect pitch come in to my
audiology office, they may snidely comment that my audiometer sounds flat, but that’s
really the end of it.

Musicians who have perfect pitch (and even those that have wonderful relative pitch) do
not have superhuman hearing in other ways – they cannot hear 25,000 Hz, they cannot
discern just noticeable differences in frequency or intensity any better than anyone else,
and they are just as prone to hearing loss as you or me.
In short, other than musicians with perfect pitch being unable to appreciate Baroque
music, and being able to show off at parties, and instantly know the key that a piece of
music is written in, and…they are just like the rest of us.
Having a client with perfect pitch is no reason to run screaming from the room (and end up
referring to me). Audiologists are well-trained to handle every question and every concern
a musician may have. We may have learned about 440 Hz and 466 Hz, rather than about A
and B flat, but this is just jargon. We know about decibels and can easily convert to
terminology such as mezzo forte without having to know Italian. And we know significantly
more about the normal and pathological auditory system than virtually anyone else on the
planet, so why are we afraid of working with musicians?
Hopefully this series of blogs has helped to reassure us that audiologists have received
amazing training that can be applied to a wide range of situations outside of our normal
clinical population.

The musician as an advocate
(because maybe they can do a
better job than an audiologist?)
Marshall Chasin 31st May 2016

I recall doing some media events as far back as the 1980s, usually in conjunction with a
professional musician, about the importance of protecting your hearing. If it was a phonein show, the musician handled 90% of the calls and I was given 1 or 2. Similarly over the
years, if I did a media event alone, there was little feedback at all, just another run of the
mill news story. But if Pete Townsend of The Who (actually in Canada, we call the group,
The Whom) went on the air, the story was picked up and carried around the world.
Recently I did a series of media events withJann Arden , a well-known Canadian
singer/songwriter. This was for a “May is speech and hearing awareness month” activity.
And the same thing happened- hard to get a word in edgewise. But unlike the 1980s, I
thought that that should be exactly the way it was supposed to happen.
This is not an ego thing; the information may come from the field of audiology, but the
packaging and color-commentary about that information should come from one of their
own. A musician-advocate may get a few things wrong here and there, but the message
always comes through clearly. And in many cases, it’s the personal story of the musician
that is more important than how to read an audiogram.
I must admit that early on in my career, I did consider this to be an ego thing; two people
being interviewed but the interest being very much directed to the musician and their
latest record (and whether they are still seeing their ex-husband or wife). And when the
musician did say something that wasn’t quite correct, I would cringe slightly.
Now-a-days, I just go with the flow. It’s true that the musician probably would only have
gotten a C- on their audiology test, but it’s still a passing grade. The musician may
propagate an untrue myth here and there that is based only on anecdote, but this may add
a bit more color to a seemingly dry topic. I am quite satisfied to just sit back and let the
musician do all of the work.
I recall explaining about sound level and dose and the importance of intermittence in
listening to loud music. After a short pause the accompanying musician just said “if your
favorite song comes on, turn up the volume; and then reduce the volume again once the
song is over“. I couldn’t have said it better myself! Sometimes it takes someone who is a bit
further from the trees to see the forest.
Having said all of this, it still would be nice to have the musician (or other spokesperson)
have a list of the basic facts. In media cases like the one I recently did with Jann Arden, by

the 10thor 11th media talk, Jann had absorbed everything that I had to say and had nicely
repackaged it with her words and style. And I do admit that Jann’s very natural repackaging
was better than anything that I could have hoped for.
I would suggest that as audiologists we can take about 5 minutes before a media event and
just give the musician a very brief Audiology and Noise 101 course that touches on the
following “talking points”:
1. Music exposure is very much like factory noise exposure.
2. Regardless of the music, hearing loss shows up near the top end of the piano keyboard.
3. Intense sound is not necessarily loud- even a telephone dial tone can be in excess of 85
dBA.
4. Moderation, like everything else in life, makes good common sense- if your favorite
song comes on turn up the volume, just turn it back down afterwards.
5. Hearing protection can be quite useful and can still allow you to enjoy the music.
6. A 30-40 decibel hearing loss is like listening while under the water.
7. If your ears ring, don’t do that again (at least not without hearing protection).
8. If you are concerned, see an audiologist.
That’s really all the public needs to know. And this can come from someone like me who
has taken numerous audiology courses, or equally, someone like your favorite musician
who has “been there”.

Section V.
In-ear Monitors

Do in-ear monitors need to be
aimed at the eardrum?
Marshall Chasin 16th June 2015

I went to the vet for my regular check-up… actually it was for my two new kittens, Broccoli
and Feather, not for me. I still get the cats mixed up; they are both 4 months old, long
haired female tabbies from the same litter, and to my untrained eye, look identical. While
sitting in the vet’s office, and while trying not to watch as the vet gave the last of a series of
rabies shots, I noticed a great poster on the wall of the peripheral hearing anatomy of the
cat. Like ours, it started from the outer ear meatus and went medially towards the middle
ear (complete with the three ossicles), but unlike ours, the ear canal dipped downwards
and then medially inwards.
I was thinking that it would be quite difficult to make an in-ear monitor for my cats (in case
they wanted to listen to their favorite cat songs such as Soft Kitty). The earmold bore would
have to dip down and then continue straight, almost parallel to the floor, towards the
eardrum. If I didn’t get the impression long enough there would be no chance that the
receiver(s) in the in-ear monitors would point towards the eardrum.
When making ear mold impressions for in-ear monitors we want to accomplish three
things: (1) as long of a bore as possible to minimize the occlusion effect, (2) have the most
medial part aiming at the eardrum to ensure that higher frequency sound energy is
optimally transduced, and (3) having the mouth open so that the front-back diameter for
the in-ear monitor would be large enough to ensure a good seal, even while purring in
order to get a good bass response. I am not sure that I could even get a cat to keep their
mouth open long enough for an ear mold impression, but assuming that I could, I would
want to get a good seal where the ultimate orientation of the in-ear monitor receiver(s)
would point towards the eardrum.
After the vet appointment, I dropped off the cats at home and consulted with the world’s
leading cat audiologist Snickers McFeline. (I know that its hard to believe, but that really is
his name!) Dr. McFeline told me that I was completely wet behind the ears and must be off
my feed. An optimal in-ear monitor for a cat, and even for a human does not need to be
aiming at the eardrum. This is the result of incorrect human (and cat) logic. Here is where I
went wrong…
We know from a loudspeaker orientation in a room that low frequency sounds emanate
from the loudspeaker in any direction and to say the least, are non-directional. This is why
the bass woofer loudspeaker can be placed anywhere in a room; under a couch, facing the
wall, or facing upwards. This is also why we call a home stereo system with 6 loudspeakers
(5 normal ones and one large sub-woofer) a 5.1 system rather than a 6.0 system. There are
6 loudspeakers but the sub-woofer low frequency loudspeaker is non-directional and to

say that sound comes from 6 directions (from 6 loudspeakers) would be false. The honest
audio engineering field (they must be cat lovers) correctly identified this system as a 5
direction, and one other sub-woofer, or 5.1 system and not a 6.0 system, even though
everyone knows that 6.0 is better than 5.1.
For higher frequency sounds, we do know that they are progressively more directional as
the frequency increases. For higher frequency sounds (from a tweeter loudspeaker) sounds
tend to emanate almost like a laser beam. If one moves slightly to the right or left of the
main axis, the high frequency sound has a lower sound level. Indeed at least one
manufacturer (www.Hypersound.com) has used this fact to allow one person among several
in a room to be able to listen to a TV without anything more than their ears. This is also why
trumpet players in an orchestra should be placed on risers- the high frequency (which are
also the higher sound level) components of their trumpet will go over the heads of those
other musicians downwind and thereby reduce their potential music exposure. (Brass
players also like to be on risers so that everyone can see them!)
So, given that lower frequency sounds are not directional and higher frequency sounds are
very directional, it follows that for in-ear monitors, the receiver(s) should point directly at
the eardrum in order to optimize the high frequency sound transmission. Reading through
the literature accompanying in-ear monitors from the manufacturer, this is always stated
clearly. And I must take, at least in part, much of the blame for this.
Back in the late 1980s when www.FutureSonics.com was among the first (if not the very
first) in-ear monitor manufacturers, the president of the company asked me for ear mold
impression directions that he could provide to his clients. Knowing the work of Bob Oliveira
of www.HearingComponents.com, I knew that the front-back diameter of an ear canal can
change by several mm when the mouth is open, I suggested that an earmold impression be
taken with the mouth open, or at least ajar. I had also suggested that the receiver(s) be
aimed towards the eardrum in order to ensure that the higher frequency sounds would be
optimally transduced. And since then, these earmold impression instructions are given by
virtually every in-ear monitor manufacturer.
Even though the first comment is true (the front-back diameter does increase when the
mouth is open), the second comment about needing to aim the sound at the eardrum, is
false.
While it is true that higher frequency sounds are quite directional from loudspeakers in a
room, this same reasoning does not follow for an occluded small volume space such as the
ear canal. In fact if we scale the room dimensions down to that of an ear canal, what is lowfrequency (non-directional) sound in a room becomes “low frequency sound” relative to an
ear canal at about 30,000 Hz. Just open any introductory textbook on acoustics and the
reasons are all there in black and white print. The acoustics of small occluded spaces are
too complex to go in to here, but what is observed in a room cannot be extrapolated to an
occluded small ear canal.
It is an error to assume (and was my error until recently) that the in-ear monitor (or indeed
any in-ear earphone that may be used for listening to music or speech) needs to be aimed
at the ear drum. There are many over the ear earphones (that can be used as monitors as
well) that provide a wonderfully flat and broad band response without having to aim at the
eardrum.

Ear mold impressions for in-ear
monitors - part 1
Marshall Chasin 23rd June 2015

On the acoustics advice from the world’s leading cat audiologist, Dr. Snicker’s McFeline, it
became apparent that what is seen in the sound field, such as my living room, does not
necessarily occur in the small occluded volume of an ear canal plugged with an earphone
or in-ear monitor. This was discussed in last week’s blog.
Specifically, even though higher frequency sound energy emanates from a loud speaker in
a room in an almost laser like directional beam, this is not the case for in-ear monitors or
in the ear earphones that a musician, or anyone who likes to listen to portable music, may
wear. Sound does not possess the same directional characteristics as a function of
frequency in the occluded small volume ear- at least not in the normal bandwidths that are
typically found for in-ear monitors and earphones.
The idea that an in-ear monitor should have an ear mold impression whose most medial
end aims at the center of the eardrum is false.
So given this improved understanding of in-ear monitors and earphones, what are some
optimal parameters of custom made earphones? Specifically, what should we be asking
those hearing health care professionals who make earmold impressions for custom
earphones or in-ear monitors?
Well, it turns out, its much the same thing that we have always been doing.
An earmold impression should have two characteristics: (1) made with a long canal past the
second bend and (2) made with the mouth open. Part 1 of this blog series will appear today
with Part 2 appearing next week.
Earmold made with a long canal past the second bend:
Historically the reasons given for making long earmold impressions were to aim the sound,
especially the higher frequency sounds, towards the center of the eardrum, and to reduce
or at least minimize the occlusion effect. This first reason is incorrect. The second reason
however is quite correct.
The occlusion effect is a measurable increase in low frequency sound from a person’s own
voice. One can measure this low frequency increase in sound level using any clinical probe
tube microphone. For the audiologist readers of this blog, calibrate the probe tube system
in the routine fashion; perform an “unaided” measure in the routine fashion (this step is
optional); disable the reference microphone and the loudspeaker output- if using the
Audioscan set the stimulus level to 0 dB, and if using the Frye system set the stimulus level

to “off”. You are now ready to measure the sound level of any stimulus in the person’s ear
canal.
Have the person utter the vowel [i] as in ‘beat’ with their ear canal unoccluded and then do
the very same thing with the earcanal occluded. This difference is a measure of the
occlusion effect and can be as great as a 20 dB low frequency increase in sound level. This
can also be done with the vowel [u] as in ‘boot’ but it must be a high vowel. For those of us
who remember our speech acoustics classes, high vowels have very low frequency first
formants F1 (around 125-150 Hz) and it is this low frequency energy that is enhanced with
the occlusion effect. In contrast if a low vowel as used such as [a] as in ‘father’, there would
be minimal occlusion effect since the first formant F1 would be at around 500 Hz. Some of
this can be found in Attenuation variables in earmolds for hearing aids by Pirzanski, myself,
Klenk, May, and Purdy- sounds like a law firm, eh?
Try it for yourself, even if you don’t have a probe tube measurement device. Utter the
sound [i] with your ear occluded and unoccluded and you should notice a significant
difference.; the same cannot be said of the low vowel [a].
Alternatively, this is a quick and easy trick to verify that any hearing aid is not occluding.
Since the sound level of [i] and [a] are almost the same, have your clients say these two
vowels when fit with a hearing aid, in-ear monitor, earphone, or hearing protector. If the
loudness of [i] = [a], then there is no appreciable occlusion effect and you should be
confident that this will not be an issue in the fitting. If however, the loudness of [i] > [a],
then a significant occlusion effect is apparent. There is a high probability that this client
will be back in your office for a remake (or return of device) in short order.
The clinical strategies to reduce the occlusion effect are to either extend the device (and
impression) significantly into the boney portion of the ear canal (past the second bend) or
alternatively to make it shorter but with an air vent placed in the device. For long bore
impressions if there is still some occlusion effect (i.e., if [i] is slightly greater than [a]), all
that may be required would be a narrow 1.4 mm diameter vent. There would be some
compromise with the bass response of the device, but like many things in clinical practice,
a proper balance needs to be achieved.
Earmold impressions should be made as long as possible, preferably past the second bend
in the ear canal. This has everything to do with minimizing the occlusion effect and nothing
to do with ensuring that higher frequency sounds are optimally transduced.

Ear mold impressions for in-ear
monitors - part 2
Marshall Chasin 30th June 2015

In last week’s part of this two-part blog series, the one benefit of having a long mold made
for in-ear monitor impressions was discussed. It had everything to do with minimizing the
occlusion effect and absolutely nothing to do with ensuring that higher frequency sounds
are properly transduced to the eardrum.
In this week’s part, we discuss Dr. Robert Oliveira’s finding that the ear impression should
be made with the mouth open… well, not the audiologist! The client!
Robert Oliveira, president of Hearing Components, Inc. (www.HearingComponents.com) did
some great work in the early 1990s that was published in Ear and Hearing and later Hearing
Review. Dr. Oliveira essentially showed using radiographic scans that the human ear canal
was dynamic and the front-back dimension could increase by 2-3 mm while other
dimensions (e.g., the top-bottom dimension) would not change at all.
In retrospect one didn’t need to perform an MRI or CT scan to know this. Simply place your
finger in your ear canal and open and close your mouth. You can easily see that the frontback dimension changes substantially.
This has to do with the anatomy of the back part of the jaw (the condyle) being adjacent to
the front part of the ear canal. As the mouth is opened the jaw slides forward allowing the
ear canal to have a larger front-back (or as the literature says, “anterior-posterior”)
dimension.
A frequent complaint among wearers of in-ear monitors (and hearing aids for more
significant hearing losses) is that there is non-sufficient bass response. Music may sound
“thin”, or even “tinny”. The appropriate bass response provides music with a sensation of a
“full” response. Some of this (and perhaps most of this) derives from an in-ear monitor that
allows acoustic leakage along the front portion of the earcanal where the in-ear monitor
does not sufficiently change shape with the anterior part of the moving earcanal.
Having the client open their mouth during the making of an earmold impression will allow
the cast to take in to account the larger front-back dimension on the ultimate in-ear
monitor. This would help create a better seal and a better low frequency bass response.
But after almost 25 years of doing this I am still not convinced that the clients’ mouth
needs to be propped open by a piece of polystyrene that his held between the teeth. This
device to prop open the mouth is available from some manufacturers (for example
www.Starkey.com) for those who would like to try it.

After perhaps over a thousand earmold impressions taken over the years, and I have tried
both methods (simply having one’s mouth slightly open or propping it open with a mouth
block) I am not convinced that the propping of the mouth is any different. I know that many
tour managers believe that this is the case and for them I do use it for their musicians (and
security staff); being a parent, I know when to pick my battles, but I am not convinced that
it makes any real difference.
This does have ramifications for other areas of our field. For example, when I instruct an
industrial worker on how to insert their foam one-size-fits-all earplugs, I do tell them to
open their mouths during the insertion. This allows them to get the earplugs deeper in the
ear canal with (hopefully) better real world attenuation while on the job.
This can also be useful when inserting any earphone that goes into the ear canal – these
may have a foam tip (and it was Dr. Robert Olivera who patented this idea in 1986) or
perhaps a several pronged plastic tip that sits in the ear canal. In either case, having your
mouth open during insertion can allow a deeper insertion and also one that may remain
stable in the earcanal over many hours.
Perhaps the most important aspect of opening one’s mouth in my normal clinical practice,
is when I perform admittance (impedance for those of us over the age of 55) testing. With
some clients, placing a probe into their ear canal just won’t work without a leak. Having
them open their mouth while inserting the probe usually does the trick – the front part of
the ear canal moves forward thereby making the ear canal more circular in cross section,
just like the circular probe.
And if you can’t get a good view of the tympanic membrane with your otoscope, have the
client open their mouth; the ear canal becomes wider and may allow you to see around
bends that were previously obstructing your view.

Should we use #13 tubing for
modular in-ear monitors?
Marshall Chasin 26th August 2014

Once upon a time (actually a month ago), I had a client who wanted to get custom silicon
earplugs for his in-ear monitors. Of the many “connectors” for in-ear monitors, the most
common is a stem that is on the order of 2.5 mm in diameter and extends about 8-10 mm
in length. There is no magic in these numbers, but they are fairly common in the industry.
In most cases, I send the actual ear monitor to the earmold laboratory to avoid “surprises.”
Yet sometimes surprises occur.
The decision that earmold laboratories need to make–and this is where the surprises
sometimes occur–is whether to simply drill a 3.1-mm inner diameter hole through the
earmold (in the same way that they would drill a 3.1-mm diameter hole for any behind-theear hearing aid earmold that uses standard #13 tubing) OR, to drill a narrower hole (about
2.5 mm in inner diameter). In other words, should the laboratory install a piece of #13
tubing that runs through the custom silicon earmold and have the in-ear monitor sit inside
the #13 tubing cuff OR just have the in-ear monitor sit “naked” inside the earmold and be
held in place by the friction of the in-ear monitor against the silicon wall?
Well, before I get back to the client whom I saw a month ago, you are all probably
screaming at the computer screen that the outer diameter of #13 tubing is less than 3 mm
so why use a 3.1-mm bore to drill the hole? If silicon is used, when one drills a hole using a
3.1 mm drill bit, it actually snaps back to an inner diameter of between 2.5 and 2.8 mm. The
same cannot be said of a hard material such as Lucite, but silicon seems to be the earmold
of choice for those using in-ear monitors. This is just trivia, however, and should be
reserved for cocktail party conversation.
The following picture shows my in-ear monitors inserted into a custom silicon earmold
without #13 hearing aid tubing. It seems to work well and I have been using it for a number
of years in this fashion.

In-ear monitor without #13 tubing
But, now back to my client. I had recently made custom silicon earmolds for his new
monitors and he thought that they sounded great. Well, last week he was back in my office
with a complaint that he sweats a lot when playing and the earmolds slip out of his ear. I
offered to remake the molds with a longer bore that goes into the canal, but I thought that
I would try one more thing before I did that- he had a gig that night and didn’t want to give
up his earmolds.
The following figure is what I drew on a napkin while having a beer with friends that
evening.

A schematic drawn in a pub showing how #13 tubing can be installed in an in-ear monitor
to improve retention and the bass response
It involves a top secret (CIA?) trick to allow the earmolds to fit better in his ear (less sweatinduced slippage), allow the in-ear monitor to stay firmly in the earmold, and allow a better
bass response. To explain the picture, a small piece of #13 standard hearing aid tubing was
placed through the earmold. A tubing expander (any needle-nose pair of plyers will do)
expanded the outer side of the #13 tubing such that the bore of the in-ear monitor can be
slid into the tubing. Once done, the #13 tubing was pulled through the custom earmold
medially (toward the inside) such that the in-ear monitor sat firmly against the outer
portion of the earmold.
This expanded the outer dimensions of the silicon earmold slightly to provide better
retention in the ear for this sweaty musician, provided a firmer joining of the in-ear
monitor and earmold, and sealed off any unintentional slit leaks on the outside of the
earmold- most likely on the anterior side where jaw movement can be a culprit. This last
part improved the bass response by plugging the acoustic leak.
An informal survey of about 10 earmold labs around North America indicated that seven of
them use #13 tubing for situations like this, two don’t, and the last guy who answered the
phone only wanted me to order a pizza. They had pretty good specials too.

Goldfish and in-ear monitors
Marshall Chasin 19th January 2016

The last thing that one would expect a goldfish to ask is something about the water. Fish
are surrounded by water, are born in water, live their lives in water and, in short, know
nothing about water.
Fish take water for granted because that is all they know. You will never find a course on
water in any fish school curriculum. It is so ubiquitous that why question it?
The same goes for in-ear monitors. There are some things in our field that seem to be
simply the way they are, because they were always like that, and why even question it. Inear monitors or any earphones that one may purchase for their smart phone or MP3
players come with some eartips made of plastic Christmas tree-line conical rings, and also
some foam tips that have a piece of tubing down the main bore. And the tubing is always
glued to the foam. Ever wonder why the tubing needs to be glued to the foam insert?
This is clearly a “fish-in-water” story.
It all starts with Dr. Robert Oliveira, the president ofHearing Components, Inc. In the 1980s
Dr. Oliveira was with the 3M company, and then spun off his own company that
manufactured items for the hearing aid industry, such as Comply wax guards and several
patents about gluing a piece of tubing into a foam earplug that can serve as an ear coupler
for an earphone or in-ear monitor. The history of this can be found in an earlier blog series
by me from several years ago , but it’s worthwhile returning to inventions that have
changed the field, even though it’s not even explicitly thought about anymore. Without this
innovation of Robert Oliveira we simply would not have certain important things in our field
that are as ubiquitous as water is to a fish.
Have you ever wondered why insert earphones for puretone audiometry are coupled with
glued plastic tubes? What about insert earphones for ABR testing?
Here is the story.
Once upon a time (in the early-1980s) Dr. Robert Oliveira, who was then at 3M company in
Minnesota was looking for a spin-off innovation that he could develop. Bob comes from the
biochemistry side of science and was rather new to hearing and hearing protection. The 3M
company (in conjunction with the Cabot company) of course at the time was playing with
the now-famous yellow colored EAR earplugs that are made from compressible polymeric
foam that springs back to its original state when the compression force is removed. That in
itself was an amazing innovation that we take for granted today. But the interesting thing is
that when one drilled a hold down the main bore length-wise, in an attempt to couple or
join an earphone, the earphone fell out of the ear. Did I also mention that Dr. Oliveira
developed the first FDA approved cochlear implant?

Dr. Oliveira tried drilling smaller and smaller holes, in hopes that he could obtain a friction
fit that would provide enough “grab” onto the insert earphone shank. This did work
somewhat but every time the foam plug was rolled up and squished to be placed in the ear
canal, the earphone because lose.
It turns out that when the compressible foam is squished and rolled up, the internal
diameter of the hole increases. To this day, I find this very counter-intuitive even though
the mechanics and physics has been explained to me many times. If you are skeptical,
simply do the experiment. Drill a longitudinal hole about 2.5 mm in diameter down the
main sound bore and then place a piece of #13 hearing aid tubing through the earplug. This
size of hearing aid tubing has an outer diameter of about 3 mm (and an internal diameter
of just under 2 mm) so the 3 mm diameter tube should fit very snugly into a 2.5 mm
diameter drilled hole.
Now this is where my intuition goes to pot. Roll up the foam and compress it just as you
would when you want to place it in your ear- the #13 hearing aid tubing is now loose in the
hole and will fall out. Compressing the outside of the foam will make the inside hole larger!
Well, so much for my intuition.
It was this discovery that allowed Dr. Oliveira to be able to patent the idea that “we should
glue the tube to the inside of the foam plug” and indeed he did this with a series of
patents in 1986.
Since patents have a 20 year lifespan, they were valid until 2006 and I assisted Dr. Oliveira
as an expert witness in a trial in the late 2000s when another company tried to use the
same idea from 2001-2005. (Incidentally Dr. Oliveira and Hearing Components, Inc. won the
case).
Glue is a wonderful substance and without it, we would not be able to have insert
earphones for pure tone or ABR testing, or for use with listening to music with insert foam
earpieces.

Who is Bob Oliveira? - part 1
Marshall Chasin 1th January 2014

Try this experiment. Poke or drill a hole lengthwise in one of those yellow foam earplugs
that are worn for hearing protection. They can be obtained from your local audiologist or
even a pharmacy. For those technical people out there, the hole should be about 2.5 mm in
diameter. Then place a standard #13 piece of hearing aid tubing through the hole that you
have just drilled. It should fit snugly because the outside diameter of #13 tubing is also
about 2.5 mm. (The inside diameter is 1.96 mm, but that’s exciting and interesting for party
conversations, but irrelevant for this experiment). This is an earplug that typically comes
with many off-the-shelf insert earphones. Now compress or squish up the foam plug by
gently rolling it between your fingers- the normal instructions for placing it into your ear.
But wait! Something has gone wrong. The #13 piece of hearing aid tubing that was placed
snugly into the hole drilled through the foam plug has just fallen out. Well, let me try
again… the same thing happens.
It turns out that when you are about to insert a foam earplug into your ear and you begin
by compressing or squishing it, the inner diameter of the foam earplug (the hole) becomes
larger. This is really counter-intuitive, and although I have seen it demonstrated many

times, have done this experiment myself many times, and even have had the physics of this
explained to me (many times), I still find it counter-intuitive and almost magic.
The solution is, of course, just to glue the tubing into the foam insert ear plug. If you buy
any insert earphones on the market, they usually come with an assortment of ear tips,
some of which are foam earplugs with a silicon “sleeve” or tubing that is inserted down the
center for the sound to go through. And all of these sleeves are well-glued onto the foam
earplug.
This is an important fact of life- it’s almost a given that you need to glue the tubing into the
foam or else it will slip out. Here is one of the many figures from the 1986 Oliveira patent
showing the need for a (permanently glued) piece of tubing (tubing marked in the figure as
“66” and the glue is marked as “68”).

1986 patent by Dr. Oliveira
But, this was not always understood and it took someone like Dr. Bob Oliveira back in the
mid-1980s to understand this and even patent it. In 1986, Bob received two patents on this
(and patents are good for 20 years by the way). To get a patent, among other things, you
must demonstrate that you have invented something new or added something to the state
of the art that was not previously known or understood. The US Patent Office agreed that
“simply” gluing the tubing into a foam earplug would make the difference between a
successful product and one that would keep falling out of the ear. At the time, others had
noticed this, but it was not well known or understood.
It may seem like a small thing, but Bob’s company Hearing Components, Inc.
(www.complyfoam.com), which markets products such as the Comply brand of sticky tape
for poorly fitting hearing aids and products for controlling earwax, defended its 1986
patents when it brought a successful patent-infringement suit against a company that used
his patented approach while the patent was still in effect). I was one of the expert
witnesses at the time, but that’s a whole different story.
Even though we now take for granted insert earphones coupled to foam earplugs (that do
not fall out of the ear), the innovation that allowed it to be a reality came from the mind of
Bob Oliveira.
In part 2 of this series, we will learn why patients should keep their mouths open during
earmold impressions, especially if we want to give them a good seal and an associated
good bass response. That is a Bob Oliveira idea as well.

Who is Bob Oliveira? - part 2
Marshall Chasin 21st January 2014

In part 1 of this series about Dr. Bob Oliveira we talked about the implications of his 1986
patent showing that a piece of tubing must be glued to a silicon earplug to prevent the ear
phone from falling out of the silicon plug- low tech but very effective. Without the glue, we
would not have people being able to wear earphones for their MP3 players that did not fall
out of their ears.
Bob Oliveira discovered something else that now seems obvious to our field and has had
important clinical ramifications. What is it? That we need to open our mouths when we have
earmold impressions taken for custom hearing protection and in-ear monitors (and also to
have an improved fit for power hearing aid fittings).
In 1992, Bob and his colleagues wrote an article forEar and Hearing (“A look at ear canal
changes with jaw motion”, Oliveira, R., Hammer, B., Stillman, A., et al., Ear and Hearing, 13, 6,
464-466) in which they discussed using MRIs to assess the changes in dimensions of the
outer ear canal. The medial (internal) portion of the ear canal is surrounded by bone and
does not change, but the lateral (outer) portion of the ear canal is surrounded by pliable
cartilage and so does have some play in its shape.
Specifically, Oliveira et al. examined how the front-back and top-bottom dimensions would
change as the jaw is opened. The rear part of the jaw (the condyle) is adjacent to the front
part of the ear canal. Opening one’s mouth allows the condyle to slide forward, thereby
allowing the front part of the ear canal to also move forward.
An earmold impression taken with the mouth closed would have a different shape than one
taken when the mouth was open, or even ajar.

Bob and his colleagues found that as the mouth was opened, the front part of the ear
canal did indeed move forward by up to 25% of the entire diameter. This typically
amounted to about 1-2 mm. They found no changes in the other dimensions. That is, the
back part did not move, nor did the top-bottom dimension- just the front (anterior)

dimension moved forward.
The implications for high-fidelity sound and a good acoustic seal are obvious. When
listening to an MP3 and earphone encased in a custom-made earmold, unless the
impression was taken with the mouth open, there would be a potentially poor seal in the
front part of the ear canal, with a subsequent loss of the bass notes. In audiological
terminology, a vent would have been unintentional created that would allow the lower
frequency sounds to escape, resulting in a “thinner” sound.
Taking the earmold impression with the patient’s mouth open would alleviate this problem
– there would be a larger front-back dimension in the earmold impression than if the
mouth had been closed.
This instruction of “open your mouth during the earmold impression” is based on this
anatomical finding (the condyle of the jaw moves forward when your mouth is open) and is
designed to ensure the best possible bass response. This is also a common instruction for
taking earmold impressions on hard of hearing people who require high-gain hearing aids.
There is some debate on whether we should be usingbite blocks held between the teeth to
ensure a constant (and optimal?) ear canal front-back dimension during the earmold
impression process. I have no solid data on this. but have done thousands of impressions
on performing artists (and their security staff) over the years, and based on returns and
complaints, I don’t think that the bite blocks are necessary. I have tried it both ways- bite
block, and having the client just keep their mouth slightly ajar- and found no differences.
This is true of actual measurements of the earmold in the front-back dimensions with both
techniques, and complaints of poor seal from the clients once they receive the in-ear
monitor product and try them out.
So which of these three pictures in this post is of Bob Oliveira. Hint- he’s the one with his
mouth closed! Well, he is smiling, but in a closed-mouth sort of way…

Is this Bob Oliveira?

What do glaciers and in-ear
monitors have in common?
Marshall Chasin 12th August 2014

I just returned from an Alaskan cruise. Much to my disappointment there was no penguin
fishing and I never did see an Atlantic salmon, but other than these two let-downs, it was a
great trip. We visited Juneau, Skagway, and Ketchikan. “Ketchikan” is a Northwest First
Nation word meaning “many-jewellery-shops-for-tourists-near-the-cruise-terminal”.
It occurred to me during the trip when I was watching a glacier calve- a section of the ice
breaking off and falling into the ocean- that glacier calving is very much like speech. I am
sure that everyone else on the cruise felt the same way.
When a sheet of ice falls off of a glacier, you first hear the high-frequency cracking as the
ice breaks free, and then a moment later, you hear the low-frequency rumbling as it
crashes into the sea (and hopefully not onto the ship). This is a linear progression- first
one sound, then another. There is never a point when the two sounds coincide. The lowfrequency sounds are never simultaneous with the high-frequency sounds.
Well, this is identical to speech (in quiet). We hear the lower-frequency sonorants (vowels,
nasals, and liquids), and then in a different time period (a moment later) we hear the
higher-frequency obstruents (affricates, fricatives, and stop consonants).
The auditory input of hearing a glacier calve is similar to that of conversational speech.
When it comes to music, this is characterized by simultaneous occurrence of sound, much
like speech in noise. In music, this is called harmony.
Now let’s combine glaciers and in-ear monitors for musicians. Although there is no definite
research on this issue, in-ear monitor manufacturers market their devices based on the
number of receivers. A single receiver device (like most hearing aids) sells for less than one
with more receivers. There is an underlying assumption that more is better (or at least
more expensive) than fewer. This doesn’t seem to be the case with hearing aids, however.
It is assumed that a multi-receiver device (such as most modern in-ear monitors for
musicians) can route the transduction of high-frequency music energy through a different
mechanism from the low-frequency transduction of music energy. After all, a receiver
whose diaphragm is waggling quickly for high-frequency sounds, can’t be as efficient as if it
were waggling slowly for the lower-frequency sounds. This seems to be the intuitively
obvious reason for going with more receivers. It is especially obvious for music where lowfrequency bass notes occur simultaneously with the higher-frequency treble and harmonic
notes.

Having said this, I have been unable to locate any research that demonstrates that this
assumption is valid. If indeed there is some validity to this assumption, then the effect
would be greater for music than for speech. Speech in quiet, never has low- and highfrequency components simultaneously, yet music does.
This is an experiment that needs doing. Not only would it provide support (if the
assumption is true) that more is better than fewer (at least for music), but there may be
some data supporting the contention that even for hearing aids (especially for speech in
noise) more than one receiver may be the way to go. Or perhaps not, if indeed, more is not
shown to be better than fewer.
Just a thought and a possible future experiment to be done. What a neat thing to do for a
Capstone project!

Thoughts on 1-way, 2-way, or …
in-ear monitors
Marshall Chasin 8th October 2013

If you ever order in-ear monitors, or IEMs, you are immediately confronted with a major
decision: Do I choose a single-way (one loudspeaker) IEM like a hearing aid, or a 2-way
system? What about a 4- or 5-way system? Current IEMs have up to five different outputs
that can be configured to carry bass sounds (sometimes through more than one receiver),
mid-frequency range, and high-frequency range.
Are more options, like French Fries, really better? To gain some insight, let’s look at the
similarities and differences between speech and music.
Speech is “consecutive,” meaning that two things don’t really happen at the same time. We
may hear or utter a consonant (C) sound, and a fraction of a section later, a vowel (V), and
then another consonant or vowel a moment later. That is, you generally don’t get a speech
sound happening at the very same time as another speech sound. We do have
“coarticulation,” which occurs when some elements of one speech sound are adopted by
an adjacent speech sound, but this is minor and does not really change the meaning of
speech. Low-frequency vowels sounds simply do not occur at the same time as higherfrequency consonant sounds. They are uttered consecutively… CCVCVCCV…not
simultaneously. Subsequently the receiver of a hearing aid or IEM has a relatively simple
task: Do something and then, a moment later, do something else.
In contrast, music is “concurrent,” meaning that both low- and high-frequency elements of
the music can happen at the same time. You just don’t have a bass note followed by a
treble note; music is characterized by having both low bass notes and high treble notes
played simultaneously.
This brings up the issue of whether a loudspeaker diaphragm in a receiver can vibrate as
effectively as a slow-moving device (low frequency) as it can at the same time as a fastmoving device (high frequency). This is really the same as asking if a microphone can
receive low- and high-frequency information at the same time.
It is true that in a recording environment many different microphones are used, but this is
so that the recording engineer can independently manipulate different inputs- it has
nothing to do with the nature of the microphone diaphragm.
I spent the last several weeks chatting with design engineers, microphone experts, and
loudspeaker experts. A loudspeaker is really only a microphone in reverse that is
configured to have as input a high-level electrical signal. I also pored through my old
textbooks on electroacoustic transducer design. In my life before audiology I was as a
mathematics nerd.

The conclusion is that I have absolutely no idea why a multi-receiver system would be any
better than a single-receiver system.
I even chatted with various engineers from the IEM manufacturers and was given some
information about isolation and differing levels. But, at the end of the day, I could not find
out why a multi-receiver system was “preferable” to a single-receiver system in IEMs. I was
even told that multi-receiver systems should be the norm for the hearing aid industry.
Whenever there is a mismatch between science and reality, I almost always conclude,
perhaps a bit arrogantly, that the multi-receiver practice may be just a marketing ploy. After
all, more receivers would typically mean a more expensive IEM. Perhaps the manufacturers
of IEMs are just responding to the market- buyers of IEMs are demanding more and more
receivers.
This blog is a bit unlike other blogs I have written…. I usually know everything! Alas, if
someone out there has a different take on this than a “marketing ploy,” please put it in
writing. This would also make an interesting AuD capstone essay for some unsuspecting
graduate audiology student. Get a pair of IEMs, one with a single receiver and the other
being a “top of the line” IEM with five receivers, and then perform a wide range of outcome
measures to determine if there are indeed any measurable differences.

Section VI.
Musicians' Hearing Protection

Musicians' earplugs have a flat
attenuation
Marshall Chasin 3rd November 2015

Mead Killion and Andy J. Haapapuro, in the November 2015 issue of Hearing Reviewhave
finally put to bed the controversy of whether Musicians’Earplugs have a flat or uniform
attenuation.
There have been some publications over the past several years that have questioned the
flatness of commercially available musicians’ earplugs. These publications have contained
rather significant errors; some of which actually showed that the musicians’ earplugs were
indeed flat, but then concluded that they were not!
So, here is the bottom line: musicians’ earplugs indeed have uniform sound attenuation, as
advertised, but depending on how you show the data, different graphical results can be
obtained- the same data, just shown differently. When the data are plotted on a log scale
for frequency, as is the standard in the hearing health care industry, and indeed, how
sound is encoded neurally in the human cochlea, the results are quite flat (from about 80
Hz to 16,000 Hz). There is a small notch in the 8000 Hz region and these data were reported
when they first came out in 1988.
There are actually a number of different manufacturers of musicians’ earplugs out there,
and even some that are not intended to be used for musicians, but are advertised to be.
Like any area of work, beware of what you are getting. If you are a musician reading this
blog, be sure to see your local audiologist for their recommendation as well as some
strategies to minimize the long term effects of loud music. Hearing protection is important
but certainly not the only thing that can be done to play and listen to music safely.
There are a number of ways to verify musicians’ earplug function in the clinic. Personally I
have been fitting them since 1988 when they first came out. Unofficial figures indicate that
over 1,000,000 pairs of custom-made musician earplugs have been sold and over 3,000,000
non-custom musician earplugs (such as the ETYPlugs or the newer ER-20XS). If they didn’t
work, they would not have been such a commercial success.
Clinically, it is a simple task to drop a probe microphone in the person’s ear with the
earplug in place- the measured real ear attenuation (real ear gain with negative gain)
clearly shows that they are flat for each of my clients. This method need to be done
properly and the error some people make is not using a sufficiently high stimulus level for
the real ear measurement. I used 70 dB SPL, but it needs to be high enough such that the
stimulus level – attenuation needs to be sufficiently above the noise floor of the real ear
measurement device. Generally a 70 dB stimulus level is fine.
And if you didn’t want to use technology, just fit them on a client and ask them to put their

fingers over the air hole and do an A-B-A comparison. When they remove their fingers, and
the earplug can function as it was intended, the entire right hand side of a piano comes
back. When my clinic piano is occupied, one can just utter the sound ‘ssss’ as in “silly’, with
and without plugging the hole in the musician earplugs, and the ‘s’ is much more audiblethe ‘s’ has energy at the very top end of the piano keyboard.
The strength of the musicians’ earplugs (e.g., ER-15) is that they treat all sounds equallythe bass will still sound like the bass; the treble, like the treble. All music is merely reduced
from an irritating or damaging level to one that is not, but the shape of the music remains
constant.
In the case of the ER-15, all sound is reduced by exactly 15 dB. For those who like to do
calculations, for each 3-dB reduction, one can be exposed twice as long with the same
damage. Doing the math a 3-dB reduction is twice as long; another 3 dB (we are down to 6
dB now) is another halving of the damage- down to four times as long; another 3 dB (down
to 9 dB now) is 8 times as long; another 3 dB reduction (down to 12 dB now) is 16 times as
long; and a 15 dB reduction means that a musician can be exposed 32 times as long as
without hearing protection.
A 15-dB reduction of all music may not sound like a lot- after all, one can still hear the
conductor, hear the instruments around you, and hear your own instrument- but is quite
adequate to hear all of music and speech at a safe level.
Musician earplugs are flat. The Killion and Haapapuro article is a must read for anyone
fitting or using musicians’ earplugs.

Validating the attenuation
characteristics for musicians'
earplugs - part 1
Marshall Chasin 22nd July 2014

Musicians’ earplugs, also known as the ER-15, have been available since 1988. These were
based on a patent by Elmer Carlson of Knowles Electronics in the 1970s. When Mead Killion
left Knowles to start his own company, Etymotic Research , he licensed from Knowles, and
later developed this product. To date, over one and a half million pairs have been sold (as
well as over 3 million pairs of the non-custom ETY earplugs). Since then, other players have
entered the marketplace, such as the technology from Dynamic Hearing (and marketed in
the United States by Westone). Regardless of the manufacturer or type of hearing protector
and regardless of whether they are made for the performing artist or the industrial worker,
with these earplugs, as with hearing aids, the attenuation should be measured to verify that
they are working as advertised.
Historically there have been several approaches to attenuation. One is the Real-Ear
Attenuation Threshold (or REAT) in which audiometric thresholds are obtained with and
without hearing protection in place- the difference being the frequency-specific
attenuations. Another approach, which is more typically used in the clinic, is a difference
between a real-ear measure using a probe microphone with and without the hearing
protection in place. Both are identical and should, within the limitations of the variability of
the data, yield the same result.
In the case of passive hearing protectors, it doesn’t matter whether they are assessed with
a low sound pressure level (e.g., near threshold) or supra-threshold at a level of 70 or 80 dB
SPL. It is the difference that counts, not the absolute levels. That is, the attenuation with
input stimulus of 80 dB SPL should yield an identical attenuation with an input stimulus of
60 dB SPL.
There are, however, two limitations, and both are related to variability. One is the technique
of the assessment (Real-Ear Attenuation Threshold (REAT) or probe-microphone
measurement), and the second is whether the “technique” was performed correctly.
Let’s first examine the variability associated with two threshold measures, such as those
used with a REAT measurement. If a 5-dB measurement step is used, such as with
conventional audiometry, then the expected variability is the square root of 52– namely 5
dB- for the unprotected threshold measurement and then another second measurement
with the hearing protector in place- another 5 dB. Taken together, the total variability is on
the order of the square root of 52 + 52, or about 7 dB. We can improve on this by using 2-dB
steps instead of 5-dB steps for both portions of the attenuation measurement, and one

can show that the variability would drop to the square root of 22 + 22 or 2.8 dB. Threshold
measures presuppose that the testing environment is quiet enough to measure these
thresholds reliably, and this is probably the case when an audiometric test booth is used.
However, when a pair of probe-tube microphone measurement is used (with and without
the hearing protection in place), as long as the measurements are performed correctly,
standard deviations on the order of 1 dB or less (at least up to 4000 Hz) are quite feasible.
Let’s take a step back to review the proper usage of real-ear probe tube measurement
testing.
Typically for the two portions of the measurement – with and without the hearing
protection- the presentation level needs to be on the order of 70 dB SPL or greater. This
has nothing to do with being “more realistic” because music is at a higher level than
speech. This merely has to do with the internal noise floor of the real-ear measurement
system being used. One needs to ensure that any measurement that is taken be
significantly above the noise floor, or else one doesn’t really know whether the result is a
measurement of the noise or the hearing protector and stimulus.
In the case of hearing protection with a significant amount of attenuation (e.g., 35 dB), then
these measurements will be made at a level equal to the stimulus level – 35 dB. If the
stimulus level of the real-ear measurement system was only 50 dB, then measurements
would be taken at 50 dB SPL – 35 dB = 15 dB SPL. It is quite probable that 15 dB SPL is
quieter than the noise floor of the real-ear probe tube measurement system. If, however,
one uses a constant stimulus level of 70 dB SPL (with the same hearing protector), the
measurements would be made at 70 dB SPL – 35 dB = 35 dB SPL. This most certainly would
be above the noise floor of any commercially available real-ear measurement system.
To assess the noise floor on your own real-ear probe-microphone system, calibrate in the
normal fashion, and then perform a run with the probe tube blocked (either held tightly
between your fingers or by using a pair of pliers). The result is a frequency by frequency
measure of the noise floor of your own device; as long as the same probe tube length is
used, this should never change.

This figure shows the real-ear measurement of 50 pairs of randomly selected ER-15
musicians’ earplugs. I made all these measurements on musicians at the Musicians Clinics
of Canada. Not only is the attenuation quite flat (as advertised), but the standard deviation
(shown near the top by a series of small x and o markings) is quite low. The standard

deviation calculation is based on n = 50. This would be slightly larger if the sample size
were significantly smaller.
The attenuation of the hearing protectors should be identical (within the technique’s
variance), regardless of whether they were assessed using a probe microphone, a threshold
based technique such as the REAT, or even in a hearing aid test box and coupler.
Of importance is that these data (and standard deviations) would be identical regardless of
whether the hearing protectors were measured at 70 dB SPL or 100 dB SPL. As long as the
hearing protectors are passive (and do not provide different levels of protection depending
on input such as electronic compressor type hearing protectors), one should always obtain
identical data.
In parts 2 and 3 of this series of posts, we will address internal noise levels of probe-tube
microphones, and the angle and azimuth of the loudspeakers that all real-ear probe tube
microphones should use. This is not something new and the salient article was published
in Ear and Hearing in 1987, more than a quarter of a century ago.

Validating the attenuation
characteristics for musicians'
earplugs - part 2
Marshall Chasin 29th July 2014

Internal machinery noise levels are probably one of the most ignored aspects of any
testing paradigm. In the most-simplest of cases- sound field audiometry- internal noise is
governed by the environmental noise level in the audiometric test booth. For very low
frequency sounds, the audiometric test booth attenuation ability is quite limited. One
would need a wall diameter in excess of a foot to provide significant attenuation for sounds
below 125 Hz. Given that many audiometric sound booths have wall thickness on the order
of 3-4”, realistically we may only be able to obtain sound field thresholds down to about
200 Hz. However, for most uses, this is more than sufficient.
Another factor that rears its ugly head in audiometric test booths is vascular noise which is
the audible sound of blood rushing through the arteries. Again, this is very low frequency,
and for most uses, is below the level that would typically concern us.
It may however be a different story with real ear measurement testing such as with a probe
tube microphone system. The following figure shows the internal noise floor for my clinical
probe tube microphone system.

Internal noise floor spectrum of real ear measurement system
To obtain this noise spectrum, one calibrates the real ear measurement system in the
normal fashion, and then performs a Real Ear Unaided Response (REUR) in the
conventional manner. Once done, for an “aided” run, either clamp the probe tube with your
fingers tightly, or use a pair of pliers. The result will be a measurement of the internal
noise floor of the probe microphone device and nothing to do with the test environment or
room. All measures must be at least 10 dB greater than this noise floor or else there will be
doubt whether the measurement is real or an artifact of measuring the probe
microphone’s internal noise spectrum.

In practice, this is resolved by using a higher stimulus level than what would normally be
used for hearing aids. Instead of using a level of 55 dB SPL (characteristic of quiet speech),
one would use a level of 70 or 80 dB SPL for the measurement of the attenuation of
hearing protectors.
For example, if the hearing protector provides 35 dB of attenuation at a certain frequency,
one wants to ensure that the stimulus level – attenuation is greater than the noise floor. If
a 55 dB SPL stimulus were to be used, then the measured level would be at 20 dB SPL (55
dB – 35 dB). If the internal noise was around 20 dB SPL at that test frequency, the measured
results would be in error. However, if a 75 dB SPL stimulus were to be used with this same
hearing protector, the measured value would be 40 dB SPL (75 dB – 35 dB) which most
certainly would be above the noise floor.
In cases of the musicians’ earplugs such as the ER-15, there is certainty that the measured
attenuation would be several magnitudes of order higher than the internal noise floor.

Validating the attenuation
characteristics for musicians'
earplugs - part 3
Marshall Chasin 5th August 2014

In parts 1 and 2 of this blog, issues of stimulus level and inherent variability were
discussed. Variability and measurement error were found to be more of an issue of
approach, and had nothing to do with whether the assessment was performed at a level
that is characteristic of music, or industrial noise. 15 or the vast majority of industrial
strength earplugs or muffs in use today.
For part 3 of this blog we need to examine a 1987 article by Killion and Revit that is now
more than a quarter of a century old. The year spanning 1987 and 1988 was Mead Killion’s

Annus Mirabilis (Latin for Wonderful Year). He came out with the ER-15 Musicians’ earplugs,
insert earphones (ER-3A) for more accurate assessment of hearing thresholds, the K-AMP
circuit that was the world’s first high-fidelity hearing aid technology, and an article with
Larry Revit, based on some of Larry’s master’s thesis work. The article was called …
“Insertion gain repeatability versus Loudspeaker Location: You want me to put my
loudspeaker WHERE?”
As the article name suggests, Killion and Revit wanted to examine the repeatability of
insertion gain measures as a function of angle of incidence of the loudspeaker and of the
angle of elevation of the loudspeaker. Years before, E.A.G. Shaw, who was then at the
National Research Centre (NRC) in Canada, had exhaustively studied the characteristics of
the sound pressures levels that were developed around the human head- the first valid
estimates of the “ear canal resonance” or REUR came from the work of Shaw (1974).
I was just entering my undergraduate in mathematics and actually met Shaw for the first
time when he gave a guest lecture to my class. The seminar was over my head, but then
again, I was only 18 at the time! (We still had grade 13 at that time in Ontario).
But back to Killion and Revit. Their results were also over my head, but this time only by an
angle of 45°. Actually it was Larry’s idea to try 45° after having examined Shaw’s angular
sensitivity of pressure. Shaw had found that certain angles of presentation of a signal were
more susceptible to variability than other angles.

The figure is a reproduction of the original Figure 5 from Killion and Revit’s 1987
publication. It shows the (within subject) standard deviation for 5 subjects at 0°,
loudspeaker directly in front of the subject; 45° off to the side; 45° off to the side and 45°
elevated above the subject; and then directly above the subject from the ceiling (90°). The
directly above 90° measure resulted in a “shoulder bounce,” meaning that there was
constructive interference between the incident sound and the early reflection off of the
shoulder back to the ear. Other than for assessing shoulders, this loudspeaker location
should not be used. The 45° to the side and 45° above the subject location (45°, 45°) is
quite a different story.
Since Killion and Revit’s article came out, I have always suspended my loudspeakers at this
angle. The improvement is dramatic- the standard deviation is 1 dB or less, at least up to
3000 Hz. With a larger sample size than they used for their 1987 article, the standard
deviation would be even less.
This is doubly startling when you consider that insertion gain is a “difference” of two
measures- aided – unaided (REAR- REUR); each measure with its own variance. Valid
measures such as those obtained with ER-15 musicians’ earplugs discussed in part 1 of this
blog could not have been obtained without the use of the 45°, 45° loudspeaker location.

Deep earmold impressions
Patty Johnson 25th September 2012

For optimum sound quality, serious musicians and audiophiles who need hearing
protection wear Musicians Earplugs™, introduced by Etymotic Research in 1988. Musicians
Earplugs consist of a filter button that designates the amount of attenuation (9-, 15-, or 25dB) combined with a custom, deep-sealing earmold. The ER-9, ER-15 and ER-25 filter
buttons are made to an exacting standard and are 100% quality-control checked for
accuracy. When the Musicians Earplugs filter buttons are combined with earmolds that are
made and fitted correctly, there are no better earplugs available anywhere in the world.
When the earmolds are not made and fitted correctly, sound quality can suffer and the
user does not experience the high-fidelity sound the earplugs were designed to deliver.
When there’s a problem with the sound quality of Musicians Earplugs, the source of error is
invariably the earmold, which brings us to today’s topic: long ear impressions.

Why long ear impressions?
Ear canals are like fingerprints: no two are exactly alike. This is why impressions are
required in the first place. However, if you take an ear impression that goes only to the first
bend of the ear canal, chances are very high that the Musicians Earplugs you’re ordering
won’t fit correctly and won’t have good sound quality. Shallow ear impressions may be
adequate for some hearing aids and earmolds you routinely fit, but they’re inadequate for
Musicians Earplugs.
In order to provide the highest sound quality, the earmolds for Musicians Earplugs need to
seal at or beyond the second bend of the ear canal. Because of this, earmold impressions
for Musicians Earplugs need to go beyond the second bend of the ear canal. What happens
if the earmolds are shorter and don’t seal past the second bend? Two things: 1) occlusion
effect; and 2) potential problems with the high-frequency response.
Occlusion Effect
The occlusion effect is the increase in sound pressure of low-frequency sound (mostly
below 500 Hz) in the occluded ear, as compared to the unoccluded ear. This effect is
caused by the vibration of the bony portion of the ear canal wall; the source of the
vibration is the user’s own voice or a musical instrument with a mouthpiece, such as a
brass or woodwind instrument. The occlusion effect doesn’t occur in the open ear, but it
can be quite large when an earmold has a shallow seal (see Figure 1, from Killion et al.
1988).

Numerous studies have confirmed that if an earmold seals at or beyond the second bend
of the ear canal (in the bony portion), vibration decreases significantly, which reduces or
eliminates the occlusion effect (e.g., Pirzanski, 1998; see Figure 2).

Deeply sealed earmolds can’t be made from shallow ear impressions, so at the risk of
becoming repetitious, long earmold impressions are required, well past the second bend!
High-Frequency Directivity
High-frequency sounds are highly directional. If the ear impression is shallow, the earmold
manufacturer has to guess at the direction the sound bore should be located. I’ve seen
cases where the bore actually points directly at the canal wall, and, not surprisingly, the
sound quality wasn’t good. For the earmold to provide the optimum high-frequency signal
to the eardrum, the bore should be pointed toward the eardrum. This can only be done if
the earmold manufacturer receives an ear impression long enough to allow an accurate
estimate of where to place the bore.

The only certainties in life are death and taxes
Even if you’ve done a great job making ear impressions, there is no guarantee that the
earmolds will fit properly. I once had a trombone player who was experiencing occlusion
effect with his Musicians Earplugs, and I remade one earmold twice and the other one
three times before we finally got rid of the occlusion effect! The moral of the story is that
even experienced clinicians sometimes need to redo impressions, because ears are like
fingerprints, and the science of impression-taking and earmold-making is not exact. But
the best place to start is with excellent, LONG ear impressions!
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Control methods in assessing
musicians' earplugs - part 1
Marshall Chasin 29th January 2013

This is a really neat topic, even if the title is really boring. “Control methods….” of anything
sounds dull. This is actually a stolen title off an historically important article from the 1950s
“Control Methods used in a study of vowels” by Gordon Peterson and Harold Barney
(1952).[1] That article sat on my desk during graduate school looking me in the eye for
weeks. I refused to look at it. One night, curiosity got the better of me (and I had drunk a
couple of beers… I mean cups of tea) and I decided to read it. Well, I was right. It was really
boring, but it did talk about the correct way to assess vowels for acoustic analysis.
Control methods in assessing musicians’ earplugs is much more interesting than the 1952
Peterson and Barney article, and every bit as necessary. How one assesses a musicians’
earplug is as important as the actual result that you can obtain. There is a right way and a
wrong way.
This is not meant to be an exhaustive overview of every possible way to assess hearing
protection, but this approach can work for every possible form of hearing protector
imaginable. Some may require a slight alteration (e.g., longer probe tube microphone and
perhaps a disabling of the reference microphone), but here are the essentials.
First, go out and get a probe tube microphone, also known as a real ear measurement
system. If you don’t have one, you should write this into this year’s budget- it can be every
bit as important as your audiometer. Alternatively, make friends with someone who does
own one.
Calibrate the real ear measurement system in the normal fashion to delete any effects of
the probe tube and room acoustic effects, then select a stimulus value of 70 dB SPL or
higher.
This stimulus intensity may seem odd. We are used to using a level of 50-55 dB SPL for soft
speech (and maybe a bit higher for medium and loud speech), so why are we using a level
of 70 dB SPL? Unlike hearing aid “amplification”, hearing protectors have “attenuation”. That
is, with normal use of a real ear measurement system with hearing aids, the gain is
positive- the output is greater than the input. This is rarely the case with hearing
protectors. These can be thought of as hearing aids with negative gain- the output is less
than the input.
A stimulus level plus gain (positive or negative) should be greater than the noise floor of
the real ear measurement device. With hearing aids, this is rarely an issue, although we can
run into this problem in the very low and very high frequency regions. With hearing
protectors we can run in to the noise floor of the measurement equipment quite easily

without knowing it.
To check the noise floor of your (or your friend’s) real ear measurement system, after
calibrating the equipment in the normal fashion, plug the end of the probe tube with
pinched fingers or a pair of pliers, set the stimulus level to 0 dB (as in the case of the
Audioscan products), or set the stimulus level to “off” (if you are using a Frye system).
Performing a run of the equipment (either a sweep or an FFT) will generate a graph of the
internal noise levels on a frequency by frequency basis. You can also do this at social
events and become the life of the party!
Typically you will find that the noise floor is slightly high in the very low frequency region,
very low in the mid frequency region, and again higher in the very high frequency region.
When assessing hearing protection, if the stimulus level + attenuation of the hearing
protector (or equivalently – gain) is anywhere near the internal noise measurements on
your real ear measurement system, there is really no way to tell whether you are
measuring the internal noise or the attenuation of the hearing protector. We run into the
same problem when assessing otoacoustic emissions- if we have a measurement that is
within 10 dB of the noise floor of the instrument, there is not much that can be definitely
said about that measurement.
So, if we use a stimulus level that is higher- say around 70 dB SPL- then we can be assured
that whatever we measure is the true attenuation at the measured frequencies.
With musicians’ earplugs (such as the ER-15) which are supposed to have a flat or uniform
attenuation across the frequency range, we should get a relatively flat line at 55 dB SPL (i.e.,
70 dB SPL- 15 dB). Of course, there is some variance and in the 2000-3000 Hz region this
has everything to do with the slight variation in the individual’s ear canal resonance (or
REUR for those of us who actually use a real ear measurement system. If you are just
borrowing one for a friend, it’s OK to call this natural resonance the “ear canal resonance”).
Low frequency variance in any measured data is typically related to the slit leaks caused by
the presence of the probe tube and the resulting sound leak between the ear canal wall
and the hearing protector.
The following graph shows the real ear attenuation of 50 randomly selected files of my
musician clients with their ER-15 in place. This shows the average for both left and the right
ears as well as the range of the data. I should also add that the stimulus is always directed
from 45 degrees to the test side and 45 degrees above them- a location that is not only
optimal for the assessment of real ear measures, but that happens to be exactly where my
loudspeaker is located for my real ear measurement system. Any errors in the lower
frequency region tend to be related to slit leaks between the ER-15 earplug and the
person’s own ear canal. If I were doing research, I would have used a bit of Vaseline (or
some other sufficiently gooey substance) on the side of the probe tube to ensure that
there were no leaks.

Average attenuations for 50 pairs of ER-15 hearing protectors showing the maximum and
minimum values
Footnotes
1. Gordon E. Peterson and Harold L. Barney, “Control Methods Used in a Study of Vowels.”
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 24(2):175-184, 1952.

Control methods in assessing
musicians' earplugs - part 2
Marshall Chasin 5th February 2013

Last week we talked about using a higher stimulus level to assess the benefit of a
musicians’ earplug. Actually it was for all hearing protectors, but since this is a blog about
music, this applies equally to musicians’ earplugs. In that blog we talked about using a real
ear measurement system and using the normal stimulus that comes with such a system.
This can be a pure tone sweep (using a bank of filters such as with Audioscan products) or
an FFT (used frequently with Frye products). But what about using a musician’s own
instrument to assess hearing protectors?
In some sense (actually in most senses) this may be preferable, despite the lack of a wellcontrolled and repeatable input to the hearing protector. The clarinet may be played at 87
dB SPL one time and another clarinet player may play it at 89 dB SPL or even 93 dB SPL.
The use of the more calibrated and controlled stimuli discussed in last week’s blog
certainly has its place.
If one’s goal is to assess the reliability and repeatability of a hearing protector on an
individual, then one must use calibrated and well controlled stimuli and test methods. If
however, you want to get a sense of what sounds and at what levels actually reach a
person’s temporal lobe (i.e., which sounds are audible) then either method would work
well.
in the first, one just needs to “add” this negative gain to the audiogram similarly to how we
can add insertion gain to the audiogram. In the second approach where an individual’s own
instrument is used, we may be able to pick up something that would not show up on a
single pure tone sweep. For example, it is possible that a hearing protector is “level
dependent” and like hearing aids, this simply means that the hearing protector would have
different characteristics depending on the level of the input to the hearing protector.
In the realm of modern hearing aids, it is common place to use several different stimulus
levels to assess “quiet” speech, “medium” speech, and “loud” speech. There are some leveldependent hearing protectors that would provide a different amount of attenuation
depending on the input level. Personally I cannot see how that would benefit a musician
and I haven’t really used this with my musician population, but to be fair, they do exist and
other audiologists may have different protection fitting philosophies.
Similar to the method mentioned in the last blog, one needs to calibrate the real ear
measurement system correctly according to the manufacturer’s specifications. And this
time, similar to checking the noise floor technique mentioned last week, set the stimulus
level to 0 dB (for Audioscan products) and “off” (for Frye products). This has the effect of
turning off the real ear measurement loudspeaker and also disabling the reference

microphone. Therefore care should be taken to ensure that the musician doesn’t move
during the test. You are now ready to use the musician’s own instrument to assess the real
ear attenuation of their personal hearing protection.
I typically have the musician play 9 notes on their instrument and do a “run” of the real ear
measurement system each time. For a low pitched note, a middle pitched note, and a high
pitched note, play each one at a quiet (piano), a medium (mezzo forte), and a loud
(fortissimo) level (3 notes x 3 playing levels). This is actually done 18 times and not 9 times–
once with no hearing protection and then immediately after with hearing protection and
the difference is of importance.
Understandably I do not do this on every musician I see. I did for the first 10 years I worked
with musicians, but have now developed a pretty good sense of what instruments can and
cannot do. And I would suggest to any new hearing health care professional who wants to
do this, that you do it as much as you can in order to feel comfortable. One can argue (and
indeed I do argue) that this is as much for the training of the hearing health care
professional as it is for assessing the musician.
With these data one can see whether an individual, using their own instrument, reed, bow,
or mouthpiece can generate levels that are potentially damaging or whether you just need
to watch out for the guy sitting or standing beside you. It is quite possible that a musician
when practicing alone may not require hearing protection and this approach will be quite
useful to help answer that question.
And oh yes- the question that is always asked… what about percussion instruments such as
the drum or a plucked string instrument such as the guitar or harp? Clearly the sound
levels assessed are a function of when you measure them- at the beginning, just after the
pluck or during the fading off of the note. This is where a swept bank of filters (such as that
used with the Audioscan products) would have some limitation and the use of an FFT (Fast
Fourier Transform, such as that used with the Frye products) would be better. I wouldn’t
base any of my purchasing decisions of one real ear measurement over another on this
issue, but it is a difference and there are products on the market place that actually use
both.
Even if you wanted to short cut this approach and ask the musician to play and sustain a
single mid-frequency note at a fortissimo (loud) level, this one measure can provide
information on whether musician should be wearing their personal hearing protection all
of the time they play music, or perhaps only when performing. In other words, is it the
“other guy” who is the culprit?

American Pharoah and
musicians' earplugs
Marshall Chasin 9th June 2015

This past week, American Pharoah won the third leg of horse racing’s Triple Crown. The last
time that this was accomplished was 37 years ago, and the time before that was 41 years
ago by Secretariat. (Secretariat’s trainer was a Canadian, eh?) The difficulty of the Triple
Crown lies in the fact that the first two legs are shorter tracks where horses that are built
for speed have an advantage. The third leg (at Belmont) is a very old track and is designed
for distance and endurance. Speed and endurance are not generally found in the same
horse, but American Pharoah is an exception. After the race we had a chance to interview
American Pharoah:
Interviewer (MC): American Pharoah! American Pharoah! Over here! I’m the reporter from
HearingHealthMatters.org. Would you have a few minutes for an interview?
American Pharoah: Sure, it’s not as if I am doing anything right now.
MC: Thank you. May I call you Pharoah.
American Pharoah: No.
MC: May I call you American?
American Pharoah: No.
MC: OK, then… American Pharaoh. I see that before the race, you were wearing hearing
protection.
American Pharoah: Yes.
MC: Can you expand on why you were wearing hearing protection?
American Pharoah: No.
MC: Well, was it because the crowd noise was just too loud and you were finding it
distracting?
American Pharoah: Yes.
MC: Can you tell me anything about the hearing protection?
American Pharoah: No.

MC: Let me rephrase: was the hearing protection a form of musician earplug that used an
acoustic network to allow you to hear the jockey but generally lessen the amount of noise
overall?
American Pharoah: I don’t understand the question.
MC: Well, since 1988 there has been some specially designed forms of hearing protection
that use an acoustic element that interacts with the volume of air in the earmold to reestablish a flat or uniform form of attenuation. In this way the crowd noise would be
reduced by about 15 dB but you would still be able to hear the jockey.
American Pharoah: What’s a dB?
MC: Oh dear. Let me try a different tack. My voice is getting a bit horse from all this talking.
Did a horse audiologist come and take earmold impressions of your ears, send them to a
laboratory, and come back a week or so later and show you how to put them in your ears?
American Pharoah: No.
MC: Well let me change the subject and just ask whether you were able to hear the jockey
when you were running?
American Pharoah: No.
MC: Was that because his voice sounded muffled and there was too much attenuation
above 1000 Hz?
American Pharoah: No.
MC: Well, why couldn’t you hear what the jockey was saying to you?
American Pharoah: The jockey does not talk to me. I’m a horse.
MC: Of course, but surely the jockey may say something to you on occasion, and wouldn’t it
be nice to be able to understand the jockey? If you had musicians’ earplugs where the
attenuation at 80 Hz was the same as at 16,000 Hz, the balance between the lower
frequency vowels and nasals (also called sonorants), and the higher frequency consonants
(also called obstruents) would be maintained.
American Pharoah: Huh?
MC: If you had conventional hearing protection, for any given mass, because of the relative
wavelengths of lower frequencies and higher frequencies, there would always be greater
higher frequency attenuation than for the lower frequencies. The consonants would
therefore not be as audible as the lower frequency vowels and the jockey’s voice would
sound mumbled. Right?
American Pharoah: What’s a sonorant?
MC: Never mind! You are the stupidest horse I have ever interviewed, and you can’t even
spell your name right! It’s Pharaoh and not Pharoah!

American Pharoah kicks the interviewer in the head and walks off to taste some
Champagne.

The NRR and musicians'
earplugs - part 1
Marshall Chasin 21st May 2013

Whenever one measures the attenuation of hearing protection, it is different for every
frequency. This has to do with the rule of acoustics – generally lower frequency, longer
wavelength sounds do not “see” an ear obstruction such as an earplug or earmuff as well
as the higher frequency, shorter wavelengths. Subsequently, lower frequencies have
relatively little attenuation (typically no more than 25 dB at 250 Hz) whereas higher
frequency sounds can be reduced by 30-35 dB. Having a single number to represent this
non-uniform attenuation is like saying that a person with a mild to moderate sloping
audiogram has a 20 dB (or should it be 60 dB?) hearing loss.
Single numbers are convenient, but sometimes we lose sight of some of the simplistic
assumptions that are behind such a number. I frequently receive phone calls and emails
from colleagues who want to know if a hearing protector with single number rating of 26 dB
is adequate for a certain noise level (typically measured in dBA). My pat answer is I have no
idea – if you send me a spectrum of the noise and the frequency-by-frequency attenuation
of the hearing protector, I can do the subtraction for you. I am actually quite good at
subtraction and received an A- in that subject in grad school.
Ideally, that is what we should be doing: subtract the frequency-by-frequency attenuations
from the spectral levels at those corresponding frequencies. This will provide an estimate
of what actually reaches the worker or musician and can inform us about whether the
attenuation is sufficient, too much, or too little, and also at which frequencies corrections
should be made.
For some reason, this was considered too difficult for some, so single number rating
schemes were invented. There are several “single number” rating schemes in use around
the world. In many parts of Europe the Single Number Rating (SNR) scheme is used. In
North American the NRR takes the cake. The NRR is the Noise Reduction Rating and is now
about 35 years old.
This is how it works…
The NRR is the noise (C-weighted) – noise (A weighted) + attenuation (A-weighted) – 3 dB –
2 standard deviations.
Don’t panic! If there is minimal low frequency spectral energy below 1000 Hz such as in
many forms of treble music, the first two terms cancel out (noise [C-weighted] – noise [Aweighted]), so we are left with the actual attenuation and then we get to subtract off
estimates of how poor the hearing protection can actually be if worn poorly. This last series
of correction factors is actually quite brilliant and seeks to estimate a worst-case scenario.

If the hearing protector was uniform in its attenuation, such as the ER-15 Musicians
Earplugs, the NRR formula would yield an unfairly low number for the earplug (because the
attenuation would be measured in A-weighting). The ER-15 attenuates all sound by 15 dB
but it has an NRR rating of about 10 dB.
To be accurate, however, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the United States
requires the NRR number only for non-custom products. So, let’s take another musicians’
earplug that has a relatively flat or uniform attenuation – the ETY from www.etymotic.com.
This one-size-fits-all earplug (actually, it’s now two-sizes-fit-all: a standard and a large) has
an attenuation characteristic that ranges from about 18 dB for low frequency sounds to
about 22 dB for high frequency sounds. The associated NRR would be about 12 dB. There is
nothing “12 dB” about the ETY earplugs.
Also, if the musician was instructed properly on how to use it, the poorest fitting would not
be as poor as a one-size-fits-all earplug in an industrial environment., and the penalty of “3
dB – 2 standard deviations” would not be as great.
Next week, part 2 will be a whimsical overview of how we may use a 2 number rating
scheme that would be more useful for describing the attenuation characteristics of custom
and non-custom hearing protectors.

A dual number system for rating
earplugs - part 2
Marshall Chasin 28th May 2013

In Part 1 of this blog we talked about a single number rating scheme for hearing protectors
called the Noise Reduction Rating or NRR. This number is mandated to be written on the
packaging of non-custom hearing protectors by the Environmental Protection Agency or
EPA. The problems with single number rating schemes are that they tend to be simplistic,
require many correction factors and don’t show the inherent variability between individual
users of the hearing protectors. The individual variability issue is inherent whenever people
are involved and it would be a much easier problem to resolve if it weren’t for people using
hearing protection! However, given that real people need to be involved, I suppose we are
stuck with this problem.
In some sense, we could have an entirely different set of problems (but possibly better
problems?) with labeling hearing protectors if our ancestral researchers would have
decided to approach hearing protection in the same way that they approached hearing
aids. The 2 cc coupler has been around since the 1940’s and is useful for testing standards
such as ANSI S3.22 which is used for quality control assessment in hearing aids. Nowhere in
ANSI S3.22 does it specify how a hearing aid should perform- just that it meets certain
standards according to a rigid test protocol. It would take either a functional assessment or
a real ear measure on an individual to determine how a hearing aid performs. The
difference between the test standard and how a hearing aid actually performed is
sometimes called a Real Ear Coupler Difference or RECD. Well, hearing protection is the
same thing, but instead of having positive gain, it has negative gain.
The hearing protector could be labeled with a number, or numbers such as the attenuation
at all standard test frequencies in a coupler, and this could be used to determine an
individual’s RECD, just like with hearing aids. This is easy to do clinically, but hearing
protectors are not routinely fit clinically- they are just given out on the factory floor.
However, musicians’ earplugs do follow the professional clinical model of dispensing. The
musician is assessed and fit with custom (or non-custom) hearing protectors in the comfort
of the hearing health care professional’s office, replete with real ear measurement
assessment tools. Perhaps, the RECD for hearing protection for musicians should be the
standard of care just like the RECD is the standard of care for our hard of hearing clientele?
Another alternative to the hearing protection RECD would be a non-single number rating
system. The EPA did play with the idea of a dual number rating system in from 2005-2010
(ANSI S12.68-2007) but they rejected it after an incredible amount of work had been done.
Some very dedicated researchers and experts in the noise control field had come up with
the Noise Level Reduction Statistics or NRS. Specifically the NRSA20 was the noise

reduction that could be obtained by the top 20 percentile of wearers who were highly
motivated and well-trained to use them. The NRSG80 was a lower attenuation obtained by
the top 80 percentile of wearers who were less than motivated. Both the absolute values of
the NRS values and the different values could be useful.
I am not sure of all of the reasons why the EPA ultimately rejected the NRS as a
replacement for the NRR. There were great advantages over the single number NRR value.
These included estimates of the range of attenuation values that could reasonably be
expected for different users; it prevented purchasers from erroneously assuming that a
higher number is necessarily better; and it informed the potential wearer about the
possibility of over protection where speech communication could be severely restricted.
I don’t want to cry over spilled milk, but there may be other “dual” rating systems out there
to be discovered that may be useful for musicians, and ourselves as clinicians to better
inform the musicians. One may be a two number system as follows:
The first number is the maximum attenuation at any frequency. The second number is the
difference between the smallest attenuation and the greatest attenuation at any frequency
of the hearing protector.
For example, the ER-15 musicians’ earplug, being a uniform hearing protector, would have
the first number of 15 dB (its maximum attenuation), and its second number being 0 dB
(maximum difference between the attenuations at different frequencies). The ER-15 would
then be “15;0”. This would immediately inform the clinician and the musicians that a person
can be exposed for 32 times as long as without hearing protection (15 dB = 32 times as long)
and that the hearing protector would be identical for all frequencies so that music would
still sound like music.
We could get even fancier and do the 15 dB = 32 times as long, calculation for everyone and
the ER-15 musicians’ earplug would then be labelled as 32;0.
Of course there would be individual differences and differences in how an individual
person may wear a non-custom version but if our goal is to use this proposed labeling to
get us into the ball park, in the same way we chose a hearing aid that can provide a certain
amount of gain and output, then this two number labeling scheme may be quite adequate.
Hearing protection may not be routinely assessed with real ear measurement equipment in
the factory (although there are approaches that do precisely this) but why should musicians
be lumped into the same pot as their industrial colleagues?
Realizing that musicians have differing requirements than industrial workers may be the
first step to ensuring that musicians can still play 30 years from now with minimal
deterioration of their hearing.

Musicians are not industrial
workers
Marshall Chasin June 4th 2013

In part 1 of this blog we discussed the NRR as a single-number rating system for hearing
protection that is required by the EPA for all non-custom hearing protection equipment. In
part 2 we talked about a failed attempt to establish a two-number rating system and a new
one was proposed. This proposition was based on the essential difference between
musicians and their industrial colleagues.
In the occupational noise field, workers are frequently provided with hearing protection on
the floor of their work environment, far from the auspices of an audiology clinic. In contrast,
musicians tend to follow a more professional route and often seek advice and hearing
protection from a hearing health care professional such as an audiologist.
Even though both industrial workers and musicians should be wearing hearing protection,
lumping them together as one population may be erroneous.
Music and noise have many similar spectral and temporal acoustic features, but really that
is where the similarities end. Rock musicians tend to have a gig on Friday night for 2 or 3
hours and then not pick up their instrument for a week or two until their next gig. They may
or may not practice in between. Classical musicians tend to play more regularly than their
Rock colleagues, as well as practice solo and in groups, and teach students.
In some sense, if we were forced to make a comparison, from an exposure perspective
classical musicians tend to have more exposure, and exposure that is more similar to that
of their industrial colleagues, than is the case with their Rock and Roll friends.
This variability found in the various musical genres and work environments is what
characterizes the amazing field of hearing loss prevention among musicians. Extending the
arguments of the last blog, let’s look at the question of whether musicians should be
treated the same as industrial workers.
When it comes to hearing protection, the only thing that is similar between factory workers
and musicians is that the devices they wear over or in their ears are both called hearing
protectors. Other than that, there really is no similarity.
In the last blog we discussed the possible labeling of the hearing protectors using a
paradigm that is more suited to musicians than to factory workers. Why should there be
identical labeling (i.e., the NRR) other than for administrative reasons? It is obviously easier
for the EPA to demand one type of labeling, but to group a musicians’ earplug in with a
polymeric foam earplug is simplistic, albeit expedient.

Expediency is not what our clients want from us. Musicians (and our hard of hearing
clientele) want and deserve personalized service and an optimal type of hearing protection,
along with a discussion of other hearing loss prevention strategies.
As a minimum requirement, I would suggest that the real ear attenuation of a hearing
protector be measured, taking into account the need for a more intense (70 dB SPL)
stimulus level during the testing. It would also be nice to have data on how this hearing
protector functions in a 2 cc coupler, or other well-defined simulator. This difference is
analogous to the RECD used with hearing aids.
In short, I would advocate for a clinical treatment of a musician that is identical to that of a
hard of hearing client. This can be easily accomplished clinically and have all of the
associated benefits that we and our clients obtain when being fit with amplification. I see
no difference between amplification and attenuation- there is merely a + or – sign in front
of the corresponding dB level.
Taking the musician out of the factory and placing them in our clinics, and treating them
with the same care as we provide to our hard of hearing clients, in my view, is the correct
way to go.

How hearing protection reduced
wrist strain in a viola player
Marshall Chasin June 14th 2016

Years ago I wrote an article called “My wrist sings the blues”. I think it may have been in the
now defunct journal Hearing Instruments which was the predecessor of Hearing Review .
This was a long time ago when the alphabet only had 24 letters and pi only had 7 decimal
places.
The idea behind the article is that non-hearing related injuries in musicians can occur as a
result of improper monitoring. Too much hearing protection can be as bad (or maybe even
worse) than too little hearing protection. An incorrect level of monitoring can result in wrist
or arm strain and result in long-term chronic injuries that may be career threatening.
I was reminded of this fact when I saw a musician this week for a re-evaluation. She is an
accomplished viola player and even though this wasn’t reported (or asked about) in the
initial consultation, she had been having left arm and wrist pain. (I won’t make that mistake
again). During the appointment we were in the process of making several adjustments and
she reported that she no longer had any problems with her left arm.
While I cannot take any direct credit for this (and no EMG studies were performed) she was
quite delighted and intuitively felt that she had a better sense of her viola playing and
thought that she wasn’t “pushing things” as much as she normally does. She is a retired
physician and plays about three times a week, so her music is very important to her.
I had a case like this many years ago where a drummer had read in the popular music
magazines of the day that he should be wearing hearing protection. Being an intelligent
soul who wanted to ensure that his musical career would last as long as possible, he
started wearing his father’s industrial strength hearing protection. Six months later he
noted significant wrist and arm pain.
By the time I had seen this musician, he could barely hold his drum sticks and his EMG
(muscular activity) was off the scale. You don’t have to be Mead Killion to figure this one
out! The industrial strength hearing protection was sufficient enough to cause him to lose
his monitoring ability of his high hat and rim shots; simply stated, this drummer was
overplaying because of the loss of monitoring.
NO HEARING

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH HEARING

ER25 MUSICIANS’

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

EARPLUGS

103 dB SPL

113 dB SPL

104 dB SPL

He was fitted with the proper form of hearing protection (namely the ER-25 musicians’
earplugs) which provided 10-15 LESS high frequency attenuation. With the improved (high
frequency) monitoring, his playing level was reduced and EMG activity returned to normal.
The table shows the measured sound pressure level (SPL) generated while the musician
was hitting a practice pad with an “average” playing level with no hearing protection and
then with the properly fit ER25 musicians’ earplugs showing no measureable difference. In
contrast, when he was wearing the industrial strength hearing protection (i.e., deeply
seated foam earplugs), the average playing level was about 10 dB greater.

Musicians' earplugs may be
useful for post-concussive
syndrome
Marshal Chasin February 10th 2015

Post-concussion syndrome is a group of symptoms that can occur for days, weeks, months,
or even up to a year or two after a head injury. It is considered to be a mild form of
traumatic brain injury and about 1 in 6 people experience this after a concussion. The
etiology and physiology is not well understood. There really is no direct treatment of postconcussion syndrome and a combination of cognitive therapy, and just “plain old time” are
two approaches.
People with this syndrome may report dizziness, decreased tolerance to (flickering) light, or
a decreased tolerance to sound (hyperacusis). Over the past several years I have been
referred more than 10 people with post-concussion syndrome whom have had complaints
of hyperacusis. While this is a relatively small sample, I have been able to follow these
patients closely, as would any of my colleagues who work with hyperacusis. Indeed some of
these patients have been receiving neurological based retraining therapies, such as tinnitus
retraining therapy for hyperacusis, with varying degrees of success.
When dealing with hyperacusis (especially post-concussion syndrome related hyperacusis)
a “balancing act” is required. Too much hearing protection or withdrawal from all sound
can be problematic, and too little protection can also be problematic.
Definite short term gain can be obtained by allowing these people to continue wearing
their maximum protection over the ear “cans”. Many come to my office wearing these large
hearing protection devices. With these in place, the patients can go into potentially noisy
situations with a reduced fear of being bothered by extraneous bangs or pops. But, this
short term gain may result in long term pain- their brain does not have a chance to rewire
itself and naturally re-acquire its homeostatic state. With this strategy, these people will
continue to need to wear these maximum hearing protectors for a long time, or more likely,
will gradually withdraw from many social situations.
Another strategy (which is just as silly) is to tell them to “grow up” and get back out thereloud noises are not the fiendish devil they make it out to be. Other than probably having
the patient stick their middle finger up at you, there is not really any research to support
this view.
The intermediate balance that I have been recommending with some success (emails and
phone calls from my patients telling me that this is great) is to use musicians’ earplugs.
Traditional hearing protection reduces the lower frequency region by 15-20 dB but the

higher frequency region by up to 35-40 dB. Subsequently, when communicating, the person
would hear speech as if they had a high frequency hearing loss- people’s speech would be
mumbled. In contrast, musicians’ earplugs (and there are now several forms of these from
different manufacturers, for example, from Etymotic Research , and Dynamic Ear
Companyare uniform attenuators that treat all relevant frequencies in the same way. Sound
is reduced by 15 or 20 dB but this is true regardless of whether the sound is low frequency,
mid frequency, or high frequency. The sound is the same, except slightly reduced in sound
level.
These musicians’ earplugs should be called “post-concussion earplugs”, but I think that
“musicians’ earplugs” probably sound sexier. With these earplugs, patients with postconcussive syndrome can go to social events where now the auditory “edge” has been
removed. These are still not perfect, but by only reducing the environmental sound level 15
or 20 dB, the brain still is given the opportunity to retrain itself and hopefully re-achieve a
homeostatic state.

Section VII.
Consumer Issues

An open letter to hard of
hearing musicians
Marshall Chasin April 19th 2016

This letter is based on my 35 years of working with hard of hearing musicians at the
Musicians’ Clinics of Canada. Over the past few years an assortment of new technologies for
hearing aids have become available that will allow hard of hearing audiophiles and
musicians to reprogram their hearing aids once they leave the audiologist’s office. While on
the surface this appears to be a good idea- one can fine tune the hearing aids in real life
situations with real life musical instruments- there can be some drawbacks.
Recently the tools that audiologists use to program hearing aids have been made available
for purchase by anyone. These include the fitting software for any number of hearing aid
manufacturers, the interface box between the computer and the hearing aid called HI-PRO,
and the necessary wires and cables that can connect the HI-PRO interface to the hearing
aids. These can be expensive, but given the cost of many hearing aids, these tools pale in
comparison on a cost basis to the hearing aid expenditure. Of course the cost is for much
more than the physical hearing aid. It consists of prescribing the correct amount of
(possibly level dependent) gain and limits of the frequency response, follow-up, and most
importantly the verification that the hearing aid actually does what it is supposed to do.
The short story is that I recommend that you leave the programming and verification in the
hands of the audiologist. While this last statement sounds paternalistic, let me give you the
longer story to explain why this is actually for your own protection.
There are many hearing aid parameters that need to be adjusted and verified by the
audiologist. To be fair, most of these parameters are rather benign and the worst case
scenario is for you to reset them to the initial settings. These may include the frequency
response, the various features of the compressors (including kneepoint thresholds, attack
and release time, and compression ratio). These parameters are probably well known to
musicians and audiophiles. Many use software for music composition and recording that
has all of these parameters such as Logic Pro. I would suspect that the experienced
musician probably knows as much about these parameters, especially for music, than many
audiologists.
The one parameter that can cause additional permanent hearing loss (also found in the
LogiPro and other music software) is the maximum sound that can be transduced through
hearing aids. Audiologists refer to this as the OSPL90, or maximum Output Sound Pressure
Level with 90 dB SPL input. If the OSPL90 is set too high, then permanent future hearing
loss can occur.
This is where the audiologist comes in, armed with Boyle’s Law.

Boyle’s Law is a 17th century discovery made at Imperial College in London, England. Boyle
found that in an enclosed volume the pressure was inversely related to the volume- the
smaller the volume, the higher the pressure, and this includes the sound pressure as well.
We learn this in high school chemistry classes as part of the ideal gas law. This is also why
balloons tend to explode when one sits on them- the volume is decreased to a point where
the pressure is so great that the balloon explodes.
The maximum output or OSPL90 that will be seen on the hearing aid fitting software is a
number measured in a 2 cc coupler. That number is fairly accurate if your ear canal with a
hearing aid in place has a volume of 2 cc but we rarely see that “average person”. People
with smaller volume ear canals such as children, have a much greater sound level
generated at their eardrums than what the OSPL90 number will indicate. This can easily be
as much as a 10-15 dB difference, depending on the frequency.
Of the many tests that an audiologist uses to verify hearing aid function, there is a device
called a probe tube microphone measurement. As the name implies this is a controlled
miniature microphone situated at the end of a long silicon tube that can measure precisely
what the hearing aid generates. Without verifying the sound levels in a person’s ear one
cannot be sure that the sound levels are too great.
In the near future, other technologies will be coming onto the market that again, will allow
the hard of hearing audiophile or musician to program their own hearing aids. If you are so
predisposed, go ahead and experiment with the frequency response, and compression
characteristics, but also make an appointment with your local audiologist to have them
ensure that the set-up does not generate sound levels that are too great.
Audiologists can verify that this is the case, and can even provide you with a frequency-byfrequency correction/calibration curve that translates the numbers on the computer
screen to actual sound levels that can be generated in your ear canals.

What hearing aid parameters
can we allow a musician to selfadjust?
Marshall Chasin 11th February 2014

I am frequently asked by my musician clients if they can have control over my software
programming tools when fitting and adjusting their hearing aid. At this point I usually look
over my glasses frame and, with my best paternalistic look, I say “no”. At this point they get
impatient with me until I explain in a calm and professorial voice, “You are too stupid to
understand what you will be doing.” And for some unexplained reason, they either storm
out of my office, or more often, hurl some really colorful words in my general direction.
But now after years of having this happen to me, I wonder, was I wrong? Perhaps musicians
(and indeed the hard-of-hearing public in general) do know about some things that I don’t.
Perhaps they can do as good a job as I can in adjusting their hearing aids. This has
implications, not only for musicians, but for anyone who has access to Internet-based
software tools and can find a way to program their hearing aids (or Smart phones).
We are already in an era where Internet-based software can enable people to adjust their
personal amplifiers, or even Personal Sound Amplification Products (PSAPs), using some
mode of coupling, possibly via their Smart Phone with Blue Tooth-enabled PSAPs.
Short of abrogating all of my responsibilities as an audiologist, what are some electroacoustic parameters that I wouldn’t mind giving up control over–perhaps something
patients could experiment with at home and while playing music… but that would not allow
the aided musician to experience any “harm”.
The one parameter I would not give up control over is the maximum output of the hearing
aids (OSPL90). This parameter has to be fit according to an individual’s frequency-specific
tolerance levels and this is something that only a hearing health care professional can fit.
As far as the other parameters are concerned- compression characteristics, frequency
response, and gain settings, I am a bit more casual about them. After all, the worst case
scenario is that the hard-of-hearing musician comes back to my office with his tail between
his legs.
Setting gain is really no different from setting the volume control on a radio. Setting the
compression characteristics- albeit more complex than gain- is also something that hardof-hearing musicians can “play” with in various listening environments. If they did, indeed,
have control over the amount of gain for soft, medium, and loud sounds, they could
experiment for hours- something that a typical clinician would not have time for. We could
make it really easy by just giving them control over the compression ratio, which given the

gain, and pre-selected output, they could play with in various frequency bands. And we
could suggest some “guiding principles for music,” such as never let the compression ratio
exceed 3.0; use similar attack and release settings for both speech and music; set the gain
and the maximum output for the music program about 5-6 dB lower than that chosen for
the speech-in-quiet program.
Frequency response is even simpler and virtually every single musician, or audiophile, I
have ever seen has played extensively with the settings on their home MIDI system. The
reason it’s a simple setting is that there is no inherent reason for the frequency response
of a “music program” to be set any differently from that for any of the various speech
programs. The frequency response has more to do with the audiometric features than with
the nature of the input to the hearing aids.
I would even offer to give them a quick summary based on the work of Doctors Todd
Ricketts and Brian Moore: for milder losses, and losses with gradually sloping audiometric
configurations, set the frequency response settings as wide as possible (i.e., more is better).
For more severe losses (> 60 dB HL) or if the audiometric configuration is steeply sloping,
then a frequency response that has limited high end would be better (i.e., less is better).
This has nothing to do with the nature of the speech or music entering the hearing aid.
If, indeed, a complete audiometric assessment was performed, the resulting frequency
response for a speech program could be set, and then the musician would be free to play
with the frequency response for the music program. I would be willing to wager that the
ultimate frequency response (given the limitations of modern hearing aids) for the music
program would be similar to that of the yet-to-be-programmed music setting.
So, to allow a musician to set up their own music program, really all an audiologist need do
is:
1. Educate the musician in some general audiological principles
2. Pre-set the OSPL90
3. And maybe set the parameters for the speech-in-quiet program.
I know that some of you out there find this heretical and my gut tells me that this is also
the case for me, but I think that a discussion of these issues is worthwhile before too many
more clients walk into our offices demanding more control over some aspect of their
hearing aid fittings.

A musicians' wish list
Marshall Chasin 19th November 2013

Audiologists are understandably concerned with things that they can do something about.
Typically this means adjusting the programming software to the extent that they can in
order to optimize a signal for speech and for music. In some cases this is all that can be
offered to a particular client. This isn’t a criticism, but just a description of the current
clinical reality. There is only so much an audiologist can do, given the limitations of any
particular hearing aid and the limitations of a damaged auditory system.
Audiologists are working hard to keep the lines open between the hearing aid
manufacturers (and their researchers and engineers) and their clients. Go to any large
audiology conference and you will typically see packed audiences for talks on hearing aids
and future hearing aid technologies.
In previous blogs I have discussed some limitations with hearing aids for music and noted
that these are typically hardware related and not things that ‘simple’ software adjustments
can remedy. If a particular hearing aid cannot handle high level inputs typical of many
forms of music, then no amount of software programming adjustment will improve things.
Since there are now some technologies available in hearing aids to handle the higher level
inputs of music, the ‘best’ hearing aid for music is one that has certain ergonomic or
music-specific features.
Several weeks ago, I posed a question to the Association of Adult Musicians with Hearing
Lossthe following question- what things would the musician readers of this listserv put on
their hearing aid wish list? The AAMHL is a wonderful group of volunteers made up of hard
of hearing and deafened musicians (many who wear hearing aids and/or cochlear
implants), audiologists, and other researchers and clinicians who are interested in the
various strategies to improve the listening and the playing of music. They even came out
with a book last year entitled Making Music with a Hearing Loss (edited by Cherisse W.
Miller, ISBN # 978-1-45658-638-6) with an entire chapter entitled “Personal Stories and
Strategies”. These strategies are descriptions of techniques that have resolved difficulties
in any number of musical environments. The book can be obtained through the AAMHL
website.
But back to the question at hand: What things would the musicians like to see in hearing
aids? Specifically, if we can resolve some of the ‘front end’ problems and ensure that the
hearing aid does not distort with high level musical inputs, what other things should be
available to the hearing aid user for music?
The response was great and some of the comments could easily be implemented today in
the hearing aid industry. Following are four of the comments (in bold) with some of my
responses below in italics:

Let’s make the upper limit 130 dB or so, so all percussive sounds get processed without
any distortion.

Modern hearing aid microphones can only handle about 115 dB SPL before distortion. This
has been the case since about 1988. Drums can transmit levels on the order of 130 dB, but
that would be 130 dB ‘peak’ with much of its energy being of a lower level (less than 115 dB
SPL) and its spectral energy being at, and above, the top octave of the of the piano
keyboard (typically above 2000 Hz). There would indeed be some distortion with even the
best hearing aid microphone, but I wonder if the distortion would be audible to someone
with a high frequency hearing loss in the 2000-4000 Hz region. Only the percussionist
would be subject to the 130 dB peak sound level, and it seems that at that level, no
amplification would be required in any event. Removing the hearing aids and wearing
appropriate hearing protection (e.g. ER-25 from www.etymotic.com) would be better. I would
suspect that the sound of the drum cymbals and rim shots would be clearer sounding with
hearing protection than with amplification.
It should be capable of full-range reproduction, at least from 40 Hz to 16 kHz.

I agree that the bandwidth should be as wide as possible, and I would make this same
suggestion for speech as well- at least for the upper end of the spectrum. If a hearing aid is
capable of transducing sound energy up to 16 kHz, and the gain is sufficient for a hard of
hearing person, then there is no reason to have this only for music. Speech has some
sibilant consonants that have their energy in this rarefied region. In contrast, there is no
speech energy below the fundamental frequency- typically 100 Hz for the lowest of men’s
voices, so there is no reason to amplify the region below 100 Hz (or even 200 Hz in most
situations).
Music does have many fundamental notes below 100 Hz, but I am not sure that we need any
amplification here. In speech, and I suspect in music, it is the difference between the
successive harmonics that define pitch and not the value of the harmonic itself. For
example, a man who has a fundamental frequency of 125 Hz (such as myself) has a pitch of
125 Hz because the next harmonic is at 250 Hz (and then 375 Hz 500 Hz, 625 Hz,…). It is the
difference between 125 Hz and 250 Hz (also 125 Hz) that defines the pitch, and although the
difference is 125 Hz, this “difference” can be seen as easily between 500 Hz and 625 Hz,
which is well within the amplified region. For those who want more information on this
phenomenon, type “The Missing Fundamental” into any search engine or look in any
introductory textbook on psychoacoustics. Also, in many hearing aid fittings, the very low
(long wavelength) frequencies enter the ear directly bypassing the hearing aid either
through a vent in the hearing aid or through the earmold itself. Therefore, I am skeptical
about whether a hearing aid that indeed transduces sound down to 40 Hz would be better
than one with a more “conventional” frequency response.
Real-time user programmability in real-world situations from a smartphone.

I strongly agree with this request by our musician clients, but I do have one caveat. For
anyone who has played around with equalization (or EQ, as our audio colleagues may call
it), it doesn’t take much fiddling around to completely screw up the sound. Too much
freedom in the programmability realm may be a problem. I would suspect that if the
musician were given control over some compression parameters and not frequency
response, then everyone would be happier.

A QUICK push button control that can enable hearing aids for listening to conductor
comments vs. music.

This is something that most of my own musician clients have asked for. An “override”
button that using one setting, they can listen to the conductor, while at another setting it
can be optimized for their music. This can be an actual mechanical button or it can be
implemented by a wireless (Bluetooth?) technique. This is something that modern hearing
aids do offer, but sometimes offer it “too much”. A hearing aid set up for two programs (and
not four or five) would allow the musician to toggle between program 1 (conductor) and
program 2 (music) without having to cycle through the TV, speech-in-noise, and telephone
programs first. Perhaps, sometimes less is more.

An open letter to DJs
Marshall Chasin 3rd December 2013

Hey, stupid DJs, listen up!
Actually that’s a really stupid way to begin an open letter to DJs, or for that matter to
anyone else. And I apologize for that, especially if you are bigger than me. But it did get
your attention.
DJs are amazing people who have a memory that is probably unlike that of the vast majority
of us other mere humans. There is no easy way to catalog music- we can try listing music by
artist, by genre, and even by the degree of “tear jerkingness” (remember Red Sovine’s song
Teddy Bear from the 1970s?). But if someone comes up and says, “Please, oh great and
wonderful DJ, play that song that was popular in the 1980s, and was about someone’s best
friend eating a turkey sandwich.….”, a DJ can probably pull it out of his (or her) musical hat.
Having sung the praises of DJs, let’s turn to why they are stupid.
DJs only use their earphones on one ear. (See picture of DJ SASS who by the way is an
incredible DJ). She’s not stupid- just displaying some “unenlightened auditory behavior”.

So, let’s start the enlightening…
There are three advantages of wearing earphones on both ears (other than looking real
groovy):
1. the headphones provide some sound attenuation from the music
2. when sounds are heard in both ears, they add up constructively increasing the loudness
(such that the overall monitoring volume level can be lower)
3. there is less masking from the environment (which again means that the overall
monitoring volume level can be lower).
Let’s talk about each of these three phenomena in turn:

1. The headphones provide some sound attenuation from the music. Headphones are not
just for the monitoring of the music. They can function as hearing protection. If you
don’t believe me, walk around with your headphones on but not plugged into anythingthey block out some of the environmental sound.
2. When sounds are heard in both ears, they add up constructively increasing the
loudness. This means that the overall volume level of the monitoring can be less. Again,
if you don’t believe me, walk around while plugging one ear. The speech that you do
hear will be quieter and less clear. That is why hearing aids are recommended for both
ears for people who need them. The sound is louder, but this loudness occurs in the
brain and is after the inner ear. The inner ear is where any music-related damage can
occur, so it’s nice to have your brain do the adding up of the sound level rather than
your ears.
3. There is less masking from the environment. When we are in our Porsche car, we have
the radio adjusted at a comfortable listening level when at a red light. But the moment
we take off and get onto the highway (especially if your Porsche is a convertible), the
environmental noise and wind covers up, or masks, the radio. We need to turn up the
volume on the radio to maintain a comfortable listening level. It may be ‘comfortably
loud’ but in order to have this comfortable volume, it now needs to be much more
intense- the volume needs to be turned way up. It is the intensity of the music that is
potentially damaging and not how “loud” we may feel that it is. Having an earphone on
only one ear means that the environmental noise enters the unprotected ear, causing
you (the DJ) to turn up the volume to a potentially damaging level.
It may look cool to wear one earphone while performing, but it’s better for your hearing if
you wear the earphones covering both ears. Incidentally, these are the same reasons why
it’s better not to share an earphone of your MP3 player with your friend- wear both and it
will be safer.
So, DJs can become smarter by wearing earphones on both ears.

Musicians are not good listeners
Marshall Chasin 24th November 2015

Hearing loss prevention is just that – hearing loss prevention.
What can be done today to ensure that 30 years from now you will still be able to hear, at
least relatively well? We can tell a musician that they should turn down the volume, but
they won’t listen to us – they are just not good listeners. Actually, it’s not just musicians;
nobody likes to be talked at. Musicians are very good listeners but perhaps the things we
want to tell a performing artist are not as well packaged. If you tell a musician (or a 14 year
old kid) to turn down the music, a certain unnamed middle-of-the-hand finger will pop up,
and quite frankly, I don’t blame them.
I just returned from a regional conference of the Performing Arts Medicine Association
(PAMA)at the Cleveland Clinic in Cleveland, Ohio. (There are Cleveland Clinics in cities other
than Cleveland, so I wasn’t being redundant in saying “in Cleveland”.) PAMA is an
organization that typically has its annual meetings in Aspen, Colorado every July, but over
the last several years has also had regional meetings in Cuba, Toronto, Cleveland, and
some southern USA locations. In 2016, for the first time away from Aspen, the main annual
conference will be in New York City (July 5-8, 2016) in conjunction with the Weill-Cornell
Medical Center.
The focus of PAMA is injury prevention. This can be related to reducing hip strain due to
unnatural turn-out for dancers, minimizing shoulder fatigue for violinists, or hearing loss
prevention for all of those in the performing arts. In some sense, the issue of hearing loss
isn’t just a sideline or something that will happen when a musician retires, but an
overarching issue for all of those in the performing arts. Whether one is sitting in an
orchestral pit with a 4-stringed noise generator by their left ear or a dance teacher who is
spending 25 hours a day in the very loud dance studio, the issue of hearing loss is
ubiquitous, but also invisible. Life for a hearing health care educator would be so much
easier if blood gushed from the ears every time that the sound level was too high!
The most recent meeting of PAMA in Cleveland was well attended and had amazing
content. Interestingly very few audiologists were in attendance other than a handful of
audiology students. The audience was comprised of musicians, music educators,
chiropractors, occupational and physiotherapists, and physicians of every stripe.
Neurologists sat next to orthopedic surgeons, and otolaryngologists sat next to
epidemiologists. Like many excellent conferences, one tends to learn almost as much from
the person one sits next to, rather than just from the slate of speakers. I would like to hope
that future PAMA meetings would attract more audiologists to their conferences.
Elements of my talk have changed dramatically over the last 30 years. This is also true of
the talks given by my audiology colleagues at hearing loss prevention meetings around the
world. In the 1980s I would try to talk about hearing loss and how evil noise and music was.

Now, I have flipped my perspective and it’s more a matter of risk management – there is
nothing wrong with going to a rock concert on Friday night, just don’t mow your lawn on
Saturday. If your favorite song comes on, turn up the volume and enjoy it, then turn down
the volume to a more reasonable level after. Enjoy your MP3 player; just keep the volume
below 8/10 and restrict your listening to 90 minutes a day or less. Moderation and common
sense.
Delusion, smoke and mirrors, have also entered into my educational sessions. Every
musician knows that rock and roll needs to be loud – but it doesn’t have to be intense. After
all, the physical measure of intensity (or, more correctly, sound level) is what contributes to
hearing loss, and not whether a musician considers something to be subjectively “loud”.
Much time is spent trying to tease out these two different, but related, concepts. One
strategy is to turn up the bass of the sound (or alternatively provide some subwoofer range
amplification) – this deludes the musician into thinking that something is loud (but is
actually at a lower sound pressure level). If you tell a musician something that they will not
ever do, it won’t be done (see picture of young musician below). But if we can use delusion
and smoke and mirrors (and some education as well) to fool the musician into thinking that
they are playing at a desired level but it’s actually at a lower sound level than what they
think, then we have done a good day’s work.
And there are other things that can be done to assist in minimizing the potential for future
hearing loss; stress reduction, use of anti-oxidants, intermittent exposure, hearing
protection – the list goes on. These are things that the field of audiology is beginning to
learn from the people sitting next to us at PAMA conferences. How stress affects long-term
hearing loss has more to do with biochemistry and physiology than mere acoustics.
Learning from our colleagues in other fields can bring great benefits to our attempts at
hearing loss prevention.

Enjoying music the hard of
hearing way
Gael Hannan 23rd August 2011

“What sound would you miss most if you couldn’t hear it anymore?” I ask this to elementary
students receiving Sound Sense, a presentation on hearing loss prevention.
“Music!” they yell. They are smart kids, because people with acquired hearing loss often
mourn for the ability to enjoy music as they once did.
Music is in my blood, and it’s a source of both joy and grief. When all the hearing-music
gods are aligned, I can listen with pleasure. But when hearing barriers kick in, it can be
emotionally painful.
I’m a descendant of song-and-dance men and hymn-singing preachers, but I can’t carry a
tune. My mother said I had the unique ability to sing a four-line song in four different keys.
I attributed this to my hearing loss, until I met hard of hearing people with perfect pitch.
(Damn them!) But I sing anyway, and guess what? I sound great to me!
Singing is one thing, listening is another. Making out the lyrics is often impossible, because
I can’t understand words if I can’t see them. Background instruments turn lyrics into soup,
so through the years I have unconsciously developed my own lyrics for favourite songs,
most of which are nonsense and bear no resemblance to the song title.
I discovered the power of print translation, one glorious day when I was 10. Inside a boxed
set of Gilbert & Sullivan’s “The Pirates of Penzance”, I found the complete libretto along
with the recordings. What a treasure! For the first time in my life, I could understand the
music, following along with my very own script, drinking in every note and word.
Although it would be years before I saw printed lyrics again, I soon found another way to
‘get the words’ – through the lips of my sister Louise. We would lie on the floor by the
radio, face to face, and I would make her sing along with the songs. Once I saw the words
on her lips, they made complete sense from then on. This process wasn’t as meaningful for
my sister, however, and I sometimes had to lie on her to make her sing. Or I’d play the
poor-hard-of-hearing-kid card, and put up such a fuss that my mom would yell, “Louise,
sing to your sister this minute!”
Orchestral music has always been a joy, even when my hearing can’t differentiate the
instruments; I need a strong melody line. If the violins or flutes carry the melody too high,
the music seems to just disappear until the notes “come back down”. When I go to the
symphony, I find myself watching the musicians’ physical movements to see who is
producing which sounds – it’s somewhat like reading lips.

Hearing aids and assistive technology have given me new access to music, although
discerning the lyrics and different instruments is still difficult. I can take walks listening to
my MP3 player via a neckloop (avoiding hydro lines which cause buzzing ), and listening to
music in the car has always been easier because of its surround-sound effect.
With better hearing, I have new breath-stopping moments of music. My young son was
playing classical guitar and I sat close by, watching him. I heard every note. The beauty
ripped through me in waves and I was grateful, once again, for the power of music. And,
once again, I grieved briefly for all the beautiful music that is just beyond the reach of my
hearing.
Marshall Chasin is the go-to-guy for music and hearing loss on this site. Read his blogs and
hear the music again.

Unheard melodies can still be
sweet
Gael Hannan 3rd February 2014

Editor’s Note: This week, I am delighted to welcome as guest blogger Katherine Bouton is
the author of “Shouting Won’t Help: Why I — and 50 Million Other Americans — Can’t Hear
You,” which has just been reissued in paperback with a new introduction. She speaks and
writes as an advocate for those with hearing loss, and she is a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Hearing Loss Association of America. Katherine writes a a regular blog for
Psychology Today called What I Hear.
It’s no secret that hearing aids and cochlear implants are not good for listening to music.
For professional musicians, and for professional music lovers like producers and music
critics, the distortion can make it almost impossible to enjoy music. People with hearing
loss will find it easiest to perceive rhythm. Pitch is much more elusive and some implant
users can’t identify even an octave change. Timbre, the quality of the sound – the
information that allows you to distinguish between a clarinet and oboe – is the hardest of
all for cochlear implant users.
I interviewed many musicians when I was researching “Shouting Won’t Help,” my book
about adult-onset hearing loss. Perhaps the most heartbreaking was Isaiah Jackson, an
American-born conductor who now teaches conducting at the Berklee College of Music in
Boston. After an initial high-frequency loss – noise-induced damage from the flutes and
piccolos – he went on conducting, using visual clues as aids. “If the concertmaster is at the
tip of the bow,” he said, “then all the strings need to be at the tip.” But a further hearing
loss exacerbated the problem with pitch. “Everything above Middle C shifted up. It sounded
terrible.” In 2006 he decided that the distortion of the sound was so painful that there was
no point in going on. “Enough,” he said. “I need to do something else.”
Another musician experienced the same pitch problem. Ben Luxon is a British baritone. He
described singing Papageno with the English National Orchestra. “The soprano, when I was
singing the duet with her, that beautiful duet in Act 1, once she got above an F or a C, her
voice split like a cat yowling.”
I was a music lover before I lost my hearing. I think the inability to hear a great piece of
music is probably the most damning effect of my hearing loss. I can live without being able
to hear in noise or to hear a whisper or to participate in my own dinner table conversation.
But sometimes I don’t think I can live without music.
I got my cochlear implant four years ago. At first I threw up my hands in despair and simply
gave up music. But gradually I went to work on it. And gradually I’ve learned to listen to
music in a new way.

My favorite form of music was opera. Opera is almost always subtitled and oddly – since
this is such a complex and refined form of music – opera was the music I first came back
to. Opera is also multidimensional – in addition to music there are lyrics, there’s acting,
there’s scenery and costumes. I still can’t listen to a recording of opera. Without all those
other clues, it’s just noise. But I can enjoy a live performance, and I love the Metropolitan
Opera’s Live in HD performances. (So does Ben Luxon.) The sound may be nothing like the
sound in the opera house, but that doesn’t matter to me because I can’t hear it anyway. But
with close-ups and captions and the ability to study a great singer’s face, the music itself
becomes more comprehensible.
For those same reasons, an orchestral concert is not rewarding, and I never go to them. No
visual cues. Kevin Liebe wrote an essay last week on spiritual deprivation as a victim of
hearing loss. He was discussing mostly the difficult acoustics in many places of worship
and the inability to hear the prayers and sermons. But for me, the spiritual aspect most
affected by hearing loss is church music. I can hear it in my head. But there’s no way I can
hear it with my ears.
It was Geoff Plant at the Hearing Rehabilitation Foundation in Somerville, Mass., who first
clued me into the importance of captions. He went on his computer and played Johnny
Cash singing “I Walk the Line.” I had no idea what I was listening to. But then Plant played
the same video with captions and I could not only hear every word, but I could also get a
sense of the music itself. Plant tells his auditory rehab patients to listen to music this way
and they will gradually get better and better at hearing music.
One of my favorite TV shows in the past few years is HBO’s “Treme,” about New Orleans
after Katrina. I watch it with captions. This means I can follow the New Orleans accents and
the overlapping dialogue. But much more important it means that the music comes alive
for me. New Orleans is and always has been all about music, and so is “Treme.” I’ve gotten
some of my greatest pleasure from music in the past few years watching it on TV with
captions. Again, the sound isn’t great. But I can’t hear it anyway.
And then there’s the car. I live in Manhattan and have a house in Western Massachusetts.
It’s a three-hour drive and I do it almost every week, usually alone now that my kids are
grown up. For years the length of the drive evaporated into the pleasure of listening to
three hours of Don Carlo, or Mahler’s 4th symphony, or catching the Tanglewood concert
on Friday nights as I drove. Sometimes I would stay in the car even after I got there to hear
the end of a piece.
After my hearing dropped in 2009 to profound in one ear and severe in the other, I gave up
music in the car. It didn’t mean anything to me. But then I discovered Pandora. And
because of Pandora I discovered new kinds of music that I could hear. I can hear blues and
gospel, I can hear anything with a strong beat or a single powerful voice (Mahalia Jackson), I
can hear R & B. I can distinguish the Rolling Stones from Bruce Springsteen by the way the
drummer plays. I can’t hear the music. But I can hear a form of music. And Pandora tells me
what I’m listening to on the screen where the radio is. It tells me the name of the song
(which often helps figuring out the lyrics), the performer, the album, and the length.
Pandora’s great feature is that you can do a thumbs down if you don’t like the music and
its algorithms eventually figure out what you like and don’t like. I can’t do that while I’m
driving, but I’ve still discovered music I’d never listened to before as one song led to

another. You can skip a song – maybe that’s the equivalent of a thumbs down.
I haven’t had the opportunity to hear a concert in a looped environment, but that’s
something I really look forward to. Will I be able to hear orchestral music again? Will I be
able to hear pitch and timbre? Will I be able to experience once again the soaring spiritual
emotion that a great piece of music can invoke? I hope so.
One last thing I miss is singing. A friend just joined a chorus and she wrote me about the
first evening.

It was so much fun. We started with an old round in shape-note singing: Welcome Welcome
Every guest/welcome to our music feast. Then we sang “I Am a Poor Wayfaring Stranger,” a
medieval Icelandic hymn (in Icelandic, which made it doubly challenging), a weird
mysterious piece by Arvo Part called “Solfeggio” that just seemed to hang there beautifully
in the air., and “I’ll Fly Away.” A great mix.
Not for me, I’m afraid. But I do sometimes sing in the car, to the amusement of my dog.
He’s okay with Christmas carols or old Peter, Paul and Mary songs. But when I try “Dona
Nobis Pacem,” “Jerusalem,” or “O Holy Night” he just looks puzzled. Possibly even pained.

Could somebody turn my music
back on?
Gael Hannan 27th May 2013

As a hearing aid user, I want to enjoy music the way other people do – clearly and on
demand. Whom should I ask about this – my audiologist, a hearing aid manufacturer, or the
government who helps me pay for hearing aids? All three, maybe?
As my hearing loss progressed through the years, so did my music loss. and I would like to
have it back, please. I know the technology is out there because I’m always reading
tantalizing news bytes about breakthroughs in this area. But how do I, the consumer at the
end of the supply chain, access all these new advancements? The information on research
and new technology is usually written at a high level, outside my comprehension. How
about something phrased more simply, from a reputable source such as: “Want hearing
aids to let you hear the music again? There’s an app for that! To get your magic-music-

making hearing aids, visit your local hearing care professional and say ‘I want the music
back!’”
Like most people, I love music. Plato said, “Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the
mind, flight to the imagination and life to everything.” And once you have flown on the
music, losing the ability to enjoy it can be a deep source of grief. When I can really hear it,
music still sends shivers up my spine. But I frequently have difficulty getting a tune, or
hanging on to the violins or flutes that soar off my audiogram. I feel deprived, cheated.
My family was very musical – I am the descendant of song-and-dance men on one side and
church-singing preachers and teachers on the other. There was always music in our house.
My father bought the best stereo ‘hi-fi’ he could afford because he wanted me to enjoy
music in spite of my hearing difficulties. I would spend hours lying on the floor with my ear
pressed to the cloth-fronted stereo, listening to records. On family road trips, in a time
before everybody was glued to their own smartphone, we sang and harmonized. Our
collective taste in music wasn’t terribly cerebral, but we loved a good tune.
I’ve always known I don’t experience music the way ‘hearing’ people do. At a performance
of Handel’s Messiah when I was in my teens, someone said, “Wow, that harpsichord is
amazing!” I saw the beautiful harpsichord on the stage, but could not pick out its unique
sound. And I have never heard the sound produced by musicians hitting that triangle thing;
with all due respect, professional triangle players just look kinda-stupid up there with the
rest of the musicians (maybe that’s why they’re at the back.)
Things got worse when, at age 41, I graduated from a single behind-the-ear to bilateral
completely-in-the-canal hearing aids. At a dance, the cacophonous sound of the band
almost flattened me. I thought maybe I was still in an extended period of brain adjustment,
but even now music produced by more than one instrument at a time often becomes noisy

music soup. It’s difficult to pick out the different bits – like the keyboard, or the bass guitar,
or really any specific instrument. Even the singer’s voice is swallowed up by the
instruments, taking lyrics completely out of my reach. Ambient music at a party is often
wasted on me. If someone asks if the background music is too loud, I usually answer, “Oh,
is it on?” If music were played at the level that I need to enjoy it – somewhere well above
ambiance-level but below blowing out the windows – the party would be very different and
I still might not ‘get’ the words if I didn’t already know them.
But things have come a long way for music lovers with hearing loss. I now have digital inthe-ear hearing aids with T-switches (that I had to ask for) and things are better. I think.
But for the best sound, I have to bring music right into my ears. With my Bose over-the earheadphones positioned just-so , there is no hearing aid feedback. On walks, I use a
neckloop-iPod combo, avoiding overhead telephone wires, which make my head vibrate
with static. Last year at a hearing loss conference concert, I sat next to a friend, a recent CI
recipient, and watched her face as she heard and enjoyed live music for the first time since
becoming deaf years ago. And at Christmas time, the look on the face of another friend
(who hadn’t known she could connect her CI directly to her iPod), as Silent Night came into
her ears, was enough to revive your belief in Santa Claus.
But I know that there is more live music-pleasure available to me and I”m asking: how can I
get it back now? There are good music programs available for hearing aids, but do I have to
buy a new set? If so, that would be a shame, because buying new hearing aids is an
expensive step for those salivating to hear what innovation is offering. If I didn’t have to
wait two years to qualify for the government hearing aid subsidy, I would buy another set
faster than you can say name that tune.

Hearing the perfect concert for
hard of hearing people
Gael Hannan 30th October 2012

The house lights finally dimmed and the stage lights came up. The audience stopped
talking and fidgeting, and our eyes burned holes on the stage, willing Alfie Boe to come out
and start singing. (If you haven’t heard of him, I’m happy to wait while you take a moment
to look him up.)
I don’t normally ‘do’ concerts; my ears and brain find it painfully difficult to sort through
the voices, instruments and background noise and make meaning of the music. But I was
willing to risk this for Alfie Boe. So last night, there were we were, making our way from
parking lot to the theatre, pushing horizontally through the razor-sharp rain and wind of
Hurricane Sandy. Inside, we dripped along with several hundred other sopping fans, waiting
for the theatre doors to open for the British ‘Les Miz’ star’s last concert stop of his firstever North American tour.
I was apprehensive, hoping that this time the acoustical gods would favor me with a
concert I could enjoy. I asked a staff person about the availability of an assistive listening
device.
Guy: “Excuse me – a what ?”
Me: “A device, that I would wear, to help me hear.”
Guy: “No, we don’t. It’s a small venue and you’re in the fourth row, really close to the stage.
You won’t need one.”
I could have responded: “Ya think? You clearly don’t understand hearing loss. Mr. Boe has a
mustache AND a North Country accent that I won’t understand. (Sung lyrics don’t seem to
have an accent – why is that?) And, like many singers, he sometimes keeps his lips so close
to the mike that he might as well eat it!”
But instead of my normal lecture, I settled for a hairy eyeball which he didn’t hang around
to see. (Note to self: write complaint letter to the venue and ask them to offer assistive
devices for future patrons with hearing loss.) Entering the theatre, we found an almost-bare
concert stage, just a few instruments and microphones awaiting their musicians. This was
good news – no blasting pyrotechnics. Even better – we were very close to the stage.
But Alfie’s spoken accent did pose a problem for me. Let me rephrase that – when Alfie
talked,I couldn’t understand a word. The rest of the audience were clearly hearing people
who had no problem understanding Alfie and his apparently great sense of humor. Sigh. I
had to resort to one of my classic, but least favorite, communication strategies. Every time

the audience laughed at something, I tapped my friend’s arm – “Whad-he-say? Whad-hesay!?”After 40 years of Best Friends 4Ever, she knew resistance was futile and graciously
repeated for me, although it pulled her away from the action.
But oh, the music! I heard it, I got it! The music made up for the words I couldn’t
understand. The acoustics were fabulous – not too loud – and the musical arrangements,
musicians and Boe’s amazing voice and energy transported me into a bluesy-jazzy-rockyrolly-classical, amazing evening of music. Oh, what a night!
Years ago, I paid $400 to hear Streisand’s Final-Forever-Farewell Tour (I must have
misunderstood something, because she’s touring again now). She performed in the Air
Canada Centre where the acoustics were designed for hockey fights and basketball slamdunks, not singers. To make things worse, the temporary metal stairs in the aisles shook
and roared with the footsteps of 30,000 people in search of food and the loo. But because
the venue was so large and the audience could barely see Barbra on stage, we also got to
watch her on at least two jumbo-screens that made lip-reading easy. She likes to eat the
mike, too.
Concert magic happened at the HLAA convention in Nashville a couple of years ago when
400 of us went to the Grand Ol’ Opry. That night, for the first time in its history, the Opry
provided captioning for the show. I don’t normally care for country music, but that concert,
performed in an acoustically perfect venue, took our breath away. As people seldom able
to access the full majestic force of live musical performance, we were ecstatic and humbled
by its beauty. HLAA people. those who were there that night, still talk about it.
People with hearing loss often grieve for the music that we’ve lost to our disability. We
want our music back, and we want to enjoy concerts. Here are some Tips for Best Possible
Concert Enjoyment:
Seeing the whites of performers’ eyes means you can read their lips and emotions, too.
In small venues, sit as close as possible to the stage (but out of harm’s way of jumbospeakers.) In large venues, use binoculars or watch the large screens, or both.
Ask about assistive listening devices that bring the music and spoken word into your
ears.
If the music is too loud, ask yourself why am I here? If you still want to stay, replace
your hearing aids with earplugs. If the concert is that loud, you may still hear it, and
earplugs will protect what you’ve got left.
At concerts, we’re often already familiar with the music, making it easier to understand
the lyrics. However, if the performer is new to you, try listening to the songs and/or
reading the lyrics before the concert.
Captioned concerts are more accessible and take nothing away from the music.
Advocate for captioning at a concert that you want to enjoy.
Choose concerts at smaller venues that have a reputation for superb acoustics.
When all else fails, hold a private concert for yourself – put on headphones, turn on the
music and enjoy.

Rock and Roll hu-chi-coo
Robert Traynor 22nd March 2016

Noise has long been a known source of hearing impairment. Music, while loud, was
traditionally not considered that much of a risk but when our favorite rockers began to
experience hearing loss the very same music that we all enjoy became a professional
hazard plaguing musicians. Not only the music, but the crowds, blowing up drum sets,
fireworks, and other bizarre activities designed to gain attention added to the exposure.
In defense of the musicians, however, the crude on-stage monitoring units used for
decades significantly contributed to the problem. These old systems consisted of a
monitoring speaker directed back at the musicians, allowing them to hear their own music
so as to monitor their contribution to the song. These monitoring speakers, called
“wedgies” needed to be loud enough to allow the musician to hear themselves over the
other musicians on stage and, thus, the intensity could be substantial. The custom
monitoring units popular now were not available to the 1960-70s rockers and even many of
the 1980s rockers.
Sine (2006) quoted Gail Whitelaw, PhD, then President of the American Academy of
Audiology, “they [the rockers] likely are suffering from mild to severe hearing loss, the kind
of hearing loss that makes it hard to hear companions in a crowded bar.” When questioned
about the similarity of a musicians noise exposure to industrial noise exposure; audiologist
Dr. Michael Santucci (2010) states, “it’s similar, but there are important differences. This is a

side of audiology that we’re not taught in school. Unlike
industrial hearing conservation, hearing loss prevention for
music is not regulated. Some people refer to it as recreational,
but we call it non-regulated. You’re not going to convince Mick
Jagger or Yo-Yo Ma that what they do is recreation. Danica
Patrick is not driving for recreation, either. This is professional,
it’s occupational, and it’s unregulated.
Santucci, founder of Sensaphonics in 1985 and a long time music audiology specialist from

Chicago, has worked with virtually all of the famous bands of
the past three decades. He says that “its not just the volume of
the sound, its the exposure time that creates ear fatigue and
can lead to long term hearing loss. Loud music can be a real
rush, and there’s nothing wrong with that. My goal is to teach
people to enjoy loudsounds without damaging their hearing.”
Obviously the performances can take their toll on performers,
but the long time practice sessions often increase the exposure
times, creating an even greater problem. Other situations such
as attempts to out-do others in an anything-goes culture, such
as the time Keith Moon blew up his drum kit and other band
members in The Who destroyed their instruments….(Click on the
picture for video). Pete Townsend credits the beginning the
destruction of his hearing to Keith Moon’s famous exploding drum set during the Who’s
1967 appearance on The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour.

What is an In-The-Ear Monitor
These days, rockers and other musicians use in-the-ear monitors or IEMs that wirelessly
hook up to their equipmentand provide direct individual feedback to the performer. These
monitors allow them to listen to a high quality mix of audio sources at safe intensities
which can be enhanced by panning different elements to each ear.
While the IEMs can be distracting when singing, recent advances allow the user to
incorporate an ambient feature, allowing them to listen to just the correct amount of
ambient noise. The most common professional stage IEMs use a wireless system to send
the mix to the performer. They contain a transmitter and a receiver pack worn by the
musician with a transmitter for each monitor mix and a receiver for each IEM. The
transmitters may put out either one stereo mix or two mono mixes.
The IEMs themselves are the last stage of the signal path in the system. The in-the-ear
monitors are usually custom molded for comfort, allowing the sound to be sent directly
into the user’s ear canal. This custom molding allows for a better seal resulting in a lower
level of ambient noise presented to the user. Depending on the quality of the fit and length
of the canal portion of the earpiece, a custom fit IEM will generally provide somewhere
between 25 and 34 decibels of noise reduction.
Custom IEMs come in a variety of colors but are usually clear or the skin color of the
performer. The IEM cable plugs into a 3.5 mm stereo jack on the receiver pack; typically
clipped onto the belt, guitar strap, clothing of the
performer, or placed in a pocket. Non-custom IEMs are also
available and include a variety of universal foam and
silicone tips that will fit into most people’s ears.

Tips from the Experts in Musicians
Hearing Conservation
In an effort to conserve hearing in the unfriendly musical environment, Dr. Santucci and his

colleagues suggest the following to their famous, infamous and amateur musicians:

Get a baseline hearing test! This will tell you the current state of your hearing.
See an audiologist annually to track possible changes to your hearing. Repeat testing is
the true measure of success in your hearing conservation efforts.
Use in-ear (personal) monitors on stage and in rehearsal . IEM systems isolate your ears
from unwanted ambient sound, so that you hear only the monitor mix. By eliminating
ambience, you increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the ear canal. As aresult, you can
listen with greater accuracy at lower volume levels.
In general, use isolating earphones. Soft, custom-fit earphones fully seal the ear canal,
providing the best isolation against unwanted ambient sound.
To add ambient stage sound into your IEM mix, consider an active ambient system with
microphones embedded in the earphones. The next best choice is to set up ambience
microphones and have the monitor engineer addthem to the IEM mix.
Avoid so-called “ambient earphones” with vents or ports that allow uncontrolled
sound into your ears. These designs eliminate the benefits of isolation, reducing the
signal-to-noise ratio. This typically results in the need for higher IEM levels to
compensate.
Monitor at safe levels. Consult an audiologist who is equipped with the tools to
measure your preferred listening levels. Only by direct measurement can you determine
what these levels are, and whether they meet safety criteria for both exposure time and
loudness level.
Wear BOTH of your earpieces. Your perception of loudness is increased by 6 dB when
wearing two earpieces instead of one. When using only one earpiece, the open ear is at
risk from stage volume, and the ear using a monitor will need to be 6 dB louder than if
you were wearing both. Wearing only one earpiece puts both your ears at risk!
Use high fidelity earplugs when not using personal monitors. Professional earplugs
eliminate the “muffled” sound of commercial earplugs, effectively reduce sound levels
without significantly compromising sound quality.
Be aware! Signs of excessive exposure to loud sounds include ringing in the
ear(tinnitus), buzzing, or temporary loss or changes in hearing sensitivity (threshold
shift). If you experience these symptoms or other noticeable changes in your hearing,
see your audiologist immediately!
It bears repeating: See your audiologist annually. The absence of symptom does not
necessarily indicate a lack of hearing issues. Research indicates that 70% of people with
noise-induced hearing loss NEVER experienced ringing.
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Section VIII.
Some Notable Notables

Frank Sinatra had a left ear
drum perforation
Robert Traynor 12th April 2016

Sinatra Is Classified 4F; Has Punctured Eardrum
Special Edition of the New York Times, December 10, 1943
NEWARK, N.J., Dec. 9 — Frank Sinatra will not lay that microphone down and take up a gun
or a duffle bag. Completing a special engagement with Army physicians this morning at the
Newark induction center, the crooner came out rejected and dejected. Another punctured
eardrum case, he was classified 4F.
During World War II in the United States, young men lined up forenlistment in the military.
Toward the end of the Great Depression, many young men needed a job while others just
wanted to revenge Pearl Harbor.
Since WWI the US armed forces had been allowed to become a shadow of its former self.
Down to a force of less than 200,000 troops in 1940, it was most certainly not, as we have
come to say these days “fit for Prime Time”. Volunteer armies were not yet reasonable.
Anticipating the need to strengthen the US military, Congress set up theSelective Service
System in 1940 to conscript young men into the military. These conscripts would then meet
the growing military needs that would later combat the Nazis in Europe and Japanese in the
Pacific.
This Selective Service Act required that men between the ages of 21 and 35 register with
local draft boards. Later, when the U.S. entered World War II, all men aged 18 to 45 were
made subject to military service, and all men aged 18 to 65 were required to register.
Deemed the “draft,” those that were affected were bound to serve at least 6 months after
the end of WWII. At the time, it was not a matter of if you would serve, it was simply a
question of which branch of the military would be entered.
One of those young men was “Ol’ Blue Eyes” himself,Francis Albert Sinatra. Sinatra’s
mother was often called “Hatpin Dolly”, and was well known for her fiery volatile Ligurian
personality. Anthony and Dolly Sinatra had both emigrated from mainland Italy to America
in the 1890s and the family enjoyed a reasonable standard of living in their new home as
Anthony found a secure job in the Fire Department while Dolly was a local Democratic
political ward boss and worked as a midwife.
Dolly’s pregnancy with Frank was routine, but the birth was a tough, agonizing process
incorporating forceps that virtually yanked the 13.5 pound baby out of his twenty-one-yearold mother’s diminutive body and prevented her from having other children. Born on

December 12, 1915, in a Hoboken, New Jersey, apartment, young Sinatra was blue and not
breathing when he was delivered.
Initially, he was thought to be dead and infant laid on the kitchen counter while the doctor
attended to his mother. His grandmother picked up the newborn, stuck him under some
cold water, and little Frank wailed out his first song. The forceps, however, had taken a toll
on the infant that would haunt him for all of his life. The birth process left Sinatra with
permanent damage to his left earlobe, cheek and neck as well as a perforation of his left
eardrum. For a lifetime he hated being photographed from the left side and at one time in
his childhood was even called “Scarface” by the other children. In the photo it is easy to
see that there is a scar as well as no lobule on the left pinna.
A major disappointment was the hearing loss created by the punctured eardrum
discovered in his Army physical during an attempt to enlist in the US Army Air Force in 1943.
The grafting of eardrums by otolaryngologists did not really become a viable procedure
until the mid-1950s so surgery for the perforated eardrum was not an option for young
Sinatra to allow him to enter WWII. Sinatra recalled about being diagnosed as unfit for
military service, “It was the war years, and there was a great loneliness, “I was not the boy
in every corner drugstore who’d gone off, drafted to the war”. At the time not allowed to
participate and felt like a rejected soul, but he was simply a product of his time. These days
a punctured eardrum would not keep anyone from military service. A simple
tympanoplasty, with 85% success w0uld be the treatment. Currently, the eardrum is
repaired with a cigarette paper patch or a simple graft with hearing restored to essentially
normal.
Numerous biographers indicate that if the tympanoplasty procedure would have been
available in1943, musical history could have been substantially changed. Sinatra, along with
most of his Hoboken friends and most American males, would have gone off to war and he
would not have been able to build his career during the war. While he would have probably
worked with Harry James and Tommy Dorsey in the late 30s and early 40s, the solo career
and movies during the war would likely not have been in the cards for Frank. There seems
to be no easily accessible record to indicate if he ever had a tympanoplasty to cure the
issue with his left ear. If not, his brilliant career was likely conducted with about a 30-50 dB
(probably more low frequency) hearing loss in his left ear. Not bad for a kid with hearing
loss from Hoboken.
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Who was the real father of rock
and roll?
Robert Traynor 1st March 2016

This assertion might startle more than a few historians of pop music. The origins ofrock
and roll have been fiercely debated by commentators and music historians. Conventional
literature indicates that Rock and Roll music arose in the Southern United States through
the homogenation of African musical traditions with European musical instruments.
Although it’s difficult, if not impossible, to pinpoint the exact birth of Rock and Roll, its
bloodline is typically traced back to the likes of Bill Haley, Little Richard, Elvis Presley and,
of course,Chuck Berry, even Alan Freed…..but there is an idol of Elvis Presley and some of
the other founders of Rock and Roll that many feel should carry the “Father of Rock and
Roll” title that has never even made it to the Hall of Fame!

If Not Bill, Dick, Elvis, Chuck or Alan…..Then Who?
The story begins January 10, 1927. This day Elmer and Hazel Ray, direct descendants of a
native American and an Oregon Trail Pioneer from England of Dallas, Oregon, USA had their
second child, a baby boy. The boy, John Alvin Ray, grew up on an Oregon farm dazzling his
family and friends with musical and acting talents from an early age.
In 1937 at about age 10, John Alvin lost hearing in his right ear as a result of an accident
clowning around at the first Boy Scout Jamboree in Washington, DC. It seems that he and
some of his Boy Scout buddies were playing “blanket toss” which is sort of a trampoline
activity and he became injured as a result of a fall. John Alvin flew up into the air but
missed the blanket coming down. No one really knows the specifics of what happened but
a common theory is that he landed on a piece of stubble. Whatever the cause, he lost over
half the hearing in his right ear.
Based upon the available data it sounds like young John Alvin’s hearing loss was
moderately – severe and stories suggest that it was an inner ear impairment, so it was
likely a sensori-neural loss. Of course, this was the late 1930s –in an milieu of polio,
tuberculosis and other serious disorders, hearing impairment was a minimal issue of the
time. The loss was not known to his immediate family for several months after the accident.
All Elmer and Hazel knew was that young John Alvin had suddenly become withdrawn.
With the addition of a vacuum tube hearing aid in the right ear in 1940 at about age 13,
John Alvin came out of his withdrawal, singing and acting out as his old self. But he would
never forget the experience of silence and isolation. The family moved to Portland, Oregon,
seeking better opportunities and John Alvin went to high school there.
After high school, he began singing locally in a wild, flamboyant style, unlike any other
white singer up to that time. Inspired by rhythm singers like Kay Starr, LaVern Baker and

Ivory Joe Hunter, he developed a unique rhythm-based singing style, described as
alternating between pre-rock rhythm & blues and a more conventional classic pop
approach. He began singing professionally with his hearing aid obvious to the studio
audience as Johnnie Ray on a Portland, Oregon, radio station in 1942 at age 15.
According to IMDb (2016) by 1952 at age 25 he was an American sensation. The following
year, during his first concert tour of the United Kingdom, Ray started attracting mobs of
young people who rioted in front of him. In 1954, at age 27, he became the first American
performer to draw crowds in Australia. According to the stories and various accounts Ray’s
singing style became pre-rock Rhythm & Blues and a more conventional classic pop that
was noted for his stormy style. He would jump about as he sang, bend his knees and cup
his hand to his right ear, where a hearing aid had been in place for many years.
In 1954, he starred with Marilyn Monroe in “There’s no business like show business” where
he sang and danced. By this time he had a number of hits and was an idol to Elvis Presley
as well as other later “Rock and Roll” stars.

The Songs
Among the first was the 1952 two sided hit”Cry”/”The Little White Cloud That Cried,” a 45
RPM record that made it very big! (Click on the “Cry” Record label to listen). Later that same
year (1952) he had a #4 United States hit with his version of “Walkin’ My Baby Back Home.”
In 1954, he did his version of The Drifters’ R & B hit “Such A Night.” His version of “Just
Walkin’ In The Rain,” rose to #2 on the American charts in December, 1956. His last major hit
in the U.S. was in 1957, entitled “You Don’t Owe Me A Thing.” His recordings reached many
more people in the United Kingdom than in the United States for the next four years. (Click
on the picture of Johnnie Ray (right) and see him perform with his hearing aid).
In 1960, Johnnie Ray’s record label dropped him. The credible stories suggest that a
contributing factor to the label dropping Johnnie was that by 1958, his hearing had dropped
significantly in his left ear and the hearing impairment became severe. To correct his
hearing and continue to pursue his career he decided to go to New York and have ear
surgery which was supposed to regain his hearing at least in the left ear. While there are no
public records as to the specific surgery conducted, recounts of the time indicate that the
surgery procedure was totally botched, leaving Johnnie profoundly hearing impaired. The
unsuccessful surgery necessitated the use of a second hearing aid for his left ear. From
this time (1959) on Johnnie Ray was deaf without his hearing aids and despite his
successful use of the instruments and attempting to have his hearing corrected by surgical
intervention, the label dropped him anyway. He would never record another record but he
had very loyal fans that continued to love his songs and they supported him in Las Vegas
shows and Television appearances for the rest of his career. Johnnie Ray continued to
perform until 1989 when he became ill and later died at age 63 in Los Angeles February 24,
1990.

Epilog
While Johnnie Ray had many personal problems in addition to his hearing impairment
during his lifetime that contributed to his up and down career struggles as well as to his
death. As an idol of Elvis and a forerunner to Rock and Roll, he contributed much to the
new musical style. His contributions to the new music led Tony Bennet to call him the

“Father of Rock and Roll”. Although the Rock and Roll hall of fame has eluded him, Johnnie
Ray, the unlikely hearing impaired kid from Oregon of the 1940s, created a new kind of
music that inspired a generation of rock stars.
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Was Beethoven's hearing loss
genetic?
Robert Traynor 21st April 2015

Until recently the leading candidate for the cause of his hearing impairment according to
records and the preponderance of evidence was lead poisoning caused by the lead used in
wine at the time. Recently, new discoveries have been made that may refute the traditional
thoughts of the cause of Beethoven’s hearing impairment and that of other modern day
“Beethovens” with significant hearing loss, such as Eric Clapton, Phil Collins, Ozzy Osbourne,
and others. (Click on their picture for a great video.)
Arguably, there could easily be a number of causes for hearing loss among today’s most
successful musicians, including drugs and, of course, noise exposure. But there are also
current findings that might just predispose some people for hearing loss, as they may be
more sensitive to noise exposure than others. While the tastes in music vary substantially,
the ear does not know loud music from loud jackhammers in the street or loud trains. So,
to the ear, loud is loud and it reacts accordingly!
As audiologists know, when exposed to loud noise, such as music, over a long period of
time, hearing may decrease. The damage from noise exposure is usually gradual and thus,
not noticed until the impairment becomes rather pronounced. Over time, sounds may
become distorted or muffled, and the person begins to find it difficult to understand other
people and/or begins to experience a need to turn up the volume on the television. The
damage from noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL), combined with aging, can lead to hearing
loss severe enough that hearing aids are necessary to magnify sounds to assist in hearing,
communication, and participate more fully in daily activities.
NIHL can also be caused by extremely loud bursts of sound, such as gunshots or
explosions, which can rupture the eardrum or damage the bones in the middle ear. This
kind of NIHL can be immediate and permanent. Loud noise exposure can also cause
tinnitus—a ringing, buzzing, or roaring in the ears or head. Tinnitus may subside over time,
but can sometimes continue constantly or occasionally throughout a person’s life. Hearing
loss and tinnitus can occur in one or both ears. Sometimes exposure to impulse or
continuous loud noise causes a temporary hearing loss (called a temporary threshold shift)
that disappears 16 to 48 hours later.
Recent research suggests, however, that although the loss of hearing seems to disappear,
there may be residual long-term damage to your hearing. Certainly after a performance,
musicians often experience a temporary threshold shift characterized by a slight tinnitus
and a muffling of the sound around them for a period of time. When this occurs enough
times over a period of years, the individuals will likely suffer a permanent threshold shift
or a hearing loss that stays and becomes a problem.

It has been known for some time that some individuals are more susceptible than others to
the perils of noise-induced hearing loss. Anecdotally, one musician, construction worker, or
other noise exposed individual will be affected, while another person working right beside
them will not. Could this be a reason why some composers or rockers suffer substantial
hearing loss and others do not?
In a new genome-wide association study, an international team of neuroscientists led by
Dr. Rick Friedman of Keck Medicine at the University of Southern California (USC) has found
evidence that some people, such as Beethoven, Eric Clapton, Phil Collins and others, may
be genetically more susceptible to noise-induced hearing loss than others.
A genome-wide association study is an approach that involves rapidly scanning markers
across the complete sets of DNA, or genomes, of many people to find genetic variations
associated with a particular disease. Once new genetic associations are identified,
researchers can use the information to develop better strategies to detect, treat and
prevent the disease. Such studies are particularly useful in finding genetic variations that
contribute to common, complex diseases, such as asthma, cancer, diabetes, heart disease,
mental illnesses, and, in the recent studies, in noise-induced hearing loss.
Dr. Rick Friedman, at USC states that “understanding the biological processes that affect
susceptibility to hearing loss due to loud noise exposure is an important factor in reducing
risk.” We have made great advances in hearing restoration, but nothing can compare to
protecting the hearing you have and preventing the hearing loss in the first place.”
The study, published in the April 16 edition of the peer-reviewed journalPLOS Genetics, is
titled, “Genome-wide association study identifies Nox3 as a critical gene for susceptibility to
noise-induced hearing loss.” While some gene association studies on noise-induced
hearing loss in people have been conducted in the past, all were very small and their
results un-replicated. Genome-wide association studies, or GWAS, search the entire
genome for common genetic variants to see if any of those variants are associated with a
trait.
Mouse GWAS have led to the discovery of hundreds of genes involved in complex traits that
have immediate relevance to people. In the USC study, conducted at the Zilkha
Neurogenetic Institute, Friedman’s team identified the Nox3 gene, which is almost
exclusively expressed in the inner ear, as a key gene for susceptibility to noise-induced
hearing loss. Using 64 of the 100 strains of mice in the Hybrid Mouse Diversity Panel, the
team was able to increase the statistical power of its investigation, leading to the first
published GWAS for noise-induced hearing loss in mice. More research is necessary before
clinical recommendations can be made. The study was conducted in collaboration with
scientists from Brazil’s Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul and UCLA.

Who knows? Maybe sometime we will be able to know who will be most susceptible to
noise-induced hearing loss and our stars will be able to play for us and communicate as
well!
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A hard of hearing Japanese
Beethoven
Robert Traynor 18th March 2014

In November 2011, A.S. ,a senior member of the Unsung Composers site wrote…..”Today, I
introduce a Symphony by Japanese composer Mamoru Samuragochi, who was born in
Hiroshima at 1963 is a taught musician. Because he denied contemporary music , so he did
not enter University of music. He suffered migraines since high school, and at age of 35 he
completely lost his hearing. But relying on his absolute pitch, he was able to continue
writing music and finished Symphony No. 1 in 2003. This Symphony was played for the first
time at Hiroshima in 2008 , and Tokyo in 2010. This symphony written is late romantic style
and strong influenced by Mahler and Bruckner. (three movements and lasts roughly 80
minutes.) I attend to first performance at Tokyo in April 2011. After sounding final chord,
many many audience rise from a sitting position and enthusiastic applause continued.”
(Click here for an excerpt from the Symphony, played by the Hiroshima Symphony
Orchestra from the first performance Samuragochi’s work at Hiroshima in 2008).

As noted in the February 17, 2014 edition of Hearing News Watch,”Beyond the greatness of
his music, it was the composer’s compelling personal story that made him such an admired
and beloved figure. Like Ludwig von Beethoven when he wrote his Ninth Symphony, [he]
said [he] had been deaf in both ears since the age of 35 and never heard the beautiful
sounds of his music. While he was best known in Japan, international news media also
hailed his remarkable victory over hearing loss.
Mamoru Samuragochi was born in 21 September 1963 in Hiroshima Prefecture to parents
who were both hibakusha (i.e., irradiated in the atomic bombing of Hiroshima). He started
playing the piano at the age of four. He started suffering migraines while in high school,
and claimed that, by the time he was 35, he had completely lost his hearing. After
graduating from high school, Samuragochi did not attend university or music school, due to
his dislike of modern composition methods, and he instead taught himself how to
compose.
In 2001 Time magazine quoted him as saying in an interview that his loss of hearing was “a
gift from God.” As a composer of music for video games, Time magazine said that, “Mamoru
Samuragochi created a rich, textured symphony that elevates a game with a mundane plot–
a samurai must rescue a princess from a bunch of demons–into a story of epic proportions.
To record it, Samuragochi browbeat the producers into employing a 200-piece orchestra,
including musicians playing such traditional instruments as a Japanese flute and taiko
drums. The result is both haunting and inspirational, reminiscent of majestic scores for
films like Lawrence of Arabia.”

In the 20th century, film became the palette for composers,the way opera was before,”
Samuragochi says. “Today we have video games.” Samuragochi was responsible for the
scores for video games such as Resident Evil Dual Shock Version. The composer was
celebrated in his nation as a latter-day Beethoven. Among the musical compositions that
made Samuragochi famous was Sonatina for Violin, which the Japanese figure skater
Daisuke Takahashi selected to perform to in the Sochi Winter Olympics. He also was
credited with writing the theme music for the popular video game Resident Evil, and
Samuragochi’s Hiroshima symphony, about the atomic bombing of his native city, was
enormously popular in Japan.
On March 31, 2013, Samuragochi was the subject of a 50-minute Japanese TV documentary
titled Melody of the Soul: The Composer Who Lost His Hearing (魂の旋律 ～音を失った作曲
家～ Tamashii no Senritsu: Oto o Ushinatta Sakkyokuka?) and broadcast by NHK. The
documentary followed him as he met survivors of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami
in northern Japan. The public adored Mr. Samuragochi, who appeared to have overcome a
serious physical disability, the loss of almost all of his hearing at age 35 due to a
degenerative condition, and still to achieve musical greatness. In a 2007 autobiography
titled “Symphony No. 1,” Mr. Samuragochi described himself as the son of an atomic bomb
survivor and able to play Beethoven and Bach on the piano by age 10. It turns out his
magnum opus was his own masquerade.

Neither Deaf nor a Composer
Japan reacted with remorse, outrage, and even the rare threat of a lawsuit after Mamoru
Samuragochi, now 50, admitted that he had hired a ghostwriter since the 1990s to write
most of his music. The anger turned to disbelief when the ghostwriter himself came
forward to accuse Mr. Samuragochi of faking his deafness, apparently to win public
sympathy. Mr. Samuragochi suddenly confessed that someone else had written his most
famous works. These include Symphony No. 1 Hiroshima, about the 1945 atomic bombing of
his home city, which became a classical music hit in Japan; the theme music for the video
games Resident Evil and Onimusha; and Sonatina for Violin, used at the 2014 Winter Games
in Sochi by Japanese Olympic figure skater Daisuke Takahashi. The reason for this sudden
display of repentance was when the ghostwriter for his music revealed himself to be
Takashi Niigaki, 43, a relatively unknown part-time lecturer at a prestigious music college in
Tokyo. Mr. Niigaki said he had written more than 20 songs for Mr. Samuragochi since 1996,
for which he received the equivalent of about $US 70,000. Niigaki said he felt so guilty
about the deception that he had threatened to go public in the past, but Mr. Samuragochi
begged him not to. He said he finally could not take it anymore when he learned one of his
songs would be used by the Olympic skater. He finally told his story to a Japanese weekly
tabloid where the hoax was presented to the public. Meanwhile, the symphony Hiroshima
and the other compositions formerly credited to Samurgochi are still masterpieces and
now we know their true creator. Just confirms the believe that “if something seems
impossible, it probably is impossible!”

Says Mamoru Samuragochi, “I have caused a great deal of trouble with my lies for
everyone, including those people who bought my CDs and came to my concerts,” he said,
according to a report from Reuters.

The hearing organ of J.S. Bach
Robert Traynor 20th March 2012

(1685 – 1750) is well known to most music lovers around the world and was, according to
Piano Express , a prolific German composer and organist whose sacred and secular works
for choir, orchestra, and solo instruments drew together the strands of the Baroque period
and brought it to its ultimate maturity.
Bach was not always appreciated during his own lifetime, and he wasconsidered “oldfashioned” by his contemporaries. Nevertheless, Bach is now considered one of the most
famous and influential composers of all time. Today, March 21st, is the 327th anniversary of
his birth.

Click to Hear Bach… Brandenburg Concerto #3 in G Minor, BVW, Allegro Adagio, Bamberg
Philharmonic Orchestra
Rose notes that at age 60 Bach was rather healthy, but with age he later fell victim to
hypertension and obesity. He expired from a stroke in 1750. Although Bach is not known to
have possessed a hearing impairment, as Beethoven did, his history includes some
interesting twists.
His fatal stroke is thought by some to have been caused not by hypertension, but rather to
have been the result of
complications of ocular surgery performed by the “oculist” Chevalier John Taylor well known
in Europe at the time. The last two years of his life he was almost blind. “Taylor was the
poster child for 18th century quackery,” says Daniel Albert, MD, MS the author of Men of
Vision, a history of ophthalmology. The book has a chapter on Taylor’s colorful, if gruesome,
career. He seems to have had it in for composers as he blinded Handel with his sham
surgeries as well. Click to Hear Bach Tocata y fuga en re menor
In 1894, almost 150 years after his death, Bach’s casket was opened in front of the great
University of Leipzig anatomist, Professor Wilhelm His (1831-1904). Baer (1951) presents a
description of how the composer’s body was identified and explains how Professor His, in
cooperation with the Viennese Otologist Adam Politzer (1835-1920), conducted a detailed
examination of Bach’s temporal bones. Afterwards, Politzer stated that the results yielded
information that were suggestive of Bach’s musical genius. In their words, while it would be
futile to attempt to describe the talent of a great composer from the structure of his
temporal bones, a well organized and well developed ear is indispensible in the making of
a great composer.
Politzer and His felt that Bach’s temporal bones were exceptionally developed. For
example, they reported, the area of the fenestra rotunda (round window) was 2.5 mm in
diameter, compared to the usual 1.5 mm. They also found extra thickness in the mastoid

process, particularly the cortical part (body), and abnormalities of the Petrous portion as
well. Further observations were their impressions of unusually strong development of the
inferior temporal gyri. Finally, His and Politzer felt that the first turn of the cochlea was
larger than normal suggesting unusual development of the cochlear ganglion and thus
higher centers.

Click to Hear Bach…. Air Suite #3
All this may have been an attempt by famous, well-educated anatomists and otologists to
suggest that Bach had bigger, more developed ears than normal human beings. Hmmmm
……an autopsy on a body that had been buried for 150 years showing that Bach had
superhuman ears.
No wonder we mere mortals can only appreciate good music, not create it. I GUESS SIZE
DOES MATTER.

Section IX.
Encore I Finale

Have we really come that far? part 1
Marshall Chasin 21st June 2016

When I first started as a young audiologist in 1981, custom hearing aids were not yet being
marketed and all that was available were rather large sized BTE aids, eyeglass aids, and
even body aids. I recall that there was an Oticon P11P and a Wilco H37D body aid. The Wilco
H37D came with either a red or a yellow dot receiver where the output and gain were
higher with the red dot. It’s amazing that I still carry around such trivia in my memory!
Whether the hearing aids were eyeglass hearing, body, or BTE hearing aids, one can say
with some certainty that they were not invisible.
Back then, the federal laws were not yet in place that prevented discrimination based on
hearing loss or any other physical disability. Well, even today musicians and other “contract
employees” still fall into rather large cracks in the various jurisdictional laws. A hard of
hearing conductor or musician wearing any hearing aid would simply, for “unknown
reasons”, not have their contract extended.
Various hearing aid manufacturers came out with really neat advertising campaigns that
tried to put things in perspective. I believe that it was Siemens (now Sivantos) that came
out with a great poster that said “What is more visible- your hearing loss or hearing aid?”.
Of course they hit it on the head, and even today I wish that I had a copy of that poster. It
did however underscore the push-pull, love-hate relationship between hearing aids and
what they looked like.
Times have changed but not as much as many would have us believe. It is true that hearing
aids can now be seated deeply in the ear canal (and this was really the case since the late
1980s with the introduction of the Phillips Peri-tympanic aid, that we would now call an IIC).
This miniaturization was the big push in the late 1980s and 1990s and indeed there are
some acoustic advantages of deep canal or deep CIC hearing aid fittings that went along
with the miniaturization. I actually edited a book on this topic called CIC Handbook and
among other things, a deep canal fitting (with or without a deeply set lateral end of the
hearing aid) would provide significantly more amplification than what the 2 cc coupler
response could show.
I recall an instance where I “faked” an ER-15 musicians’ earplug and had the earmold lab
design it as a fake cover over their canal hearing aids. To the unsuspecting public, the
musician was merely wearing earplugs.
With the advent of digital technology and wireless compatibility, hearing aids became
larger again, but not for too long. Mini BTE and RIC hearing aids quickly became the norm

and at least as far as the non-occluding version, was made possible by advanced feedback
(phase shifting) management systems.
If the musician or other performing artist wanted to hide their hearing aids, it could be
easily done by arranging a few wisps of hair, here and there.
And then we had a new set of problems- digital hearing aids could handle speech as an
input but could not handle the higher levels of music without significant distortion. So
even if a musician would agree to wear hearing aids, they (understandably) would not wear
them while performing or listening to music. Click here for more on this technical limitation
of digital hearing aids can be found at .
In the last 8-10 years, digital hearing aids have almost caught up with the improved fidelity
of the old style analog hearing aids of the late 1980s. The 1988 K-AMP is considered the
best of all hearing aids for music because it had a rock solid front end that did not distort
with the higher level inputs characteristic of music. It is still available from some sources
such as General Hearing and is still available as a PSAP as the Bean fromEtymotic.
Recent innovations by a number of hearing aid manufacturers have successfully addressed
this problem and are now offering technologies that can transduce the higher level inputs
of music without appreciable distortion…. So hard of hearing musicians are now starting to
wear their hearing aids again in public venues while performing.
There has been an understandable 20-year hiatus for many hard of hearing musicians not
wanting to wear hearing aids- first the larger size, and then the limitation in digital
technology. And of course, what would an employer or conductor think of a musician
wearing hearing aids?
The last hurdle is still there. Laws are in place to protect the hard of hearing musician but
in many cases battles need to be waged by the musician (and their unions and
audiologists) to maintain their rights. Not all performing artists are up to that task and
many unions are not as aware as they should be. I spend as much time educating union
officials about their members’ rights as I do in actually helping the performing artist win
their case.
We are not there yet despite having laws on the books. The realm of the performing artist
is still very much back in the mid-20th century (and, in some cases, the 19th century).
Miniaturization is one way to do an end-run around the issue, but the issue still remains.
I am not sure that we are as advanced with our human rights when it comes to the
performing artists as we should be, or we think we are.
We do have many great tools are our disposal, but none better than hard of hearing
musicians who have gone “public” about their hearing difficulties are have come out the
other side. The next entry in this blog series is from one, of many musicians who has gone
“public” and we will hear his story.

Have we really come that far? part 2
Tony Laviola 28th June 2016

Tony Laviola is a well respected hard of hearing bass player who sees no problems
wearing hearing aids… as long as they work!
Italian born Toronto bass player Tony Laviola has played almost all styles of music since
1966 . R&B, rock , blues, country, jazz, showbands, tribute artists and singer-song-writers
including Marc Jordan and Ron Nigrini. Debbie Bechamp, “Stix and Stones” “The Show
Toppers” “The SoulSetters” “Zeke” “Terry Dee and More” to name a few. Recently with the
Folk revival group “Where Have All the Folk Songs Gone” now in its 4th year @ the Free
Times Café.
And Tony is … well, just read on …
I have been a musician for more than 50 years and I’ve come to realize that I may have had
a hearing problem since I was young boy. In retrospect there was much I could not
understand especially when the teacher was writing on the blackboard. There were many
“can do better” comments on my report cards and I wanted to do better but somehow it
never came together.
But then, when I began singing in school choirs I began to find something I could
immediately understand and at the same time love for the sheer joy of it. In choir learning
melody or the second or third harmony part was easy compared to hearing the lyrics
without the sheet music. When the Beatles came out it was all over! We had to form a band
so we could play the best pop music ever written.
Straight out of college I went on the road with a few loud show bands , then a couple of
singer songwriters duo situations that were more conducive to lower SPL levels but I’ve
also played with many loud bands from Folk to Country to R&B and Jazz. And that has taken
its toll on my hearing.
My wife, among others, gets very annoyed when she has to repeat herself . I couldn’t help
but notice that she was getting fed up with the repetition. I went for a hearing test that
showed I did have significant loss in the region of speech where consonants usually reside.
They said that my hearing curve was typical of a congenital condition probably exacerbated
by my regular exposure to loud sounds.
I’ve been lucky in that I learned how to cope with hearing loss along the way by lip reading
and positioning my self in front of the person speaking but eventually as my hearing
deteriorated that didn’t work anymore. So I went looking for something to help me. Some of
the first bits of research lead me straight to Dr. Mead Killion who had developed analogue

“musicians” hearing aids called K-Amps. Sounded good! Trouble was I didn’t know who was
actually manufacturing them and when I finally tracked down a manufacturer I found,
because of politics, I couldn’t buy them in Canada. That was frustrating to say the least.
These wonderful, affordable (about $800 US a pair in 2001) tools that were used by
symphony musicians to help them do their job were not offered here in Canada. Inside the
industry these K-amps were received with great respect, admiration and I suspect a little
envy.
I was determined. So with a little help I tracked down one of the only retailers still selling
these analogue HA’s (Walmart of all places! but only American Walmarts) and procured a
pair in Buffalo N.Y. The K-amps were very nice and they worked for me for about a year or
so but then my hearing got worse so I decided to get some proper HA’s. The new digital
HA’s were being touted as the greatest thing since sliced bread and analogue was on its
way out. Affordability had always been a concern for musicians and even when I could
afford them, my first pair of HA’s were returned within the same hour as I received them
and then several years after that I tried a second pair which I also promptly returned.
I simply could not have John Coltrane’s beautiful saxophone sound like Buffy St. Marie’s
vibrato…all the time! These first digital HA’s were a big disappointment for me so I did
without. Until my present HA’s I couldn’t use HA’s onstage because the best older digital
HA’s had a threshold limit of maybe 105 dB before they would totally distort and could
easily be deemed to be in contravention of the Geneva convention and other moral codes
that condemn torture. Like the original audio cassette tapes they were made for speech not
for music.
Perhaps I simply haven’t noticed but I have not felt discriminated against when it comes to
getting gigs. I still get call-backs and new gigs. Everyone knows I’m hearing impaired and
apparently I can still cope. In my musical community and with most of the great leaders
that I work with it doesn’t matter if you are black, white, female etc. as long as you can cut
the gig. Discrimination is born of ignorance and fear. One of the things I appreciate most in
being a musician is that in most cases ability trumps prejudice.
For those conductors who are wary of any members of their orchestras who wear HA’s and
would throw away a talent based on prejudice deserve what they get. Dr. Killion supplied Kamps to members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and many still use them.
The Musicians’ Association that functioned more like a union setting fees and tariffs for
their members did precious little in return. Promotion of the awareness of hearing
problems could have been a great boon to their membership back in the day. As in most
other things, musicians have had to rely on themselves and each other for information and
guidance.
I would consul all musicians to get a hearing test if for no other reason than to have a base
line for future reference. Don’t be afraid to try hearing aids if they are needed. Hearing loss
is insidious and over a long period of time you may lose more and more of your hearing.
Like the proverbial frog who is put into a pot of cold water, as the heat is gradually raised
he doesn’t realize the pickle he’s in until his goose is cooked to mix metaphors. There are
now some excellent hearing aids for musicians that will let you hear 10 kHz again (YAY!) and
will support SPLs of up to 120 dB without distortion (helleujah!). That’s what’s new in
musicians’ hearing aid technology. Talk to an audiologist.
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